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Cholera, a problem in Third World countries, is a complicated diarrheal disease caused 
by the bacterium Vibrio cholerae. The latest outbreak in Haiti and surrounding areas in 
2010 illustrated that cholera remains a serious threat to public health and safety. With 

advancements in research, cholera can be prevented and effectively treated. Irrespective 
of “Military” or “Monetary” power, with one’s “Own Power”, we can defeat this disease. 

The book “Cholera” is a valuable resource of power (knowledge) not only for cholera 
researchers but for anyone interested in promoting the health of people. Experts from 

different parts of the world have contributed to this important work thereby generating 
this power. Key features include the history of cholera, geographical distribution of the 

disease, mode of transmission, Vibrio cholerae activities, characterization of cholera 
toxin, cholera antagonists and preventive measures.
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Preface 
 

On 21 October, 2010 Haitian public health authorities conrmed an outbreak of 
cholera. Ten months later the toll of this outbreak tallied 386,429 cases, including 5,885 
deaths, with the outbreak spreading to the neighboring Dominican Republic and 
Florida, United States. Cholera is a world problem. One of the most basic lessons, 
which was so elegantly restated in an editorial in the New England Journal of 
Medicine, is that no one should lack access to clean water and sanitation. If we are to 
control and ultimately eradicate the deadly threat of cholera, the approach must 
include healthcare workers, scientists, and general public. The book Cholera focuses 
on various aspects of this disease with information significant for all people, from 
scientist and educators to general public. 

This book is comprised of four parts: Epidemiology, Biology of Vibrio cholerae, 
Cholera Toxin, and Antagonists and Treatment. First two parts describe the history of 
cholera, its geographical distribution, mode of transmission, and structural and 
functional activities of V. cholerae. The third part deals with cholera toxin in a study of 
antagonist drugs used to treat cholera. The author's detailed discussion of the 
structural and functional aspects of cholera toxin paves the way for future drug 
discovery to both prevent and cure cholera. In addition to W.H.O. and other 
regulatory treatment regimens, the fourth part adds to an overall understanding of 
current methods and potential areas for enhancement of outcomes for the welfare of 
individuals and society. Some key points of interest in Cholera include: the emergence 
of an epidemiologically dominant new strain of V. cholerae, the importance of the 
bacterial flagellum, biotechnological utilities of cholera toxin and methods to design 
cholera drugs, and the spatial epidemiologic tools applied in cholera studies. This 
book is a significant resource not only for cholera researchers but also for scientists, 
physicians, healthcare professionals, faculty and students, local administrators, and 
general public and it is my privilege to present this book. 

I extend my gratitude to my mother, my late father and my brothers for introducing 
me to higher education. My thanks to higher authorities, and colleagues of Qassim 
University for their motivation to carry out this project. I am indebted to my wife 
Anitha for her encouragement and technical support for this project. I also 
acknowledge the interest and commitment from the Publishing Process Manager at 
InTech, Ms. Irena Voric, whose patience and focus were an immense support in this 
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project. Finally, I express deep and sincere gratitude to all the authors for their 
valuable contributions and scholarly cooperation for timely completion of this book. 

 
Dr. Sivakumar Joghi Thatha Gowder 

Department of Pharmacology & Biochemistry,  
Al-Qassim University, 

College of Pharmacy, Buraidah, 
Saudi Arabia 
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Cholera and Spatial Epidemiology 
Frank B Osei1, Alfred A Duker2 and Alfred Stein3 

1Faculty of Public Health and Allied Sciences, 
 Catholic University College of Ghana, Sunyani  

2Department of Geomatic Engineering,  
Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Kumasi, 

3Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC), Twente University,  
1, 2Ghana  

3Netherlands 

1. Introduction 
Cholera is an acute intestinal infection caused by the water borne bacteria Vibrio cholerae O1 
or O139 (V. cholerae). Infection is mainly through ingestion of contaminated water or food 
(Kelly, 2001). Approximately 102-103 cells are required to cause severe diarrhea and 
dehydration (Sack et al., 1998; Hornich et al., 1971). Ingested cholera vibrios from 
contaminated water or food must pass through the acid stomach before they are able to 
colonize the upper part of the small intestine. After penetrating the mucus layer, V. cholerae 
colonizes the epithelial lining of the gut, secreting cholera toxin which affects the small 
intestine.  

Clinically, the majority of cholera episodes are characterized by a sudden onset of massive 
diarrhea and vomiting. This is accompanied by the loss of profuse amounts of protein-free 
fluid along with electrolytes, bicarbonates and ions. The resulting dehydration produces 
tachycardia, hypotension, and vascular collapse, which can lead to sudden death. The 
diagnosis of cholera is commonly established by isolating the causative organism from the 
stools of infected individuals. The main mode of treatment is the replacement of electrolyte 
loss through the intake of a rehydration fluid, i.e. Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS) (Sack et al., 
2004). Without prompt treatment, fatality rate can be as high as 50% (WHO, 1993; Sack et al., 
2004). With adequate treatment, i.e. intravenous and oral rehydration therapy, 
supplemented with appropriate antibiotics, the fatality rate can drop to approximately 1.0% 
(Carpenter et al., 1966; Mahalanabis et al., 1992).  

In its extreme manifestation, cholera is one of the most rapidly fatal infectious illnesses 
known. Within 3–4 hours of onset of symptoms, a previously healthy person may become 
severely dehydrated and if not treated may die within 24 hours (WHO, 2010). The disease is 
one of the most researched in the world today; nevertheless, it is still an important public 
health problem despite more than a century of study, especially in developing tropical 
countries. Cholera is currently listed as one of three internationally quarantinable diseases 
by the World Health Organization (WHO), along with plague and yellow fever (WHO, 
2000a). The growing number and frequency of major cholera outbreaks, especially in 
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countries on the African continent, have heightened concerns of focusing epidemiological 
research on the underlying risk factors and the identification of high risk areas.  

Using simple geographical mapping, John Snow (1855) first associated cholera with 
contaminated drinking water in the 1850s even before any bacterium was known to exist. 
After Snow’s seminal work, most epidemiological studies of cholera have focused on the 
pathogenesis and biological characteristics of V. cholerae (Yamai et al., 1977; Faruque et al., 
1998; Ramamurthy et al., 1993; Felsenfeld, 1966; Singleton et al., 1982a, 1982b; Colwell et al., 
1977; Barua and Paguio, 1977; Glass et al., 1985). However useful these studies are, they 
usually cannot establish accurate individual exposure levels for the critical risk factors of the 
disease (Haining, 1998). Spatial epidemiological tools applied in cholera studies can 
facilitate the identification of high risk areas and the formulation of hypotheses about the 
causal factors responsible for such variations, as well as the optimal allocation of health 
facilities to improve health care provision. The objective of this study is to present from 
published literature the general epidemiology of cholera, its spatial epidemiology as well as 
important spatial epidemiologic tools utilized in cholera studies. 

2. Biology and ecology of V. cholerae 
The biology and ecology of V. cholerae has been described by many authors (Yamai et al., 
1977; Faruque et al., 1998; Ramamurthy et al., 1993; Felsenfeld, 1966; Singleton et al., 1982a, 
1982b; Colwell et al., 1977; Barua and Paguio, 1977; Glass et al., 1985). V. cholerae is an 
aerobic, motile, Gram-negative rod that is shaped like a comma (Hamer and Cash, 1999). 
When ingested in the body, V. cholerae produces an exotoxin that either stimulates the 
mucosal cells to secrete large quantities of isotonic fluid, or increases the permeability of the 
vascular endothelium, thus allowing isotonic fluid to pass through in abnormal amount, 
resulting in watery diarrhea.  

V. cholerae is differentiated serologically by the O antigen of its lipopolysaccharide. Over 200 
serogroups of V. cholerae have been documented (Yamai et al., 1997). The toxigenic V. 
cholerae serogroups, which cause epidemic cholera, are the O1 and O139 (Faruque et al., 
1998). Until 1992 when a newly serogroup designated O139 was identified after unusual 
outbreaks in India and Bangladesh (Ramamurthy et al., 1993), only the O1 serogroup was 
known to cause epidemic. The two major biotypes of the V. cholerae O1 serogroup are the 
classical and the El Tor (named after the El Tor quarantine camp on the Sinai peninsula 
where it was first isolated in 1905 from the intestines of pilgrims returning from Mecca) 
(Hamer and Cash, 1999). Admirably, V. cholerae O1 infection induces adaptive immune 
responses that are protective against subsequent infection. Volunteer studies in non-
endemic regions have demonstrated that infection with classical biotype of V. cholerae O1 
provides 100% protection for 3 years from subsequent challenge with a classical biotype 
strain, while infection with the El Tor biotype of V. cholerae O1 provides 90% protection for 3 
years from subsequent challenge with an El Tor strain (Levine et al., 1981). In an endemic 
region, an initial episode of El Tor cholera reduces the risk of a second clinically apparent 
infection by 90% over the next several years (Glass et al., 1982). 

The general assumption by most workers, until the mid 1960's, was that V. cholerae was an 
organism whose normal habitat was the human gut and/or intestine, and incapable of 
surviving for more than a few days outside the gut (Falsenfeld, 1966). V. cholerae is now 
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known to be a water-borne bacterium that is natural inhabitant of brackish aquatic 
environments, which survives and multiplies in association with zooplankton and 
phytoplankton, quite independently of infected human beings (Colwell and Spira, 1993; 
Colwell and Huq, 1994; Islam et al; 1994; Nair et al., 1988; Huq et al., 1983; Islam et al., 1990). 
Colwell et al. (1977) first proposed that V. cholerae is ecologically autochthonous in estuarine 
and coastal waters. Colwell et al. (1977, 1980) isolated V. cholerae from plankton samples 
from Bangladesh waters and Chesapeake Bay (United States) and suggested that an 
association between V. cholerae and chitinous plankton may exist. Survival of V. cholerae in 
the aquatic environment, abundance and expression of virulence factors including cholera 
toxin (CT), and colonization factors such as the toxin-coregulated pilus (TCP), are strongly 
influenced by both biotic and abiotic factors. Abiotic factors such as sunlight, pH, 
temperature, salinity and nutrients enhance the growth and multiplication of aquatic lives 
such as phytoplankton and zooplanktons. Sequestration of CO2 during photosynthesis of 
phytoplankton alter the dissolved O2 and CO2 contents of the surrounding which in turn 
leads to elevated pH in the estuarine.  

3. Epidemiology 
3.1 Global distribution 

The Ganges Delta region (India) is believed to be the traditional home of cholera from the 
time of recorded history (Harmer and Cash, 1999). From this region, cholera has spread 
throughout the world, causing six major pandemics between 1817 and 1961 (Faruque et al., 
1998). It is believed that the European invasions of India and India’s fostering of trade with 
the Dutch Indies spread the disease to other parts of the world. The seventh pandemic, 
which began in 1961 in Sulawesi, Indonesia, has now involved almost the whole world and 
is still continuing. The pandemic (i.e. the seventh) reached India in 1964, Africa in 1970 
(Barua, 1972; Cvjetanovic and Barua, 1972; Goodgame and Greenough, 1975; Küstner et al., 
1981, Glass et al., 1991), southern Europe in 1970 (Editorial, 1971), and South America in 
1991 (Swerdlow et al., 1992; Weil and Berche, 1992). The seventh pandemic was confined in 
Asia for nearly 10 years which later reached the west coast of Africa, the south coast of 
Europe, and the western Pacific islands in 1970. The seventh pandemic reached the 
Americas in 1991, starting from the Peruvian coast (Blake, 1994). The fifth and the sixth 
pandemics epidemiologically incriminated the classical biotype as the causative agent. The 
earlier pandemics are also believed to have been caused by the classical biotype as well, 
although there is no hard evidence. The seventh pandemic this time caused by the El Tor 
biotype has subsequently spread worldwide and largely replaced the classical biotype.  

The burden of cholera is characterized by both endemic disease and epidemics. Globally, 
cholera cases and deaths have increased steadily since the beginning of the 21st century. 
From 2004 to 2008, a total of 838,315 cases were notified to WHO, compared with 676,651 
cases between 2000 and 2004, representing a 24% increase in the number of cases (WHO, 
2009). The burden of the disease is currently enormous on developing countries and 
catastrophically on the African continent. The seventh pandemic is the first to have 
established persistent residence on the African continent. Africa alone has recorded over 2.4 
million cases and 120,000 deaths from 1970 to 2005. This accounts for over 90% of both 
worldwide cases and deaths (WHO, 2000b, 2001, 2002, 20003, 2004, 2005, 2006). The burden 
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biotype has subsequently spread worldwide and largely replaced the classical biotype.  
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cholera cases and deaths have increased steadily since the beginning of the 21st century. 
From 2004 to 2008, a total of 838,315 cases were notified to WHO, compared with 676,651 
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of the disease on the African continent, however, is possibly worse than officially reported 
owing to underreporting, limitations in the surveillance and reporting system, as well as 
fear of unjustified restrictions on travel and trade (WHO, 2000a). 

3.2 Transmission hypothesis 

Two routes of cholera transmission have been described, primary and secondary 
transmission. Primary transmission occurs through exposure to an environmental reservoir 
of V. cholerae (Hartley et al., 2006) or contaminated water sources regardless of previously 
infected persons, and thus responsible for the beginning of initial outbreaks. Primary 
transmission is enabled by both micro-and macro-level environmental and climatic factors 
that affect the seasonal patterns of infection (Islam et al., 1994; Alam et al., 2006; Lipp et al., 
2002; Sack et al., 2003; Colwell, 1996; Huq and Colwell, 1996; Islam et al, 1989, 1990a, 1990b, 
1999). In locations like Africa and South America where one yearly peak of cholera is often 
observed, the beginning of the epidemics has been associated with environmental 
conditions that favor the growth and survival of the bacterium (Codeço, 2001; Glass et al., 
1991; Swerdlow et al., 1992). Primary transmission appears to play a limited role in the 
epidemiological process since it does not fully explain the exponential growth of incidences 
during epidemics.  

Secondary transmission or fecal-oral transmission occurs via the fecal-oral route through 
exposure to contaminated water sources. Fecal-oral transmission provides a mechanism for 
exhibiting a strong feedback between present and past levels of infection. The importance of 
fecal-oral transmission in cholera epidemics is also supported by recent time series models 
fitted to the endemic dynamics of cholera in Bangladesh (Koelle and Pascual, 2004; Koelle et 
al., 2005). In an epidemic situation, the initial reproduction rate of fecal-oral transmissions is 
positively affected by the degree of contamination of water supply as well as the frequency of 
contacts with such contaminated water supply (Codeço, 2001), which in turn is influenced by 
human dimensions such as local environmental factors, socioeconomic, demographic as well 
as sanitation conditions. Fecal-oral transmissions reflect a complicated transmission pattern 
since multiple factors may play a role in the spread of the disease. Although cholera control 
measures that target primary transmission is clearly important (from the perspective of disease 
persistence (Colwell et al, 2003)), the dominant role of fecal-oral transmission as observed in 
several studies (Ali et al., 2002a, 2002b; Mugoya et al., 2008; Borroto and Martinez-Piedra, 2000; 
Ackers et al., 1998; Sasaki et al., 2008; Sur et al., 2005), suggest that the containment of fecal-oral 
infections may be a viable and useful strategy to control epidemics.  

3.3 Socioeconomic and demographic variations 

Socioeconomic and demographic factors have been reported to significantly enhance the 
vulnerability of a population to infection and contribute to epidemic spread (Ali et al., 
2002a, 2002b; Borroto and Martinez-Piedra, 2000; Ackers et al., 1998; Sasaki et al., 2008; Sur 
et al., 2005). Such factors also mandate the extent to which the disease will reach epidemic 
proportions (Miller, 1985; Emch et al., 2008) and also modulate the size of the epidemic 
(Pascual et al., 2002, 2006; Koelle and Pascual, 2004; Hartley et al., 2005). Known population-
level (local-level) risk factors of cholera include poverty, lack of development, high 
population density, low education, and lack of previous exposure (Ackers et al., 1998; Ali et 
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al., 2002). The synergy of poverty, high population density, poor sanitation, poor housing, 
and lack of good water supplies enhance exposure to pathogenic cholera vibros. In epidemic 
prone regions like Africa, cholera outbreaks have been linked to multiple environmental 
and socio-economic sources (Acosta et al., 2001; Shapiro et al., 1999). Cholera diffuses 
rapidly in environments that lack basic infrastructure with regard to access to safe water 
and proper sanitation. The cholera vibrios can survive and multiply outside the human 
body and can spread rapidly in environments where living conditions are overcrowded and 
where there is no safe disposal of solid waste, liquid waste, and human feces (Ali et al., 
2002a, 2002b). Root (1997) and Siddique et al (1992) have reported that increase in 
population density can strain sanitation systems, thus putting people at increased risk of 
contracting cholera. Ali et al (2002a, 2002b) have identified high population density and low 
educational status as important risk factors of cholera in an endemic area of Bangladesh.  

3.4 Temporal variations  

Many researchers have hypothesized the temporal variation of cholera as due to 
environmental and climatic factors that affect the seasonal patterns of infection (Alam et 
al., 2006; Lipp et al., 2002; Sack et al., 2003; Colwell and Huq, 2001; Pascual and Dobson, 
2005; Huq and Colwell, 1996; Huq et al., 2005; Islam, 1990; Islam et al., 1990, 1993, 1999, 
2004). The temporal variation of endemic and epidemic cholera has been associated with 
both regional and local environmental forces such as rainfall patterns, sea surface 
temperature and the El Nino Southern Oscillation (Epstein, 1993; Patz et al., 1996; Colwell, 
1996; Bouma and Pascual, 2001; Colwell and Huq, 2001; Pascual et al., 2002; Koelle et al., 
2005, Huq et al., 2001). Outbreaks in Peru and Bangladesh have been linked to periodic 
climatic cycles of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (Salazar-Lindo et al., 1997; Pascual et 
al., 2002; Rodo et al., 2002). In Bangladesh cholera epidemics occur twice a year in the 
spring and fall, before and after the monsoons (Merson et al., 1980; Islam et al., 1993; 
Emch and Ali, 2001; Longini et al., 2002). Several studies have also described a regular 
seasonal cycle of outbreaks in Bangladesh, including specific studies on the different 
strains: classical (Samadi et al., 1984), El Tor (Khan et al., 1984) and O139 (Alam et al., 
2006). Temporal variation of cholera has also been related to variations in physical and 
nutritional aquatic parameters, including conditions in both coastal and estuarine 
environments (Faruque et al., 2005). Studies in Bangladesh have also shown 
environmental associations with V. cholerae, including water temperature and depth, 
rainfall, and copepod counts (Huq et al., 2005). These factors may contribute to the 
seasonality and secular trends seen in cholera outbreaks. In Dhaka Lobitz et al (2000) were 
the first to observe that both sea surface temperature and sea surface height are correlated 
with temporal fluctuations of cholera. In Ghana, de Magny et al (2007) observed a 
coherence between cholera outbreak resurgences and climatic/environmental parameters 
such as rainfall, Southern Oscillation Index and Land Surface Temperature.  

4. Spatial epidemiology and cholera 
The analysis of the spatial distribution of disease incidence and its relationship to potential 
risk factors (referred to in general in this paper as spatial epidemiology) has an important role 
to play in various kinds of public health and epidemiological studies. Recent advancements 
in technology and the increasingly powerful and versatile spatial statistical tools developed 
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in this application area are capable of addressing more complex health issues than was 
hitherto the case. The field of spatial statistics involves the statistical analysis of observations 
with associated geographical location. Often these observations are not Gaussian 
distribution and are not independent (two main-stays in the development of statistical 
methods). Fortunately, a wide variety of statistical techniques for spatial epidemiologic 
inference have developed in recent years, coalescing into a collection of approaches which 
address specific questions. Consequently, the field of spatial epidemiology has been a 
subject of several lengthy texts (Elliott et al., 2000, Lawson, 2001, Waller and Gotway, 2004). 
Yet, few authors have addressed the spatial epidemiology of cholera (Ali et al, 2002a, 2002b; 
Ali et al., 2006; Borroto and Martinez-Piedra, 2000). Following Elliot et al (2000) and Lawson 
(2001), spatial epidemiology generically comprises at least three types of study focus: These 
are (1) disease mapping, (2) disease clustering and (3) ecological analysis (geographical 
correlation analysis). In this regard, we discuss methodological significance of disease 
mapping, disease clustering and ecological analysis with special emphasis on their applications 
in cholera studies. 

4.1 Disease mapping and cholera 

Disease maps have played a key descriptive role in spatial epidemiology. Disease maps are 
useful in suggesting hypotheses for further investigation or as part of general health 
surveillance and the monitoring of health problems. A famous historical example is the 
classical epidemiological work of John Snow. Mapping the locations of cholera victims, 
Snow was able to trace the cause of the disease to a contaminated water source. 
Surprisingly, this was done 20 years before Koch and Pasteur established the beginnings of 
microbiology (Koch, 1884). Disease mapping has long been in the form of plotting the 
observed disease cases or prevalence. Borroto and Martinez-Piedra (2000) used Geographic 
Information System (GIS) to map cumulative incidence rates of cholera in 32 Mexican states. 
Chevallier et al (2004) used cartographic representation of cholera incidence rates to study 
the spatial distribution of cholera in Ecuador. Raw disease rates yield less precise estimates 
for small populations and vice versa; hence, mapping the raw estimates of disease 
occurrence can lead to spurious spatial features. Thus, maps of raw disease incidences are 
not suitable for appropriate epidemiologic inferences. Bithel (2000), Diggle (2000), Lawson 
(2001), and Lawson and Clark (2002) provide recent reviews of current appropriate disease 
mapping methods. Several statistical smoothing techniques have been proposed to filter out 
the noise (rate variations) caused by population variability (e.g. median-based head-banging 
(Hansen, 1991), spatial filtering (Bithel, 1990; Rushton and Lolonis, 1996), empirical Bayes 
smoothing (Clayton and Kaldor, 1987), full Bayesian smoothing (Besag et al., 1991, 1995), and 
geostatisticsal methods (Oliver et al., 1998; Webster et al., 1994; Carrat and Valleron, 1992; 
Goovaerts, 2005; Goovaerts and Jacquez, 2004; Berke, 2004)). However, few have been 
applied in cholera studies. Kuo and Fukui (2007) have used the inverse distance weighted 
(IDW) interpolation technique to map the temporal features of cholera in the Fukushima 
prefecture Japan. Ali et al (2002) used kriging to interpolate and map the spatial risk of 
cholera in Bangladesh at regularly space interval. Ali et al (2006) presented the first 
application of Poisson kriging to the spatial interpolation of local cholera rates, resulting in 
continuous maps of cholera rate estimates and associated prediction variance.  
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4.2 Disease clustering and cholera 

Fundamental to the spatial epidemiologist is the investigation of possible disease clusters. 
Cluster analysis provides opportunities for the epidemiologist to understand possible 
associations between demographic and environmental exposures and the spatial 
distribution of diseases (Besag and Newell, 1991; Kulldorff and Nagarwalla, 1995; Kulldorff 
et al., 1997). There are numerous methods for testing global clustering, including those 
methods proposed by Alt and Vach (1991), Besag and Newell (1991), Cuzick and Edwards 
(1990), Diggle and Chetwynd (1991), Grimson (1991), Moran (1950), Tango (1995, 1999, 
2000), Walter (1992a, 1992b, 1993) and Whittemore et al (1987). Siddiqui et al (2006) applied 
Cuzick-Edward’s k-Nearest Neighbors test (Cuzick and Edwards, 1990) to evaluate 
clustering of cholera cases in Pakistan. Using the Moran’s Index, Borroto and Martinez-
Piedra (2000) have described the spatial distribution of cholera in Mexican states as 
clustered. This clustering reflects a north-south gradient and spatial clustering of southern 
states with higher incidence and spatial clustering of northern states with low incidence. 
Likewise, the Moran’s Index has been used to evaluate the clustering of cholera in the 
Lusaka area of Zambia (Sasaki et al., 2008) and in Madras (India) (Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2007). 
Osei et al (2008) have also used the Moran’s Index to evaluate global clustering of cholera in 
the Ashanti Region of Ghana. However, global cluster analysis ran the risk of obscuring 
local effects since the assumption of stationarity is rarely met. Locating and/or defining the 
characteristics of disease clusters, i.e. local cluster analysis, can inform hypothesis of 
population or environmental drivers of ill-health, as well as direct the prevention or 
treatment efforts of health care workers. Using the popular spatial statistics approach, i.e. 
Ripley’s K index, Ruiz-Moreno et al (2007) observed that clustering of cholera in Bangladesh 
occur at different spatial scales. Local clustering methods such as the Circular Scan Statistic 
(Kulldorff, 1997) and the Flexible Scan Statistic (Tango and Takahashi, 2005) have been used 
to detect and map the clustering of cholera in the city of Kumasi-Ghana (Osei et al., 2010; 
2011). They emphasize that the Circular Scan Statistic can underestimate the relative risk of 
cholera clusters compared with the Flexible Scan Statistic. Emch and Ali (2003) have also 
used the spatial scan statistic to evaluate clustering of cholera. 

4.3 Ecological analysis and cholera 

A significant interest in spatial epidemiology also lies in identifying associated risk factors 
which enhance the risk of infection, the so called ecological analysis (Lawson et al., 1999a, 
1999b; Lawson, 2001) or geographic correlations studies (Elliott et al., 2000). Understanding the 
spatial relationship between cholera and ecological risk factors has always been a challenge. 
Most authors ignore the geographical structure (spatial autocorrelation) of the data in the 
statistical analysis. For instance, Ali et al (2001, 2002a, 2002b) have utilized logistic 
regression, simple and multiple regression models to study the spatial epidemiology of 
cholera in an endemic area of Bangladesh. In their study, spatial filtering methods (Talbot et 
al., 2000), typically spatial moving average (Kafadar, 1996), and traditional geostatistics were 
only used to remove noise and transform cholera and environmental data into a spatially 
continuous form. This notwithstanding, the effect of spatial proximity or geographical 
structure of the data was not incorporated in the statistical model. Sasaki et al (2008) 
investigated risk factors of cholera with a GIS and matched case-case control in a peri-urban 
area of Luzaka, Zambia. Although a spatial autocorrelation analysis using Moran’s Index 
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was found to be statistically significant, this was never incorporated in the logistic and 
multiple regression models. Other authors have also used classical statistical methods to 
analyze the risk factors of cholera. Sasaki et al (2008) applied logistic and multiple regression 
models to examine risk factors of cholera in a peri-urban area of Luzaka, Zambia. Mugoya et 
al (2005) used logistic regression analysis to investigate the spread of cholera in Kenya. 
Ackers et al (1998) used Pearson correlation coefficient to determine the correlation between 
cholera incidence rates and socioeconomic and environmental risk factors in Latin America. 
Kuo and Fukui (2007) used a logarithmic regression to model the diffusion of cholera in 
Japan. De Magny et al (2008) used a Poisson regression to model environmental variables 
associated with cholera in Bangladesh.  

Geographical data are correlated in space; therefore, data in close geographical proximity is 
more likely to be influenced by similar ecological factors and therefore affected in a similar 
way, i.e. spatial autocorrelation. Consequently, when these standard statistical methods are 
used to analyze geographically correlated data, the standard error of the covariate 
parameters is underestimated and thus the statistical significance is overestimated (Cressie, 
1993). Yet, few studies have incorporated the effect of geographical proximity in cholera 
studies (Ali et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2006; Borroto and Martinez-Piedra, 2000). Spatial statistical 
methods, such as spatial regression models, incorporate spatial autocorrelation according to 
the way geographical neighbors are defined. Osei and Duker (2008) have used spatial 
regression models (both spatial lag and spatial error models) to explore the spatial 
dependency of cholera prevalence on an important local environmental factor (open-space 
refuse dumps) in Kumasi, Ghana. Inhabitants with high density of refuse dumps were 
observed to have higher cholera prevalence than those with lower density of refuse dumps 
(Osei and Duker, 2008). Moreover, inhabitants close to refuse dumps were observed to have 
higher cholera prevalence than those farther. Similarly, Osei et al (2010) have used spatial 
regression models to explore the spatial dependency of cholera on potential contaminated 
water bodies.  

5. Conclusion 
Cholera has been a public health burden for ages. Unlike the biological characteristics, 
relatively little effort has been made to understand the spatial epidemiology. Understanding 
the spatial patterns is useful for effective health planning and resource allocation. This 
review emphasized on the generic and spatial epidemiology of cholera. Important spatial 
epidemiologic tools applied in cholera studies have also been discussed in this review. 
However, not all the knowledge of cholera epidemiology has been captured in this review. 
Further studies are required to fully explain the spatial epidemiology of cholera. 
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1. Introduction 
Basic problems in geographical surveillance for a spatially distributed disease data are the 
identification of areas of exceptionally high prevalence or clusters, test of their statistical 
significance, and identification of the reasons behind the elevated prevalence of the disease. 
Knowledge of the location of high risk areas of diseases and factors leading to such elevated 
risk is essential to better understand human interaction with its environment, especially 
when the disease transmission is enhanced by environmental or demographic factors. 
Cluster analysis provides opportunities for environmental epidemiologist to study 
associations between demographic and environmental exposures and the spatial 
distribution of diseases (Myaux et al., 1997; Kulldorff and Nagarwalla, 1995; Besag and 
Newell, 1991; Kulldorff, 2001; Kulldorff et al., 1998).  

Cholera is caused by specific strains of the water borne bacterial Vibrio cholerae O1 or O139 
(V. cholerae here after), following ingestion of infective dose through contaminated water or 
food (Kelly, 2001). The disease has remained as an important cause of mortality and 
morbidity in the world, especially in developing tropical countries. African countries report 
approximately 90% of the world wide cholera cases and deaths (WHO, 2001-2006). In most 
African countries, the synergy of poverty, high population density, poor sanitation, poor 
housing, and lack of good water supplies enhance exposure to V. cholerae. Despite the 
prevalence and/or fatality and demographic overlap, little has been studied about the 
spatial and temporal patterns of cholera in Africa. In Ghana, the disease has been a public 
health problem since its introduction in the 1970s (Pobee and Grant, 1970). Cholera infection 
is primarily driven by environmental factors (Ali et al., 2002a, 2002b; Huq et al., 2005), and 
since environmental processes are spatially continuous in nature (Webster et al., 1994), high 
incidence rates of the disease are expected to cluster together. A previous study carried out 
in Ashanti Region used Moran's Index for spatial autocorrelation to explore the existence of 
clusters of cholera. Also in the above study, empirical Bayesians smoothed rates of cholera 
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(i.e. visual inspection) revealed possible spatial and temporal clustering of cholera for the 5 
year period, i.e. from 1997 to 2001 (Osei and Duker, 2008). However, the exact locations of 
these cluster, as well as the correlations with some demographic and socioeconomic factors 
were not systematically investigated. The purpose of this study, however, is to investigate 
spatial and space-time clusters of cholera in Kumasi. Correlation analysis of cholera rates 
with demographic factors, i.e. sanitation, drinking water and internal migration are also 
explored to assess the extent to which these factors might explain high rate clusters of 
cholera. 

This study utilizes the spatial scan statistic (Kulldorff, 1997) to detect spatial and space-time 
clusters of cholera. The spatial scan statistic offers several advantages over other clustering 
methods: (1) it corrects for multiple comparisons, (2) adjusts for the heterogeneous 
population densities among the different areas in the study, (3) detects and identifies the 
location of the clusters without prior specification of their suspected location or size thereby 
overcoming pre-selection bias, (4) and the method allows for adjustment for covariates. Also 
Kulldorff’s spatial scan statistic is both deterministic (i.e., it identifies the locations of 
clustering) and inferential (i.e., it allows for hypothesis testing and evaluation of 
significance). The spatial scan statistic has been used to detect and evaluate various disease 
clusters including cancer (Michelozzi et al., 2002; Viel et al., 2000; Sheehan and DeChelo, 
2005; Hjalmars et al., 1996; Turnbull, 1990, Kulldorff et al., 1998), giardiasis (Odoi et al., 2004) 
tuberculosis (Tiwari et al., 2006), diabetes (Green et al., 2003), Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease 
(Cousens, 2001), granulocytic elrlichiosis (Chput et al., 2002), and sclerosis (Sabel et al., 
2003). The spatial scan statistic, as implemented in SaTScan software (Kulldorff, 2005; 
Kulldorff, 2006) has the capabilities of detecting purely spatial clusters, temporal clusters, 
and space-time clusters.  

2. Methods 
2.1 Study area  

This study was conducted in Ashanti Region, one of the ten regions in Ghana. The region 
lies between longitudes 0° 9'W and 2° 15'W, and latitudes 5° 30'N and 7° 27'N. The Ashanti 
Region is dominated by Ashantis, who constitute 14.8% of all Ghanaians by birth. The 
Ashantis have a great history of culture of which the influence of the Ashanti Kingdom 
stretches beyond the borders of Ghana. The region occupies a total land area of 24,389 
square kilometers representing 10.2% of the total land area of Ghana. The region has a 
population density of 148.1 persons per square kilometer, which is about two times higher 
than the overall population density in Ghana. There are 18 administrative districts in the 
Ashanti region including Kumasi Metropolis of which the capital is Kumasi, and is the only 
district which has gained a metropolitan status. The Kumasi Metropolis is the most 
populous district in the region. The 2000 census recorded the region’s population as 
3,612,950, representing 19.1 per cent of the country’s population. The urban population 
(51.3%) in the region exceeds that of the rural population (48.7%). In-house pit latrines and 
public toilets, which may be pit, Kumasi ventilated improved pit (KVIP) or bucket latrines, 
are the main toilet facilities used in the districts. Water closet (WC) is used by small 
proportions of households, ranging from 0.5 per cent in Ahafo Ano South to 27.8 per cent in 
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the Kumasi Metropolis. The proportion of the population with access to potable (pipe-
borne) water is relatively low in the districts, including the Kumasi Metropolis. A number of 
factors, particularly high fertility and internal migration, have accounted for the rapid 
population growth in the region. About two-thirds of the population in the region was born 
where they were enumerated; the remaining one third are in-migrants to the region. In 6 of 
the 18 districts, at least seven out of every ten persons were enumerated in the localities in 
which they were born, indicating that these districts have less in-migrant than other districts 
in the region (PHC, 2000). 

 
Fig. 1. A map of Ghana showing Ashanti region (in gray color). The figure also shows the 
spatial distribution of the various districts in Ashanti region 

2.2 Data sources 

The Ashanti region has a Disease Control Unit (DCU) to which all District Health 
Directorates (DHD) report suspected outbreaks of various infectious diseases at the end of 
each year. In this study, all cholera cases used were based on hospital data which were 
reported to the various DHD. For the detection of statistically significant clusters of cholera, 
the spatial scan statistic software, SaTScan, developed by Kulldorff, was used. This software 
requires three main data files to run:  

2.2.1 Case file 

Case file contains information about cholera cases for specified districts and times. Reported 
cases of cholera from 1997 to 2001 for each district within the region were retrieved from the 
DCU. Case definition of cholera was based on the WHO (1993) guidance on formulation of 
national policy on the control of cholera. According to this guidance, in an area where the 
disease is not known to be present a case of cholera should be suspected, when a patient, 5 
years of age or older develops severe dehydration or dies from acute watery diarrhea, or 
where an epidemic is occurring, a patient, 5 years of age or older develops acute watery 
diarrhea, with or without vomiting.  
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2.2.2 Population file 

The population file provides information about the background population at risk for each 
spatial district. The population database was obtained from the 2000 Population and 
Housing Census of Ghana conducted by the National Statistical Service (PHC, 2000). 

2.2.3 Coordinate file 

The coordinate file provides information about the spatial location of each district. In this 
study, the spatial scale of analysis was at the district level. The centroids of the districts were 
used as the coordinates of the districts.  

2.3 Cluster analysis 

The spatial scan statistic was used to detect the presence spatial and space-time clusters of 
cholera. The spatial scan statistic was developed by Kulldorff (1997, 2006) and it is been 
implemented in the SaTScan software. Spatial scan statistic has a disadvantage of being 
difficult to incorporate prior knowledge about the size and shape of an outbreak as well as 
its impact on disease rate (Neill et al., 2005). However, we used this as an advantage to get 
rid of pre-selection biases of clusters and their locations. Spatial scan statistic method is 
based on the principle that the number of cholera cases in a geographic area is Poisson-
distributed according to a known underlying population at risk (Kulldorff, 2006). For the 
detection of purely spatial clusters, SaTScan imposes a circular window on the study region 
which is moved over the region and centered on the centroid of each district. The size of the 
circular window, which is also the cluster size, is expressed as a percentage of the total 
population at risk. This varies from 0 to a maximum (not exceeding 100), as specified by the 
user. The maximum window size should not exceed 50% of the total population because 
clusters of larger sizes would indicate areas of exceptionally low rates outside the circle 
rather than an area of exceptionally high rate within the circle. Possible clusters are tested 
within the window whenever it is centered on the centroid of each district. Whenever the 
window finds a new case, the software calculates a likelihood function to test for elevated 
risk within the window in comparison with those outside the window. The likelihood 
function for any given window W is proportional to:  
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where Ŵ indicates all the regions outside the window W , and    CChol and 

   E(C)Chol denote the observed and expected number of cases within the specified 
window, respectively. The window W to be scanned by the spatial scan statistic is included 
in the set:  1 ,1ik iW i m k K    W , where ikW , 1,..., ik K , denote the window 
composed by the (k −1) nearest neighbors to region i. The window W  that attains the 
maximum likelihood is defined as the most likely cluster (MLC). The indicator function 
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 I depends on the comparison between  E(C)Chol and  CChol .  I is 1 when 

   C E(C)Chol Chol , otherwise 0. The test of significance level of clusters is through the 
Monte Carlo hypothesis testing (Dwass, 1957). In this study, the maximum window size was 
set as 50% of the total population. The null hypothesis of no cluster was rejected when the 
simulated p-value was less than or equal to 0.05 for most likely clusters and 0.1 for secondary 
clusters since the latter have conservative p-values (Kulldorff, 2006).  

A smaller window size (defined as ≤ 25% of the total population) was also used to investigate 
the possibility of smaller clusters. This varied from ≤ 25% to ≤ 50% with successive increments 
of 5%. This was meant to check the sensitivity of spatial scan statistic to smaller window sizes 
when there are larger spatial units and small number of spatial units.  

For the detection of space-time clusters, SaTScan imposes a cylindrical window with a 
circular geographic base and with height corresponding to the time of occurrences. In this 
way, the base of the cylinder is centered around one of several possible centroids located 
throughout the study region with the radius varying continuously in size, whereas the 
height of the cylinder reflects any possible time interval of less than or equal to half the total 
study period, as well as the whole study period. The window is then moved in space and 
time so that for each possible geographic location and size, it also visits each possible time 
interval (Kulldorf et al., 1998). The likelihood ratio test statistic is constructed in the same 
way as for the purely spatial scan statistic. However, the computational algorithm for 
calculating the likelihood for each window is in three rather than two dimensions 
(Kulldorff, 2001). Here, we used a spatial window that could include up to 50% of 
population at risk and a maximum temporal window of 50%, without including purely 
spatial clusters. Moreover, most likely clusters for different time lengths (i.e. 1, 2, 3, or 4 year 
length) were scanned using a temporal cluster size of 90% of the study period and also 
included purely spatial clusters with temporal size of 100%. The maximum spatial cluster 
size was set at 50% of population at risk and included purely temporal clusters (spatial 
cluster size = 100%) as well.  

2.4 Correlation between cholera and risk factors 

Three main risk factors, i.e. sanitation, source of drinking water, and internal migration, 
were used to explore the extent at which these variables affect cholera prevalence within the 
study area. These were obtained from the 2000 Population and Housing census of Ghana 
(PHC, 2000). Four different types of sanitation facilities are used in the study area; WC, Pit 
latrine, KVIP, bucket or pan. A number of households in the districts have no access to toilet 
facilities. When a substantial number of households do not have toilet facilities, it is to be 
expected that inhabitants will defecate in the bush, drains, etc. Bucket or pan is the most 
unsafe sanitation method because the bucket is open and can attract filth breeding flies. 
Moreover, faeces have to be transferred to a different bucket when it is full; thus faeces can 
spread to nearby areas in the course of transfer. In this study, sanitation condition for a 
district is described as the percentage of the district’s share of the region’s population who 
do not have access to toilet facilities, and who use bucket or pan sanitation method. For this, 
larger values reflect poor or bad sanitation condition, while smaller values reflect good 
sanitation condition.  
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2.2.2 Population file 

The population file provides information about the background population at risk for each 
spatial district. The population database was obtained from the 2000 Population and 
Housing Census of Ghana conducted by the National Statistical Service (PHC, 2000). 

2.2.3 Coordinate file 

The coordinate file provides information about the spatial location of each district. In this 
study, the spatial scale of analysis was at the district level. The centroids of the districts were 
used as the coordinates of the districts.  

2.3 Cluster analysis 

The spatial scan statistic was used to detect the presence spatial and space-time clusters of 
cholera. The spatial scan statistic was developed by Kulldorff (1997, 2006) and it is been 
implemented in the SaTScan software. Spatial scan statistic has a disadvantage of being 
difficult to incorporate prior knowledge about the size and shape of an outbreak as well as 
its impact on disease rate (Neill et al., 2005). However, we used this as an advantage to get 
rid of pre-selection biases of clusters and their locations. Spatial scan statistic method is 
based on the principle that the number of cholera cases in a geographic area is Poisson-
distributed according to a known underlying population at risk (Kulldorff, 2006). For the 
detection of purely spatial clusters, SaTScan imposes a circular window on the study region 
which is moved over the region and centered on the centroid of each district. The size of the 
circular window, which is also the cluster size, is expressed as a percentage of the total 
population at risk. This varies from 0 to a maximum (not exceeding 100), as specified by the 
user. The maximum window size should not exceed 50% of the total population because 
clusters of larger sizes would indicate areas of exceptionally low rates outside the circle 
rather than an area of exceptionally high rate within the circle. Possible clusters are tested 
within the window whenever it is centered on the centroid of each district. Whenever the 
window finds a new case, the software calculates a likelihood function to test for elevated 
risk within the window in comparison with those outside the window. The likelihood 
function for any given window W is proportional to:  
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where Ŵ indicates all the regions outside the window W , and    CChol and 

   E(C)Chol denote the observed and expected number of cases within the specified 
window, respectively. The window W to be scanned by the spatial scan statistic is included 
in the set:  1 ,1ik iW i m k K    W , where ikW , 1,..., ik K , denote the window 
composed by the (k −1) nearest neighbors to region i. The window W  that attains the 
maximum likelihood is defined as the most likely cluster (MLC). The indicator function 
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 I depends on the comparison between  E(C)Chol and  CChol .  I is 1 when 

   C E(C)Chol Chol , otherwise 0. The test of significance level of clusters is through the 
Monte Carlo hypothesis testing (Dwass, 1957). In this study, the maximum window size was 
set as 50% of the total population. The null hypothesis of no cluster was rejected when the 
simulated p-value was less than or equal to 0.05 for most likely clusters and 0.1 for secondary 
clusters since the latter have conservative p-values (Kulldorff, 2006).  

A smaller window size (defined as ≤ 25% of the total population) was also used to investigate 
the possibility of smaller clusters. This varied from ≤ 25% to ≤ 50% with successive increments 
of 5%. This was meant to check the sensitivity of spatial scan statistic to smaller window sizes 
when there are larger spatial units and small number of spatial units.  

For the detection of space-time clusters, SaTScan imposes a cylindrical window with a 
circular geographic base and with height corresponding to the time of occurrences. In this 
way, the base of the cylinder is centered around one of several possible centroids located 
throughout the study region with the radius varying continuously in size, whereas the 
height of the cylinder reflects any possible time interval of less than or equal to half the total 
study period, as well as the whole study period. The window is then moved in space and 
time so that for each possible geographic location and size, it also visits each possible time 
interval (Kulldorf et al., 1998). The likelihood ratio test statistic is constructed in the same 
way as for the purely spatial scan statistic. However, the computational algorithm for 
calculating the likelihood for each window is in three rather than two dimensions 
(Kulldorff, 2001). Here, we used a spatial window that could include up to 50% of 
population at risk and a maximum temporal window of 50%, without including purely 
spatial clusters. Moreover, most likely clusters for different time lengths (i.e. 1, 2, 3, or 4 year 
length) were scanned using a temporal cluster size of 90% of the study period and also 
included purely spatial clusters with temporal size of 100%. The maximum spatial cluster 
size was set at 50% of population at risk and included purely temporal clusters (spatial 
cluster size = 100%) as well.  

2.4 Correlation between cholera and risk factors 

Three main risk factors, i.e. sanitation, source of drinking water, and internal migration, 
were used to explore the extent at which these variables affect cholera prevalence within the 
study area. These were obtained from the 2000 Population and Housing census of Ghana 
(PHC, 2000). Four different types of sanitation facilities are used in the study area; WC, Pit 
latrine, KVIP, bucket or pan. A number of households in the districts have no access to toilet 
facilities. When a substantial number of households do not have toilet facilities, it is to be 
expected that inhabitants will defecate in the bush, drains, etc. Bucket or pan is the most 
unsafe sanitation method because the bucket is open and can attract filth breeding flies. 
Moreover, faeces have to be transferred to a different bucket when it is full; thus faeces can 
spread to nearby areas in the course of transfer. In this study, sanitation condition for a 
district is described as the percentage of the district’s share of the region’s population who 
do not have access to toilet facilities, and who use bucket or pan sanitation method. For this, 
larger values reflect poor or bad sanitation condition, while smaller values reflect good 
sanitation condition.  
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Since the natural reservoir of cholera is the aquatic environment, inhabitants who drink 
from wells, streams, rivers, ponds, dugouts and dams are assumed to be at a higher risk of 
cholera than those who drink from pipe borne water. Therefore, inhabitants who drink from 
wells, streams, rivers, ponds, dugouts and dams are classified as inhabitants who do not 
have access to potable water. The indicator for drinking water for each district was 
computed as the percentage of the district’s share of the region’s population who drink from 
wells, streams, rivers, ponds, dugouts and dams. 

Internal migration is one of the important demographic characteristics that accounts for 
rapid population growth in a place. This variable was computed as a percentage of the 
district’s share of the region’s population in the year 2000 that were born outside the district 
during the time of enumeration. 

Global Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to determine the correlation between 
cholera cumulative incidence rates from 1997 to 2001 and sanitation, drinking water, and 
internal migration. P-values were calculated to serve as a guide to access the significance of 
all correlation coefficients. Most health planning strategies in Ghana are based on the level 
of urbanization of a district. In other words, groups of districts with similar urbanization 
levels are planned together. With this in mind, all districts in the study region were 
stratified according to the level of urbanization; i.e. low, medium and high. Pearson’s 
correlation analyses were repeated for each stratum of districts in order to assess the effects 
of the risk factors on cholera within each urbanization stratum. 

3. Results and analyses 
3.1 Purely spatial clusters 

No cluster was detected for the years 1997 and 2000 since very few cases were reported for 
these years. Only most likely significant clusters were detected for the years 1998, 1999, 2001 
(Table 1 and Figure 2). These clusters encompassed Kumasi, Bosumtwe AK and Kwabre in 
1998 (relative risk  RR 12.25Chol  ,  C 733Chol  ,  E(C) 328.62Chol  ), Kumasi in 1999 
(  RR 7.42Chol  ,  C 1033Chol  ,  E(C) 421.33Chol  ), Kumasi and Kwabre in 
2001(  RR  15.60Chol  ,  C 956Chol  ,  E(C) 383.32Chol  ), and Kumasi and Kwabre from 1998 
to 2001(  RR 9.70Chol  ,  C 2727Chol  ,  E(C) 1161.47Chol  ). No differences were observed 
between the results of the varying window sizes and the window size of ≤ 50% of the total 
population. Hence tables for these results are not shown.  

3.2 Space-time clusters 

While testing whether the purely spatial clusters were long term or temporary i.e. space-
time analysis, a statistically significant (p = 0.001) most likely cluster was identified at 
Kumasi metropolis for the year 1998-1999. This cluster has  RR 5.86Chol  with 

 C 1668Chol  as against  E(C) 508.75Chol   (See Table 2). One statistically significant (P = 
0.001) secondary cluster encompassing 3 districts (Ahafo Ano North, Ahafo Ano South, and 
Atwima) was detected for 1999. For this cluster  RR 1.91Chol  and  C 179Chol   as against 

 E(C) 96.34Chol  . 
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Cluster Area Chol(C)  Chol(E(C))  Chol(RR)  LLR p-value 
Year: 1998 
Kumasi 
Kwabre  
Bosumtwe AK  
Year: 1999 

733 328.62 12.253 434.73 0.001 

Kumasi 1033 421.23 7.42 592.29 0.001 
Year: 2001 
Kumasi 
Kwabre 
Year: 1997-2001 

956 383.32 15.597 673.86 0.001 

Kumasi 
Kwabre 2727 1161.47 9.699 1618.26 0.001 

Table 1. Most likely purely spatial clusters of cholera in Ashanti region, Ghana, detected by 
retrospective spatial analysis. This Table shows the results of the purely spatial cluster 
analysis using a spatial window that could include up to 50% of the population at risk in 
Ashanti region, Ghana, during 1998-2001: LLR (Log Likelihood Ratio) 

 
Fig. 2. Locations of the detected clusters of cholera and spatial distribution of the relative 
risks for 1998(2a), 1999(2b), 2001 (2c), and 1998-2001 (2c) 
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Since the natural reservoir of cholera is the aquatic environment, inhabitants who drink 
from wells, streams, rivers, ponds, dugouts and dams are assumed to be at a higher risk of 
cholera than those who drink from pipe borne water. Therefore, inhabitants who drink from 
wells, streams, rivers, ponds, dugouts and dams are classified as inhabitants who do not 
have access to potable water. The indicator for drinking water for each district was 
computed as the percentage of the district’s share of the region’s population who drink from 
wells, streams, rivers, ponds, dugouts and dams. 

Internal migration is one of the important demographic characteristics that accounts for 
rapid population growth in a place. This variable was computed as a percentage of the 
district’s share of the region’s population in the year 2000 that were born outside the district 
during the time of enumeration. 

Global Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to determine the correlation between 
cholera cumulative incidence rates from 1997 to 2001 and sanitation, drinking water, and 
internal migration. P-values were calculated to serve as a guide to access the significance of 
all correlation coefficients. Most health planning strategies in Ghana are based on the level 
of urbanization of a district. In other words, groups of districts with similar urbanization 
levels are planned together. With this in mind, all districts in the study region were 
stratified according to the level of urbanization; i.e. low, medium and high. Pearson’s 
correlation analyses were repeated for each stratum of districts in order to assess the effects 
of the risk factors on cholera within each urbanization stratum. 

3. Results and analyses 
3.1 Purely spatial clusters 

No cluster was detected for the years 1997 and 2000 since very few cases were reported for 
these years. Only most likely significant clusters were detected for the years 1998, 1999, 2001 
(Table 1 and Figure 2). These clusters encompassed Kumasi, Bosumtwe AK and Kwabre in 
1998 (relative risk  RR 12.25Chol  ,  C 733Chol  ,  E(C) 328.62Chol  ), Kumasi in 1999 
(  RR 7.42Chol  ,  C 1033Chol  ,  E(C) 421.33Chol  ), Kumasi and Kwabre in 
2001(  RR  15.60Chol  ,  C 956Chol  ,  E(C) 383.32Chol  ), and Kumasi and Kwabre from 1998 
to 2001(  RR 9.70Chol  ,  C 2727Chol  ,  E(C) 1161.47Chol  ). No differences were observed 
between the results of the varying window sizes and the window size of ≤ 50% of the total 
population. Hence tables for these results are not shown.  

3.2 Space-time clusters 

While testing whether the purely spatial clusters were long term or temporary i.e. space-
time analysis, a statistically significant (p = 0.001) most likely cluster was identified at 
Kumasi metropolis for the year 1998-1999. This cluster has  RR 5.86Chol  with 

 C 1668Chol  as against  E(C) 508.75Chol   (See Table 2). One statistically significant (P = 
0.001) secondary cluster encompassing 3 districts (Ahafo Ano North, Ahafo Ano South, and 
Atwima) was detected for 1999. For this cluster  RR 1.91Chol  and  C 179Chol   as against 

 E(C) 96.34Chol  . 
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Cluster Area Chol(C)  Chol(E(C))  Chol(RR)  LLR p-value 
Year: 1998 
Kumasi 
Kwabre  
Bosumtwe AK  
Year: 1999 

733 328.62 12.253 434.73 0.001 

Kumasi 1033 421.23 7.42 592.29 0.001 
Year: 2001 
Kumasi 
Kwabre 
Year: 1997-2001 

956 383.32 15.597 673.86 0.001 

Kumasi 
Kwabre 2727 1161.47 9.699 1618.26 0.001 

Table 1. Most likely purely spatial clusters of cholera in Ashanti region, Ghana, detected by 
retrospective spatial analysis. This Table shows the results of the purely spatial cluster 
analysis using a spatial window that could include up to 50% of the population at risk in 
Ashanti region, Ghana, during 1998-2001: LLR (Log Likelihood Ratio) 

 
Fig. 2. Locations of the detected clusters of cholera and spatial distribution of the relative 
risks for 1998(2a), 1999(2b), 2001 (2c), and 1998-2001 (2c) 
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Cluster Area Year Chol(C)  Chol(E(C))  Chol(RR)  LLR p-value 
Most Likely Cluster            
1. Kumasi Metro 1998-1999 1688 508.75 5.86 1149.02 0.001 
Secondary Cluster            
2. Ahafo Ano North 
Ahafo Ano South 
Atwima 1999 179 96.34 1.908 29.34 0.001 

Table 2. Significant high rate spatial clusters of cholera in Ashanti region, Ghana, detected 
by retrospective space-time analysis. This Table shows the results of the space-time cluster 
analysis using a spatial window that could include up to 50% of the population at risk and a 
maximum temporal window of 50% without including purely spatial clusters, in Ashanti 
region, Ghana, during 1998-2001: LLR (Log Likelihood Ratio). 

The results of the space-time analysis when modified, i.e. when using a maximum temporal 
window of 90% (which included purely spatial clusters as well) and a spatial window that 
could include up to 50% of the population at risk (which included purely temporal clusters 
also) are shown in Table 3. Most likely statically significant (p = 0.001) cluster of high rates of 
cholera was again found to exist at the Kumasi Metropolis and Kwabre district for the year 
1998-2001. This indicates that Kumasi Metropolis and Kwabre remained statistically 
significant throughout the year 1998-2001. One statistically significant (p = 0.001) secondary 
cluster encompassing Ahafo Ano South, Ahafo Ano North and Atwima for the year 1999 
was also detected.  

Cluster Area Year Chol(C)  Chol(E(C))  Chol(RR)  LLR p-value 
Most Likely Cluster            
1. Kumasi Metro 
 Kwabre 1998-2001 2727 1161.47 9.699 1618.26 0.001 

Secondary Cluster            
2. Ahafo Ano North 
 Ahafo Ano South 
 Atwima 

1999 179 96.34 1.91 29.33 0.001 

Table 3. Significant high rate spatial clusters of cholera in Ashanti region, Ghana, detected 
by retrospective space-time analysis. This Table shows the results of the space-time cluster 
analysis when modified to find 1, 2, 3 or 4-year length clusters using a maximum temporal 
window of 90%, which included purely spatial clusters as well, and a spatial window of 
≤50% of the population at risk, which included purely temporal clusters also, in Ashanti 
region, Ghana, during 1997-2001: LLR (Log Likelihood Ratio) 

3.3 Correlation between cholera and risk factors 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients and their associated p-values were computed to determine 
the relationship between cholera cumulative incidence rate and the demographic risk factors 
(see Table 4). For the whole region, statistically significant relationship was observed for 
sanitation (R2 = 0.55, p = 0.001), drinking water (R2 = 0.39, p = 0.001), and internal migration 
(R2 = 0.73, p = 0.001). However, when the analyses were repeated for each strata of 
urbanization, statistically significant correlations were observed for only the high urban 
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strata (See Table 2). For instance there was a high, but non-significant correlation between 
cholera and drinking water within the medium-urban strata (R2 = 0.62, p = 0.12), and no 
significant correlation between cholera and drinking water within the low-urban strata (R2 = 
0.001, p = 0.96). However, there was a high and significant correlation between cholera and 
drinking water within the high-urban strata (R2 = 0.86, p = 0.007). 

Correlation and (p-value) 

 Sanitation Drinking 
water Migration 

Global a0.55 (0.001) a0.39 (0.001) a0.73 (0.001) 
Low urban c0.21 (0.36) c0.04(0.66) c0.001 (0.96) 
Moderate 
urban 

c0.48 (0.13) c0.62 (0.12) c 0.62 (0.11) 

High urban b0.86 (0.007) b0.79 (0.018) b0.89 (0.005) 

Table 4. Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the relationship between cholera and 
demographic factors. This Table depicts both the Global Pearson’s correlation analyses, and 
Pearson’s correlation analyses for each urbanization strata of districts. The associated p–
values are shown in brackets. asignificant correlations at 0.1% significance level; bsignificant 
correlations at 5% significance level. cnot significant. 

4. Discussion 
In this study, the purely spatial and space-time scan statistic methods implemented in 
SaTScan software have been used to analyze cholera cases from 1998 to 2001 in Kumasi, 
Ghana. These methods identifies whether unusual concentration of disease cases can be 
explained by chance or statistically significant. The findings of this study reveal several 
notable points. First, there is the existence of both purely spatial and space-time clusters, not 
explainable by chance (See Tables 1,2, and 3). Also, the results of both the purely spatial and 
space-time analysis are somewhat similar. In particular, the purely spatial analysis reported 
an excess incidence of cholera in Kumasi during the years 1998, 1999, and 2001 (See Table 3.1 
and Figure 3.2), and the space-time analysis also reported an excess incidence of cholera 
from 1999 to 2001 at the same area.  

Second, the excess incidence of cholera mainly existed at Kumasi Metropolis throughout the 
period under study. Specifically, the purely spatial analysis reported excess incidence of 
cholera at Kumasi in 1998, 1999, and 2001. While testing whether the purely spatial clusters 
were long term or temporary, the space-time analysis also reported excess incidence of 
cholera at Kumasi Metropolis from the year 1999 to 2001. When the space-time analysis was 
modified to detect 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 year length clusters, the space-time most likely cluster at 
Kumasi Metropolis became a purely spatial cluster (i.e. existed for 1997 to 2001, see Table 3). 
This indicates a sustained transmission of cholera at Kumasi Metropolis from 1997 through 
to 2001. Two main reasons may explain these patterns. (1) Demographic status: Kumasi is the 
most urbanized and highly commercialized district in Ashanti region, and therefore there is 
always a high daily influx of traders and civil workers from neighboring districts to Kumasi 
Metropolis. Such a high daily influx strain existing sanitation systems, thereby putting 
people at increased risk of cholera transmission. The rural poor also often migrate to city 
centers with the hope of a better life. However, due to the high cost of housing, such 
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Cluster Area Year Chol(C)  Chol(E(C))  Chol(RR)  LLR p-value 
Most Likely Cluster            
1. Kumasi Metro 1998-1999 1688 508.75 5.86 1149.02 0.001 
Secondary Cluster            
2. Ahafo Ano North 
Ahafo Ano South 
Atwima 1999 179 96.34 1.908 29.34 0.001 

Table 2. Significant high rate spatial clusters of cholera in Ashanti region, Ghana, detected 
by retrospective space-time analysis. This Table shows the results of the space-time cluster 
analysis using a spatial window that could include up to 50% of the population at risk and a 
maximum temporal window of 50% without including purely spatial clusters, in Ashanti 
region, Ghana, during 1998-2001: LLR (Log Likelihood Ratio). 

The results of the space-time analysis when modified, i.e. when using a maximum temporal 
window of 90% (which included purely spatial clusters as well) and a spatial window that 
could include up to 50% of the population at risk (which included purely temporal clusters 
also) are shown in Table 3. Most likely statically significant (p = 0.001) cluster of high rates of 
cholera was again found to exist at the Kumasi Metropolis and Kwabre district for the year 
1998-2001. This indicates that Kumasi Metropolis and Kwabre remained statistically 
significant throughout the year 1998-2001. One statistically significant (p = 0.001) secondary 
cluster encompassing Ahafo Ano South, Ahafo Ano North and Atwima for the year 1999 
was also detected.  

Cluster Area Year Chol(C)  Chol(E(C))  Chol(RR)  LLR p-value 
Most Likely Cluster            
1. Kumasi Metro 
 Kwabre 1998-2001 2727 1161.47 9.699 1618.26 0.001 

Secondary Cluster            
2. Ahafo Ano North 
 Ahafo Ano South 
 Atwima 

1999 179 96.34 1.91 29.33 0.001 

Table 3. Significant high rate spatial clusters of cholera in Ashanti region, Ghana, detected 
by retrospective space-time analysis. This Table shows the results of the space-time cluster 
analysis when modified to find 1, 2, 3 or 4-year length clusters using a maximum temporal 
window of 90%, which included purely spatial clusters as well, and a spatial window of 
≤50% of the population at risk, which included purely temporal clusters also, in Ashanti 
region, Ghana, during 1997-2001: LLR (Log Likelihood Ratio) 

3.3 Correlation between cholera and risk factors 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients and their associated p-values were computed to determine 
the relationship between cholera cumulative incidence rate and the demographic risk factors 
(see Table 4). For the whole region, statistically significant relationship was observed for 
sanitation (R2 = 0.55, p = 0.001), drinking water (R2 = 0.39, p = 0.001), and internal migration 
(R2 = 0.73, p = 0.001). However, when the analyses were repeated for each strata of 
urbanization, statistically significant correlations were observed for only the high urban 
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strata (See Table 2). For instance there was a high, but non-significant correlation between 
cholera and drinking water within the medium-urban strata (R2 = 0.62, p = 0.12), and no 
significant correlation between cholera and drinking water within the low-urban strata (R2 = 
0.001, p = 0.96). However, there was a high and significant correlation between cholera and 
drinking water within the high-urban strata (R2 = 0.86, p = 0.007). 

Correlation and (p-value) 

 Sanitation Drinking 
water Migration 

Global a0.55 (0.001) a0.39 (0.001) a0.73 (0.001) 
Low urban c0.21 (0.36) c0.04(0.66) c0.001 (0.96) 
Moderate 
urban 

c0.48 (0.13) c0.62 (0.12) c 0.62 (0.11) 

High urban b0.86 (0.007) b0.79 (0.018) b0.89 (0.005) 

Table 4. Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the relationship between cholera and 
demographic factors. This Table depicts both the Global Pearson’s correlation analyses, and 
Pearson’s correlation analyses for each urbanization strata of districts. The associated p–
values are shown in brackets. asignificant correlations at 0.1% significance level; bsignificant 
correlations at 5% significance level. cnot significant. 

4. Discussion 
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explained by chance or statistically significant. The findings of this study reveal several 
notable points. First, there is the existence of both purely spatial and space-time clusters, not 
explainable by chance (See Tables 1,2, and 3). Also, the results of both the purely spatial and 
space-time analysis are somewhat similar. In particular, the purely spatial analysis reported 
an excess incidence of cholera in Kumasi during the years 1998, 1999, and 2001 (See Table 3.1 
and Figure 3.2), and the space-time analysis also reported an excess incidence of cholera 
from 1999 to 2001 at the same area.  

Second, the excess incidence of cholera mainly existed at Kumasi Metropolis throughout the 
period under study. Specifically, the purely spatial analysis reported excess incidence of 
cholera at Kumasi in 1998, 1999, and 2001. While testing whether the purely spatial clusters 
were long term or temporary, the space-time analysis also reported excess incidence of 
cholera at Kumasi Metropolis from the year 1999 to 2001. When the space-time analysis was 
modified to detect 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 year length clusters, the space-time most likely cluster at 
Kumasi Metropolis became a purely spatial cluster (i.e. existed for 1997 to 2001, see Table 3). 
This indicates a sustained transmission of cholera at Kumasi Metropolis from 1997 through 
to 2001. Two main reasons may explain these patterns. (1) Demographic status: Kumasi is the 
most urbanized and highly commercialized district in Ashanti region, and therefore there is 
always a high daily influx of traders and civil workers from neighboring districts to Kumasi 
Metropolis. Such a high daily influx strain existing sanitation systems, thereby putting 
people at increased risk of cholera transmission. The rural poor also often migrate to city 
centers with the hope of a better life. However, due to the high cost of housing, such 
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migrants settle at slummy and/or squatter areas where environmental sanitation is poor. 
This largely explains the high northern population (inhabitants from the northern sector of 
Ghana; which is the most deprived sector) within Kumasi Metropolis. (2) Geographic location: 
Kumasi Metropolis is the central nodal district of Ghana, and therefore, all road networks 
linking the northern sector and the southern sector of Ghana pass through Kumasi. There is 
the high probability of stoppage and transit by travelers, resulting in a high daily population 
increase and overcrowding at city centers.  

Third, the findings of the space-time analysis clearly depict the statistical power of the scan 
statistic for detecting recently emerging clusters. The space-time analysis detected an 
important cluster during the year 1999 that would otherwise not be detected by a purely 
spatial analysis. This cluster encompassed areas surrounding Ahafo Ano North, Ahafo Ano 
South, and Atwima districts (See Tables 2 and 3). 

Fourth, both the purely spatial and space-time cluster analysis detected no cluster during 
the years 1997 and 2000. This is somewhat consistent with both the overall global and national 
cholera trends. Although officially notified cases do not reflect the overall burden of the 
diseases, cholera cases reported to WHO in 1996 was 4.4 times higher than cases in 1997 (a 
decrease of 77% from 1996 to 1997 ), and cases in 1998 was 9 times higher than cases in 1997(an 
increase of 80.3% from 1997 to 1998 ). Compared to 1999, the year 2000 saw 46% global 
reduction in the total number of cases, and about 65% reduction in the total number of cases 
reported in Ghana. After a massive outbreak in Ghana from 1998 to 1999, health officials and 
policy makers implemented several measures to curb the menace. Notable among these 
measures were effective waste collection and disposal (including solid waste, sewage, 
industrial and clinical waste), cleansing of public areas, food hygiene, hygiene education and 
related programs. Consequently, the reduced number of cholera cases in the year 2000.  

When the maximum window size was varied from ≤ 25% to ≤ 50% of the total population, 
the same results were obtained as with the window size of ≤ 50% of the total population. 
This clearly shows that for large geographical scales with fewer spatial units, spatial scan 
statistic will likely not be sensitive to varying window size. Chen et al. (2008) clearly 
demonstrated the sensitivity of the spatial scan statistic to the issues of varying window 
sizes (SaTScan scaling issues) through a geo-visual analytic technique. Their study was 
partly a quest to determine an optimal setting for SaTScan scaling parameters due to the 
confusing and even misleading results which are possible if the parameter choices are made 
arbitrarily. However, their data was across larger spatial geographical area with larger 
number of spatial units; giving SaTScan much flexibility on the varying window sizes. 
Contrary to our data used, there were only 18 spatial units; a number probably too small for 
spatial scan statistic. Therefore the interpretation of our findings should fall within the 
framework of the above limitation.  

The findings of the correlations analysis suggest that cholera is high when majority of the 
people do not have access to good sanitation facilities; do not have access to potable water; and 
when internal migration is high. When the correlation analyses were repeated for each strata 
of urbanization, statistically significant correlations were observed for only the high-urban 
strata. Considering drinking water for instance, there was no significant correlation within the 
low-urban strata and the medium-urban strata, but a high significant correlation was observed 
within the high-urban strata (See Table 4). This implies that drinking water, sanitation and 
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internal migration affect only high-urban communities in the study area. This is consistent with 
the findings of the cluster analysis. Both the purely spatial and space-time analysis identified 
Kumasi Metropolis and Kwabre district as significant high rate clusters of cholera, which are 
also amongst the most urbanized and overcrowded areas in Ashanti Region.  

Cholera primarily attack individuals with insufficient knowledge of and inappropriate 
attitudes towards hygienic practices, and who live in dwellings that lack access to safe 
drinking water supply and to adequate facilities for sanitation, sewerage disposal and 
treatment (Glass and Black, 1992). Majority of the region’s population who do not have 
access to good sanitation systems, and drink from rivers, streams and ponds are people 
living in most urbanized and densely populated districts. For instance, Kumasi metropolis’s 
share of the region’s population who do not have access to potable water is close to 13%, a 
value 2.3 times higher than the mean percentage.  

Fecal contamination of rivers is a major water quality issue in many fast growing cities like 
the Kumasi Metropolis where population growth far exceeds the rate of development of 
wastewater collection and treatment. The water bodies near densely populated areas may 
have high fecal concentrations due to defecation and sanitation practices of the people. Ali et 
al. (2002a) has asserted that fecal contamination of surface water in densely populated area 
is higher than a sparsely populated area. Although Kumasi Metropolis and other urbanized 
districts are served with potable water, this water does not flow throughout the year. At 
certain times no water flow for a period of a week or two. Residents are therefore compelled 
to exploit nearby streams, rivers and ponds. If such water bodies are contaminated and is 
used for drinking or cooking, there is the likelihood of infection.  

After several decades of research into cholera, the risk factors which contribute to its 
transmission have not changed. The spatial and temporal patterns that the disease displays, 
however, are not the same from one outbreak area to another. Although several of the findings 
of this research are more confirmatory, it draws the attention of health officials and 
policymakers about the area where there has been sustained transmission of the disease over 
the years. The study also provides very useful information to health officials and policymaker 
about the spatial and temporal patterns of cholera in Ghana. For example, this study clearly 
shows that there has been a sustained transmission of cholera in Kumasi during the period 
under study. The findings of this study will also have important implications for public health 
officials since control strategies would vary depending on the most important risk factors in 
most important districts. With the important high rate cluster locations and risk factors 
identified, optimal efforts can be taken at appropriate districts to prevent and control cholera. 
There is no doubt that the fecal oral route of cholera transmission should be of primary 
concern because of its importance in the development of secondary cases and in subsequent 
spread of the disease. It should therefore be the concern of health officials and policymakers to 
provide better sanitation systems to prevent fecal contamination of water bodies within high-
urban districts. Moreover, potable (pipe-borne) water supply in urban and densely populated 
districts should be expanded and improved to prevent cholera outbreaks.  

5. Conclusion 
This study has shown the presence of both spatial and space-time hotspots of cholera in 
Ashanti region, suggesting that there has been sustained transmission of cholera within 
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migrants settle at slummy and/or squatter areas where environmental sanitation is poor. 
This largely explains the high northern population (inhabitants from the northern sector of 
Ghana; which is the most deprived sector) within Kumasi Metropolis. (2) Geographic location: 
Kumasi Metropolis is the central nodal district of Ghana, and therefore, all road networks 
linking the northern sector and the southern sector of Ghana pass through Kumasi. There is 
the high probability of stoppage and transit by travelers, resulting in a high daily population 
increase and overcrowding at city centers.  

Third, the findings of the space-time analysis clearly depict the statistical power of the scan 
statistic for detecting recently emerging clusters. The space-time analysis detected an 
important cluster during the year 1999 that would otherwise not be detected by a purely 
spatial analysis. This cluster encompassed areas surrounding Ahafo Ano North, Ahafo Ano 
South, and Atwima districts (See Tables 2 and 3). 

Fourth, both the purely spatial and space-time cluster analysis detected no cluster during 
the years 1997 and 2000. This is somewhat consistent with both the overall global and national 
cholera trends. Although officially notified cases do not reflect the overall burden of the 
diseases, cholera cases reported to WHO in 1996 was 4.4 times higher than cases in 1997 (a 
decrease of 77% from 1996 to 1997 ), and cases in 1998 was 9 times higher than cases in 1997(an 
increase of 80.3% from 1997 to 1998 ). Compared to 1999, the year 2000 saw 46% global 
reduction in the total number of cases, and about 65% reduction in the total number of cases 
reported in Ghana. After a massive outbreak in Ghana from 1998 to 1999, health officials and 
policy makers implemented several measures to curb the menace. Notable among these 
measures were effective waste collection and disposal (including solid waste, sewage, 
industrial and clinical waste), cleansing of public areas, food hygiene, hygiene education and 
related programs. Consequently, the reduced number of cholera cases in the year 2000.  

When the maximum window size was varied from ≤ 25% to ≤ 50% of the total population, 
the same results were obtained as with the window size of ≤ 50% of the total population. 
This clearly shows that for large geographical scales with fewer spatial units, spatial scan 
statistic will likely not be sensitive to varying window size. Chen et al. (2008) clearly 
demonstrated the sensitivity of the spatial scan statistic to the issues of varying window 
sizes (SaTScan scaling issues) through a geo-visual analytic technique. Their study was 
partly a quest to determine an optimal setting for SaTScan scaling parameters due to the 
confusing and even misleading results which are possible if the parameter choices are made 
arbitrarily. However, their data was across larger spatial geographical area with larger 
number of spatial units; giving SaTScan much flexibility on the varying window sizes. 
Contrary to our data used, there were only 18 spatial units; a number probably too small for 
spatial scan statistic. Therefore the interpretation of our findings should fall within the 
framework of the above limitation.  

The findings of the correlations analysis suggest that cholera is high when majority of the 
people do not have access to good sanitation facilities; do not have access to potable water; and 
when internal migration is high. When the correlation analyses were repeated for each strata 
of urbanization, statistically significant correlations were observed for only the high-urban 
strata. Considering drinking water for instance, there was no significant correlation within the 
low-urban strata and the medium-urban strata, but a high significant correlation was observed 
within the high-urban strata (See Table 4). This implies that drinking water, sanitation and 
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internal migration affect only high-urban communities in the study area. This is consistent with 
the findings of the cluster analysis. Both the purely spatial and space-time analysis identified 
Kumasi Metropolis and Kwabre district as significant high rate clusters of cholera, which are 
also amongst the most urbanized and overcrowded areas in Ashanti Region.  

Cholera primarily attack individuals with insufficient knowledge of and inappropriate 
attitudes towards hygienic practices, and who live in dwellings that lack access to safe 
drinking water supply and to adequate facilities for sanitation, sewerage disposal and 
treatment (Glass and Black, 1992). Majority of the region’s population who do not have 
access to good sanitation systems, and drink from rivers, streams and ponds are people 
living in most urbanized and densely populated districts. For instance, Kumasi metropolis’s 
share of the region’s population who do not have access to potable water is close to 13%, a 
value 2.3 times higher than the mean percentage.  

Fecal contamination of rivers is a major water quality issue in many fast growing cities like 
the Kumasi Metropolis where population growth far exceeds the rate of development of 
wastewater collection and treatment. The water bodies near densely populated areas may 
have high fecal concentrations due to defecation and sanitation practices of the people. Ali et 
al. (2002a) has asserted that fecal contamination of surface water in densely populated area 
is higher than a sparsely populated area. Although Kumasi Metropolis and other urbanized 
districts are served with potable water, this water does not flow throughout the year. At 
certain times no water flow for a period of a week or two. Residents are therefore compelled 
to exploit nearby streams, rivers and ponds. If such water bodies are contaminated and is 
used for drinking or cooking, there is the likelihood of infection.  

After several decades of research into cholera, the risk factors which contribute to its 
transmission have not changed. The spatial and temporal patterns that the disease displays, 
however, are not the same from one outbreak area to another. Although several of the findings 
of this research are more confirmatory, it draws the attention of health officials and 
policymakers about the area where there has been sustained transmission of the disease over 
the years. The study also provides very useful information to health officials and policymaker 
about the spatial and temporal patterns of cholera in Ghana. For example, this study clearly 
shows that there has been a sustained transmission of cholera in Kumasi during the period 
under study. The findings of this study will also have important implications for public health 
officials since control strategies would vary depending on the most important risk factors in 
most important districts. With the important high rate cluster locations and risk factors 
identified, optimal efforts can be taken at appropriate districts to prevent and control cholera. 
There is no doubt that the fecal oral route of cholera transmission should be of primary 
concern because of its importance in the development of secondary cases and in subsequent 
spread of the disease. It should therefore be the concern of health officials and policymakers to 
provide better sanitation systems to prevent fecal contamination of water bodies within high-
urban districts. Moreover, potable (pipe-borne) water supply in urban and densely populated 
districts should be expanded and improved to prevent cholera outbreaks.  

5. Conclusion 
This study has shown the presence of both spatial and space-time hotspots of cholera in 
Ashanti region, suggesting that there has been sustained transmission of cholera within 
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these hotspots. The study has also shown that drinking water, sanitation and internal 
migration are important risk factors of cholera in Ashanti region; however, these predictors 
do not have a significant impact in cholera transmission in low urban communities. This 
study has also demonstrated that using available health data, GIS and spatial scan statistic 
can provide public health officials in Ghana with new knowledge about the prevalence rate 
and hotspots of a disease. This new knowledge will help them to come out with optimal 
strategies to prevent and contain diseases outbreak. Of the three risk factors studied, the 
effect of internal migration on cholera is comparatively high. Measures to reduce internal 
migration can reduce pressure on sanitation and water supply systems. Since the studied 
risk factors could not explain cholera prevalence in low urban areas, a more detailed 
research needs to be carried out at individual levels to thoroughly understand the 
epidemiology of cholera in the study area. 
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1. Introduction  
Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) is a mountainous country in Southeast Asia, 
situated along the Mekong and bordering China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, and 
Myanmar. Cholera epidemics are known to have occurred in Laos during the time of the 
French colonial era and the Kingdom of Laos period prior to the establishment of Lao PDR 
in 1975. There are public records of cholera epidemics in 1895 to 1902 of the French era 
(Monnais-Rousselot, 1999) and in the 1910s, 1953 and 1969 of the Kingdom era (Nakamura 
and Iwasa, 2008). However, after the establishment of Lao People’s Democratic Republic 
(Lao PDR), it was presumed that there were no epidemics of cholera and, at the level of both 
rural and central government, cholera was not sufficiently recognized prior to 1993. 
Acquisition of pandemic information on cholera was severely restricted, due to the 
establishment of a socialist state system in Laos and its isolationist state from 1975 to the 
mid-1980s. Moreover, while diarrhea and/or fever outbreaks caused by unknown 
pathogens were common in remote areas of mountainous districts equipped with few health 
resources, case detection or confirmation was quite difficult because almost all the cases had 
ceased by the time the reports reached the central government. Since these areas had scant 
populations with a scattered distribution of small size villages, the roads to which they were 
connected were poor; thus, confirmed diagnoses of the diseases could not be made because 
the areas could not be accessed easily, and prudent control was not exercised with the 
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exception of the itinerary of EPI sentinels. As a result, most of the outbreaks occurred 
unquestioned and health measurement in these remote areas remained limited. 

We will present details of the cholera situation in Lao PDR from 1993-1996, a period during 
which overt epidemics were reported. Hitherto, these epidemics had been little known to 
other countries with the exception of some documents or reports (Anonymous, 1993; Global 
Task Force on Cholera Control, 2008). Hence, we would like to give details of case studies 
and especially to clarify some characteristics of non-O1 non-139 Vibrio cholerae strains which 
have not yet been studied as a potential causative of diarrhea in the country. These results 
will necessarily be limited; however, they might contribute to further epidemiological study 
of cholera in the Southeast Asia region.  

In this chapter, we refer to non-O1 non-139 Vibrio cholerae simply as NAG (non-agglutinable) 
V. cholerae, a former common abbreviation. 

2. Cholera epidemics in Lao PDR from 1993 to the present  
In Lao PDR, a cholera outbreak began in the Napo area of Hinboun district in Khammouane 
Province on April 7th of 1993 and spread to Boulapa (at the end of April and in June), 
Gnyomalath (in July), Mahaxay (in July), Takehk (in July), other parts of Hinboun (in July), 
Xebanphai and Nonbok districts (in August). In the same year it spread within the entire 
region including Nakai district, and became an epidemic of 5276 cases (including 250 
deaths; a case fatality rate of 4.8%). An outbreak even occurred in the Pin district of the 
neighboring province of Savannakhet on May 1st of the same year, and this spread within 
the four districts of Xephon (in June), Nong (in June), Vilaburi (in September), and Atsaphan 
(in December) with a total of 1614 cases (86; 5.3%). In 1994, cases of severe diarrhea first 
occurred at Ta Oy village in the Toum Laan district of Saravane Province in the south, 
before the epidemic spread to two further districts, Lakhopheng and Vaphi, with 1111 cases 
(88; 11.3%) by March. A further 53 (18; 43%) cases of cholera occurred again in two areas of 
Nong district in Savannakhet in April of the same year. By June, the outbreak had expanded 
to the nine districts of Champon, Tumphon, Khamthabuli, Phin, Thapanthong, Songkhon, 
Xaybuli, Sonbuli, and Atsaphan with a total of 1209 cases (126; 10.4%).The number of 
inpatients at the provincial hospital between May 8th and June 18th was 360; this rapidly 
increased to 1554 (126; 8.1%) in the following three months. In the north of the country, nine 
cases of severe diarrhea were reported by the provincial health office of Bokeo Province in 
April 1994. Cases also spread to the three provinces of Oudomxay, Xaignaburi, and 
Luangnamtha within the same month, and two cases of cholera were reported in 
Luangphabang Province in May. Severe diarrhea cases spread to Xienkhouane province in 
the north and to Attapeu province in the south by June but cholera bacterium was not 
detected in patients from Attapeu Province. The official statistic report on cases of severe 
diarrhea including cholera in 1994 was not very precise; however, more than 5200 cases 
were observed during the two months from April to May.  

In the year 1995, 192 cases (36; 18.9%) of serious diarrhea occurred in Attapeu between early 
January and the end of February. As in the previous year, the causative bacterium was not 
confirmed. In June and beyond, 260 cases (25; 9.6%) of cholera broke out in the four 
provinces of Sekon, Xaignaburi, Luangphabang, and Khammouane. From December 11-
19th, a cholera outbreak with 141 cases occurred at Ban Phailom in Xaithani district, the first 
of its kind in Vientiane Capital (Vientiane Municipality at the time) (Nakamura, Marui, 
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2000), and the epidemic had spread to the whole of the country by 1996 (Midorikawa et al, 
1996). Table 1 shows a summary of the epidemics in Lao PDR during the above period. 

 
Table 1. Cholera epidemics in Lao PDR during 1993-1996. 

The government of Lao PDR (GOL) responded swiftly in requesting cholera control 
assistance from foreign countries including NGOs through the UN Department of 
Humanitarian Affairs, Geneva, and received donations of 570,000 US dollars for control 
activities (Anonymous 1995). In addition, GOL cooperated with the WHO after 1994, a joint 
National Cholera Epidemic Control Committee was established in the CDD (Diarrheal 
Disease Control) program at the Department of Preventive Health within the Ministry of 
Health, GOL, and formalized control measures against cholera were advanced. Committee 
meetings, and training for control in the major cities took place, and more than ten examples 
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of active surveillance were conducted up until 1996. For example, surveillance including 
carrier surveys was conducted in 12 districts in 4 provinces and resulted in the identification 
of 306 diarrheal cases and 25 confirmed death cases from May to August, 1994. The 
existence of NAG V. cholerae in the country was demonstrated for the first time prior to 1995 
through this active surveillance. In the same year, the first cholera vaccination was 
performed, using oral killed vaccine donated by the Vietnamese government, at several 
villages in Xekong and Attapeu provinces (Nakamura, 2003). Moreover, the first National 
Conference on Diarrhea was held in Vientiane on 14-15th December, 1994.  

The cholera epidemic temporarily ceased around the end of 1996. Although cholera in the 
country was categorized as severe diarrhea in the diseases statistic reports of GOL in 1997 
and beyond, it continued sporadically. In 1998, cases of severe diarrhea rapidly increased to 
6,000, and a cholera epidemic reemerged in 2000 with more than 12,000 recognized cases, 
although this decreased dramatically in 2002 (Figure.1). The monthly cases of severe 
diarrhea including cholera from 1994 to 2000 are shown in Figure 2. According to the 
average of the cumulated data, diarrheal cases were most frequent between April and June 
with a peak in May (Figure 3), results which will require further epidemiological analysis in 
relation to weather conditions.  
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Fig. 1. Case and death case of severe diarrhea from 1993 to in Lao PDR. 
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Fig. 2. Severe diarrheal cases reported by Ministry of Health, Lao PDR, Jan 1994 - Aug 2000 
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Although the patients’ average case fatality rate exceeded 11% during the epidemic from 
1993 to 1996, it henceforth fell to about 4.5% in 1998. Moreover, the rate in 2000 fell even 
further than previously, to 4.2%.  
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Fig. 3. Average monthly severe diarrheal cases pattern including cholera in Lao PDR from 
January 1994 to August 2000 

In terms of epidemics in 2000-2003 and beyond, a distinct outbreak occurred in the two 
districts of Thateng and Lamam in Sekong Province in December 2007- January 2008 
(Lenglet et al., 2010). 

The causative vibrios collected by the active surveillance in 1993-1995 were all identified as 
Vibrio cholerae O1 serotype Ogawa and biotype El Tor at the National Institute of Hygiene 
and Epidemiology (NIHE) (Nakamura et al. 1998), and the strains contributed for further 
publications (Toma et al., 1997). Amongst these strains, antibiotic resistance was limited to 
Ampicillins. However, the characteristics of the cholera bacteria changed in the strains 
collected in 1996 and afterwards as reported in India, Vietnam and Thailand (Bag et al., 1998; 
Dalsgaard et al., 1999; Dalsgaard et al., 2000). The genomic analyses revealed that these 
strains were introduced with a SXT constin gene that regulates for multidrug resistancy 
(Iwanaga et al., 2004). We also speculate that the change was mediated by the presence of 
NAG vibrios in the country. Although a V. cholerae O139 epidemic occurred in Thailand 
from 1993 to1994 (Chongsa-nguan M. et al., 1993; Bodhidatta L., et al., 1995), we have no 
evidence that the strain was recovered from the country.  

Even though epidemics have ceased and severe diarrheal cases have been limited to 
sporadic cases since 2008, it is possible that another epidemic could easily reoccur in Lao 
PDR because people’s natural immunity to the cholera vibrios is limited to O1 serotype 
Ogawa, biotype El Tor and, as such, this immunity will not be very long lasting (Kabir, 
2005). Moreover, in some local areas, people were indifferent about the cholera disease itself 
(Midorikawa et al., 2010). Local people also suffer from poor food hygiene related to the 
common custom of eating raw materials (mixed dishes known as laap; fish, meat, Tao etc.: 
Nakamura et al., 2008), as well as poor knowledge of water-food sanitation, which was 
confirmed by our experiences including active surveillance. 

The following case studies focused on the characteristics of water-borne and food-borne 
aspects related to disease control in the northern part of Laos in 1994-1995. 
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Fig. 1. Case and death case of severe diarrhea from 1993 to in Lao PDR. 
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Although the patients’ average case fatality rate exceeded 11% during the epidemic from 
1993 to 1996, it henceforth fell to about 4.5% in 1998. Moreover, the rate in 2000 fell even 
further than previously, to 4.2%.  
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Fig. 3. Average monthly severe diarrheal cases pattern including cholera in Lao PDR from 
January 1994 to August 2000 
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evidence that the strain was recovered from the country.  
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sporadic cases since 2008, it is possible that another epidemic could easily reoccur in Lao 
PDR because people’s natural immunity to the cholera vibrios is limited to O1 serotype 
Ogawa, biotype El Tor and, as such, this immunity will not be very long lasting (Kabir, 
2005). Moreover, in some local areas, people were indifferent about the cholera disease itself 
(Midorikawa et al., 2010). Local people also suffer from poor food hygiene related to the 
common custom of eating raw materials (mixed dishes known as laap; fish, meat, Tao etc.: 
Nakamura et al., 2008), as well as poor knowledge of water-food sanitation, which was 
confirmed by our experiences including active surveillance. 

The following case studies focused on the characteristics of water-borne and food-borne 
aspects related to disease control in the northern part of Laos in 1994-1995. 
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3. Case studies of cholera in northern Lao PDR in the epidemic year of 1994 
3.1 Cases in Luangnamtha Province 

In early April of 1994, outbreaks of cholera occurred successively in northern Bokeo and 
Oudomxay provinces, and in Luangnamtha province. 

 
Table 2. The diarrhea case detection at four onset villages in Nale district on 16th May and 
age distribution of recorded cases treated at Nale district hospital during April to May 1994 

Based on a request by the local government of Luangnamtha province, a GOL surveillance 
team visited Nale district as part of a national active case finding mission on May 12th-25th, 
1994. The district is 86 km in distance from the capital of Luangnamtha. There was no car-
road access but the Namtha River was accessible by boat at the time. The district had a 
population of 20,108 consisting of 113 villages in 12 communes. A wooden-made district 
hospital with a director and 13 medical aids and 11 nurses was located in the capital village 
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of Nale. The major ethnic group living in the area were Lao Teun (mid-mountain people). It 
was confirmed that 98 severe diarrhea cases including 8 death cases amongst 4 villages 
occurred in the district (Table 2). Also 108 cases of diarrhea inpatients were confirmed at the 
district hospital. Almost all the cases were of people over the age of five, as cholera 
epidemics are defined. The case fatality rate was confirmed as 8.2%.  

Figure 4 shows that the epidemic route was from upstream to downstream along the 
Namtha River. The first unreported case was of a 50-year-old male who developed severe 
diarrhea at Moklao (or Vienglao) village on 12th April, 1994, before Phimai Lao (Lao New 
Year). The first reported case was of a 30-year-old at Hatte village, located on the opposite 
side of the Namtha River from Moklao, who visited relatives from Moklao and suffered 
from severe diarrhea for 5-6 days in the same period. Subsequently, a second case occurred 
in the village of a male aged over 30 who also suffered and died from diarrhea. Sixty five 
cases of severe diarrhea in sufferers over 10 years of age were then reported to the district 
health office on 19th April, 1994. Two to three days after this outbreak, an incidence of 
diarrhea occurred at Vath village and spread to 34 cases on 29-30th April, reported on May 
1st , 1994. This village is located on the riverbank, about 3 km downstream from Hatte. A 
villager had returned to Vath after attending the funeral of a relative at Hatte, and 
subsequently contracted severe diarrhea. At the funeral, the local people had buried the 
body; however, the victim’s clothes were washed in the Namtha River. Dwellers in the area 
had no toilet at the time other than excreting near the river. 

 
Fig. 4. Cholera transmission route in Nale district along the Nale River in Luangnamtha 
Province in 1994 
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3. Case studies of cholera in northern Lao PDR in the epidemic year of 1994 
3.1 Cases in Luangnamtha Province 
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Table 2. The diarrhea case detection at four onset villages in Nale district on 16th May and 
age distribution of recorded cases treated at Nale district hospital during April to May 1994 
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During this mission, we also found that stools of the cholera inpatients were collected in 
buckets and thrown directly into the river by their family members who had stayed at the 
district hospital in the capital of Nale district (Picture 1). Moreover, in one case in Bokeo, the 
body of the deceased was also observed being thrown directly into the river by another 
active surveillance mission in Xaygnabouri Province in April to May 1994 (personal 
communication). Needless to say, cholera is a water-borne infection. It is thought that the 
disease was also spread through the river in a remote district of Luangnamtha Province. 

 
Picture 1. Namtha river (left: bringing human stools to the river; right: daily life of the 
riverside) 

 
Picture 2. A “spirit gate” at the entrance of a village  

Interestingly, the belief that such an epidemic had been evoked as the curse of an evil spirit 
(Phi by its Lao name; man or woman) remained strong in such remote regions of Laos 
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(Halpern, 1963). Throughout this survey, we witnessed many charms in front of the gates of 
villages and the entrances of each house of villages in the district (Picture 2). People told us 
that the epidemic of diseases that year was caused by a female Phi; therefore the target was 
men. It was well known that rehydration therapy, such as giving oral rehydration solution 
to patients, is extremely effective in diminishing the number of fatalities among cholera 
sufferers. However, our surveillance confirmed cases of deaths in which even water was not 
given to the patient for fear that it would lead to even greater possession by the Phi. In such 
situations, it was thought that a control objective should have been set to improve education 
regarding rehydration therapy, so that skills could be gained in order to reduce cholera 
deaths among the local residents, even though these beliefs still remain in the present day. 

3.2 Cholera expansion due to local customs and cooking food: Cases in Oudomxay 
Province 

We now turn to cases in Oudomxay. We conducted active surveillance in the province on 6-
8th June, 1994 in response to a request by the provincial government. Through the 
surveillance, it was reconfirmed clearly that food played a big role in the spread of cholera 
because it could develop in the area as food poisoning. 

 
Table 3. The diarrhea case detection at 27 villages along the Road No. 2 in Oudomxay 
province during 6-8th June 1994  
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Picture 3. Making of pit for toilet 

The surveillance team of GOL visited the four districts of Xai, Beng, Huon and Pak Beng in 
Oudomxay Province for active surveillance of cholera on June 6-8th, 1994. There were 27 
villages, with a total population of 9500. There had been 1041 cholera cases in Oudomxay 
Province, including 44 death cases (Oudomxay Provincial Health Service, 7th June, 1994) 
and the epidemic was still continuing, as shown in the summary on Table 3. The 
surveillance was done only along the Route 2 road. There had been no reported severe 
diarrhea cases in Muan Namour and in Muan Xai districts. However, a total of 22 suspected 
cholera cases, including an infant and eight remainder cases, were confirmed in the 
surveillance. Most of the villagers in the areas had no toilet for disposing of or washing out 
the diarrheal stool. Therefore, a pit hole was made to dispose of the patient stool at each 
village (Pictue 3). One village, Oudom in Muan Beng district, suffered from a lack of 
drinking water from their fountain. Early in the dry season, this kind of water source was 
highly contaminated by faecal bacteria (Picture 4). 

 
Picture 4. Well in a drying streamlet 

The situation of cholera transmission in the province: Traditional customs for people 
preparing and taking meals together during ceremonies such as funerals was considered a 
factor in transmission in the province. For example, the first case found at Done Keo village in 
Huon district was on 16th April, 1994. This male case died with severe diarrhea on the same 
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day as its onset, and did not come into contact with the people in epidemic areas during Phi 
Mai Lao. During his funeral ceremony, many condolence callers, including relatives in Bokeo 
Province, visited the village. After the ceremony, his wife and his sister got severe diarrhea 
within a few days. After that, the diarrhea became prevalent among the villagers. We consider 
this kind of transmission as similar to food poisoning and it was a factor in spreading cholera 
from one place to another in the province. Such cases caused by cholera-contaminated foods 
have been reported in Africa (Lous et al., 1990). In this surveillance, we happened to observe a 
funeral ceremony (Picture 5, right) at Sam Kang village in Beng district on 8th June 1994. The 
ceremony, which involved the sacrifice of a cow, started on 6th June and participants still 
cooked the cow meat to eat together in front of the house of the dead patient (Picture 5, left).  

 
Picture 5. Meal preparation (left) and the funeral of a Thai Dam villager (right). 

The people of Laos, in particular, have a custom of eating raw food materials. Our 
observations suggested that the transmission of cholera among people in local areas 
depended much on cooking meals using unsafe water and on the custom of eating them 
using fingers at the ceremony. It is well known that a cholera bacterium can easily be 
disinfected by boiling, dryness, ultraviolet rays, alcohol, acid (Mata et al., 1994), and other 
means. Thus, clean food handling, sufficient cooking, and drying by sunlight for tableware, 
clothing, etc., are essential precautions against cholera. In particular, careful washing of 
hands with soap and clean water is essential before food handling. If no soap or clean water 
is available, hand-washing using the local alcohol Lao-Lao (ca.30%) or the juice of a local lime 
fruit (pH 4.2) called maknao (Citrus aurantifolia) is strongly recommended for disinfection of 
cholera vibrios. Although this recommendation was not introduced to the people, it seems 
that these methods are still useful to people in the local areas in Laos. 

The actual transmission route of the cholera outbreak in northern provinces such as Bokeo is 
still quite obscure, but according to official provincial records, the first case might have 
occurred on 6th March 1994, before Phi Mai Lao. In Nale district, Luangnamtha Province, 
the first case was reported on 12th April, 1994, suggesting that quick diffusion and the 
spread of cholera was transmitted along the travel routes and waterways of rivers within 
the northern mountainous areas among Bokeo, Oudomxay and Luangnamtha provinces 
within April. Interestingly, there were nine cholera cases reported in Chiang Seng in 
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Thailand on 16th April, 1994 (information of the national cholera control committee meeting 
in 1994). The northern part of Laos is an important site of traffic with neighbouring 
countries of Thailand, Burma, China and Vietnam. Monitoring and comparing the molecular 
biological characteristics of the epidemic strains including NAG vibrios recovered from 
these areas will give useful information on controls beyond the border. 

In the following section, the characteristics of the NAG vibrios recovered in Lao PDR is 
introduced. 

4. Characteristics of NAG V. cholerae in Lao PDR 
Some strains of NAG V. cholerae are a pathogen responsible for sporadic diarrhea in 
developing countries (WHO Weekly Epidemiological Record, 1993). The serogroup of O139 is 
the most widely known and studied since 1993 (Ramamurthy et al., 1993; Albert MJ., 1993). 
However, another NAG V. cholerae has been frequently mentioned as the causative of diarrhea 
in the last two decades, and is now known as enteropathogenic V. cholerae (Sharma, C. et al. 
1998). To date, 200 or more V. cholerae serogroups have been reported, and, in particular, 
future epidemics of CT producing O141 strains are cause for alert (Yamai S. et al, 1997). Taylor, 
D.N. et al mention that NAG V. cholerae was frequently isolated from food and drinking water 
among the H’mong refugees in camps in Thailand. Despite the importance of NAG V. cholerae 
as a diarrheal cause in Lao PDR, little information on the organism was available up to now. 

We report here on the serogroups and tentative results of molecular patterns of the non-O1 
non-O139 strains of V. cholerae isolated from two areas in Lao P.D.R. during two years from 
1995 to 1996.  

Isolation and identification: Isolation of these Vibrio strains was carried out at the NIHE, 
Ministry of Health in Vientiane, Lao P.D.R. These isolates were further classified 
serologically with monospecific sera at the Department of Bacteriology, National Institute of 
Infectious Disease (NIID) in Tokyo, Japan. 

PFGE: For the pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) study, 17 strains of V. cholerae were 
classified. These included reference strains of V. cholerae such as the O1 classical biotype (strain 
569B), O37 (African strain S7: Yamamoto et al., 1986) and non-typed one (strain BDD), isolated 
from Ban Don Daen, Khon Kaen, Thailand, respectively. Vibrio fluvialis O11 isolated from a 
diarrhea patient caused by NAG vibrio in Vientiane Capital in 1995 was also analysed as an 
additional reference. The genomic DNAs of the various strains were prepared in agarose plugs 
following the technique described by Bag P.K. et al. (1998). For digestion of the DNAs, 40U of 
Not I was used. PFGE of the digested plug inserts was performed by the contour-clamped 
homogeneous electric field method on a CHEF Mapper TM system (Bio-Rad, CA., USA) in 0.5 
x TBE buffer for 40 hours 24 minutes while maintaining the temperature of the buffer at 14C. 
Run conditions were generated by the auto-algorithm mode of the system using a size range of 
20 kb to 300 kb. A bacteriophage λ ladder (Bio-Rad) was used as the DNA molecular mass 
standard. The gels were stained with ethidium bromide and photographed under UV light. 

PCR assay and CT production assay: A PCR-based assay was used to determine whether the 
ctx, and NAG specific heat-stable toxin (ST) were present. CT production was confirmed 
with RPLA commercially purchased (Denka-Seiken, Japan). The test was performed at the 
Department of Bacteriology, NIID, Japan. 
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A total of 16 strains were isolated from two areas in Laos (Table 4). Among them, three 
strains were isolated from 533 specimens obtained by the first national cholera carrier 
survey at four villages in Toum Laan district, Saravane province in the southern part of the 
country, where a cholera epidemic occurred in May, 1994 (Midorikawa et al., 1996). The 
details of these specimens are: 468 human stools, 14 domestic animal stools, 50 drinking 
water samples, and 1 sewage sample at Hon Laon. These specimens were bacteriologically 
analyzed at NIHE in Vientiane. They included two strains of O68 and one strain of O14. Of 
the other 13 samples, 6 strains were isolated from 410 healthy persons who were examined 
after two months of the cholera epidemic at Ban Phailom in Xaithani district in Vientiane 
Capital on 12th December 1995, and 7 strains were isolated from 18 human diarrhea patients 
at a small village named Ban Lack Sao-et (meaning “21 Km village” in Laotian) located 
approximately 2 km from Ban Phailom in the same capital area of the country. There were 
variable serogroups among the isolates including O16, O21, O41, O43, and O68 at Ban 
Phailom, and 6 isolates of O169 and an O11 at Ban Lack Sao-et. 

In the latter village, the health department of Vientiane Capital reported that 28 sporadic 
diarrhea cases found on 28th December 1995 were considered to be cholera. The diarrhea 
must have been caused by food poisoning, namely the consumption of a rice noodle call 
“Khao Poun”, during a period from 16:00 to 21:00 on that day. Eleven severe cases were 
immediately referred to Sethathilath hospital in Vientiane. Among them, a strain of V. 
fluvialis O11 was isolated from a patient along with V. cholerae O169, and two strains of 
enteropathogenic E coli (EPEC) O159 were also co-isolated with V. cholerae O169 from each 
patient. Excluding three cases referred to but with unknown names, the age distribution was 
2 children under 5 years of age, 8 between 6 to 15 years, 7 over 16 years and 1 of unknown 
age, respectively. Fortunately, no fatal cases were reported in this episode. 

  
Table 4. Vibrio cholerae non-O1 non-O139 strains isolated from humans in Lao P.D.R. 

The representative patterns of Not I-digested PFGE of non-O1 non-139 V. cholerae strains 
isolated from Ban Lack Sao-et are shown in Figure 5. Of the O169 strains (lane no. 2 to 3, 5 to 
7 and 9), their patterns were altogether identical except in one strain (lane 7). Other NAG 
Vibrio cholerae O11 (lane 4), and O21 (lane 10) were different from each other. The rest of 
the lanes 1, 8, 11 were V. cholera O37 (S’), V. fluvialis O11, and V. cholerae O1 (569B), 
respectively as reference strains. 
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V. cholera O11:lane 4, O14:lane12, O16:lane 11, O21:lane 10, O41:lanes 13-14,O68:lanes 15-17, O169:lanes 
2-3;5-7;9, V. cholerae BDD (Thailand):lane18, V. cholerae S7 (Africa):lane 1, V.fluvialis O11:lane 8 

Fig. 5. PFGEF profiles of NAG Vibrio cholera strains obtained with NotI enzyme. 

The 16 NAG V. cholerae strains examined had neither the cholera toxin gene nor the heat 
stable toxin gene. No CT producing strains were observed among them. These results may 
reveal that the varied strains isolated from Ban Phailom were irrelevant to the last epidemic 
of V. cholerae O1 (Nakamura S. and Marui E., 2000). However, distinct diarrhea cases were 
present at Ban Lack Sao-et (21 Km village) and their major isolates were V. cholerae O169, 
which had genetic homogeneity with that of the endemic strain, suggesting that the strain 
was a possible endemic pathogen of diarrhea in this area. Pathogen related gene (tcp, zot, ace, 
and others) and toxin assays other than CT and the ST were not yet performed. Whether 
some serogroups of the enteropathogenic V. cholerae would cause diarrhea by a mechanism 
quite different from that of toxin producing V. cholerae O1 and O139 has not been 
demonstrated yet (Sharma, C. et al. 1998). Further analyses are necessary to clarify the 
relationship between genomic patterns and the pathogenicity or drug susceptibility of these 
V. cholerae O169 strains as a possible enteric pathogen in this region.  

Very recently, a death case caused by the serogroup of Vibrio cholera O21 was reported 
(Phethsouvanh et al., 2008). This sepsis case was caused by eating a snail obtained in a swamp 
in the suburbs of Vientiane. For this reason, when this group was analyzed, it became clear 
that the serogroup has unique variation in ompW domain, which was named ‘ompW_O21’ by 
Nakatsu et al. (AB441168, GenBank, 2008). Moreover, since this strain entirely lacked the 
flagellum, unlike the others of O21 group included in this report, it was thought that the strain 
has variations in the domain of major flagellin regulation gene flaA (Klose KE and Mekalanos 
JJ, 1998). This DNA fragment related to OmpW_21 was recovered from rivers in several places 
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in Laos, and the fragment was also reported from tap water in the United States of America 
(Dross, M.C. et al.; FJ462454, GenBank, 2008). Hence, it seems that the fragment might be 
widely distributed over environmental water, and analysis has advanced further now. 

It seems that there is a strong possibility that NAG of this country will serve as a pool of the 
SXT constin gene of O1 O139 V. cholerae. Although the place where NAG and O1 O139 V. 
cholerae in epidemics meet includes the possibility of biofilm on an animal or in nature, the 
most probable place is the human alimentary canal. It is necessary to advance analysis 
further with regard to pathogenicity about the possibility that strains of specific NAG and 
other Vibrionaceae bacteria are potential reservoirs of the drug resistance gene or of the 
pathogenic gene cassette as transposons. 

It is reported that NAG V. cholerae strains are frequently separated from market foods such 
as meat and fish, as well as environmental water in Vientiane Capital (Nakamura et al., 2004, 
Midorikawa et al., 2007). Therefore, food and water source surveillance on the vibrios and 
their pathogen related laboratory monitoring are indispensable to health care administration 
in Lao PDR, which will be shown in the next section. 

5. Food market and environmental water monitoring for contaminant vibrios 
5.1 Observation of contamination of food by Vibrionaceae bacteria in the major food 
markets in Vientiane Capital from 2004 to 2009  

In Lao PDR, the prevalence of water-borne diseases, like diarrhea, is still very high 
(Midorikawa et al., 1996; Rattanaphone et al, 1999). Recently, market food cross 
contamination by Salmonella and Vibrio species (vibrios) was reported (Nakamura et al.2004; 
Sano et al, 2004). Large cities such as Vientiane Capital and their surrounding areas, where 
people’s life-style has changed rapidly, are facing the risk of environmental pollution, 
particularly with regard to drinking water and food. The aim of this research is to know the 
degree of contamination by vibrios on around 30 kinds of foods at the marketplace by 
monitoring food hygiene and to present an update of the possible diarrheal disease risk by 
using these results in the capital area. This small scale cross-sectional survey has been made 
by us from 1999 to the present. We presented a part of the study up to 2003 (Nakamura et al., 
2004); also, in 2008 the analysis between some Aeromonas species and V. cholerae was not 
performed, and therefore we report here mainly on the results of 5 years from 2004 to 2007 
and 2009. 

Study site and date: The food sampling survey was conducted at two major market places 
in the city area in Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR. The surveys were conducted once a year, in 
December 2004, and in September 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2009, respectively. 

Sampling of food: Objective foods of various kinds were categorized as follows: domestic 
animal meats (beef, water buffalo, pork, chicken, duck, and domestic fowl eggs), fresh water 
products (fresh water fish and shellfish), marine products (marine fish and shellfish), and 
others (frog and/or insect), sold at the marketplaces. 

Equipment for sampling: In collection of food specimens, “Fuki-Fuki test kit” (EIKEN 
Kagaku, Tokyo) and “Seed-swab No.1” (EIKEN Kagaku, Tokyo) of the monitoring and 
transport media for food-borne bacteria were used. The surfaces of food samples were 
wiped with this equipment.  
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in Laos, and the fragment was also reported from tap water in the United States of America 
(Dross, M.C. et al.; FJ462454, GenBank, 2008). Hence, it seems that the fragment might be 
widely distributed over environmental water, and analysis has advanced further now. 
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SXT constin gene of O1 O139 V. cholerae. Although the place where NAG and O1 O139 V. 
cholerae in epidemics meet includes the possibility of biofilm on an animal or in nature, the 
most probable place is the human alimentary canal. It is necessary to advance analysis 
further with regard to pathogenicity about the possibility that strains of specific NAG and 
other Vibrionaceae bacteria are potential reservoirs of the drug resistance gene or of the 
pathogenic gene cassette as transposons. 

It is reported that NAG V. cholerae strains are frequently separated from market foods such 
as meat and fish, as well as environmental water in Vientiane Capital (Nakamura et al., 2004, 
Midorikawa et al., 2007). Therefore, food and water source surveillance on the vibrios and 
their pathogen related laboratory monitoring are indispensable to health care administration 
in Lao PDR, which will be shown in the next section. 

5. Food market and environmental water monitoring for contaminant vibrios 
5.1 Observation of contamination of food by Vibrionaceae bacteria in the major food 
markets in Vientiane Capital from 2004 to 2009  

In Lao PDR, the prevalence of water-borne diseases, like diarrhea, is still very high 
(Midorikawa et al., 1996; Rattanaphone et al, 1999). Recently, market food cross 
contamination by Salmonella and Vibrio species (vibrios) was reported (Nakamura et al.2004; 
Sano et al, 2004). Large cities such as Vientiane Capital and their surrounding areas, where 
people’s life-style has changed rapidly, are facing the risk of environmental pollution, 
particularly with regard to drinking water and food. The aim of this research is to know the 
degree of contamination by vibrios on around 30 kinds of foods at the marketplace by 
monitoring food hygiene and to present an update of the possible diarrheal disease risk by 
using these results in the capital area. This small scale cross-sectional survey has been made 
by us from 1999 to the present. We presented a part of the study up to 2003 (Nakamura et al., 
2004); also, in 2008 the analysis between some Aeromonas species and V. cholerae was not 
performed, and therefore we report here mainly on the results of 5 years from 2004 to 2007 
and 2009. 

Study site and date: The food sampling survey was conducted at two major market places 
in the city area in Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR. The surveys were conducted once a year, in 
December 2004, and in September 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2009, respectively. 

Sampling of food: Objective foods of various kinds were categorized as follows: domestic 
animal meats (beef, water buffalo, pork, chicken, duck, and domestic fowl eggs), fresh water 
products (fresh water fish and shellfish), marine products (marine fish and shellfish), and 
others (frog and/or insect), sold at the marketplaces. 

Equipment for sampling: In collection of food specimens, “Fuki-Fuki test kit” (EIKEN 
Kagaku, Tokyo) and “Seed-swab No.1” (EIKEN Kagaku, Tokyo) of the monitoring and 
transport media for food-borne bacteria were used. The surfaces of food samples were 
wiped with this equipment.  
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Isolation and identification of the bacteria: The cotton part of Fuki-Fuki test kit sample and 
Seed-swab or Cary-Blair kit was applied to peptone water for growth culture media, and 
subsequently TCBS medium was employed for selective culture of vibrios at 37C for 24 
hours. Colonies on the selective medium were screened with classical InVic system 
(Phetsouvanh et al. 1999) and the suspected bacteria were identified with commercial 
identification kits such as API 20e system (bioMerieux, Tokyo, Japan). Identification of the 
family Vibrionaceae was performed using the criteria of the multiply in 0% and 7% saline 
broths for halophilic species, string test using 0.5% solution of sodium deoxycholate in 
saline added (Keast & Riley, 1997), and O129 disk susceptibility for differentiate of genus 
Vibrio and Aeromonas. O-antigen serotype of identified V. cholerae strains were determined 
further using diagnostic anti-O1 and anti-O139 antisera (DENKA Seiken, Tokyo).  

Observation of bacterial contamination in the market foods in 2004-2009: Excepting the 
results of the year 2008, a total of 166 food items were examined during six years from 2004 
to 2009. Suspected food poisoning Vibrionaceae species contamination was widely confirmed 
on the surface of food of animal origin (Table 5). Aeromonas spp including Ae. hydrophila, Ae. 
sobria detected from 68 items was the most prevalent except among marine fish. NAG V. 
cholerae strains confirmed in 50 food items was the next most prevalent. Among these, 26 
(52%) were confirmed in the meat of domestic animals, such as cattle and pork. Moreover, 
contamination by the other vibrios including V. parahaemolyticus was commonly detected in 
the same category. In particular, the recovery of V. parahaemolyticus and other halophile 
vibrios from freshwater fish is uncommon in developed countries and suggests that some 
cross contamination reported by us is still frequent in the markets (Nakamura et al., 2004).  

There are still insufficient regulations within food laws regarding food handling in the 
markets of Laos. It is still observed that the degree of cleanliness and the state of order 
change greatly according to each retailer’s counter. Moreover, changes in collection time and 
sampling place also greatly influence these kinds of investigative results.  

Food Item non-O1, non-O139 V. cholerae V. parahaemolyticus Other Vibrio  spp. Aeromonas  spp.
Cattle 25 7 (28) * 2 (8) * 3 (12) * 11 (44)
Buffalo 7 2 (28.5) * 0 2 (28.5) * 1 (14.2)
Pork 33 7 (21.2) * 1 (3) * 8 (24.2) * 12 (36.3)
Chicken 23 8 (34.7) * 0 9 (39.1) * 8 (34.7) *
Duck or other poultry 9 2 (22.2) 0 2 (22.2) 3 (33.3) #
Fish 51 18 (35.2) # 2 (4) * 8 (15.6) * 26 (50.9) #
Shellfish 7 4 (57.1) 1 (14.2) 1 (14.2) 4 (57.1)
Marine fish 5 1 (20) # 0 1 (20) # 0
Marine shellfish 4 1 (25) # 2 (50) 2 (50) # 3 (75)
Others (Insect & frog) 2 0 0 2 (100) 0

Total 166 50 (30.1) 8 (4.8) 38 (22.8) 68 (40.9)
* Common contamination 
# Uncommon contamination

Number of item found of Bacteria of Vibrionaceae (%)Number of
items examined

 
Table 5. Number of food items found containing Vibrionaceae species in the major markets in 
Vientiane Capital during years from 2004 to 2007, and 2009 

O antigen typing and analysis of diarrheagenic toxins of these NAG V. cholerae have not yet 
been performed; however, the possible risk of severe diarrheal outbreaks was evident, as 
mentioned in section 4 of this chapter. 

The detection rate of the food items contaminated with bacteria of Vibrionaceae among small 
size sampled food items at two major markets in Vientiane Capital from 1999 to 2009 is 
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shown in Figure 6. Due to the sample size, and variability within the sampling place, a 
direct comparison of each set of annual data is difficult; however, the results in 2004 and 
afterwards are reviewed here. The detection rate of food contaminated by NAG V. cholerae 
varied widely from 0 (December 2004) to 64% (2009). However there was a tendency of 
decreasing rates from 57% to 19% during the years from 2005 to 2007. According to Disease 
Statistics of Laos in 1999-2002, many food poisoning cases occurred from April to May, and 
the case occurrence was lowest in September (Anonymous: statistics, 2003). Since most of 
our investigations were conducted in September, it is necessary to similarly investigate in 
April and May when food poisoning occurs frequently, and to grasp the actual conditions of 
V. cholerae contamination among the foods. In addition, a more advanced investigation 
should also be performed on rats, flies, and sewage which are all regarded as reservoirs in 
the marketplaces. 

In investigations into enteropathogenic bacteria carriers among residents in the year 2005 in 
the suburb of Vientiane, a carrier of V. cholerae (1.5%) was detected among 63 healthy 
volunteers. In the same investigation, Nakamura et al., (2005) confirmed that some of the 
Salmonella recovered from humans and market foods in the capital city showed common 
DNA restriction patterns. It must be emphasized that the tendency towards frequent 
detection of NAG V. cholerae from livestock meats in the marketplaces of Vientiane will be a 
potential risk of diarrheal outbreak.  

 
Fig. 6. Percent recovery of Vibrionaceae species from the foods at the two major markets in 
Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR. from 1999 to 2009 

5.2 Environmental water monitoring on contaminant vibrios 

The population density of the country is very low and it has maintained abundant water in 
its rivers with dense forest covering its mountainous areas. However, access to safe water is 
very limited among the 70% of the population living in the countryside, and risks have been 
pointed out about infections caused by environmental water consumption. Although the 
tackling of water-borne infections such as severe diarrhea among children has been an 
important subject for attaining MDGs of the country, there is little research in connection 
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with actual risk, with the exception of a few study reports. In particular, research on the 
actual conditions of the pathogenic organisms in the country’s water cannot be found. 
Hence, continuous monitoring research which targets vibrios and amoeba of 
enteropathogenic importance was conducted to clarify distribution of these pathogenic 
organisms in the country.  

Study area, monitoring point, sampling and the detection methods during years 2006, 
2009-2011: The investigation was conducted from Vientiane to Attapeu along the catchment 
of the Mekong (Figure 7). Collecting river water samples of the Mekong and its branches 
was conducted mostly at fixed locations which cross the major national road No. 16 during 
the year 2006 and years 2009-2010. The water sampling along the Nam Som River and from 
lake water was performed in Vang Vieng district, Vientiane Province and in Khammouane 
Province, respectively, in 2011.  

 
Fig. 7. Locality of the water sampling. 

Water sample collection was performed with a sterile plastic container. Before collecting the 
sample, a conventional on-site coliform test using filter-paper (Sancoli, Tokyo, Japan) was 
conducted. In 2006, 20L of the raw water was condensed by DEAE to adsorb the microbes 
and about 1/200 of the volume was analyzed by PCR. During years 2009-2010, about 50 ml 
of the sample was collected to detect the target organisms by PCR. Common bacterial 
culture using TCBS (Eiken Kagaku, Tokyo, Japan) and DHL (Eiken Kagaku, Tokyo, Japan) 
media was also performed to detect vibrios and related enteropathogens as described in 
section II, except in 2006. Identification of bacteria was performed by API 20e system 
(BioMerieu, France). PCR analysis of a cultured sample using 10 ml of peptone water was 
also performed in 2011. All the samples were kept in cool and/or freezing conditions before 
analysis. PCR test for detection of the target organisms was as follows: DNA extraction from 
the water sample was performed on both the centrifuged pellet and the supernatant using 
commercial extraction kits. Target regions of PCR on V. cholerae, and Entamoeba histolytica 
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and E. dispar were ompW (Nandy et al. 2000, Nakatsu et al. 2008) and mitochondorial rDNA 
18s regions with the primers newly designed by us, respectively. The PCR tests were 
validated using a laboratory strain of V. cholerae 569B and both cultured strains of E. 
histolytica and E. dispar were used as controls. Nested-PCRs were performed in a DNA 
thermal cycler with initial denaturation at 95C for 5min, followed by 35 cycles of 
denaturation at 95C for 30sec, annealing at 55C for 30sec, extension at 72C for 45sec and a 
final elongation at 72C for 7min. Commercially-based sequencing of PCR products was also 
obtained to confirm homology analysis using DNA databases.  

Results of PCR test for V. cholerae, E. histolytica and E. dispar: 25 water samples were 
collected from 15 sampling locations. The details are shown in Table 7. Although V. cholerae 
was detected in two locations, it was detected by the second PCR. Since these did not have a 
ctx gene, they were judged to be NAG vibrios. One of these strains was previously detected 
from three samplings of the Pa River at Xansay district, Attapeu province (Midorikawa et al., 
2010). The DNA sequence of this ompW was homologue to V. cholerae O21, which we 
reported (GenBank: AB441168). Although this sequence differed from the common one of 
Nandi et al., (2000) it was reported also from the United States and detected even in 
Cambodia (Nakatsu et al, unpublished data). We have not detected corresponding NAG 
vibrios yet; however, it was thought that this DNA motif might be found widely over 
countries. Another was detected from the sample of the Pa Hom River in Vang Vieng, 
Vientiane province. This amplified DNA sequence was judged to be the usual NAG vibrios 
by the control and its DNA homology. 

 
Table 6. Frequency of PCR detection on en tamoeba and cholera vibrios in drinking water in 
Lao PRD 

E. hystolytica which has pathogenicity in its genus was found only from the source of 
drinking water at Xansay district, Attapeu province. On the other hand, E. dispar was widely 
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and E. dispar were ompW (Nandy et al. 2000, Nakatsu et al. 2008) and mitochondorial rDNA 
18s regions with the primers newly designed by us, respectively. The PCR tests were 
validated using a laboratory strain of V. cholerae 569B and both cultured strains of E. 
histolytica and E. dispar were used as controls. Nested-PCRs were performed in a DNA 
thermal cycler with initial denaturation at 95C for 5min, followed by 35 cycles of 
denaturation at 95C for 30sec, annealing at 55C for 30sec, extension at 72C for 45sec and a 
final elongation at 72C for 7min. Commercially-based sequencing of PCR products was also 
obtained to confirm homology analysis using DNA databases.  

Results of PCR test for V. cholerae, E. histolytica and E. dispar: 25 water samples were 
collected from 15 sampling locations. The details are shown in Table 7. Although V. cholerae 
was detected in two locations, it was detected by the second PCR. Since these did not have a 
ctx gene, they were judged to be NAG vibrios. One of these strains was previously detected 
from three samplings of the Pa River at Xansay district, Attapeu province (Midorikawa et al., 
2010). The DNA sequence of this ompW was homologue to V. cholerae O21, which we 
reported (GenBank: AB441168). Although this sequence differed from the common one of 
Nandi et al., (2000) it was reported also from the United States and detected even in 
Cambodia (Nakatsu et al, unpublished data). We have not detected corresponding NAG 
vibrios yet; however, it was thought that this DNA motif might be found widely over 
countries. Another was detected from the sample of the Pa Hom River in Vang Vieng, 
Vientiane province. This amplified DNA sequence was judged to be the usual NAG vibrios 
by the control and its DNA homology. 

 
Table 6. Frequency of PCR detection on en tamoeba and cholera vibrios in drinking water in 
Lao PRD 

E. hystolytica which has pathogenicity in its genus was found only from the source of 
drinking water at Xansay district, Attapeu province. On the other hand, E. dispar was widely 
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distributed over the rivers in the country. In particular, in this species, frequently detected in 
the sewers of Vientiane, it was thought that high-level fecal contamination of this water area 
was demonstrated.  

Bacterial detection from sampled waters: Coliform bacteria was positive in all the samples 
except for the sample of well water from Xansay district, Attapeu province, and the tap 
water of Khong Island, Champasak province. 60 bacteria stocks were recovered from the 
samples through this research. A tentative classification of the strains was as follows: 
Enterobacteriaceae including E. coli, Vibrionaceae excluding cholera vibrios, and others such 
as Pseudomonas spp. were 42, 14, and 4, respectively. The major strains of this Vibrionaceae 
were Aeromonas hydrophila. No cholera vibrio was confirmed in this study. 

In this study it is demonstrated that NAG vibrios and two species of Entamoeba were 
genetically confirmed in water for the first time in Lao PDR. 

6. Conclusion  
Details of the cholera epidemic from 1993-1996 in Laos which were previously unknown 
have now been brought to light through records and, in particular, cases in remote 
mountainous areas. As a result, we now know that the cholera strain primarily responsible 
for the outbreak was Vibrio cholera O1, serotype Ogawa, biotype El Tor. 

The existence of other NAG vibrios was also confirmed through research during that period, 
with the exception of 0139, the cause of Bengal cholera. Furthermore, it was discovered that 
among these vibrio bacteria, there were some strains such as O169 and O21 with a 
likelihood of diarrheal pathogenisis. Also, from investigations in recent years, NAG vibrios 
were identified over an extended period of time as contaminant strains in food available in 
markets in towns and cities, as well as in the water environment at a molecular level. 

The NAG strains within Laos may cause new occurrences of cholera outbreaks in the future 
and become vehicles for drug-resistance transposons. Continued surveillance and 
coordinated research among neighboring countries is required to enable further surveys and 
studies on human and animal hosts, sewage and leftover water and food at markets. 

Needless to say, water and sewer service infrastructure is of vital importance in long-term 
prevention of diarrhea including cholera (Watanabe et al., 2006). Laos has already experienced 
cholera epidemics. As for the prospect of prevention in the future, improvements can be seen 
in the habitat and infrastructure within Laos following rapid improvements in the country's 
economic conditions in recent years. In particular, the mountainous areas where fatality rates 
were high during the epidemic period from 1993-96 have been designated as focus regions in 
the implementation of poverty countermeasures as part of the 7th National Socio-Economic 
Development Plan (NSEDP) for 2011-2015. Improvements are anticipated in the installation of 
clean water facilities following dam construction, as well as in transportation, communication, 
medical care, living conditions and educational attainment. Furthermore, by training people as 
qualified medical technicians and introducing them to these regions, the overall standards of 
PHC policy implementation will be raised and consequently disease countermeasures should 
be considerably improved. 

However, in relation to citizens' hygiene education, differences in language culture lead to 
problems in communicating and understanding information and knowledge on practical 
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disease prevention. In order to effectively promote hygiene education, we recommend the 
proactive introduction and utilization of IEC computer terminals making full use of 
information technology (IT). In addition, the introduction of a cholera vaccine for Laos will 
require further improvements in relevant areas, such as establishing the logistics of EPI 
disease monitoring specimens, creating new regional laboratories and strengthening 
coordination between existing regional labs and the central lab in, for example, medical 
technology training, together with improvements in information technology.  
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distributed over the rivers in the country. In particular, in this species, frequently detected in 
the sewers of Vientiane, it was thought that high-level fecal contamination of this water area 
was demonstrated.  

Bacterial detection from sampled waters: Coliform bacteria was positive in all the samples 
except for the sample of well water from Xansay district, Attapeu province, and the tap 
water of Khong Island, Champasak province. 60 bacteria stocks were recovered from the 
samples through this research. A tentative classification of the strains was as follows: 
Enterobacteriaceae including E. coli, Vibrionaceae excluding cholera vibrios, and others such 
as Pseudomonas spp. were 42, 14, and 4, respectively. The major strains of this Vibrionaceae 
were Aeromonas hydrophila. No cholera vibrio was confirmed in this study. 

In this study it is demonstrated that NAG vibrios and two species of Entamoeba were 
genetically confirmed in water for the first time in Lao PDR. 

6. Conclusion  
Details of the cholera epidemic from 1993-1996 in Laos which were previously unknown 
have now been brought to light through records and, in particular, cases in remote 
mountainous areas. As a result, we now know that the cholera strain primarily responsible 
for the outbreak was Vibrio cholera O1, serotype Ogawa, biotype El Tor. 

The existence of other NAG vibrios was also confirmed through research during that period, 
with the exception of 0139, the cause of Bengal cholera. Furthermore, it was discovered that 
among these vibrio bacteria, there were some strains such as O169 and O21 with a 
likelihood of diarrheal pathogenisis. Also, from investigations in recent years, NAG vibrios 
were identified over an extended period of time as contaminant strains in food available in 
markets in towns and cities, as well as in the water environment at a molecular level. 

The NAG strains within Laos may cause new occurrences of cholera outbreaks in the future 
and become vehicles for drug-resistance transposons. Continued surveillance and 
coordinated research among neighboring countries is required to enable further surveys and 
studies on human and animal hosts, sewage and leftover water and food at markets. 

Needless to say, water and sewer service infrastructure is of vital importance in long-term 
prevention of diarrhea including cholera (Watanabe et al., 2006). Laos has already experienced 
cholera epidemics. As for the prospect of prevention in the future, improvements can be seen 
in the habitat and infrastructure within Laos following rapid improvements in the country's 
economic conditions in recent years. In particular, the mountainous areas where fatality rates 
were high during the epidemic period from 1993-96 have been designated as focus regions in 
the implementation of poverty countermeasures as part of the 7th National Socio-Economic 
Development Plan (NSEDP) for 2011-2015. Improvements are anticipated in the installation of 
clean water facilities following dam construction, as well as in transportation, communication, 
medical care, living conditions and educational attainment. Furthermore, by training people as 
qualified medical technicians and introducing them to these regions, the overall standards of 
PHC policy implementation will be raised and consequently disease countermeasures should 
be considerably improved. 

However, in relation to citizens' hygiene education, differences in language culture lead to 
problems in communicating and understanding information and knowledge on practical 
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disease prevention. In order to effectively promote hygiene education, we recommend the 
proactive introduction and utilization of IEC computer terminals making full use of 
information technology (IT). In addition, the introduction of a cholera vaccine for Laos will 
require further improvements in relevant areas, such as establishing the logistics of EPI 
disease monitoring specimens, creating new regional laboratories and strengthening 
coordination between existing regional labs and the central lab in, for example, medical 
technology training, together with improvements in information technology.  
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1. Introduction 
Vibrio cholerae is a Gram-negative bacterium with a single sheathed polar flagellum (Fig. 1.). 
V. cholerae causes the severe diarrheal disease cholera in humans when it colonizes the small 
intestine and expresses various virulence factors, including cholera toxin (CT) and toxin co-
regulated pilus (TCP). V. cholerae is also a natural inhabitant of the marine environment, 
where it forms biofilms on chitinous surfaces. Motility contributes to both aspects of the V. 
cholerae lifecycle. The flagellum facilitates chemotactic-directed movement toward the 
preferred colonization site within the intestine (Camilli and Mekalanos 1995; Butler and 
Camilli 2004), and also contributes to biofilm formation within the environment (Watnick 
and Kolter 1999). V. cholerae strains defective for motility are less virulent than motile strains 
(Guentzel and Berry 1975; Freter and O'Brien 1981; Richardson 1991). As flagellar synthesis, 
motility, and chemotaxis have become better understood in V. cholerae, it has also become 
clear that motility is intimately integrated into all aspects of the lifestyle of this bacterium.  

 
Fig. 1. Vibrio cholerae  

2. Structure 
The flagellum is a motor-driven organelle present in many bacteria. Different flagellar 
placement and quantity are seen in different bacteria. Monotrichous bacteria have a single 
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polar flagellum (e.g. V. cholerae), lofotrichous bacteria have multiple flagella at a single pole 
(e.g. Helicobacter pylori), amphitrichous bacteria have flagella at two poles (e.g. Campylobacter 
jejuni), and peritrichous bacteria have multiple flagella emanating from the cell in all 
directions (e.g. Escherichia coli).  

The base of the bacterial flagellum is composed of a secretion system related to the Type III 
secretion system, which facilitates export of flagellar components from the cytoplasm to the 
periplasm and the exterior of the cell. The basic components of the flagellum are the basal 
body, which extends from the cytoplasmic membrane through the periplasm and into the 
outer membrane (OM), connected to the flexible hook (composed of FliE) found exterior to 
the cell, which in turn is connected to the flagellar filament (Kojima and Blair 2004; 
Terashima, Kojima et al. 2008). The motor components that drive flagellar rotation are found 
in the cytoplasmic membrane, and the switch components (FliG, FliM, FliN) that interact 
with the chemotaxis signaling system and the motor (Francis, Sosinsky et al. 1994) extend 
into the cytoplasm from the basal body (Fig. 2.). 

 
Fig. 2. Flagellar Motor Complex 

Unlike most other bacterial flagella, the V. cholerae flagellum has a sheath composed of OM 
that coats the entire filament (Allen and Baumann 1971; Sjoblad, Emala et al. 1983; Fuerst 
and Perry 1988). Sheathed flagella are found in Vibrio spp. and a few other Gram-negative 
bacteria (e.g. H. pylori). It is hypothesized that the sheath acts as a protective covering that 
shields the antigenic flagellins from recognition by the host’s immune response (Yoon and 
Mekalanos 2008). The mechanism whereby the OM is extended to cover the filament during 
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V. cholerae flagellar synthesis rather than the filament protruding through the OM as in other 
bacterial flagella is not understood. 

The bacterial flagellar filament is made up of thousands of flagellin subunits, with a cap 
protein (FliD) at the distal end (Ikeda, Asakura et al. 1985; Ikeda, Homma et al. 1987; 
Homma, DeRosier et al. 1990). The structure of the Salmonella typhimurium flagellin FliC has 
been solved by cryomicroscopy. FliC is composed of domains at its N- and C-termini that 
interact with each other: D0 (aa 1-45 and 456-495), D1 (aa 46-180 and 408-455), and D2 (aa 
181-190 and 285-407). The D2 domains, along with the D3 domain (aa 191-284) form the 
antigenic variable region that are present on the filament surface, (Yonekura, Maki-
Yonekura et al. 2003). Interaction of the D0 and D1 domains allows the flagellins to 
polymerize under the cap (FliD) protein into a hollow helical filament at the growing tip of 
the flagellum as they are being secreted.  

In contrast to most other bacteria which have filaments composed of a single flagellin 
subunit, V. cholerae has a filament composed of 5 different flagellins, FlaABCDE. These 
flagellins share a high degree of homology, yet only FlaA is essential for flagellar synthesis; 
the other four flagellins are not required for the synthesis of the filament (Klose and 
Mekalanos 1998). Alignment of FlaA with the other four V. cholerae flagellins, as well as with 
S. typhimurium FliC, reveals that the D0 and D1 domains are well-conserved, whereas the 
variable regions D2 and D3 are more divergent. Interestingly, the V. cholerae flagellins have a 
much shorter region corresponding to D2 and D3 (129 aa shorter) when compared to S. 
typhimurium FliC. Because this antigenic portion of the flagellins extends out from the 
hollow filament core, it may be that the presence of the flagellar sheath over the V. cholerae 
filament restricts the size of the antigenic region protruding from the filament.  

The basal body contains the rod structure (FlgB, FlgC, FlgF and FlgG) with L (FlgH), P 
(FlgI), and MS rings (FliF) localized to the OM, periplasm (peptidoglycan), and cytoplasmic 
membranes, respectively. In Vibrio spp. an additional T ring is located immediately below 
the P ring, which is composed of the Vibrio-specific components MotX, MotY, and FlgT . The 
C-ring, which extends into the cytoplasm from the MS ring and is made up of FliG, FliM, 
and FliN, is difficult to preserve during microscopy and has not been visualized in its 
entirety in Vibrio spp.(Aizawa, Dean et al. 1985; Homma, Aizawa et al. 1987; Homma, 
Ohnishi et al. 1987; Homma, DeRosier et al. 1990; Homma, Kutsukake et al. 1990; Ueno, 
Oosawa et al. 1992; Francis, Sosinsky et al. 1994; Schoenhals and Macnab 1996; Terashima, 
Koike et al. 2010). The chemotaxis protein CheY relays information from the chemotaxis 
sensory system by binding to the C ring (FliM), causing the flagellum to switch rotation 
from counterclockwise to clockwise.  

In S. typhimurium and E. coli MotA and MotB are membrane proteins that compose the 
motor that utilizes H+ motive force to drive flagellar rotation (Lloyd, Tang et al. 1996; Zhou, 
Lloyd et al. 1998; Zhou, Sharp et al. 1998; Braun, Poulson et al. 1999; Blair 2003). Vibrio spp. 
contain MotA and MotB homologues, alternately referred to as PomA and PomB (Dean, 
Macnab et al. 1984; Stader, Matsumura et al. 1986; Blair and Berg 1990; Stolz and Berg 1991; 
Asai, Kojima et al. 1997; Sato and Homma 2000; Sato and Homma 2000; Yorimitsu, Asai et 
al. 2000; Fukuoka, Yakushi et al. 2005), but they also contain Vibrio- specific motor proteins 
MotX and MotY, localized in the T ring (McCarter 1994; McCarter 1994; Okunishi, 
Kawagishi et al. 1996; Okabe, Yakushi et al. 2001; Okabe, Yakushi et al. 2002; Okabe, 
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Yakushi et al. 2005; Koerdt, Paulick et al. 2009). The Vibrio MotA and MotB form a 
membrane complex that utilizes a Na+ gradient (instead of H+ gradient) to drive flagellar 
rotation. A Na+ gradient is required to allow MotA/MotB to associate with the flagellum 
(through MotX/MotY) and open the Na+ channel; flux of Na+ through the channel provides 
the torque to generate flagellar rotation (McCarter 1994; McCarter 1994; Yorimitsu, Kojima 
et al. 2004; Terashima, Fukuoka et al. 2006).  

Two additional proteins control flagellar number and placement in Vibrio spp. FlhG contains 
an ATPase motif and controls flagellar number; Vibrio cells without flhG synthesize multiple 
polar flagella, instead of a single polar flagellum (Correa, Peng et al. 2005; Kusumoto, 
Kamisaka et al. 2006; Kusumoto, Shinohara et al. 2008). FlhF contains a GTP binding motif and 
localizes to the cell pole, thus dictating polar localization of the flagellum. Vibrio cells without 
flhF are largely non-flagellated; however a few cells will synthesize a flagellum at a site away 
from the pole (Carpenter, Hanlon et al. 1992; Zanen, Antelmann et al. 2004; Salvetti, Ghelardi 
et al. 2007; Green, Kahramanoglou et al. 2009; Kusumoto, Nishioka et al. 2009). FlhG interacts 
with FlhF, and a current model suggests that FlhG interacts with FlhF to prevent additional 
FlhF deposition at the pole (Kusumoto, Shinohara et al. 2008). A V. alginolyticus strain lacking 
both FlhF and FlhG is mostly lacking flagella (Kojima, Nishioka et al. 2011), but a few cells 
possess multiple peritrichous flagella (similar to S. typhimurium). An unidentified suppressor 
mutation can lead to virtually all flhFG V. alginolyticus cells possessing peritrichous flagella and 
being able to swim; the identification of this suppressor mutation should lead to greater 
insights into control of polar flagellar synthesis in Vibrio spp. 

Two additional outer membrane proteins, FlgO and FlgP, contribute to flagellar stability. 
FlgP homologues are restricted to Vibrio, Helicobacter, and Campylobacter spp. V. cholerae FlgP 
is a lipoprotein that affects flagellar stability; flgP mutants synthesize fragile flagella and 
appear non-motile in motility agar, presumably due to breakage of flagella during 
swimming (Morris, Peng et al. 2008; Martinez, Dharmasena et al. 2009). FlgO homologues 
are only found in Vibrio spp. V. cholerae strains lacking flgO have a similar phenotype as flgP 
strains, namely they produce fragile flagella that break easily while swimming (Morris, 
Peng et al. 2008; Martinez, Dharmasena et al. 2009). 

3. Regulation 
Transcription of the V. cholerae flagellar genes is controlled by a four-tiered transcription 
hierarchy (Fig. 3.) (Prouty, Correa et al. 2001). The V. cholerae flagellar transcription 
hierarchy is similar to that which controls flagellar transcription in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
another bacterium with a single polar flagellum (Dasgupta, Wolfgang et al. 2003). The 
master regulator, FlrA, is a σ54-dependent transcriptional activator. FlrA represents the sole 
Class I gene product, and it activates transcription of Class II flagellar genes (Klose and 
Mekalanos 1998). It is not clear whether environmental conditions regulate transcription of 
flrA, but flhG (which controls flagellar number) also negatively regulates flrA transcription 
(Correa, Peng et al. 2005).  

The P. aeruginosa FlrA homologue, FleQ, has been shown to bind to cyclic-di-GMP 
(cdGMP)(Hickman and Harwood 2008). Binding of cdGMP to FleQ prevents DNA binding, 
resulting in the absence of flagellar synthesis and de-repression in P. aeruginosa of genes 
involved in biofilm formation normally repressed by FleQ. Interestingly, cdGMP binds to 
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FleQ lacking the N-terminus, indicating it binds to the transcriptional activation/DNA 
binding domain, which shares high homology (63% identity) with V. cholerae FlrA. It is not 
yet known whether FlrA binds to and is modulated by cdGMP. P. aeruginosa FleQ also binds 
to FleN, the homologue of FlhG (Dasgupta and Ramphal 2001). FleN binding to FleQ does 
not inhibit DNA binding, but downregulates FleQ-dependent transcription, resulting in 
reduced (single) flagellar number. As mentioned above, FlhG has a negative effect on flrA 
transcription in V. cholerae, but it is not known whether it also binds to FlrA and negatively 
affects its activity.  

 
Fig. 3. Flagellar Transcription Regulatory Hierarchy 

FlrA positively regulates Class II flagellar genes. Both FlrA and σ54-containing RNA 
polymerase are required to activate transcription of the Class II flagellar genes (Klose and 
Mekalanos 1998; Klose, Novik et al. 1998; Prouty, Correa et al. 2001). The class II genes 
encode components of the MS ring-switch-export apparatus as well as chemotaxis and 
regulatory proteins. Two large flagellar operons (fliEFGHIJ and the flhA operon, which 
contains flhFG, mentioned above, as well as fliA (σ28) and a number of chemotaxis genes), 
and the regulatory genes flrBC, are activated by FlrA. The Class II flagellar genes are 
predicted to encode an export apparatus-basal body intermediate; it seems likely that this 
structure is required to be assembled prior to progression to Class III gene expression, as is 
the case in Campylobacter jejuni and Helicobacter pylori, which have similar classes of flagellar 
genes (Hendrixson and DiRita 2003; Niehus, Gressmann et al. 2004).  

The regulatory proteins FlrBC are a two-component system that controls Class III gene 
transcription (Prouty, Correa et al. 2001). FlrB undergoes autophosphorylation, and then 
activates FlrC activity by transferring a phosphate to the conserved aspartate-54 (D54) 
residue in the amino terminus of FlrC (FlrC-P) allowing it to activate the σ54-dependent 
transcription of Class III genes (Correa, Lauriano et al. 2000; Correa and Klose 2005). The 
class III genes encode the rest of the components of the hook-basal body, as well as the 
flagellin FlaA and the OM proteins FlgOP. FlrC binds to enhancer sites downstream of the 
σ54-dependent Class III promoters (Correa, Lauriano et al. 2000; Correa and Klose 2005). 
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FleQ lacking the N-terminus, indicating it binds to the transcriptional activation/DNA 
binding domain, which shares high homology (63% identity) with V. cholerae FlrA. It is not 
yet known whether FlrA binds to and is modulated by cdGMP. P. aeruginosa FleQ also binds 
to FleN, the homologue of FlhG (Dasgupta and Ramphal 2001). FleN binding to FleQ does 
not inhibit DNA binding, but downregulates FleQ-dependent transcription, resulting in 
reduced (single) flagellar number. As mentioned above, FlhG has a negative effect on flrA 
transcription in V. cholerae, but it is not known whether it also binds to FlrA and negatively 
affects its activity.  

 
Fig. 3. Flagellar Transcription Regulatory Hierarchy 

FlrA positively regulates Class II flagellar genes. Both FlrA and σ54-containing RNA 
polymerase are required to activate transcription of the Class II flagellar genes (Klose and 
Mekalanos 1998; Klose, Novik et al. 1998; Prouty, Correa et al. 2001). The class II genes 
encode components of the MS ring-switch-export apparatus as well as chemotaxis and 
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genes (Hendrixson and DiRita 2003; Niehus, Gressmann et al. 2004).  

The regulatory proteins FlrBC are a two-component system that controls Class III gene 
transcription (Prouty, Correa et al. 2001). FlrB undergoes autophosphorylation, and then 
activates FlrC activity by transferring a phosphate to the conserved aspartate-54 (D54) 
residue in the amino terminus of FlrC (FlrC-P) allowing it to activate the σ54-dependent 
transcription of Class III genes (Correa, Lauriano et al. 2000; Correa and Klose 2005). The 
class III genes encode the rest of the components of the hook-basal body, as well as the 
flagellin FlaA and the OM proteins FlgOP. FlrC binds to enhancer sites downstream of the 
σ54-dependent Class III promoters (Correa, Lauriano et al. 2000; Correa and Klose 2005). 
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Most of the Class III gene products are only required in small amounts, but the FlaA 
flagellin is transcribed at very high levels. One mechanism for achieving these different 
levels of expression is the relative binding strength of the FlrC sites, which bind FlrC 
strongly at the flaA promoter, but only weakly at other Class III promoters, e.g. the flgK 
promoter (Correa and Klose 2005).  

FlrC must be phosphorylated to activate σ54-dependent transcription, so presumably FlrB 
only phosphorylates FlrC upon assembly (not function) of the Class II export apparatus-
basal body intermediate; a similar event controls expression of σ54-dependent Class III genes 
in C. jejuni (Joslin and Hendrixson 2009). Detection of an intermediate that is not secretion 
competent may explain why the genes encoding some of the components presumably 
required for secretion (e.g. fliOPQ) are Class III (i.e. activated by FlrC) rather than Class II 
genes. FlrB is a soluble protein and could thus directly interact with the apparatus 
intermediate in the cytoplasmic membrane and phosphorylate FlrC upon assembly. 
Deletion of flhF in V. cholerae specifically downregulates Class III gene expression (Correa, 
Peng et al. 2005), suggesting that FlhF regulates FlrC-dependent transcription in addition to 
regulating polar flagellar placement (as discussed above). An inner membrane protein, FlrD, 
is also a positive regulator of class III genes. Expression of FlrD is not regulated by the 
flagellar transcription hierarchy, but the protein possesses a HAMP domain, so it may 
interact with FlrB or FlrC to influence phosphorylation and Class III transcription (Moisi, 
Jenul et al. 2009) 

The Class II gene fliA encodes σ28, which is required for transcription of Class IV flagellar 
genes (Klose and Mekalanos 1998). Similar to the checkpoint in S. typhimurium (Karlinsey, 
Tanaka et al. 2000; Chevance and Hughes 2008), the V. cholerae anti-sigma factor FlgM 
prevents σ28 transcriptional activity until it is secreted through a functional hook-basal body 
complex (Correa, Barker et al. 2004). The secretion of FlgM through the sheathed flagellum 
indicates that the sheath does not completely enclose the flagellum, at least at the tip. 
Secretion of FlgM frees σ28 to interact with RNA polymerase and activate Class IV flagellar 
genes, which encode the other four flagellins, FlaBCDE, as well as motor components 
(MotABX) and chemotaxis proteins (Klose and Mekalanos 1998). V. cholerae lacking fliA are 
non-motile and synthesize a truncated flagellum. The lack of expression of the four 
additional Class IV (σ28-dependent) flagellins (FlaBCDE) in the fliA strain is likely not the 
reason for the truncated flagellum and lack of motility, since strains lacking flaBCDE are still 
motile and synthesize a full length flagellum, whereas a strain lacking the Class III FlaA 
flagellin is non-motile and aflagellate (Klose and Mekalanos 1998). Rather, the lack of 
expression of other Class IV genes (e.g. motor genes) likely contributes to the fliA 
phenotype. The contribution of the four Class IV flagellins to flagellar synthesis and motility 
is mysterious, considering that only the Class III FlaA flagellin is essential for flagellar 
synthesis, but perhaps the other flagellins impart subtle differences to the flagellum and 
thus swimming behavior that are not obvious under laboratory growth conditions. 

4. Motility and virulence 
V. cholerae virulence has been linked to motility. Spontaneous non-motile V. cholerae strains 
were characterized as less virulent than motile strains in several in vivo and in vitro rabbit 
models of cholera. Mutations that adversely affect flagellar synthesis and motility generally 
lead to decreased intestinal colonization in infant mice (Guentzel and Berry 1975; Montie, 
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Doyle-Huntzinger et al. 1982; Carsiotis, Weinstein et al. 1984; Weinstein, Carsiotis et al. 1984; 
Schmitt, Darnell et al. 1994; Kennedy, Rosey et al. 1997; Watnick, Lauriano et al. 2001; Syed, 
Beyhan et al. 2009). Non-motile live attenuated V. cholerae vaccine strains exhibit reduced 
reactogenicity (disease symptoms) in human volunteers, when compared to motile isogenic 
strains. (Coster, Killeen et al. 1995; Kenner, Coster et al. 1995). Using a newly-developed 
infant rabbit model of cholera, Rui et al. demonstrated that flagellin expression (whether in 
motile or non-motile vaccine strains) causes reactogenicity in rabbits by inducing 
proinflammatory cytokines in the intestine (Rui, Ritchie et al. 2010).  

 
Fig. 4. Proposed Model of Flagellar-dependent Virulence Modulation 

An inverse relationship between motility and virulence had been suggested by the 
observation that spontaneous hypermotile mutants express almost no CT or TCP, while 
spontaneous non-motile mutants express increased levels of CT and TCP (Gardel and 
Mekalanos 1996). Utilizing whole genome transcription profiling of V. cholerae strains with 
mutations in the key flagellar regulatory genes (rpoN, flrA, flrC, and fliA), it was observed 
that non-flagellated strains exhibit increased transcription of known (CT, TCP) and putative 
virulence factors (T6SS, hemolysins, etc)(Syed, Beyhan et al. 2009). The results suggest 
coordinate regulation by the flagellar regulatory hierarchy over a variety of virulence factors 
whose regulation was previously thought to be unlinked (Syed, Beyhan et al. 2009).  

It had been known that non-motile V. cholerae mutants exhibited enhanced 
hemagglutinating activity and decreased hemolytic activity, but the identity of the 
respective factors was unknown (Gardel and Mekalanos 1996). The transcriptional profiling 
of the flagellar regulatory mutants identified the flagellar-regulated hemolysin as TLH, 
which is encoded adjacent to HlyA, the “El Tor” hemolysin (Syed, Beyhan et al. 2009). Also 
identified was the flagellar-regulated hemagglutinin, FrhA, which is a large cadherin-
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containing protein that enhances binding to epithelial cells in vitro and intestinal colonization 
in both infant and adult mice. The flagellar regulatory hierarchy positively regulates frhA 
transcription and negatively regulates tlh transcription. Regulation of frhA transcription by the 
flagellar hierarchy is mediated through an intermediate, CdgD, a cdGMP synthase. cdGMP is 
an important signaling molecule that modulates complex behaviors in bacteria, most notably 
biofilm formation (discussed below). The results demonstrate that the flagellar hierarchy 
controls the transcription of non-flagellar genes that contribute to other aspects of the V. 
cholerae lifecycle besides motility (Syed, Beyhan et al. 2009).  

5. Chemotaxis and virulence 
Chemotaxis controls flagellar rotation in response to environmental factors, and thus is 
intimately tied to motility. Chemoattractants stimulate the chemotaxis machinery to cause 
increased clockwise (CW) rotation of the flagellum, while chemorepellants enable increased 
counter-clockwise (CCW) rotation (Armitage 1999; Butler and Camilli 2005). The net result of 
these effects on flagellar rotation is net swimming towards chemoattractants and away from 
chemorepellants (Falke, Bass et al. 1997; Armitage 1999). V. cholerae encodes three clusters of 
chemotaxis proteins (Heidelberg, Eisen et al. 2000), but the cluster that is embedded within the 
flagellar gene cluster (within the Class II flhA operon: cheY3, cheZ, cheA2, cheB2, and cheW1) 
appears to be the major chemotaxis machinery that controls flagellar rotation under most 
conditions (Camilli and Mekalanos 1995; Hyakutake, Homma et al. 2005). Methyl-accepting 
chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) in the cytoplasmic membrane interact with 
chemoattractant/repellants and the signal is transmitted through CheA to CheY via 
phosphorylation. Phospho-CheY then interacts with the C-ring of the flagellum, which causes 
a reversion from CCW to CW rotation, resulting in a change of swimming direction. CheB and 
CheW are involved in modulating the signal transduction pathway (Freter and O'Brien 1981; 
Alm and Manning 1990; Everiss, Hughes et al. 1994; Harkey, Everiss et al. 1994; Lee, Butler et 
al. 2001; Banerjee, Das et al. 2002; Hyakutake, Homma et al. 2005).  

Interestingly, V. cholerae in stool exhibit a transient hyper-infectious phenotype predicted to 
facilitate epidemic spread of cholera, and transcription profiling revealed a transient 
repression of chemotaxis genes (specifically cheW) in these bacteria (Merrell, Butler et al. 
2002). In the infant mouse model, non-chemotactic V. cholerae are able to outcompete 
chemotactic V. cholerae for intestinal colonization, indicating that the repression of 
chemotaxis in stool bacteria enhances epidemic spread (Butler and Camilli 2004; Butler, 
Nelson et al. 2006). Preventing phosphorylation of CheY prevents chemotactic signal 
transduction to the flagellum and biases it toward CCW flagellar rotation (and hence longer 
periods of swimming in a straight direction). The flagellum can also be biased toward CW 
flagellar rotation (and shorter periods of swimming in a straight direction) by the 
introduction of mutations into CheY that inhibit its dephosphorylation. Within the intestine, 
only the CCW-biased V. cholerae dramatically outcompete chemotactic V. cholerae, whereas 
the CW-biased bacteria are defective for intestinal colonization (Butler and Camilli 2004). 
Chemotactic V. cholerae colonize the distal end of the small intestine, whereas the CCW-
biased non-chemotactic V. cholerae colonize the entire length of the small intestine. These 
results suggest that chemotaxis normally facilitates the recognition of chemoattractants 
within the distal small intestine or, alternatively, the recognition of chemorepellants within 
the proximal small intestine. 
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6. Biofilm formation 
V. cholerae readily forms biofilms in the laboratory, and it is generally thought that V. 
cholerae predominantly exists as biofilms associated with various surfaces in the aquatic 
environment, including close associations with shellfish and zooplankton (Costerton, 
Lewandowski et al. 1995; Watnick and Kolter 1999; Faruque, Biswas et al. 2006; Yildiz and 
Visick 2009). Biofilm growth on chitinous surfaces induces competence in V. cholerae, 
facilitating horizontal gene transfer and rapid evolution in the marine environment 
(Blokesch and Schoolnik 2007). V. cholerae biofilms are more resistant to environmental 
stresses such as antibiotics, chlorine, protozoan grazing, and bacteriophage infection (Vess, 
Anderson et al. 1993; Faruque, Albert et al. 1998; Watnick and Kolter 1999; Matz, 
McDougald et al. 2005). A significant amount of study has gone into understanding V. 
cholerae biofilm formation. 

Biofilm formation requires an initial phase where the bacterium associates with a solid 
surface, followed by attachment, formation of microcolonies, and finally the formation of 
the mature three-dimensional biofilm structure with characteristic pillars and water 
channels (Costerton, Lewandowski et al. 1995; Watnick and Kolter 1999). Formation of the 
mature biofilm requires the expression of the Vibrio exopolysaccharide (VPS), which is the 
polysaccharide matrix that holds the structure together (Yildiz and Schoolnik 1999; Watnick, 
Lauriano et al. 2001; Lauriano, Ghosh et al. 2004). V. cholerae expressing the VPS results in 
obviously wrinkled (“rugose”) colony morphology, and V. cholerae undergoes phase 
variation that leads to the rugose colony phenotype and enhanced biofilm formation ( Yildiz 
and Schoolnik 1999; Watnick, Lauriano et al. 2001; Lim, Beyhan et al. 2007). A number of 
regulatory factors are involved in VPS expression and biofilm formation, and one of the 
driving signals behind biofilm formation is increased expression of the signaling molecule c-
di-GMP (Tischler and Camilli 2004; Beyhan, Tischler et al. 2006; Beyhan, Bilecen et al. 2007; 
Lim, Beyhan et al. 2007; Beyhan, Odell et al. 2008; Hickman and Harwood 2008; Syed, 
Beyhan et al. 2009; Yildiz and Visick 2009).  

In an initial screen for V. cholerae mutants unable to form biofilms, Watnick and Kolter 
identified motility as a major contributor to biofilm formation (Watnick and Kolter 1999). 
These results suggested that flagellar-mediated motility was important to approach and 
colonize a surface, and also to facilitate microcolony formation. Subsequently, it was 
determined that the flagellar motor itself controls VPS expression, at least in some V. cholerae 
strains, because non-flagellated mutants switch to the rugose phenotype, and this is dependent 
on a functional motor, suggesting that the motor acts as a sensor to induce mature biofilm 
formation (Lauriano, Ghosh et al. 2004). The Vibrio Na+-driven motor functioning to sense 
environmental conditions and drive altered gene expression is not unprecedented; the V. 
parahaemolyticus Na+-driven polar flagellar motor functions as a sensor to drive lateral flagellar 
synthesis (McCarter, Hilmen et al. 1988; Kawagishi, Imagawa et al. 1996). 

In general, elevated levels of cdGMP drive V. cholerae toward enhanced VPS expression and 
down-regulate motility and virulence gene expression (Tischler and Camilli 2004; Yildiz and 
Visick 2009). Elevated cdGMP levels cause a decrease in Class III and IV flagellar transcription, 
and noticeable decreases in motility in soft agar assays(Beyhan, Tischler et al. 2006). These 
results suggest that activity of the Class III regulator FlrC may be responsive to elevated 
cdGMP levels. The effect of specific cdGMP synthases/phosphodiesterases on motility is 
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Visick 2009). Biofilm growth on chitinous surfaces induces competence in V. cholerae, 
facilitating horizontal gene transfer and rapid evolution in the marine environment 
(Blokesch and Schoolnik 2007). V. cholerae biofilms are more resistant to environmental 
stresses such as antibiotics, chlorine, protozoan grazing, and bacteriophage infection (Vess, 
Anderson et al. 1993; Faruque, Albert et al. 1998; Watnick and Kolter 1999; Matz, 
McDougald et al. 2005). A significant amount of study has gone into understanding V. 
cholerae biofilm formation. 

Biofilm formation requires an initial phase where the bacterium associates with a solid 
surface, followed by attachment, formation of microcolonies, and finally the formation of 
the mature three-dimensional biofilm structure with characteristic pillars and water 
channels (Costerton, Lewandowski et al. 1995; Watnick and Kolter 1999). Formation of the 
mature biofilm requires the expression of the Vibrio exopolysaccharide (VPS), which is the 
polysaccharide matrix that holds the structure together (Yildiz and Schoolnik 1999; Watnick, 
Lauriano et al. 2001; Lauriano, Ghosh et al. 2004). V. cholerae expressing the VPS results in 
obviously wrinkled (“rugose”) colony morphology, and V. cholerae undergoes phase 
variation that leads to the rugose colony phenotype and enhanced biofilm formation ( Yildiz 
and Schoolnik 1999; Watnick, Lauriano et al. 2001; Lim, Beyhan et al. 2007). A number of 
regulatory factors are involved in VPS expression and biofilm formation, and one of the 
driving signals behind biofilm formation is increased expression of the signaling molecule c-
di-GMP (Tischler and Camilli 2004; Beyhan, Tischler et al. 2006; Beyhan, Bilecen et al. 2007; 
Lim, Beyhan et al. 2007; Beyhan, Odell et al. 2008; Hickman and Harwood 2008; Syed, 
Beyhan et al. 2009; Yildiz and Visick 2009).  

In an initial screen for V. cholerae mutants unable to form biofilms, Watnick and Kolter 
identified motility as a major contributor to biofilm formation (Watnick and Kolter 1999). 
These results suggested that flagellar-mediated motility was important to approach and 
colonize a surface, and also to facilitate microcolony formation. Subsequently, it was 
determined that the flagellar motor itself controls VPS expression, at least in some V. cholerae 
strains, because non-flagellated mutants switch to the rugose phenotype, and this is dependent 
on a functional motor, suggesting that the motor acts as a sensor to induce mature biofilm 
formation (Lauriano, Ghosh et al. 2004). The Vibrio Na+-driven motor functioning to sense 
environmental conditions and drive altered gene expression is not unprecedented; the V. 
parahaemolyticus Na+-driven polar flagellar motor functions as a sensor to drive lateral flagellar 
synthesis (McCarter, Hilmen et al. 1988; Kawagishi, Imagawa et al. 1996). 

In general, elevated levels of cdGMP drive V. cholerae toward enhanced VPS expression and 
down-regulate motility and virulence gene expression (Tischler and Camilli 2004; Yildiz and 
Visick 2009). Elevated cdGMP levels cause a decrease in Class III and IV flagellar transcription, 
and noticeable decreases in motility in soft agar assays(Beyhan, Tischler et al. 2006). These 
results suggest that activity of the Class III regulator FlrC may be responsive to elevated 
cdGMP levels. The effect of specific cdGMP synthases/phosphodiesterases on motility is 
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complicated by the presence of multiple paralogs of both types of enzymes in V. cholerae (Lim, 
Beyhan et al. 2006; Beyhan, Odell et al. 2008). Moreover, the flagellar hierarchy also regulates 
the expression of cdGMP modulating enzymes (mentioned above), so the effect of cdGMP on 
flagellar synthesis and motility is likely extremely complex, involving a large number of 
counteracting enzymes that regulate and are regulated by the flagellar hierarchy.  

7. Conclusion 
The single polar flagellum of V. cholerae is assembled in a stepwise fashion of components 
that are tightly regulated by a flagellar transcriptional hierarchy. The study of some of the 
unique aspects of this flagellum are likely to yield further insight into the role of flagellar 
synthesis, motility, and chemotaxis on the virulence and environmental persistence of this 
important human pathogen. One of the most unique aspects is the sheath surrounding the 
flagellum, which is still mysterious. The presence and function of the multiple flagellins still 
needs to be elucidated. Regulation of the flagellar transcriptional hierarchy is still not 
understood, nor how this hierarchy regulates non-flagellar genes that influence virulence 
and biofilm formation. Clearly much remains to be illuminated in the study of the 
contribution of flagellar synthesis and motility to the lifecycle of V. cholerae.  
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1. Introduction 
Epidemic and global pandemic cholera have claimed millions of lives since the first 
pandemic in 1817 and it continues to exact a huge annual toll, with endemics established in 
approximately 50 countries worldwide (Ryan, 2011). More than 200 serogroups have been 
reported to date (Safa et al., 2009), but only two serogroups of Vibrio cholerae, the O1 and 
O139 serogroups, are known to have the potential for unleashing epidemic and pandemic 
cholera. The O1 serogroup of V. cholerae can be further divided into the classical or El Tor 
biotypes based on a number of phenotypic and genotypic characteristics (Sack et al., 2004). 
Seven pandemics of cholera have been recorded to date, where the first six pandemics were 
associated with V. cholerae serogroup O1 of the classical biotype, whereas the current 
ongoing seventh pandemic (1961 until present day) is caused by V. cholerae serogroup O1 of 
the El Tor biotype (Faruque et al., 1998). In 1992, the emergence and rapid spread of V. 
cholerae serogroup O139 from the Indian subcontinent to neighbouring countries was 
viewed as a possible threat that might initiate an eighth cholera pandemic. At the height of 
the O139 outbreak, the Indian subcontinent saw a dramatic displacement of the V. cholerae 
O1 El Tor as the dominant strain. However, rather than being driven to gradual extinction 
like the classical biotype, an unprecedented turn of events in 1994 saw V. cholerae O1 El Tor 
regain its predominance over the O139 serogroup and both serogroups continue to cause 
disease on the Indian subcontinent (Faruque et al., 2003). 

The current seventh pandemic rein has reached its half a century mark, but several variants 
of the V. cholerae O1 El Tor biotype emerged cryptically during the late 1990s. These variants 
were untypable according to the conventional biotyping classification, because they 
possessed traits of both classical and El Tor biotypes (Nair et al., 2002; Ansaruzzaman et al., 
2004). Given this dilemma, Safa et al. (2009) proposed the designation ‘atypical El Tor’ as an 
umbrella term to encompass all variants of the El Tor biotype. One such atypical El Tor was 
collectively known as the Matlab variants isolated from hospitalized patients in Matlab, 
Bangladesh between 1991 and 1994. Chronologically, the Matlab variants were the first to be 
characterized as having attributes of both the classical and El Tor biotypes, which meant 
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1. Introduction 
Epidemic and global pandemic cholera have claimed millions of lives since the first 
pandemic in 1817 and it continues to exact a huge annual toll, with endemics established in 
approximately 50 countries worldwide (Ryan, 2011). More than 200 serogroups have been 
reported to date (Safa et al., 2009), but only two serogroups of Vibrio cholerae, the O1 and 
O139 serogroups, are known to have the potential for unleashing epidemic and pandemic 
cholera. The O1 serogroup of V. cholerae can be further divided into the classical or El Tor 
biotypes based on a number of phenotypic and genotypic characteristics (Sack et al., 2004). 
Seven pandemics of cholera have been recorded to date, where the first six pandemics were 
associated with V. cholerae serogroup O1 of the classical biotype, whereas the current 
ongoing seventh pandemic (1961 until present day) is caused by V. cholerae serogroup O1 of 
the El Tor biotype (Faruque et al., 1998). In 1992, the emergence and rapid spread of V. 
cholerae serogroup O139 from the Indian subcontinent to neighbouring countries was 
viewed as a possible threat that might initiate an eighth cholera pandemic. At the height of 
the O139 outbreak, the Indian subcontinent saw a dramatic displacement of the V. cholerae 
O1 El Tor as the dominant strain. However, rather than being driven to gradual extinction 
like the classical biotype, an unprecedented turn of events in 1994 saw V. cholerae O1 El Tor 
regain its predominance over the O139 serogroup and both serogroups continue to cause 
disease on the Indian subcontinent (Faruque et al., 2003). 

The current seventh pandemic rein has reached its half a century mark, but several variants 
of the V. cholerae O1 El Tor biotype emerged cryptically during the late 1990s. These variants 
were untypable according to the conventional biotyping classification, because they 
possessed traits of both classical and El Tor biotypes (Nair et al., 2002; Ansaruzzaman et al., 
2004). Given this dilemma, Safa et al. (2009) proposed the designation ‘atypical El Tor’ as an 
umbrella term to encompass all variants of the El Tor biotype. One such atypical El Tor was 
collectively known as the Matlab variants isolated from hospitalized patients in Matlab, 
Bangladesh between 1991 and 1994. Chronologically, the Matlab variants were the first to be 
characterized as having attributes of both the classical and El Tor biotypes, which meant 
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that they could not be differentiated into a specific biotype based on their phenotypic traits 
(Nair et al., 2002). In 2004, a second variant, designated as the Mozambique variant, was 
found to have typical El Tor phenotypic traits but it genetically harboured a tandem repeat 
of the classical CTX prophage on the small chromosome (Ansaruzzaman et al., 2004). The 
third, and perhaps the most significant atypical El Tor, was the altered El Tor that is 
uniquely recognized as carrying the classical cholera toxin while retaining almost all aspects 
of the prototypic seventh pandemic El Tor strain.  

This altered El Tor was initially reported in Bangladesh and growing evidence suggests the 
wide spread of this variant around the world in recent years (Nguyen et al., 2009; Okada et 
al., 2010; Morita et al., 2010; Sithivong et al., 2010; Ceccarelli et al., 2011). The altered El Tor 
was reported to have fully displaced prototypic seventh pandemic El Tor strains in several 
countries, including India and Bangladesh (Nair et al., 2006; Raychoudhuri et al., 2009). Two 
different conjectures have been proposed for the emergence and global transmission of 
atypical El Tor (Alam et al., 2010). The emergence of altered El Tor was postulated to be the 
result of either clonal expansion of a single ancestral El Tor which had acquired the classical 
ctxB gene in a cholera endemic region or a multiclonal event occurring independently in 
each region from co-existing El Tor and classical strains. Transnational transmission of 
altered El Tor was exemplify by the recent 2010 Haiti outbreak which was thought to be 
introduced by human activity from South Asian countries (Chin et al., 2011) and 
subsequently spread to United States, Canada and Dominican Republic via importation by 
travellers from Haiti (CDC, 2010; Gilmour et al., 2011). 

The emergence of atypical El Tor marks a significant event in the evolution of V. cholerae and 
the epidemiology of cholera. The 2009 cholera outbreak strain from Kelantan state on the 
east coast of peninsular Malaysia was characterized as belonging to the altered El Tor 
biotype and it carried the classical cholera toxin (ctxB) gene (Ang et al., 2010). The present 
study further investigated genetic aspects of the Kelantan altered El Tor strain using 
multiple PCR analysis to elucidate the structure of the CTX prophage and to detect the 
presence of class I integron and SXT element antibiotic determinants. 

2. Materials and methods 
2.1 V. cholerae strains 

A total of 20 V. cholerae isolates belonging to serogroup O1 of the altered El Tor biotype were 
collected during the 2009 cholera outbreak in Kelantan, Malaysia as described earlier (Ang 
et al., 2010). All the V. cholerae isolates were revived from glycerol stock and identification 
was performed using standard biochemical methods (Kay et al., 1994). Serotyping was 
conducted using slide agglutination tests with polyvalent O1 and monospecific Ogawa and 
Inaba antisera (Denka Seikan, Japan). All isolates were routinely grown on Luria-Bertani 
(LB) agar throughout the study. 

2.2 Genomic DNA preparation 

The genomic DNA template for genetic analysis was purified using a NucleoSpin Tissue kit 
(Macherey-Nagel, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The purity and 
concentration of purified genomic DNA was determined using a Biophotometer 
(Eppendorf, Germany). 
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2.3 rstR typing 

The type of rstR gene in each isolate was determined using a set of allele-specific forward 
primers (rstREl Tor, rstRClassical, rstRCalcutta and rstREnvironment) and a common reverse primer, 
rstRR (Nusrin et al., 2004; Bhattacharya et al., 2006). A list of all primers used in this study is 
presented in Table 1. 

Primer Nucleotide sequence (5 to 3) References 
rstRClassical CTTCTCATCAGCAAAGCCTCCATC Bhattacharya et al., 2006 
rstREl Tor GCACCATGATTTAAGATGCTC Bhattacharya et al., 2006 
rstRCalcutta CTGTAAATCTCTTCAATCCTAGG Bhattacharya et al., 2006 
rstREnvironment GTTAACGCTTCAAGCCTG Nusrin et al., 2004 
rstRR TCGAGTTGTAATTCATCAAGAGTG Bhattacharya et al., 2006 
Ch1F GACCACTCAGGCCGCTGAAAT Nguyen et al., 2009 
Ch1R CCGCGCTCAAGTGGTTATCGG Nguyen et al., 2009 
Ch2F AACAACAGGTTGCAAGAGAGCATT Nguyen et al., 2009 
Ch2R TATTGCTTTTTTAATGGCCGTT Nguyen et al., 2009 
rstAR CCGTGAAAGTCATCAACG Nguyen et al., 2009 
rstCF GATGTTTACGATAGCCTAGAAGACTT Nguyen et al., 2009 
rstCR TACAGTGATGGCTCAGTCAATGC Nguyen et al., 2009 
ctxBF AGATATTTTCGTATACAGAATCTCTAG Nguyen et al., 2009 
cepR AAACAGCAAGAAAACCCCGAGT Nguyen et al., 2009 
rstCF4 AAATCCGCAACTCAAGGCATTGA Nguyen et al., 2009 
rstCR4 TAAGCGCCTGAACGCAGATATAAAG Nguyen et al., 2009 
rtxC-F CGACGAAGATCATTGACGAC Chow et al., 2001 
rtxC-R CATCGTCGTTATGTGGTTGC Chow et al., 2001 
inDS-F CGGAATGGCCGAGCAGAT C Dalsgaard et al., 2001 
inDS-B CAAGGTTCTGGACCAGTTGCG Dalsgaard et al., 2001 
qacE∆1-F ATCGCAATAGTTGGCGAAGT Dalsgaard et al., 2001 
su1-B GCAAGGCGGAAACCCGCGCGG Dalsgaard et al., 2001 
in-F GGCATCCAAGCAGCAAGC Dalsgaard et al., 2001 
in-B AAGCAGACT TGACCTGAT Dalsgaard et al., 2001 
aadA-B ATTGCCCAGTCGGCAGCG Dalsgaard et al., 2001 
INT1 GCTGGATAGGTTAAGGGCAG Hochhnut et al., 2001 
INT2 CTCTATGGGCACTGTCCACATTG Hochhnut et al., 2001 
Sul2-F AGG GGG CAG ATG TGATCGAC Hochhnut et al., 2001 
Sul2-B TGTGCGGATGAAGTCAGCTCC Hochhnut et al., 2001 
FLOR-F TTATCTCCCTGTCGTTCCAGCG Hochhnut et al., 2001 
FLOR-2 CCTATG AGCACACGGGGAGC Iwanaga et al., 2004 
strB-F GGCACCCATAAGCGTACGCC Iwanaga et al., 2004 
strB-R TGCCGAGCACGGCGACTACC Iwanaga et al., 2004 
DFR1-F CGAAGAATGGAGTTATCGGG Iwanaga et al., 2004 
DFR1-B TGCTGGGGATTTCAGGAAAG Iwanaga et al., 2004 

Table 1. Primers used in this study 
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2.4 Genetic analysis of CTX prophage array 

Genetic analysis of CTX prophage array was performed using several combinations of 
primer pairs, as described by Nguyen et al. (2009). The presence of a RS1 element was 
determined using the primer pair rstCF/rstCR. Investigations of the arrays for RS1 and CTX 
prophage were performed using two primer pairs: ctxBF/rstCR for the CTX prophage-RS1 
array and rstCF4/rstAR for the RS1-CTX prophage array. The presence of tandem repeats of 
the RS1 element or CTX prophage was determined using the primer pair rstCF4/rstCR4 and 
ctxBF/cepR, respectively. The chromosomal localization of RS1 and CTX prophage was 
confirmed using the primer pairs Ch1F/rstRR and ctxBF/Ch1R for the large chromosome 
and Ch2F/Ch2R for the small chromosome. 

2.5 rtxC PCR 

Detection of the rtxC gene was performed using the primer pair rtxC-F/rtxC-R (Chow et al., 
2001). 

2.6 PCR detection of class I integrons 

Detection of class I integrons was performed using a set of primers described by Dalsgaard et 
al. (2001). Briefly, the primer pairs inDS-F/inDS-B and qacE∆1-F/su1-B were used for the 
amplification of the 5-CS and 3-CS of the class I integron. The primer pair in-F/in-B was used 
to amplify gene cassettes inserted in the integron, while the primer pair in-F/aadA-B was used 
for the amplification of the gene cassette aad1A that encodes streptomycin resistance. 

2.7 PCR detection of SXT constins 

The isolates were screened for the presence of SXT constins (large conjugative elements) 
using the primer pair INT1/INT2. Presence of the antibiotic resistance genes floR that 
encodes resistance to chloramphenicol, sulII for resistance to sulfamethoxazole, strB for 
resistance to streptomycin, and dfrA1 for resistance to trimethoprim, were determined using 
the primer pairs FLOR-F/FLOR-2, Sul2-F/Sul2-B, strB-F/strB-R, and DFR1-F/DFR1-B, 
respectively (Hochhut et al., 2001). 

2.8 Sequencing of tandem repeats of RS1 elements and upstream regions of the CTX 
prophage 

The DNA sequence spanning tandem repeats of RS1 elements and upstream regions of the 
CTX prophage (~8.5 kb) was generated with the primer pairs Ch1F/rstCR, rstCF4/rstCR4, 
and rstCF/cepR. Amplicons from each PCR reaction were cloned into the pCR4-TOPO 
vector (Invitrogen, CA) and sequenced by First Base Laboratories Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia). The 
sequencing data was assembled and complete nucleotide sequences of the RS1-RS1-CTX 
prophage arrays for isolates 03/09-KB and 27/09-KB were deposited in GenBank under the 
accession numbers JN545744 and JN545745. 

2.9 Sequencing of PCR amplicons 

The nucleotide sequences of the PCR amplicons generated by each of the primer pairs 
Ch2F/Ch2R, INT1/INT2, Sul2-F/Sul2-B, strB-F/strB-R, DFR1-F/DFR1-B, and rtxC-F/rtxC-
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R were confirmed by sequencing reactions. Prior to being sequenced, all amplicons from 
positive PCR reactions were purified using Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-up System 
(Promega, Australia), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The complete nucleotide 
sequences of Sui1 gene amplified using the primer pair Ch2F/Ch2R for isolates 03/09-KB 
and 27/09-KB were assigned the GenBank accession numbers JN545747 and JN545748. The 
partial nucleotide sequences of rtxC, SXT element, SulII, strB, and dfrA1 for isolate 03/09-KB 
were deposited under accession numbers JN545752, JN545751, JN545754, JN545753, and 
JN545750, respectively. 

3. Results 
All the revived isolates were identified as V. cholerae biotype El Tor using standard 
biochemical tests and slide agglutination tests showed they belonged to serogroup O1 of the 
Ogawa serotype. 

3.1 rstR typing 

The rstR typing by PCR amplification of the 501 bp amplicon using the primer pair rstREl 

Tor/rstRR showed that all isolates possessed only the El Tor type rstR (Fig. 1). No amplicon 
was produced for other allele-specific primers among all isolates analyzed, which indicated 
the absence of classical, Calcutta, and environmental type rstR. 

 
Fig. 1. Agarose gel electrophoresis products of rstR typing. The expected product size and 
types of rstR targeted by specific primer pairs are indicated below the gel. Lane M: 100 bp 
DNA ladder; lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7: representative isolate 03/09-KB; lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8: 
representative isolate 27/09-KB. rstRCla: classical type rstR; rstRET: El Tor type rstR; rstCal: 
Calcutta type rstR; rstREnv: environmental type rstR. 

3.2 Genetic analysis of the CTX prophage array 

The presence of RS1 element was confirmed using the primer pair rstCF/rstCR to amplify a 
197 bp region of rstC gene from all the isolates (Fig. 2a). The CTX prophage and RS1 element 
in each isolate was found to be arranged in the form of a RS1-CTX prophage array, as shown 
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by the positive amplification of a 1551 bp amplicon with the primer pair rstCF4/rstAR 
(Fig. 2b). However, no additional RS1 element was found downstream of the CTX 
prophage because no amplicon was generated by the primer pair ctxBF/rstCR. The 
primer pair rstCF4/rstCR4 indicated the tandem arrangement of the RS1 element through 
the amplification of a 2629 bp amplicon, whereas no amplicon was produced for the 
primer pair ctxBF/cepR which indicated the presence of only a single CTX prophage. The 
location of the RS1-RS1-CTX prophage array on the large chromosome was verified using 
the primer pairs Ch1F/rstRR and ctxBF/Ch1R which amplify fragments corresponding to 
the upstream and downstream regions of the RS1-RS1-CTX prophage array found on the 
large chromosome. The absence of an RS1 element or CTX prophage on the small 
chromosome was confirmed through the amplification of a 910 bp amplicon using the 
primer pair Ch2F/Ch2R.  

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Agarose gel electrophoresis products in the detection of RS1 elements from 
representative isolates. Lane M: 100 bp Plus DNA ladder; lane 1: isolate 03/09-KB; lane 2: 
isolate 11/09-KB; lane 3: isolate 27/09-KB; lane 4: isolate 29/09-KB. (b) Agarose gel 
electrophoresis products from the analysis of the CTX prophage array. The combinations of 
different primer pairs and their expected product sizes are indicated below the gel. Lane M: 
1 kb DNA ladder; lanes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13: representative isolate 03/09-KB; lanes 2, 4, 6, 
8, 10, 12, and 14: representative isolate 27/09-KB. 
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3.3 rtxC PCR 

PCR analysis of rtxC showed that all the isolates yielded a 263 bp amplicon of the rtxC gene 
(Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3. Agarose gel electrophoresis products from the detection of the rtxC gene and the 
analysis of the SXT constin. The combinations of different primer pairs and their expected 
product sizes are indicated below the gel. Lane M: 100 bp Plus DNA ladder; lanes 1, 3, 5, 7, 
9, and 11: representative isolate 03/09-KB; lanes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12: representative isolate 
27/09-KB. 

3.4 PCR detection of class I integrons 

None of the isolates were positive for class I integrons, because no PCR amplicons were 
obtained with all the primer pairs tested. 

3.5 PCR detection of SXT constins 

All the isolates were shown to be positive for SXT element by the amplification of a 592 bp 
amplicon with the primer pair INT1/INT2 (Fig. 3). These isolates also had positive PCR 
results for the SulII, strB, and dfrA1 genes, because 626 bp, 470 bp, and 372 bp amplicons 
were generated for the respective genes. None of the isolates were positive for floR genes. 

4. Discussion 
In November 2009, Kelantan was struck by a cholera outbreak that marked the re-
emergence of this secretory diarrheal disease in the eastern state after years of absence. The 
aetiological agent was later found to be V. cholerae O1 of the altered El Tor biotype and this 
discovery indicated the first reported appearance of the atypical El Tor strain on Malaysian 
soil (Ang et al., 2010). Various genetic studies have been undertaken to gain insights into the 
evolution of this predominant atypical strain and research into the altered El Tor strain has 
primarily been directed towards the CTX prophage encoding the classical cholera toxin gene 
(Nguyen et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009).  
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The CTX prophage found in the genome of pathogenic V. cholerae strains is actually an 
integrated form of a lysogenic filamentous bacteriophage known as the CTX phage (CTX). 
CTX is approximately 7 kb in length and it is composed of a 4.6 kb core region with a 2.4 
kb RS2 region (Waldor & Mekalanos, 1996). The core region contains genes that encode for 
proteins involved in phage morphogenesis, specifically the core-encoded pilin (cep), pIIICTX 
(previously known as orfU), accessory cholera enterotoxin (ace), and zonula occludens (zot) 
genes. This core region also contains genes encoding for cholera toxin, so the acquisition of 
CTX is viewed as virulence acquisition by a host cell. The RS2 region complements the 
core, because it contains genes that enable the replication (rstA), integration (rstB), and 
regulation (rstR) of CTX. The RS1 element is another RS2-like element that is frequently 
found adjacent to the CTX prophage. The RS1 element is a 2.7 kb satellite phage that only 
differs from RS2 by an additional gene designated rstC, which encodes for a novel 
antirepressor to the RstR protein (Waldor et al., 1997; Heilpern & Waldor, 2003). The RS1 
element provides a dual function by promoting the transcription of phage genes via an 
interaction between RstC and RstR, as well as enabling the replication of an adjacent CTX 
prophage to produce infective phage particles (Davis et al., 2002). 

The rstR regulatory gene sequence found in the RS2 region also determined the type of CTX 
prophage carried by a V. cholerae strain. Three types of CTX prophage has been established 
to date, i.e., the classical CTX prophage and El Tor CTX prophage that were first detected in 
the V. cholerae serogroup O1 of the respective biotypes, and the Calcutta CTX prophage from 
the epidemic-causing serogroup O139 (Kimsey et al., 1998). A fourth type, the Mozambique 
CTX prophage, was proposed by Choi et al. (2010) and described based on the inclusion of 
other genetic features of the CTX prophage, including intergenic sequences and the rstA gene, 
although the CTX prophage contained a classical rstR gene. In the present study, the CTX 
prophage from the 2009 Kelantan cholera outbreak strain was found to be regulated by an El 
Tor type rstR repressor gene, but it carried a classical type ctxB gene. A CTX prophage with 
this combination of El Tor type rstR and classical cholera toxin gene was also designated as a 
hybrid CTX prophage by Grim et al. (2010). Further genetic analysis of the CTX prophage 
structure revealed that all isolates harboured a RS1-RS1-CTX prophage array, which was 
integrated on the large chromosome. As found in the prototypic seventh pandemic El Tor 
strains, no RS1 element or CTX prophage was integrated on the small chromosome. The RS1-
RS1-CTX prophage array of the Kelantan variant represents a novel arrangement for these 
genetic elements among atypical El Tor strains. To the best of our knowledge, no RS1-RS1-CTX 
prophage array with an El Tor type rstR on the large chromosome has been demonstrated or 
reported elsewhere among the altered El Tor biotypes.  

In 2009, Nguyen et al. were the first to characterize and report the CTX prophage array of 
altered El Tor strains isolated during cholera outbreaks that occurred in Vietnam between 2007 
and 2008. All the Vietnamese isolates were found to contain the RS1-CTX prophage array with 
an El Tor type rstR on the large chromosome. Similarly, 400 V. cholerae isolates obtained 
between 2003 and 2007 from Kolkata, India were also characterized as having the RS1-CTX 
prophage array (Nguyen et al., 2009). Recently, the same RS1-CTX prophage array was 
identified in the altered El Tor isolates from Angola, Africa in 2006 (Ceccarelli et al., 2011) and 
from Hyderabad, India in 2009 (Goel et al., 2011). A study conducted by Goel et al. (2011) 
found that one of the altered El Tor isolates (VCH35) from Hyderabad, India harboured a 
tandem repeat of the CTX prophage in the small chromosome in addition to a RS1-CTX  
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Fig. 4. Genetic map comparison of the CTX prophage arrays found in the classical reference 
strain (O395), El Tor reference strain (N16961), Vietnam altered El Tor, and the Kelantan 
altered El Tor characterized in this study. The transcription direction of each gene is 
indicated by arrows and each gene is shaded in different colours. Chr I: chromosome I; Chr 
II: chromosome II; rstRET: El Tor type rstR; rstRCla: classical type rstR; ctxBET: El Tor type ctxB; 
ctxBCla: classical type ctxB, TLC: toxin-linked cryptic. The map is not drawn to scale. 
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prophage array in the large chromosome. Although rstR typing of VCH35 revealed the 
presence of both El Tor and classical type rstR, the localization of these rstR alleles in the 
multiple CTX prophages was not confirmed. Various combinations of CTX prophage arrays 
have been documented, but the RS1-CTX prophage array appears to be the most frequently 
reported arrangement in altered El Tor strains associated with cholera outbreaks (Lee et al., 
2009). Fig. 4 provides a diagrammatic comparison of various CTX prophage arrays, 
including the classical, prototypic seventh pandemic El Tor, and altered El Tor. 

One of the main issues accompanying the emergence of atypical El Tor is standardization of 
the nomenclature and the classification scheme used when referring to these variants. This is 
further complicated by the fact that the current genotypic and phenotypic diversity reported 
among atypical El Tor strains is only the tip of the iceberg, because there are frequent new 
reports. In 2009, Lee et al. proposed the classification of atypical El Tor strains into two 
groups based on genetic differences in their RS1 element and the CTX prophage structure on 
each chromosome. Group I represents atypical El Tor strains with a tandem repeat of 
classical CTX prophage on the small chromosome, while Group II represents those 
possessing the RS1 and CTX prophage with El Tor type rstR and classical ctxB on the large 
chromosome. Based on these criteria, the Matlab and Mozambique variants were classified 
into Group I, while altered El Tor, such as those described by Nguyen et al. (2009), fell into 
Group II. This classification system was also used by Goel et al. (2011) to categorize the 
VCH35 isolate from Hyderabad, India into Group I, because it carried a tandem repeat of 
CTX prophage on the small chromosome. The type of rstR gene determines the type of 
corresponding CTX prophage, so a minor discrepancy when adhering to this classification 
system arises when both El Tor and classical type rstR are present, as is the case with 
VCH35. Therefore, the exact nature of the CTX prophages in tandem arrangements needs to 
be elucidated to ascertain whether VCH35 truly belonged to Group I. The existence of 
VCH35 also questions the possible need for a subgroup within Group I, should further 
analysis of VCH35 reveal the presence of both an El Tor and classical type CTX prophage in 
a tandem arrangement. In-depth genetic analysis of VCH35 is highly warranted before any 
conclusions can be drawn on its classification. In contrast, only one array of the RS1-CTX 
prophage has been reported in Group II (Lee et al., 2009). Therefore, we were able to 
describe a new type of array belonging to Group II based on the findings of this study. An 
arrangement of RS1 in tandem repeats followed by CTX prophage with an El Tor type rstR 
and classical ctxB was characterized in this study. This suggests that more varieties of the 
CTX prophage array may exist among the altered El Tor than are currently known. 

The current study revealed an El Tor type rstR in the CTX prophage, but we also reported in 
our previous study that the 2009 Kelantan outbreak strain carried the El Tor type tcpA gene 
allele. In order to substantiate the El Tor lineage of this strain, we performed additional PCR 
analysis on the repeat in the toxin (RTX) gene cluster. The RTX gene cluster in V. cholerae 
was first identified and characterized in 1999 and it was found to be physically linked to the 
downstream region of the CTX prophage. The RTX gene cluster consists of rtxA, rtxB, rtxC, 
and rtxD genes, and it is responsible for the cytotoxic activity of V. cholerae in mammalian 
cells in vitro. However, gene deletions in the RTX gene cluster (specifically the rtxC gene and 
the downstream region of the rtxA gene) were noted among the classical biotype of V. 
cholerae O1, which resulted in defective production of cytotoxic activity (Lin et al., 1999). 
Based on this observation, Chow et al. (2001) developed a PCR assay targeting the rtxC gene 
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for biotyping V. cholerae serogroup O1. We used this biotyping assay and found that all the 
isolates possessed the rtxC gene. This provided further evidence that the El Tor genomic 
backbone was preserved in the Kelantan altered El Tor strain.  

The emergence of multidrug-resistant V. cholerae strains has been documented frequently in 
recent years (Kiiru et al., 2009; Jain et al., 2011) and this phenomenon has led to repeated 
calls for the more prudent use of antibiotics by the global community. Multidrug-resistant 
V. cholerae have been reported from Malaysia and the antibiogram profile of the Kelantan 
outbreak strain showed that the isolates were resistant to various antibiotics, including, 
tetracycline, erythromycin, sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim, streptomycin, penicillin G, and 
polymyxin B. However, they were susceptible to ciprofloxacin, norfloxacin, 
chloramphenicol, gentamicin, and kanamycin (Ang et al., 2010). Therefore, we investigated 
the phenotypes of the outbreak strain by characterizing the corresponding genes encoding 
for antibiotic resistance. Amita et al. (2003) studied antibiotic resistance genes in V. cholerae 
O1 and showed that the class I integron carrying the aadA1 gene cassette was prevalent in 
strains isolated before 1992, whereas the SXT element was prevalent in strains isolated after 
1992. Integrons are characterized by the presence of an integrase gene (intI) that mediates 
recombination between the attI site found on the integron and the attC site on the gene 
cassette. The insertion of a gene cassette into the integron results in the expression of 
functional proteins using a promoter found in the integron (Recchia & Hall, 1995). In 
agreement with Amita et al. (2003), PCR analysis of the Kelantan outbreak strain showed it 
was negative for the class I integron and the gene cassette aadA1 encoding resistance to 
streptomycin and spectinomycin. 

In one of the most remarkable events in the recorded history of cholera, a novel serogroup of 
V. cholerae emerged in 1992 that was designated O139 and it replaced the O1 El Tor biotype 
in Bangladesh and the Indian subcontinent where it became the dominant strain, although 
its reign was short-lived (Faruque et al., 2003). The V. cholerae serogroup O139 differed from 
serogroup O1 in having a different somatic antigen and it was also uniquely characterized 
by its antibiotic resistance to sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim, chloramphenicol, and 
streptomycin. Interestingly, a distinctive pattern of antibiotic resistance was found after the 
re-emergence of serogroup O1 El Tor in 1994 where all the El Tor strains were found to be 
resistant to these four antibiotics, which strikingly resembled the profile of serogroup O139 
(Waldor et al., 1996). The corresponding antibiotic resistance genes in serogroup O1 El Tor 
were collectively referred to as ICEVchInd1 (previously known as SXTET) and they were 
genetically closely related to the SXTMO10, which encodes for antibiotic resistance to the same 
four antibiotics mentioned above by serogroup O139. Based on a comparative DNA 
analysis, both the ICEVchInd1 and the SXTMO10 elements were considered to be derived from 
a common precursor (Hochhut et al., 2001; Burrus et al., 2006). The results of PCR conducted 
on the SXT constin in this study showed that all the Kelantan outbreak strains contained the 
SXT element. Genes conferring resistance to sulfamethoxazole (SulII), trimethoprim (dfrA1), 
and streptomycin (strB) were detected in all isolates, with the exception of the 
chloramphenicol resistance gene (floR). The detection of the antibiotic genes was consistent 
with the findings in the phenotypic antibiotic susceptibility testing and the SXT constin 
detected in the present outbreak strain appeared to have a deletion of the floR gene, when 
compared with the STXET reported from elsewhere (Hochhut et al., 2001). The SXT constin 
without the floR gene represented a variant of the SXTET constin and, other than this study, 
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functional proteins using a promoter found in the integron (Recchia & Hall, 1995). In 
agreement with Amita et al. (2003), PCR analysis of the Kelantan outbreak strain showed it 
was negative for the class I integron and the gene cassette aadA1 encoding resistance to 
streptomycin and spectinomycin. 

In one of the most remarkable events in the recorded history of cholera, a novel serogroup of 
V. cholerae emerged in 1992 that was designated O139 and it replaced the O1 El Tor biotype 
in Bangladesh and the Indian subcontinent where it became the dominant strain, although 
its reign was short-lived (Faruque et al., 2003). The V. cholerae serogroup O139 differed from 
serogroup O1 in having a different somatic antigen and it was also uniquely characterized 
by its antibiotic resistance to sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim, chloramphenicol, and 
streptomycin. Interestingly, a distinctive pattern of antibiotic resistance was found after the 
re-emergence of serogroup O1 El Tor in 1994 where all the El Tor strains were found to be 
resistant to these four antibiotics, which strikingly resembled the profile of serogroup O139 
(Waldor et al., 1996). The corresponding antibiotic resistance genes in serogroup O1 El Tor 
were collectively referred to as ICEVchInd1 (previously known as SXTET) and they were 
genetically closely related to the SXTMO10, which encodes for antibiotic resistance to the same 
four antibiotics mentioned above by serogroup O139. Based on a comparative DNA 
analysis, both the ICEVchInd1 and the SXTMO10 elements were considered to be derived from 
a common precursor (Hochhut et al., 2001; Burrus et al., 2006). The results of PCR conducted 
on the SXT constin in this study showed that all the Kelantan outbreak strains contained the 
SXT element. Genes conferring resistance to sulfamethoxazole (SulII), trimethoprim (dfrA1), 
and streptomycin (strB) were detected in all isolates, with the exception of the 
chloramphenicol resistance gene (floR). The detection of the antibiotic genes was consistent 
with the findings in the phenotypic antibiotic susceptibility testing and the SXT constin 
detected in the present outbreak strain appeared to have a deletion of the floR gene, when 
compared with the STXET reported from elsewhere (Hochhut et al., 2001). The SXT constin 
without the floR gene represented a variant of the SXTET constin and, other than this study, 
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the SXT variant has also been found among altered El Tor strains from India (Goel & Jiang, 
2010). It was recently reported that an altered El Tor strain carrying both an integron and an 
SXT element had been identified among outbreak strains from Solapur, India (Jain et al., 
2011). These findings are important, because the management of cholera patients usually 
entails fluid replacement therapy to replace the electrolytes lost during profuse diarrheal 
bouts. However, antibiotic therapy serves as an adjunct to fluid replacement therapy to 
reduce the duration of the disease and the excretion of the bacterium (Lindenbaum et al., 
1967). Thus, continuous monitoring of changes in antibiotic resistance patterns is highly 
recommended, because the SXT constin harbouring various antibiotic resistance genes can 
be acquired easily via lateral gene transfer (Iwanaga et al., 2004). 

5. Conclusion 
Genetic analysis performed on the Kelantan altered El Tor strain isolated during a cholera 
outbreak in 2009 revealed a novel CTX prophage array where a tandem repeat of the RS1 
element was found upstream of the CTX prophage on the large chromosome. This is the first 
report of a RS1-RS1-CTX prophage array among altered El Tor strains that fit into Group II 
according to the classification system of Lee et al. (2009). All isolates carried the SXT constin 
and we identified genes conferring resistance to sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim and 
chloramphenicol, which correlated with their phenotypic expression in the antibiogram 
profile. 

The emergence of the altered El Tor is viewed as an evolutionary optimization of V. cholerae 
strains in the development of a successor to the current cholera pandemic. The altered El Tor 
strains are poised to become epidemiologically dominant and they might hold the key to 
sustaining the current seventh pandemic. Equipped with the unique characteristics of the 
classical and El Tor biotypes, the altered El Tor has already been associated with more 
severe cases of cholera (Siddique et al., 2010) and it appears to be widely disseminated 
around the globe. The research community should actively unravel the wealth of knowledge 
that lies within these atypical El Tor strains and gain a better understanding that can be 
translated into measures to combat and conquer cholera. 
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1. Introduction  
Cholera is an acute water-borne diarrheal disease caused by the facultative Gram-negative 
bacterium Vibrio cholerae of serogroup O1 of the classical and El Tor biotypes and 
serogroup O139. Characteristics of this bacterium are its comma-shaped morphology, 
expression of a fast-rotating polar flagellum, and production of cholera toxin (CT). The O1 
V. cholerae serogroup contains a common A antigen and can be subdivided in Ogawa and 
Inaba serotypes on the basis of serotype-specific antigens B and C, respectively (Kaper et 
al., 1995). Mankind has experienced seven recorded cholera pandemics. The seventh and 
current pandemic is characterized by the predominance of the O1 serogroup El Tor 
biotype, with periodic emergence of O139 strains, which exhibit a new lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS) and a capsule (Albert, 1994). Cholera, which continues to be a major public health 
concern in endemic areas of South Asia and Africa, is estimated to cause 5.5 million cases 
of disease and 130,000 deaths per year. The disease, which commonly occurs as rapidly 
spreading and difficult to contain outbreaks in low-income countries, is a common sequel 
of natural and human disasters. The typical cholera symptoms include a profuse rice-
watery diarrhea and vomiting. If untreated, this condition can lead to severe dehydration, 
electrolyte imbalances, and death. Cholera infections can be effectively treated with oral 
rehydration and, in cases of severe illness, with antibiotics. Antibiotic treatment lessens 
the duration of illness and reduces the excretion of highly infective Vibrios (Nelson et al., 
2011). The downside however, is the emergence of multiple-antibiotic resistant O1 and 
O139 strains (Das & Kaur, 2008; Roychowdhury et al., 2008; Okeke et al., 2007; Mwansa et 
al., 2007; Faruque et al., 2007).  

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the cholera bacterium is fundamentally an organism adapted to the 
aquatic environment, which has evolved to maximize the benefit of being casually ingested 
by humans. The goal of this chapter is to examine the global regulatory mechanisms that 
assist the cholera bacterium in colonizing the small bowel of humans and persisting in the 
aquatic environment.  
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Fig. 1. The V. cholerae life cycle 

2. The Vibrio cholerae dual life cycle  
2.1 Vibrio cholerae persistence in the environment  

V. cholerae occur globally in most estuaries and coastal ecosystems, where their concentrations 
range from 101 to 104 cells per mL and can reach 106 cells per g of sediment (Urakawa & 
Rivera, 2006). In nature, Vibrios are subject to various physical and chemical environmental 
stresses, which include nutrient limitation, extreme temperatures, and oxidative stress. The 
persistence of Vibrios in the aquatic environment is additionally challenged by protozoan 
grazing and bacteriophage infection (Matz et al., 2005; Jensen et al., 2006; Faruque et al. 2005, 
2005a). The bacterium can be found in the form of planktonic free-swimming cells or as sessile 
biofilm communities associated with phytoplankton and zooplankton (Watnick & Kolter, 
1999; Kierek & Watnick, 2003; Huq et al., 1983; Islam et al., 1990; Kaper et al., 1979). The 
capacity of V. cholerae to form biofilm communities has been proposed to be involved in 
bacterial survival in the aquatic environment (Faruque et al., 2006: Joelsson et al., 2006: Matz et 
al., 2005: Schoolnik & Yildiz, 2000). Biofilm formation and adoption of a rugose colonial 
morphology correlate with the production of V. cholerae exopolysaccharide (vps) (Yildiz & 
Schoolnik, 1999). The V. cholerae rugose colonial variant described by White (1938) is more 
resistant to chlorinated water (Morris et al., 1996: Rice et al., 1992) and to osmotic and oxidative 
stresses (Wai et al., 1998: Yildiz & Schoolnik, 1999). In aquatic ecosystems, V. cholerae can also 
be found in the form of large biofilm aggregates of partially dormant cells that resist 
cultivation in conventional media but can be recovered as virulent Vibrios by animal passage 
(Faruque et al., 2006). These biofilm aggregates, named conditionally viable environmental 
cells (CVEC), appear to be similar to previously described viable but not culturable cells (Xu et 
al. 1982). The role of these biofilm aggregates in infection is considered below.  
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Fig. 2. Confocal microscopy three-dimensional image of a V. cholerae biofilm stained with the 
fluorescent dye, SYRO-9, and imaged using 485- and 498-nm excitation and emission 
wavelength, respectively. Biofilm developmental is initiated by a reversible surface 
attachment, followed by changes in gene expression patterns conducive to more permanent 
adherence, synthesis of exopolysaccharide matrix material, and building of three-
dimensional columnar aggregates and channels.  

2.2 Transition of Vibrio cholerae between the aquatic environment and the human 
intestine 

A cholera infection starts with human ingestion of V. cholerae present in contaminated water or 
food (Fig. 1). Infecting Vibrios that survive passage through the acidic stomach compartment 
progress to the nutrient-rich environment of the human small intestine. It has been suggested 
that V. cholerae biofilm aggregates are more resistant to the initial low pH stress (Zhu & 
Mekalanos, 2003). Mutations in vps genes that block biofilm matrix exopolysaccharide 
biosynthesis impair colonization in the suckling mouse model (Fong et al., 2010). In addition, 
deletion of genes encoding the alternative stress-related sigma factors S and E inhibit 
bacterial colonization (Merrel et al., 2000; Kovacikova & Skorupski, 2002). Vibrios use their fast-
rotating polar flagellum to swim toward and bind to the mucus layer through their LPS 
(Benitez et al., 1997), the GbpA adhesin (Bhowmick et al., 2008; Jude et al., 2009), and other 
factors. Subsequent colonization requires expression of the toxin co-regulated pilus (TCP) 
(Herrington et al., 1988). Intestinal fluid secretion results from production by colonizing Vibrios 
of CT, which acts by increasing the cAMP content of host cells. Dissemination of the infection 
throughout the small bowel most likely involves detachment of Vibrios in a motile stage that 
could swim toward and adhere to other sites along the small intestine. Vibrio detachment and 
adherence could create new infective foci and enhance the severity of the disease. In the course 
of this process, however, Vibrios that detach but fail to adhere and establish new infection foci 
can be cleared from the small intestine by peristalsis (Walker & Owen, 1990) and excreted in 
the rice-watery diarrhea. As the overall population of Vibrios increases, and nutrients become 
in short supply, detachment predominates over re-colonization, a process also known as 
mucosal escape (Nielsen et al., 2006). Late in infection and, in preparation for their extra-
intestinal life, Vibrios associate into biofilm aggregates prior to exiting the host (Faruque et al., 
2006). Such biofilms, formed in vivo, are in a stage of transient hyperinfectivity (Tamayo et al., 
2010) that enhances their dissemination through the fecal-oral route (Merrel et al., 2002) (Fig. 
1). This view of the time course of a cholera infection is consistent with the presence of highly 
motile planktonic Vibrios and biofilm aggregates in freshly shed cholera stools.  
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The timing of events that occur during infection is difficult to ascertain, since current models 
likely yield average data from Vibrio subpopulations at different stages of the infective 
process. A promising approach in this direction has been the development of a 
recombination-based in vivo expression technology (RIVET) (Camilli & Mekalanos, 1995; Lee 
et al., 1999). With this approach, it has been reported that tcpA and ctxA are expressed 
within the first 6 h of infection in the infant mouse intestine (Lee et al., 1999). Nevertheless, 
much remains to be learned about the events, occurring later in infection, that are involved 
in bacterial dissemination within the host and their exit to the environment.  

3. Major virulence factors 
V. cholerae O1 and O139 strains, which cause epidemic cholera, exhibit three major 
characteristics: (a) production of CT, (b) expression of TCP, and (c) expression of a sheathed 
polar flagellum. V. cholerae produces additional potentially toxic factors, such hemagglutinin 
(HA)/protease (Hase & Finkelstein, 1991), hemolysin (Nagamune et al., 1996), the repeat 
toxin (RTX) (Lin et al., 1999), the zonula occludens toxin (Fasano et al., 1991), and the 
accessory cholera enterotoxin (Trucksis et al., 1993). The potential contributions of these 
secondary factors to the infective process has been reviewed by Fullner (2003). The 
regulatory pathways that control virulence, motility, and biofilm formation have been 
extensively studied and reviewed elsewhere (Childers & Klose, 2007; Matson et al., 2007). In 
this chapter, we discuss how these regulatory pathways are interconnected.  

3.1 Cholera toxin and the toxin co-regulated pilus 

CT is an ADP-ribosyl transferase responsible for the profuse rice-watery diarrhea typical of 
this disease (Finkelstein, 1992; Kaper et al., 1995). It is composed of one A subunit (CTA) 
which catalyzes NAD-dependent ADP-ribosylation of host adenylate cyclase and five B 
subunits (CTB) that carry the ganglioside GM1 receptor binding site (Finkelstein, 1992). The 
genes encoding CTA (ctxA) and CTB (ctxB) are located in the genome of the filamentous 
phage CTX (Waldor & Mekalanos, 1996). The CTX receptor is the type IV pilus and 
colonization factor TCP (Waldor & Mekalanos, 1996). The expression of CT and TCP is co-
regulated by a complex regulatory network. At the top of the regulatory cascade, the 
regulator AphA enhances transcription of the transmembrane regulators TcpP and TcpH 
(Hase & Mekalanos, 1998; Kovacikova & Skorupski, 2001). AphA alone cannot activate 
transcription of tcpPH, but requires interaction with the LysR-type regulator, AphB which 
binds downstream of the AphA binding site to the tcpPH promoter (Kovacikova & 
Skorupski, 2001). TcpPH, in concert with the transmembrane regulators ToxR and ToxS 
(Miller & Mekalanos, 1985: Miller et al., 1989) (Fig. 3), activates expression of the soluble 
regulator, ToxT (DiRita et al., 1991). Finally, ToxT interacts with the ctxA and tcpA 
promoters to activate production of CT and TCP (DiRita et al., 1991).  

3.2 Motility 

Motility is necessary for V. cholerae to establish infections, for colonization of the small 
intestine, to detach and spread along the small intestine, and/or to exit the host and return 
to the environment (Butler & Camilli, 2004; Lee et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2006; Silva et al., 
2006). In addition, shedding of V. cholerae flagellins induce an inflammatory response in the 
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host by interacting with Toll-like receptor V to induce the production of pro-inflammatory 
interleukin-8 (Harrison et al., 2008; Rui et al., 2010; Xicohtencalt-Cortes, et al. 2006). Flagellar 
motility also influences the expression of CT and TCP (Gardel & Mekalanos, 1996; Hase, 
2001; Hase & Mekalanos, 1999: Hase et al., 2001; Silva et al., 2006; Syed et al., 2009).  

 
Fig. 3. Regulation of CT and TCP expression  

Motility is a complex phenotype that requires (a) the synthesis and export of the flagellum 
and its motor, (b) coupling of the flagellum motor to an energy source and (c) coupling of 
flagellum rotation to numerous chemosensory pathways. The V. cholerae genome encodes 
multiple flagellin genes (fllaABCDE), but only flagellin mutants lacking FlaA are non-
flagellated (Klose & Mekalanos, 1998; Klose et al., 1998; Klose & Mekalanos, 1998a). The 
expression of motility requires a hierarchical regulatory cascade involving the alternative 
RNA polymerase (RNAP) subunits, 54 and 28 and the 54-dependent transcriptional 
activators, FlrA and FlrC (Correa et al., 2004; Correa & Klose, 2005; Correa et al., 2000; 
Correa et al., 2005; Prouty et al., 2001; Syed et al., 2009). 

The V. cholerae polar flagellum is powered by sodium motive force (Kojima et al., 1999). V. 
cholerae expresses Na+ pumps such as the Na+-translocating NADH: quinone oxidoreductase 
and multiple Na+/H+ antiporters responsible for maintaining the inward Na+ gradient that 
drives flagellum rotation (Hase et al., 2001). Genes required for flagellum rotation include 
pomA (motA), pomB (motB), motX, motY, fliG, fliM and fliN. Inactivation of motA motB, motY or 
motX by mutation abolish motility but does not prevent flagellum assembly (Boles & 
McCarter, 2000; Kim & McCarter, 2000; McCarter, 2001). MotA and MotB translocate Na+ by 
forming the Na+ conducting channel; MotX and MotY are required for torque generation 
(Asai et al., 1997). FliG, FliM and FliN, also required for torque generation, form the switch 
complex at the base of the flagellum basal body (Boles & McCarter, 2000; McCarter, 2001). 
The direction of flagellum rotation (clockwise or counterclockwise) is dictated by the 
interaction between the response regulator CheY3 and the FliM component of the motor 
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The timing of events that occur during infection is difficult to ascertain, since current models 
likely yield average data from Vibrio subpopulations at different stages of the infective 
process. A promising approach in this direction has been the development of a 
recombination-based in vivo expression technology (RIVET) (Camilli & Mekalanos, 1995; Lee 
et al., 1999). With this approach, it has been reported that tcpA and ctxA are expressed 
within the first 6 h of infection in the infant mouse intestine (Lee et al., 1999). Nevertheless, 
much remains to be learned about the events, occurring later in infection, that are involved 
in bacterial dissemination within the host and their exit to the environment.  

3. Major virulence factors 
V. cholerae O1 and O139 strains, which cause epidemic cholera, exhibit three major 
characteristics: (a) production of CT, (b) expression of TCP, and (c) expression of a sheathed 
polar flagellum. V. cholerae produces additional potentially toxic factors, such hemagglutinin 
(HA)/protease (Hase & Finkelstein, 1991), hemolysin (Nagamune et al., 1996), the repeat 
toxin (RTX) (Lin et al., 1999), the zonula occludens toxin (Fasano et al., 1991), and the 
accessory cholera enterotoxin (Trucksis et al., 1993). The potential contributions of these 
secondary factors to the infective process has been reviewed by Fullner (2003). The 
regulatory pathways that control virulence, motility, and biofilm formation have been 
extensively studied and reviewed elsewhere (Childers & Klose, 2007; Matson et al., 2007). In 
this chapter, we discuss how these regulatory pathways are interconnected.  

3.1 Cholera toxin and the toxin co-regulated pilus 

CT is an ADP-ribosyl transferase responsible for the profuse rice-watery diarrhea typical of 
this disease (Finkelstein, 1992; Kaper et al., 1995). It is composed of one A subunit (CTA) 
which catalyzes NAD-dependent ADP-ribosylation of host adenylate cyclase and five B 
subunits (CTB) that carry the ganglioside GM1 receptor binding site (Finkelstein, 1992). The 
genes encoding CTA (ctxA) and CTB (ctxB) are located in the genome of the filamentous 
phage CTX (Waldor & Mekalanos, 1996). The CTX receptor is the type IV pilus and 
colonization factor TCP (Waldor & Mekalanos, 1996). The expression of CT and TCP is co-
regulated by a complex regulatory network. At the top of the regulatory cascade, the 
regulator AphA enhances transcription of the transmembrane regulators TcpP and TcpH 
(Hase & Mekalanos, 1998; Kovacikova & Skorupski, 2001). AphA alone cannot activate 
transcription of tcpPH, but requires interaction with the LysR-type regulator, AphB which 
binds downstream of the AphA binding site to the tcpPH promoter (Kovacikova & 
Skorupski, 2001). TcpPH, in concert with the transmembrane regulators ToxR and ToxS 
(Miller & Mekalanos, 1985: Miller et al., 1989) (Fig. 3), activates expression of the soluble 
regulator, ToxT (DiRita et al., 1991). Finally, ToxT interacts with the ctxA and tcpA 
promoters to activate production of CT and TCP (DiRita et al., 1991).  

3.2 Motility 

Motility is necessary for V. cholerae to establish infections, for colonization of the small 
intestine, to detach and spread along the small intestine, and/or to exit the host and return 
to the environment (Butler & Camilli, 2004; Lee et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2006; Silva et al., 
2006). In addition, shedding of V. cholerae flagellins induce an inflammatory response in the 
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host by interacting with Toll-like receptor V to induce the production of pro-inflammatory 
interleukin-8 (Harrison et al., 2008; Rui et al., 2010; Xicohtencalt-Cortes, et al. 2006). Flagellar 
motility also influences the expression of CT and TCP (Gardel & Mekalanos, 1996; Hase, 
2001; Hase & Mekalanos, 1999: Hase et al., 2001; Silva et al., 2006; Syed et al., 2009).  

 
Fig. 3. Regulation of CT and TCP expression  

Motility is a complex phenotype that requires (a) the synthesis and export of the flagellum 
and its motor, (b) coupling of the flagellum motor to an energy source and (c) coupling of 
flagellum rotation to numerous chemosensory pathways. The V. cholerae genome encodes 
multiple flagellin genes (fllaABCDE), but only flagellin mutants lacking FlaA are non-
flagellated (Klose & Mekalanos, 1998; Klose et al., 1998; Klose & Mekalanos, 1998a). The 
expression of motility requires a hierarchical regulatory cascade involving the alternative 
RNA polymerase (RNAP) subunits, 54 and 28 and the 54-dependent transcriptional 
activators, FlrA and FlrC (Correa et al., 2004; Correa & Klose, 2005; Correa et al., 2000; 
Correa et al., 2005; Prouty et al., 2001; Syed et al., 2009). 

The V. cholerae polar flagellum is powered by sodium motive force (Kojima et al., 1999). V. 
cholerae expresses Na+ pumps such as the Na+-translocating NADH: quinone oxidoreductase 
and multiple Na+/H+ antiporters responsible for maintaining the inward Na+ gradient that 
drives flagellum rotation (Hase et al., 2001). Genes required for flagellum rotation include 
pomA (motA), pomB (motB), motX, motY, fliG, fliM and fliN. Inactivation of motA motB, motY or 
motX by mutation abolish motility but does not prevent flagellum assembly (Boles & 
McCarter, 2000; Kim & McCarter, 2000; McCarter, 2001). MotA and MotB translocate Na+ by 
forming the Na+ conducting channel; MotX and MotY are required for torque generation 
(Asai et al., 1997). FliG, FliM and FliN, also required for torque generation, form the switch 
complex at the base of the flagellum basal body (Boles & McCarter, 2000; McCarter, 2001). 
The direction of flagellum rotation (clockwise or counterclockwise) is dictated by the 
interaction between the response regulator CheY3 and the FliM component of the motor 
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(Berg, 2003; Boin et al., 2008; Hyakutake et al., 2005). The V. cholerae genome contains 
numerous chemotaxis-related genes, including multiple methyl-accepting chemotaxis 
proteins (MCP), methyltransferases (CheR), methylesterases (CheB), linker proteins (CheW), 
histidine kinases (CheA), and response regulators (CheY), mostly located in three clusters 
(Boin et al., 2008). Only a limited number of genes, however, have been demonstrated to be 
essential for chemotaxis. These genes include cheA-2 (Gosink et al., 2002), cheR-2 (Boin et al., 
2004) and cheY-3 (Hyakutake et al., 2005). The function of other chemotaxis genes and the 
reason for their redundancy are not understood.  

Transcription 
hierarchy class Class I Class II Class III Class IV 

Upstream regulator - RpoN (54) and 
FlrA 

RpoN (54) and 
FlrC FliA (28) 

Genes flrA 

flrBC 
fliEFGHIJ 
flhA operon 
fliA 

flgBCDEFGHIJ 
fliKLMNOPQ 
motY 
flaA 
flhB 
flgKLOPT 

motAB 
motX 
flaBCDE 
 

Function 
54-
dependent 
activator 

Regulatory 
factors, MS 
ring-switch and 
export 
components 

Basal body-hook, 
major flagellin, 
motor 
component 

Alternative 
flagellins, 
anti-sigma 
factor FlgM, 
motor 
components  

Table 1. Transcriptional organization of motility genes (adapted from Syed et al., 2009; 
Prouty et al., 2001). 

We recently developed and validated a high-throughput screening assay for inhibitors of V. 
cholerae motility (Rasmussen et al., 2010). A new inhibitor consisting of a quinazoline 2,4-
diamino analog (Q24DA) induced a flagellated, non-motile phenotype and was specific for 
the Na+-dependent polar flagellum motor of pathogenic Vibrios (Rasmussen et al., 2010). 
While some motility mutants express more CT and TCP (Silva et al., 2006, Syed et al. 2009), 
blocking motility with Q24DA diminished CT and TCP expression. Thus, the relationship 
between motility and CT expression could be more complex than anticipated by genetic 
studies. Identification of the molecular target of Q24DA and other inhibitors is required to 
clarify the disconnection between the genetic and chemical approaches.  

3.3 Hemagglutinin/protease 

Numerous V. cholerae strains of the El Tor biotype express a Zn-dependent metalloprotease 
(mucinase) known as hemagglutinin (HA)/protease (Finkelstein et al., 1983; Hase & 
Finkelstein, 1991). HA/protease enhances enterotoxicity in the rabbit ileal loop model of 
cholera (Ichinose et al., 1994; Silva et al., 2006) and contributes to live vaccine candidates’ 
reactogenicity in humans (Benitez et al., 1999; Garcia et al., 2005). In cell culture, 
HA/protease perturbs the paracellular barrier of intestinal epithelial cells (Mel et al., 2000: 
Wu et al., 1996) by acting on tight junction-associated proteins (Wu et al., 2000). A second 
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proposed role for HA/protease is to facilitate V. cholerae detachment from the intestinal 
mucosa when infecting Vibrios reach a high cell density (Finkelstein et al., 1992; Benitez et 
al., 1997; Silva et al., 2003; Silva et al., 2006; Robert et al., 1996). Consistently, inactivation of 
hapA encoding HA/protease enhances adherence to mucin-coated polystyrene plates (Silva 
et al., 2006), adherence to mucin-secreting differentiated HT29-18N2 cultured cells (Benitez 
et al., 1997), and colonization of the suckling mouse intestine (Robert et al., 1996; Silva et al., 
2006). The mucinase activity of HA/protease (Finkelstein et al., 1983), together with its 
capacity to cleave the mucin-binding adhesin GbpA (Jude et al., 2009) at high cell density, 
has provided a mechanism supporting the “detachase” function attributed to this protein. 
The high viscosity of the mucus layer promotes breakage and loss of the polar flagellum 
(Liu et al., 2008). We have proposed that production of extracellular proteases facilitates 
preservation of the flagellum of V. cholerae during detachment by decreasing the viscosity of 
the medium (Silva et al., 2003). This could result from HA/protease degradation of 
preexisting mucin (Finkelstein et al., 1983) and cleavage of the GbpA adhesin, which 
enhances the production of intestinal mucins (Bhowmick et al., 2008).  

4. Global regulatory networks controlling Vibrio cholerae behavior 
In a dynamic environment, the capacity of V. cholerae to switch between planktonic and 
sessile life styles or from virulence to detachment mode in response to environmental 
changes is essential. In the following sections, we discuss our current understanding of how 
V. cholerae integrates overlapping extracellular stimuli to adopt one or the other lifestyle.  

4.1 Adenylate cyclase and cAMP signaling  

Cyclic AMP (cAMP) is synthesized from ATP by the activity of adenylate cyclase. V. cholerae 
possesses only one adenylate cyclase, which belongs to the type-I (enterobacterial) class 
(Danchin, 1993: Baker et al., 2004). This enzyme is monomeric and consists of an N-terminal 
catalytic domain and a C-terminal regulatory domain. The C-terminal regulatory domain 
contains the His residue suggested to be phosphorylated by the phospho-EIIAglc component 
of the phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase system (PTS), leading to its activation 
(Baker et al., 2004). The PTS is a phosphoryl cascade that allows the transport and 
phosphorylation of sugars (Deutscher et al., 2006; Deutscher, 2008). It acts as sensory 
system, feeding information to adenylate cyclase to regulate bacterial behavior in response 
to the availability of sugars in the medium and the energy state of the cell (Lengeler et al., 
2009). In the PTS, phosphate is transferred from phosphoenolpyruvate to a sugar by a 
pathway that sequentially involves enzyme I (EI), the protein HPr, and a sugar-specific 
enzyme II (EII) complex. The different EII complexes are characterized by their domains (A, 
B, C) present either on a single or distinct polypeptide chains. In the presence of a rapidly 
metabolizable sugar (i.e., D-glucose) phospho-EIIAglc donates its phosphate to the sugar, 
leading to lower adenylate cyclase activity and lower intracellular concentrations of cAMP. 

4.2 Cyclic diguanylate 

In a broad spectrum of bacterial species, the second messenger, cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-
GMP), regulates the transition between sessile and motile lifestyle by activating biofilm 
formation and inhibiting motility (D’Argenio & Miller, 2004; Hengge 2009; Simm et al., 2004; 
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(Berg, 2003; Boin et al., 2008; Hyakutake et al., 2005). The V. cholerae genome contains 
numerous chemotaxis-related genes, including multiple methyl-accepting chemotaxis 
proteins (MCP), methyltransferases (CheR), methylesterases (CheB), linker proteins (CheW), 
histidine kinases (CheA), and response regulators (CheY), mostly located in three clusters 
(Boin et al., 2008). Only a limited number of genes, however, have been demonstrated to be 
essential for chemotaxis. These genes include cheA-2 (Gosink et al., 2002), cheR-2 (Boin et al., 
2004) and cheY-3 (Hyakutake et al., 2005). The function of other chemotaxis genes and the 
reason for their redundancy are not understood.  

Transcription 
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Upstream regulator - RpoN (54) and 
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RpoN (54) and 
FlrC FliA (28) 
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factor FlgM, 
motor 
components  

Table 1. Transcriptional organization of motility genes (adapted from Syed et al., 2009; 
Prouty et al., 2001). 

We recently developed and validated a high-throughput screening assay for inhibitors of V. 
cholerae motility (Rasmussen et al., 2010). A new inhibitor consisting of a quinazoline 2,4-
diamino analog (Q24DA) induced a flagellated, non-motile phenotype and was specific for 
the Na+-dependent polar flagellum motor of pathogenic Vibrios (Rasmussen et al., 2010). 
While some motility mutants express more CT and TCP (Silva et al., 2006, Syed et al. 2009), 
blocking motility with Q24DA diminished CT and TCP expression. Thus, the relationship 
between motility and CT expression could be more complex than anticipated by genetic 
studies. Identification of the molecular target of Q24DA and other inhibitors is required to 
clarify the disconnection between the genetic and chemical approaches.  

3.3 Hemagglutinin/protease 

Numerous V. cholerae strains of the El Tor biotype express a Zn-dependent metalloprotease 
(mucinase) known as hemagglutinin (HA)/protease (Finkelstein et al., 1983; Hase & 
Finkelstein, 1991). HA/protease enhances enterotoxicity in the rabbit ileal loop model of 
cholera (Ichinose et al., 1994; Silva et al., 2006) and contributes to live vaccine candidates’ 
reactogenicity in humans (Benitez et al., 1999; Garcia et al., 2005). In cell culture, 
HA/protease perturbs the paracellular barrier of intestinal epithelial cells (Mel et al., 2000: 
Wu et al., 1996) by acting on tight junction-associated proteins (Wu et al., 2000). A second 
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proposed role for HA/protease is to facilitate V. cholerae detachment from the intestinal 
mucosa when infecting Vibrios reach a high cell density (Finkelstein et al., 1992; Benitez et 
al., 1997; Silva et al., 2003; Silva et al., 2006; Robert et al., 1996). Consistently, inactivation of 
hapA encoding HA/protease enhances adherence to mucin-coated polystyrene plates (Silva 
et al., 2006), adherence to mucin-secreting differentiated HT29-18N2 cultured cells (Benitez 
et al., 1997), and colonization of the suckling mouse intestine (Robert et al., 1996; Silva et al., 
2006). The mucinase activity of HA/protease (Finkelstein et al., 1983), together with its 
capacity to cleave the mucin-binding adhesin GbpA (Jude et al., 2009) at high cell density, 
has provided a mechanism supporting the “detachase” function attributed to this protein. 
The high viscosity of the mucus layer promotes breakage and loss of the polar flagellum 
(Liu et al., 2008). We have proposed that production of extracellular proteases facilitates 
preservation of the flagellum of V. cholerae during detachment by decreasing the viscosity of 
the medium (Silva et al., 2003). This could result from HA/protease degradation of 
preexisting mucin (Finkelstein et al., 1983) and cleavage of the GbpA adhesin, which 
enhances the production of intestinal mucins (Bhowmick et al., 2008).  

4. Global regulatory networks controlling Vibrio cholerae behavior 
In a dynamic environment, the capacity of V. cholerae to switch between planktonic and 
sessile life styles or from virulence to detachment mode in response to environmental 
changes is essential. In the following sections, we discuss our current understanding of how 
V. cholerae integrates overlapping extracellular stimuli to adopt one or the other lifestyle.  

4.1 Adenylate cyclase and cAMP signaling  

Cyclic AMP (cAMP) is synthesized from ATP by the activity of adenylate cyclase. V. cholerae 
possesses only one adenylate cyclase, which belongs to the type-I (enterobacterial) class 
(Danchin, 1993: Baker et al., 2004). This enzyme is monomeric and consists of an N-terminal 
catalytic domain and a C-terminal regulatory domain. The C-terminal regulatory domain 
contains the His residue suggested to be phosphorylated by the phospho-EIIAglc component 
of the phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase system (PTS), leading to its activation 
(Baker et al., 2004). The PTS is a phosphoryl cascade that allows the transport and 
phosphorylation of sugars (Deutscher et al., 2006; Deutscher, 2008). It acts as sensory 
system, feeding information to adenylate cyclase to regulate bacterial behavior in response 
to the availability of sugars in the medium and the energy state of the cell (Lengeler et al., 
2009). In the PTS, phosphate is transferred from phosphoenolpyruvate to a sugar by a 
pathway that sequentially involves enzyme I (EI), the protein HPr, and a sugar-specific 
enzyme II (EII) complex. The different EII complexes are characterized by their domains (A, 
B, C) present either on a single or distinct polypeptide chains. In the presence of a rapidly 
metabolizable sugar (i.e., D-glucose) phospho-EIIAglc donates its phosphate to the sugar, 
leading to lower adenylate cyclase activity and lower intracellular concentrations of cAMP. 

4.2 Cyclic diguanylate 

In a broad spectrum of bacterial species, the second messenger, cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-
GMP), regulates the transition between sessile and motile lifestyle by activating biofilm 
formation and inhibiting motility (D’Argenio & Miller, 2004; Hengge 2009; Simm et al., 2004; 
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Tamayo et al., 2007). Cyclic di-GMP is synthesized from GTP by GGDEF domain family 
proteins that exhibit diguanylate cyclase (DGC) activity. On the other hand, proteins of the 
EAL and HD-GYP families exhibit a phosphodiesterase (PDE) activity degrading c-di-GMP 
to GMP (Galperin, 2004). The V. cholerae genome contains 31 genes encoding GGDEF 
domain family proteins; 10 genes encoding proteins with GGDEF and EAL domains; 12 
genes encoding proteins with only EAL domains; and 9 genes encoding proteins with HD-
GYP domains (Galperin, 2004). In V. cholerae, over-expression of the DGC, VCA0956, 
abolishes swimming, whereas expression of the PDE, VieA, enhances it (Tischler & Camilli, 
2004). Transcriptional profiling has revealed that genes involved in flagellum biosynthesis, 
motility, and chemotaxis are repressed in response to an increase in intracellular c-di-GMP 
(Beyhan et al., 2006). The signaling pathways responsible for the phenotypic consequences 
of increasing the c-di-GMP pool are not fully understood. Potential c-di-GMP binding 
proteins include those containing the PilZ domain (Pratt et al., 2007). The V. cholerae genome 
contains five PilZ domain proteins (Pratt et al., 2007). Of these, PlzA and PlzE appear to be 
essential; PlzB, PlzC, and PlzD affect V. cholerae motility; and PlzC and PlzD bind to c-di-
GMP in vitro. The positive regulator of biofilm formation, VpsT, can directly senses c-di-
GMP to modulate motility and biofilm formation (Krasteva et al., 2010). Finally, there are 
two riboswitches responsive to c-di-GMP changes in the V. cholerae genome (Sudarsan et al., 
2008). The function of these riboswitches in cholera infections is currently unknown.  

4.3 Quorum sensing 

Quorum sensing is a process by which bacteria communicate with one another by secreting 
extracellular signaling molecules termed autoinducers. In V. cholerae, two 
autoinducer/sensor systems have been identified. System 1 consists of cholera autoinducer 
1 (CAI-1, 3-hydroxytridecane-4-one), synthesized by the activity of CqsA, and its cognate 
receptor, CqsS (Higgins et al., 2006: Miller et al., 2002). System 2 consists of an AI-2 molecule 
(a furanosyl borate diester), synthesized by the activity of LuxS, and its cognate receptor, 
LuxPQ (Chen et al., 2002; Miller et al., 2002). Sensory information is fed through a 
phosphorelay system to LuxO. At low cell density, the autokinase domains of CqsS and 
LuxPQ become phosphorylated, and phosphate is transferred to LuxU and then LuxO 
(Miller et al., 2002). Phospho-LuxO then activates expression of multiple, redundant small 
regulatory RNAs (sRNAs or qrr), which promotes translation of the mRNA encoding AphA 
and destabilize the hapR mRNA (Lenz et al., 2004; Rutherford et al., 2011). In addition, the 
global regulator, CsrA, and the small nucleoid protein factor for inversion stimulation (Fis) 
enhance phospho-LuxO activity to promote degradation of hapR mRNA at low cell density 
(Lenz et al., 2005; Lenz et al., 2007). When the amount of CAI-1 and AI-2 produced by 
growing bacteria reaches a threshold value, CqsS and LuxPQ switch from kinase activity to 
phosphatase. The flow of phosphate is reversed, and phospho-LuxO becomes de-
phosphorylated and inactive (Miller et al., 2002). At this stage (high cell density), HapR is 
expressed (Zhu et al., 2002). The consequences of HapR expression include (a) diminished 
expression of CT and TCP due to transcriptional repression of aphA (Kovacikova and 
Skorupski, 2002a; Lin et al., 2007), (b) inhibition of vps expression (Waters et al., 2008), and 
(c) activation of hapA encoding HA/protease (Jobling & Holmes, 1997). The transition into 
or out from the quorum-sensing mode appears to be finely regulated by additional 
mechanisms. For instance, upon transiting into quorum-sensing mode (high cell density), 
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HapR binds to and represses its own promoter (Lin et al., 2005). Conversely, upon dilution 
of a high density culture, HapR activates the transcription of qrr sRNAs to promote rapid 
degradation of its own mRNA (Svenningsen et al., 2008). Further, at low cell density, the 
LuxR-type regulator, VqmA, enhances hapR transcription (Liu et al., 2006). In conclusion, at 
low cell density, V. cholerae expresses CT, TCP, and synthesizes matrix exopolysaccharide 
(vps); at high cell density, these functions are repressed, and production of HA/protease is 
activated (Fig. 4).  

 
Fig. 4. Quorum sensing in Vibrio cholerae  

4.4 Quorum sensing regulation of biofilm formation 

The formation of a three-dimensional, mature biofilms involves a complex genetic program 
that includes the expression of motility and mannose-sensitive hemagglutinin for surface 
attachment and monolayer formation, as well as the biosynthesis of an exopolysaccharide 
matrix (Watnick & Kolter, 1999). Biofilm formation precedes adoption of the conditionally 
viable environmental cell stage described in section 1.3 (Kamruzzaman et al., 2010). In V. 
cholerae, biofilm formation is repressed by the master quorum sensing-regulator, HapR (Zhu 
& Mekalanos, 2003; Hammer & Bassler, 2003; Yildiz et al., 2004). The genes responsible for 
vps biosynthesis are clustered in two operons in which vpsA and vpsL are the first genes of 
operon I and II, respectively (Yildiz & Schoolnik, 1999). The expression of vps genes is 
regulated by a complex network involving a growing number of factors. For instance, the 
second messenger, c-di-GMP, enhances vps expression (Fong & Yildiz, 2008; Beyhan et al., 
2006; Beyhan et al., 2007; Lim et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2007; Tischler & Camilli, 2004). Biofilm 
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Tamayo et al., 2007). Cyclic di-GMP is synthesized from GTP by GGDEF domain family 
proteins that exhibit diguanylate cyclase (DGC) activity. On the other hand, proteins of the 
EAL and HD-GYP families exhibit a phosphodiesterase (PDE) activity degrading c-di-GMP 
to GMP (Galperin, 2004). The V. cholerae genome contains 31 genes encoding GGDEF 
domain family proteins; 10 genes encoding proteins with GGDEF and EAL domains; 12 
genes encoding proteins with only EAL domains; and 9 genes encoding proteins with HD-
GYP domains (Galperin, 2004). In V. cholerae, over-expression of the DGC, VCA0956, 
abolishes swimming, whereas expression of the PDE, VieA, enhances it (Tischler & Camilli, 
2004). Transcriptional profiling has revealed that genes involved in flagellum biosynthesis, 
motility, and chemotaxis are repressed in response to an increase in intracellular c-di-GMP 
(Beyhan et al., 2006). The signaling pathways responsible for the phenotypic consequences 
of increasing the c-di-GMP pool are not fully understood. Potential c-di-GMP binding 
proteins include those containing the PilZ domain (Pratt et al., 2007). The V. cholerae genome 
contains five PilZ domain proteins (Pratt et al., 2007). Of these, PlzA and PlzE appear to be 
essential; PlzB, PlzC, and PlzD affect V. cholerae motility; and PlzC and PlzD bind to c-di-
GMP in vitro. The positive regulator of biofilm formation, VpsT, can directly senses c-di-
GMP to modulate motility and biofilm formation (Krasteva et al., 2010). Finally, there are 
two riboswitches responsive to c-di-GMP changes in the V. cholerae genome (Sudarsan et al., 
2008). The function of these riboswitches in cholera infections is currently unknown.  

4.3 Quorum sensing 

Quorum sensing is a process by which bacteria communicate with one another by secreting 
extracellular signaling molecules termed autoinducers. In V. cholerae, two 
autoinducer/sensor systems have been identified. System 1 consists of cholera autoinducer 
1 (CAI-1, 3-hydroxytridecane-4-one), synthesized by the activity of CqsA, and its cognate 
receptor, CqsS (Higgins et al., 2006: Miller et al., 2002). System 2 consists of an AI-2 molecule 
(a furanosyl borate diester), synthesized by the activity of LuxS, and its cognate receptor, 
LuxPQ (Chen et al., 2002; Miller et al., 2002). Sensory information is fed through a 
phosphorelay system to LuxO. At low cell density, the autokinase domains of CqsS and 
LuxPQ become phosphorylated, and phosphate is transferred to LuxU and then LuxO 
(Miller et al., 2002). Phospho-LuxO then activates expression of multiple, redundant small 
regulatory RNAs (sRNAs or qrr), which promotes translation of the mRNA encoding AphA 
and destabilize the hapR mRNA (Lenz et al., 2004; Rutherford et al., 2011). In addition, the 
global regulator, CsrA, and the small nucleoid protein factor for inversion stimulation (Fis) 
enhance phospho-LuxO activity to promote degradation of hapR mRNA at low cell density 
(Lenz et al., 2005; Lenz et al., 2007). When the amount of CAI-1 and AI-2 produced by 
growing bacteria reaches a threshold value, CqsS and LuxPQ switch from kinase activity to 
phosphatase. The flow of phosphate is reversed, and phospho-LuxO becomes de-
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Fig. 4. Quorum sensing in Vibrio cholerae  
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formation is also modulated by interplay between the positive transcription regulators, 
VpsT (Casper-Lindley & Yildiz, 2004) and VpsR (Yildiz et al., 2001), and the negative 
regulator, CytR (Haugo & Watnick, 2002). In addition, vps expression is modulated by the 
PhoBR two-component regulatory system (Pratts et al., 2009, 2010; Sultan et al., 2010) and by 
components of the PTS phosphoryl cascade (Houot et al., 2008; 2010, 2010a). 

4.5 The cAMP receptor protein (CRP) 

CRP is a member of the CRP/FNR family of transcriptional regulators known for its role in 
carbon catabolite repression, a process in which the presence of a favorable carbon source in 
the medium inhibits expression of enzymes involved in the catabolism of other carbon 
sources (Brückner & Titgemeyer, 2002; Stülke and Hillen, 1999). Activation of adenylate 
cyclase leads to high intracellular levels of cAMP. Then, cAMP binds to CRP to form a 
complex that acts at responsive promoters to activate or repress transcription (Brückner & 
Titgemeyer, 2002; Stülke & Hillen, 1999) The cAMP-CRP complex binds as a dimer to the 
consensus sequence TGTGA-(N6)-TCACAA which can be found within, adjacent to or 
upstream from responsive promoters. The complex is believed to assist in binding of RNAP 
to the promoter by bending the DNA molecule. V. cholerae crp mutants form small colonies, 
are less motile, do not express hapA (Benitez et al., 2001) and are defective in colonization of 
the suckling mouse intestine (Skorupski and Taylor, 1997). The cAMP-CRP complex 
negatively affects CT and TCP expression by directly repressing the tcpPH promoter 
(Skorupski & Taylor, 1997; Kovacikova & Skorupski, 2001). The fact that crp mutants show 
reduced colonization in the suckling mouse, although expressing elevated TCP, suggests 
that CRP is required for the expression of additional colonization factors.  

As a global regulator, CRP indirectly affects the expression of many genes by controlling the 
expression of a broad range of transcriptional factors. As an example, an isogenic crp 
mutant of V. cholerae strain C7258 expressed elevated fis mRNA and lower levels of mRNAs 
encoding the general stress response regulator, RpoS, and the histone-like nucleoid 
structuring protein (H-NS) (Fig. 5) (Silva and Benitez, 2004; Liang et al., 2007). Gene 
expression profiling of a crp deletion mutant revealed 174 differentially expressed genes. 
With the exception of conserved hypothetical proteins, most differentially expressed genes 
fell into the functional categories of energy metabolism, transport and binding protein, and 
cellular processes (Fig. 6) (Liang et al., 2007). Furthermore, 77 % of the differentially 
expressed genes were down-regulated, suggesting that CRP most frequently acts as a 
positive regulator in V. cholerae. The crp mutant exhibited diminished expression of genes 
involved in motility and chemotaxis, outer membrane protein expression, genes specifically 
induced in rabbit ileal loops, and rpoE encoding E (Liang et al., 2007). These data explain 
the colonization defect exhibited by crp mutants. Among the differentially expressed genes, 
cqsA (VCA0523) encoding CAI-1 synthase and hapR, encoding the master quorum sensing 
regulator, HapR, were diminished. Another gene (VC0291), annotated as coding for a 
NifR3/Smm1 family protein was up-regulated in the crp mutant. Tn5 insertions in this locus 
reduced the expression of the small nucleoid protein, Fis (Lenz & Bassler, 2007), a regulator 
that enhances degradation of hapR mRNA at low cell density (Lenz & Bassler, 2007). Since 
VC0291 and fis are predicted to be part of an operon (Osuna et al., 1995), this finding is 
consistent with CRP being a repressor of Fis (Fig. 5).  
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Fig. 5. Relative expression measured by quantitative, real-time reverse transcription PCR of 
global regulators fis, rpoS, and hns in a V. cholerae crp deletion mutant standardized by recA 
mRNA levels. 

 
Fig. 6. Global regulation by the cAMP receptor protein.  
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4.6 Quorum modulation: Integration of cell density and carbon source sensory 
information  

Since the crp mutant expresses reduced cqsA and hapR mRNA, we used a bioassay to compare 
the production of CAI-1 in wild-type and mutant backgrounds using a V. cholerae cqsAluxP 
reporter containing the V. harveyi lux operon on a cosmid (Miller et al., 2002). This reporter 
strain does not make its own CAI-1 nor does it respond to AI-2. Exogenous CAI-1 from a cell-
free culture supernatant activates expression of HapR, which in turn induces the lux operon to 
make light. As shown in Fig. 7, no CAI-1 can be detected in culture supernatants of crp and 
cya (adenylate cyclase). The crpc allele containing the amino acid substitutions T127L/S128A 
encodes a CRP protein that activates transcription in the absence of cAMP (Krueger et al., 1998; 
Shi et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2000). As shown in Fig. 7, introduction of this constitutive allele 
into a cya mutant restored expression of HapR and light production. Furthermore, quorum 
sensing was restored in crp and cya mutants by introducing the corresponding genes on a 
plasmid vector and, in the case of a cya mutant, by adding cAMP or the cAMP analog, 7-
deaza-cAMP, to the culture medium (Liang et al., 2008). The mechanism by which the cAMP-
CRP complex regulates cqsA expression is not known, although there is evidence suggesting a 
posttranscriptional regulation (Liang et al., 2008). 

 
Fig. 7. The cAMP receptor protein is required for the biosynthesis of the Vibrio cholerae major 
autoinducer. 

In section 4.5., we showed that cAMP-CRP controls quorum sensing by activating cqsA (Fig. 
7) and repressing fis (Fig. 5). These findings suggest that the intensity of bacterial cell-to-cell 
communication is modulated by environmental signals other than population density, such 
as the type and availability of carbon sources. Thus, we propose a new level of regulation, 
termed quorum modulation, mediated in this case by cAMP. Quorum modulation functions 
in the following way. Under environmental conditions conducive to low intracellular cAMP 
levels (i.e., high glucose), the amount of CAI-1 produced per cell is diminished. The V. 
cholerae population would require a higher quorum (i.e., cells/ml) to activate HapR. 
Conversely, under conditions conducive to high cAMP levels (i.e., low glucose) the 
production of CAI-1 per cell is enhanced, and the bacterial population requires a lower 
quorum to activate HapR. Thus, quorum modulation controls the cell density at which V. 
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cholerae switches its metabolism to the quorum-sensing mode. As a consequence, 
commitment of the bacterial population to enter the quorum sensing-mode and turn on the 
HapR transcriptional program is placed in context with other features of the environment. 
This principle is illustrated in Fig. 8. Consistent with this scheme, the cell density at which 
V. cholerae enters the quorum-sensing mode is increased by addition of glucose to the 
medium (to lower the cAMP pool) and diminished by addition of cAMP (Liang et al., 2008).  

 
Fig. 8. Quorum modulation. When a culture at high cell density is diluted in broth, quorum 
sensing (i.e., light) is turned off. As the population increases, a threshold cell density is 
attained (quorum), at which quorum sensing is activated to generate a U-shape curve (b). 
The rate of autoinducer biosynthesis determines the cell density at which the bacterial 
population enters the quorum-sensing mode. A condition that enhances autoinducer 
biosynthesis lowers the threshold (a). A condition that inhibits autoinducer biosynthesis 
increases the threshold (c).  

 
Fig. 9. Effect of a nutritional downshift on the cell density required for expression of a 
quorum sensing-regulated hapA-lacZ promoter fusion measured as -galactosidase activity 
(Miller units) (Silva and Benitez, 2004).  
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A practical example of how quorum modulation works is provided in Fig. 9. In this case, a 
V. cholerae strain containing a chromosomally integrated hapA-lacZ promoter fusion is 
grown in rich medium, and, at an optical density of 0.5, half of the culture is nutritionally 
downshifted by centrifugation and reconstitution in a medium of diminished strength. This 
experiment shows that hapA expression can be detected at a lower cell density in 
nutritionally downshifted cells (Silva and Benitez, 2004). Quorum modulation is not 
restricted to carbon regulation of cellular cAMP levels, as other environmental conditions 
might influence autoinducer biosynthesis or even autoinducer stability in the medium.  

4.7 Interplay between quorum sensing and cAMP in the fine regulation of matrix 
exopolysaccharide expression 

Over-expression of vps in hapR mutants gives rise to the rugose colonial morphology (Yildiz 
et al., 2004). Although HapR is not detected in crp and cya mutants, these strains still 
produce the smooth colonial variant (Liang et al., 2007, 2007a). As shown in Fig. 10, the 
rugose colonial morphology of a hapR mutant is turned to smooth by deletion of crp or cya, 
and the resulting smooth strains can be converted back to rugose by introduction of the crp 
and cya genes on a plasmid vector. These results suggest that formation of the cAMP-CRP 
complex has a dual effect on vps expression by activating quorum sensing (a negative effect) 
and by enhancing the expression of a positive factor. In our strain, the positive factor was 
the regulator, VpsR (Liang et al., 2007a).  

 
Fig. 10. Scanning electron microscopy of V. cholerae crp, cya, and hapR colonies. A, crp; 
B, hapR; C, hapRcrp; D, hapRcrp transformed with crp plasmid; E, hapRcya; F, 
hapRcya transformed with cya plasmid 

Fig. 11 schematically illustrates the dual input of adenylate cyclase and CRP on V. cholerae 
expression of vps. In this model, deletion of crp results in diminished expression of the 
positive regulator, VpsR, which is required for expression of rugose colonial morphology. 
This event, however, is partially compensated for by reduced expression of the negative 
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regulator HapR. As a result, ∆crp mutants express elevated vpsA and vpsL compared to the 
wild-type strain, but this increase is not large enough to induce rugose colonial morphology. 
Maximal exopolysaccharide expression requires inactivation of HapR (repressor) but an 
active crp allele for enhancing VpsR (activator). In a different strain, however, CRP 
repressed VpsR, suggesting that there is strain variability in the regulation of this protein 
(Fong et al., 2008).  

In addition to the abovementioned regulatory effects of crp and cya on vps expression, 
several components of the PTS that function upstream of adenylate cyclase have their own 
regulatory input on vps gene expression. For instance, in minimal medium, phosphoryl 
transfer from EI to HPr and FPr represses vps expression (Houot et al., 2008); in LB medium, 
glucose-specific EIIAglc and nitrogen-specific EIIANtr1 and EIIANtr2 activate and repress vps 
expression, respectively (Houot et al., 2010).  

 
Fig. 11. Model for the dual regulatory input of the cAMP-CRP complex on biosynthesis of V. 
cholerae matrix exopolysaccharide. 

4.8 Effect of extracellular phosphate on vps expression and biofilm formation 

Since freshwater and estuarine ecosystems where Vibrios survive and persist outside the 
human host are limited in phosphate content (Benitez-Nelson, 2000; Correl, 1999), V. cholerae 
build stores of intracellular polyphosphate (poly-P) (Ogawa et al., 2000). The enzyme 
polyphosphate kinase (PPK) is responsible for the synthesis of poly-P from ATP (Ahn and 
Kornberg, 1990). A V. cholerae ppk mutant exhibits a reduced capacity to withstand 
conditions of low pH, high salinity, and oxidative stress in low- phosphate medium (Jahid et 
al., 2006). These findings underline the importance of phosphate homeostasis as well as 
sensing and responding to changes in extracellular phosphate in the V. cholerae life cycle. In 
E. coli, deprivation of phosphate induces the expression of the PhoB regulon (Lamarche et 
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al., 2008). PhoB is part of the PhoR/PhoB two-component regulatory system. PhoR is an 
inner membrane histidine kinase that responds to periplasmic orthophosphate through its 
interaction with the phosphate transport system. Under conditions of phosphate limitation, 
phosphorus is transferred from phospho-PhoR to the response regulator PhoB. Phospho-
PhoB then binds to DNA pho boxes to activate or repress the transcription of target genes 
(Lamarche et al., 2008). A proteomic comparison of wild-type and phoB V. cholerae strains 
revealed 140 differentially expressed proteins (von Kruger et al., 2006). A V. cholerae phoB 
mutant colonized rabbit ileal loops to a lesser extent suggesting a role for this regulator in 
intestinal colonization and pathogenesis (von Kruger et al., 1999). More recently, it was 
shown that PhoB negatively affects CT and TCP expression by repressing the tcpPH 
promoter (Pratt et al., 2010). In addition, PhoB negatively regulates biofilm formation in V. 
cholerae of classical and El Tor biotypes (Pratt et al., 2009; Sultan et al., 2010). A comparison 
of the levels of expression of known regulators of vps and biofilm between wild-type and 
phoB V. cholerae of the El Tor biotype revealed that VpsR, is negatively regulated by PhoB 
(Sultan et al., 2010).  

 
Fig. 12. Model for the integration of cell density, carbon and phosphorus sensory 
information in the regulation of biofilm formation.  

Since VpsR is positively modulated by CRP (Fig. 11), we propose that VpsR has an essential 
function in biofilm formation by acting as a receiver of external carbon and phosphorus 
sensory information to modulate biosynthesis of the exopolysaccharide matrix. PhoB and 
CRP exhibit antagonistic effects on VpsR (Fig. 12). The parallel function of multiple 
signaling pathways with opposing and/or re-enforcing effects appears to be a common 
theme in metabolic regulation. We suggest that such a regulatory architecture allows 
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bacteria to adjust their response quantitatively to chemical and physical changes in the 
extracellular milieu. For instance, in defined chemical media, maximal VpsR expression 
would be expected to occur under conditions of low glucose concentration (high cellular 
cAMP) and high phosphate (PhoB inactive). Furthermore, according to the scheme 
presented in Fig. 12, the regulator VpsT acts as a receiver of population density and carbon 
sensory information; VpsR acts as a receiver of carbon and phosphate sensory information 
to regulate the transition between the planktonic and biofilm life styles. 

4.9 Enhancement of motility and detachment by the general stress response 
regulator, RpoS 

As shown in Fig. 5, CRP enhances expression of the general response regulator, RpoS. The 
rpoS gene encodes the RNAP S subunit, which regulates expression of more than 100 genes 
in response to starvation and other stresses such as osmotic shock, acid shock, and 
temperature changes (Hengge-Aronis, 2002). It is not clear what makes a given promoter 
selective for transcription by RpoS. Several promoter elements have been described 
including an upstream (UP) element, a more degenerate -35 region, a cytosine at -13, and a 
AT-rich region downstream from -10 (Hengge-Aronis, 2002a; Typas et al., 2007). It also has 
been suggested that histone-like proteins such as H-NS, the Leucine-responsive protein 
(Lrp), or the integration host factor (IHF) can contribute to S promoter selectivity (Hengge-
Aronis, 2002a; Hengge-Aronis, 1999; Typas et al., 2007). For instance, many S-dependent 
genes are repressed by H-NS, and association of RNAP with S on these promoters may 
overcome H-NS transcriptional repression (Barth et al., 1995; Bouvier et al., 1998; Hengge-
Aronis, 1999). In E. coli, the intracellular level of S is controlled at the levels of transcription, 
translation, and protein stability (Hengge-Aronis, 2002; Nogueira & Springer, 2000; Vicente 
et al., 1999). The regulation of RpoS expression in V. cholerae is less understood but, relative 
to E. coli, there are differences that likely reflect adaptation to distinct environments. In 
contrast to E. coli, V. cholerae mutants that produce diminished guanosine tetraphosphate 
(ppGpp) and poly-P are not affected in rpoS expression (Jahid et al., 2006, Silva and Benitez, 
2006). Moreover, deletion of Hfq, a factor that enhances rpoS translation in E. coli, has no 
effect on expression of V. cholerae RpoS (Ding et al., 2005). Additionally, we have shown that 
H-NS, which negatively influences rpoS translation in E. coli, has the opposite effect in V. 
cholerae (Silva et al., 2008). We have constructed an RpoS reporter strain expressing an RpoS-
FLAG protein from native rpoS transcription and translation signals (Wang et al., 2010). In 
rich tryptone soy broth, RpoS was detected in the late logarithmic phase and after the 
population entered quorum-sensing mode (Wang et al., 2010). The quorum-sensing 
regulator, HapR, enhanced RpoS expression.  

Transcription 
hierarchy Increase in c-di-GMP Deletion of rpoS 

Class II flhF, fliFGHIN, fliA (28) flhAF, fliFGJ 

Class III flaAGI, flgBCDEFGI flgBCDEFGHIJL, fliMNOPQ, 
flaA 

Class IV flaCD, flgM flaBCDE 

Table 2. Comparison of motility genes differentially expressed in response to an increase in 
c-di-GMP and to deletion of rpoS (adapted from Beyhan et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2007).  
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al., 2008). PhoB is part of the PhoR/PhoB two-component regulatory system. PhoR is an 
inner membrane histidine kinase that responds to periplasmic orthophosphate through its 
interaction with the phosphate transport system. Under conditions of phosphate limitation, 
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Fig. 12. Model for the integration of cell density, carbon and phosphorus sensory 
information in the regulation of biofilm formation.  
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CRP exhibit antagonistic effects on VpsR (Fig. 12). The parallel function of multiple 
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bacteria to adjust their response quantitatively to chemical and physical changes in the 
extracellular milieu. For instance, in defined chemical media, maximal VpsR expression 
would be expected to occur under conditions of low glucose concentration (high cellular 
cAMP) and high phosphate (PhoB inactive). Furthermore, according to the scheme 
presented in Fig. 12, the regulator VpsT acts as a receiver of population density and carbon 
sensory information; VpsR acts as a receiver of carbon and phosphate sensory information 
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Aronis, 2002a; Hengge-Aronis, 1999; Typas et al., 2007). For instance, many S-dependent 
genes are repressed by H-NS, and association of RNAP with S on these promoters may 
overcome H-NS transcriptional repression (Barth et al., 1995; Bouvier et al., 1998; Hengge-
Aronis, 1999). In E. coli, the intracellular level of S is controlled at the levels of transcription, 
translation, and protein stability (Hengge-Aronis, 2002; Nogueira & Springer, 2000; Vicente 
et al., 1999). The regulation of RpoS expression in V. cholerae is less understood but, relative 
to E. coli, there are differences that likely reflect adaptation to distinct environments. In 
contrast to E. coli, V. cholerae mutants that produce diminished guanosine tetraphosphate 
(ppGpp) and poly-P are not affected in rpoS expression (Jahid et al., 2006, Silva and Benitez, 
2006). Moreover, deletion of Hfq, a factor that enhances rpoS translation in E. coli, has no 
effect on expression of V. cholerae RpoS (Ding et al., 2005). Additionally, we have shown that 
H-NS, which negatively influences rpoS translation in E. coli, has the opposite effect in V. 
cholerae (Silva et al., 2008). We have constructed an RpoS reporter strain expressing an RpoS-
FLAG protein from native rpoS transcription and translation signals (Wang et al., 2010). In 
rich tryptone soy broth, RpoS was detected in the late logarithmic phase and after the 
population entered quorum-sensing mode (Wang et al., 2010). The quorum-sensing 
regulator, HapR, enhanced RpoS expression.  

Transcription 
hierarchy Increase in c-di-GMP Deletion of rpoS 

Class II flhF, fliFGHIN, fliA (28) flhAF, fliFGJ 

Class III flaAGI, flgBCDEFGI flgBCDEFGHIJL, fliMNOPQ, 
flaA 

Class IV flaCD, flgM flaBCDE 

Table 2. Comparison of motility genes differentially expressed in response to an increase in 
c-di-GMP and to deletion of rpoS (adapted from Beyhan et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2007).  
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Fig. 13. Motility of V. cholerae rpoS and hns (hns::km) mutants in swarm agar plates 

V. cholerae rpoS mutants are more sensitive to starvation, high osmolarity, and oxidative 
stresses, are less motile than their wild-type precursors (Fig. 13), and do not express hapA 
(Nielsen et al., 2006; Silva et al., 2008; Yildiz & Schoolnik, 1998; Silva & Benitez, 2004). We 
have recently shown that, similar to HapR, expression of RpoS acts to diminish the c-di-
GMP pool (Wang et al., 2011). Gene profiling experiments have shown that RpoS positively 
controls the expression of several proteins putatively identified as PDEs (Nielsen et al., 
2006). As shown in Table 2, both deletion of rpoS and artificial enhancement of the c-di-GMP 
pool modulate the expression of class II through IV hierarchy motility genes. The data 
suggest that RpoS enhances motility by diminishing the c-di-GMP pool and by acting at an 
early step of the motility transcription hierarchy, such as RpoN and/or FlrA. 

A common approach to investigate the phenotypic consequences of changes in intracellular 
c-di-GMP content is to increase or diminish the c-di-GMP pool by over-expressing a DGC or 
PDE, respectively. Using this method, we have investigated the effect of artificially altering 
the c-di-GMP pool on HapR and HA/protease expression. These studies revealed a complex 
interplay between c-di-GMP, HapR, VpsT, and RpoS that favors detachment of V. cholerae at 
high cell density (Fig. 13). Increasing the c-di-GMP pool enhances the expression of the c-di-
GMP sensing protein, VpsT (Beyhan et al., 2006), which acts as a repressor of HapR (Yildiz 
et al., 2004). In the model shown in Fig. 14, expression of HapR at high cell density results in 
lower c-di-GMP content (Waters et al., 2008); lowering of c-di-GMP further enhances HapR, 
generating a double-negative regulatory loop that requires VpsT; HapR positively enhances 
RpoS expression (Joelsson et al., 2007); and the elevated expression of RpoS feeds into the 
regulatory loop by diminishing the intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP. The concurrent 
activation of HapR and RpoS results in elevated expression of HA/protease and motility, 
which promotes detachment. By promoting multiple cycles of detachment and re-
colonization, the coordinate expression of HA/protease and motility could contribute to the 
dissemination of colonizing Vibrios along the small intestine.  
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Fig. 14. Coordinate regulation of HA/protease and motility by c-di-GMP, HapR, VpsT and 
RpoS.  

4.10 The histone-like nucleoid structuring protein (H-NS) represses the expression of 
virulence genes  

H-NS belongs to a family of small nucleoid-associated proteins that include its paralog 
StpA; Fis, the heat-unstable protein (HU); and IHF (Dorman, 2004; Dorman & Deighan, 
2003). In E. coli, H-NS is a 15-kDa, highly abundant protein present at about 20,000 copies 
per cell; it was initially characterized for its capacity to mediate DNA condensation 
(Dorman, 2004; Dorman & Deighan, 2003). Mutations that inactivate hns are pleiotropic, 
suggesting that H-NS influences a broad spectrum of physiological processes (Atlung & 
Hansen, 2002; Atlung & Ingmer, 1997; Hommais et al., 2001). The H-NS proteins of E. coli 
and V. cholerae contain an N-terminal oligomerization domain connected by a flexible linker 
to a nucleic acid binding domain (Atlung & Ingmer, 1997; Cerdan et al., 2003; Dorman, 2004; 
Nye & Taylor, 2003). Both oligomerization and DNA binding are essential for the biological 
activities of H-NS, which include DNA condensation and regulation of transcription (Dame 
et al., 2001; Spurio et al., 1997). In regulation of transcription, H-NS most commonly 
negatively affects gene expression by binding to promoters exhibiting AT-rich, highly 
curved DNA regions that contain clusters of the more conserved 10 bp motif, 
TCGATAAATT (Lang et al., 2007; Owen-Hughes et al., 1992; Uegushi & Mizuno, 1993). In 
V. cholerae, hns mutants form small colonies, are incapable of using -glucosides as a carbon 
source, exhibit diminished motility (Fig. 12) and intestinal colonization capacity, and show 
altered responses to environmental stresses (Ghosh et al., 2006; Krishnan et al., 2004; Silva et 
al., 2008; Tending et al., 2000; Silva et al. 2008). An emerging function of H-NS is the 
transcriptional silencing of horizontally acquired genes (Lucchini et al., 2006; Navarre et al., 
2006; Oshima et al., 2006). Consistent with this role, H-NS silences expression of virulence 
genes in V. cholerae by acting at different levels of the ToxR regulatory cascade (Fig. 3), 
which include the toxT, tcpA and ctxA promoters (Nye et al., 2000). Binding of H-NS to a 
promoter apparently inhibits transcription by a bridging mechanism consisting of cross-
linking DNA segments in a manner that traps RNAP (Dorman & Kane, 2009). There is 
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considerable evidence indicating that H-NS-mediated repression can be antagonized in 
response to environmental stimuli that activate the expression of other regulators whose 
binding sites overlap that of H-NS (anti-bridging) (Dorman & Kane, 2009). For instance, the 
small nucleoid protein, Fis opposes the repression activity of H-NS at a various promoters 
(Dorman & Kane, 2009). The IHF alleviates H-NS silencing of S. enterica hilA (Queiroz et al., 
2011), E. coli csgD (Ogasawara et al., 2010), Shigella flexneri vir genes (Porter & Dorman, 
1997), and bacteriophage Mu early promoter (Van Ulsen et al., 1996). In the case of V. 
cholerae, transcriptional silencing of the tcpA and ctxA promoters by H-NS is antagonized by 
the AraC-like transcriptional regulator, ToxT, and by IHF (Stonehouse et al., 2008, 2010; Yu 
& DiRita, 2002). In theory, other small nucleoid proteins, such as Lrp and HU, can exhibit 
the anti-bridging activity required to attenuate H-NS repression (Dorman & Kane, 2009).  

 
Fig. 15. Hypothetical model for the interaction of RpoS and H-NS in the regulation of V. 
cholerae motility. RpoS could enhance the transcription of motility by inducing the 
expression of an antirepressor (I), and by binding to core RNAP to promote transcription 
initiation that is H-NS-resistant. 

The effect of H-NS on motility of V. cholerae is not fully understood. On one hand, H-NS 
could enhance motility by positively affecting the expression of RpoS (Silva et al., 2008). This 
effect, however, is modest compared to the reduction in motility observed for hns mutants 
(Fig. 13). Bright-field microscopy has revealed that hns mutants are flagellated nut non-
motile. In E. coli, H-NS binds to the switch protein, FliG, to enhance motility, and hns 
mutants express a paralyzed flagellum (Donato & Kawula, 1998). A similar mechanism may 
function in V. cholerae. Moreover, in the absence of RpoS, H-NS appears to function as a 
repressor of the motility genes, flaA, flaC and motY (Silva et al., 2008). This suggests that, in 
addition to lowering the c-di-GMP pool, RpoS enhances motility by attenuating H-NS 
repression. A speculative model for the anti-repressor function of RpoS is shown in Fig. 15. 
Based on data derived by transcriptional profiling, we suggest that RpoS is most likely to act 
at the rpoN and/or flrA promoters to enhance expression of downstream class II-IV motility 
genes (Table 2). In the stationary phase, transcription initiation at the rpoN and flrA 
promoters by RNAP containing S could be more resistant to H-NS repression (Barth et al., 
1995; Bouvier et al., 1998; Hengge-Aronis, 1999). In addition, RpoS could enhance the 
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expression of other nucleoid-associated proteins, such as IHF to attenuate H-NS repression 
by an anti-repressor (anti-bridging) mechanism (Dorman & Kane, 2009).  

5. CRP as a master regulator of V. cholerae behavior 
As described in the preceding sections, CRP acts as an upstream master regulator 
modulating quorum sensing, virulence, stress response, motility, and biofilm development. 
Thus, in Fig. 16, we provide an integrative model for CRP regulation of V. cholerae behavior. 
The CRP protein is activated when the intracellular concentration of cAMP is increased due 
to PTS activation of adenylate cyclase. Thus, the PTS system acts as the primary carbon 
source sensing mechanism. The state of activity of CRP controls the execution of secondary 
genetic programs mediated by HapR, RpoS and H-NS that modulate V. cholerae switching 
from planktonic to sessile life styles or from virulence to detachment. For instance, in its 
active state, CRP enhances the expression of (a) HapR by activating CAI-1 biosynthesis and 
repressing Fis, (b) RpoS, and (c) H-NS. The expression of HapR and RpoS enhances motility 
and activates HA/protease, favoring detachment. Simultaneous activation of HapR and H-
NS leads to quorum-sensing repression of aphA and to H-NS-mediated transcriptional 
silencing of toxT, ctxA, and tcpA to diminish expression of virulence genes. By enhancing 
HapR, RpoS and H-NS, formation of the cAMP-CRP complex favors the motile planktonic 
stage; the opposite is true for biofilm formation.  

 
Fig. 16. Multilevel regulation of V. cholerae behavior by CRP.  

6. Significance to anti-virulence drug discovery 
The increase in our understanding of the regulatory pathways that control V. cholerae 
behavior creates the possibility of identifying new drugs to block infection and to prevent 
biofilm development. This is particularly relevant due to the emergence of antibiotic-
resistant V. cholerae (Das & Kaur, 2008; Roychowdhury et al., 2008; Okeke et al., 2007; 
Mwansa et al., 2000). Consequently, development of anti-virulence drugs is proceeding 
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(Waldor, 2006). An example is the small molecule inhibitor of V. cholerae intestinal 
colonization, virstatin [N-(1, 8-(naphthalimide)-n-butyric acid], which was identified in a 
high-throughput phenotypic screen (Hung et al., 2005; Shakhnovich et al., 2007, 2007a). This 
molecule inhibits ctxAB and tcpA transcription by preventing dimerization of their positive 
regulator, ToxT (Shakhnovich et al., 2007a). Another example is the newly identified 
inhibitor of the Na+-dependent flagellar motor, Q24DA, which could prevent infection 
dissemination by blocking motility and indirectly diminishing CT and TCP secretion 
(Rasmussen et al., 2010. An attractive target to block infection is the quorum- sensing 
phosphoryl cascade leading to the expression of HapR (Higgins et al., 2007). Pretreatment of 
mice with commensal bacteria engineered to express CAI-1 affords protection against a 
cholera challenge (Duan and March, 2010). A second set of attractive targets are the PTS 
components that modulate biofilm formation (Houot et al., 2008, 2010, 2010a). A 
comparative genomic analysis of 202 fully sequenced genomes (174 bacterial, 19 archaeal, 
and 9 eukaryotic) did not reveal components of the PTS system in eukaryotic cells (Barabote 
et al., 2005). A third potential target is CRP, whose cyclic nucleotide binding (CNB) domain 
is substantially different from eukaryotic cAMP binding proteins, with substitutions in 
highly conserved positions within the phosphate-binding cassette that determine ligand 
specificity (Kannan et al., 2007). These differences can be exploited to identify and/or 
synthesize CRP ligands selective for the bacterial CNB domain. Based on the results 
described in this chapter, CRP agonists would be expected to inhibit expression of virulence 
genes and biofilm formation while favoring motility and detachment. An advantage of 
targeting the PTS and CRP is their broad range. For instance, CRP modulates the expression 
of virulence factors in bacterial pathogens such as V. vulnificus, Salmonella enterica serovar 
Typhimurium, Yersinia enterocolitica, Y. pestis, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The genes 
encoding global regulators, such as CRP, and the virulence factors under its control are 
generally not essential. Thus, contrary to anti-bacterial drugs, inhibitors of expression of 
virulence genes are not expected to exert a high selective pressure for the dissemination of 
resistance or to impact the commensal flora. Finally, targeting global regulators such as 
CRP, RpoS and H-NS could significantly impair bacterial in vivo stress response allowing 
the host to clear the infection and diminish the use of antibiotics. The use of anti-virulence 
versus anti-bacterial therapies is still a matter of debate, particularly in regard to pathogens 
capable of long-term persistence in the host, which is not the case in cholera.  

7. Conclusions 
The bacterial pathogen V. cholerae has evolved to colonize the human small bowel efficiently 
and to persist in aquatic environments. A sophisticated regulatory network allows the 
cholera bacterium to modify its behavior in response to the environmental changes dictated 
by its dual life cycle. Studies conducted in the last few decades have revealed that: 

a. V. cholerae can switch from virulence to detachment modes and from motile to sessile 
(biofilm) life styles to maximize fitness. 

b. The cAMP receptor protein acts as an upstream master regulator of V. cholerae behavior 
by controlling the execution of secondary regulatory pathways, such as quorum sensing 
(HapR), RpoS, and H-NS. 

c. Efficient regulation requires substantial molecular cross-talking between regulatory 
modules, as exemplified by the interplays between quorum sensing (HapR) and RpoS 
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expression as well as the interactions between RpoS and H-NS repression in the 
regulation of expression of motility genes.  

d. A salient feature of this complex global regulatory network is the occurrence of parallel 
or overlapping regulatory outputs with opposing or re-enforcing effects to fine-tune 
bacterial responses to environmental stresses. In this chapter, this principle is illustrated 
by the dual effect of CRP on vps expression involving HapR and VpsR, and the 
opposing effects of CRP and PhoB on the expression of VpsR. 

e. As we continue to develop a better understanding of the V. cholerae regulatory 
landscape, it should become possible to identify small molecules capable of shifting 
bacterial behavior from pathogenic to commensal.  
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1. Introduction 
It was as early as 1886 when Robert Koch proposed that the symptoms caused by Vibrio 
cholerae were initiated by a "poison" produced by the pathogen. However, it was not until 
1959 that this postulate could be demonstrated by reproducing the disease in an animal 
model [De, 1959]. Today, cholera toxin (CT) is known to exhibit toxic effects in human cells 
and produces dehydrating diarrhea in humans. It is produced almost exclusively by few 
serogroups of V. cholera, however, sometimes may be naturally produced by other 
organisms, as the opportunistic pathogen V. mimicus [Nishibuchi and Seidler, 1983; Spira 
and Fedorka-Cray, 1984]. 

CT has important immunological properties and for that reason it has been extensively used 
as a systemic and mucosal adjuvant because it enhances the immunogenicity of most 
antigens fused or co-administered with the toxin [Sanchez and Holmgren, 2008].  

The aim of this chapter will be to describe the biotechnological utilities of CT, with special 
attention to its adjuvant effect as well as its application in the treatment of autoimmune 
diseases through its ability to generate oral tolerance.  

2. Structure 
CT belongs to the family of AB5-type toxins, since it is composed of two subunits in a 1:5 
ratio. The A subunit (CTA), of 28 kDa, is a heterodimer associated non-covalently to a 
homopentamer formed by the subunits B (CTB) of 56 kDa [Merritt et al., 1994; Vanden 
Broeck et al., 2007]. CTA is responsible for the biological activity and CTB binds to the cell 
membrane receptor [Holmgren et al., 1973; Lonnroth and Holmgren, 1973] (Fig. 1.).  

CTA comprises 240 amino acids, and the 11.6 kDa B subunit monomers each have 103 
amino acids. CTA is synthesized as a single polypeptide chain and is post-translationally 
modified through the action of a V. cholerae protease at position R192 [Mekalanos et al., 
1979]. The cleavage of this amino acid, found in an exposed loop that extends from C187 to 
C199 residues, generates two fragments named CTA1 and CTA2, which remain linked by a 
disulfide bridge [Lencer and Tsai, 2003; Tsai et al., 2001]. The toxic activity (enzymatic 
ADP-ribosylating) activity of CTA resides in CTA1, whereas CTA2 serves to insert CTA 
into the CTB pentamer [Sanchez and Holmgren, 2011]. The C-terminal hydrophobic 
region including residues 162-192 of CTA1, plays a key role in toxicity. It triggers the ER-
associated degradation (ERAD) mechanism (see section 3) and facilitates interaction with 
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the cytosolic ADP-ribosylation factors (ARFs) that serve as allosteric activators of CTA1 
[Teter et al., 2006]. 

The remarkable stability of pentameric CTB is attributed to non-covalent interactions 
including 130 hydrogen bonds, 20 salt bridges, as well as tight packing of subunits via 
hydrophobic and pentamer-pentamer interactions. Consequently, the CTB pentamer is held 
together and remains as a complex unless boiled or monomerized by acidification at pH 
below 3 [Sanchez and Holmgren, 2008]. 

 
Fig. 1. Cholera toxin structure. A) Schematic model of cholera toxin. A subunit contains the 
toxic activity while B subunits bind to cells. B) Model based on X-ray crystallography 
analysis. Each subunit is represented by a different color. Adapted from Zhang et al 2005. 

3. Binding and mechanism of action 
CT is secreted through the outer membrane of V. cholerae and its toxic action begins when its 
B subunit binds to the high-affinity monoganglioside GM1 receptor. GM1 is a glycolipid 
commonly found in caveolae, organized membrane structures enriched in glycolipids, 
cholesterol and caveolin, involved in endocytosis and transcytosis, cellular transport and 
signal transduction [Shin and Abraham, 2001]. These membrane structures are present in 
various cell types, including immune cells [Thomas et al., 2004]. Each B subunit monomer 
has a binding site for GM1, however, the CTB pentamer has a much higher binding affinity 
for the receptor due to the important role played by a single amino acid from an adjacent B 
subunit that enhances this action [Merritt et al., 1994]. After binding to the receptor, CT 
enters human intestinal cells through endocytosis and is transported from early endosomes 
to the Golgi. Endocytosis of CT may follow one of three pathways: (i) lipid raft/caveolae 
mediated endocytic pathway, (ii) clathrin mediated endocytic pathway, or (iii) noncaveolar 
clathrin-independent pathway [Chinnapen et al., 2007]. GM1 is the vehicle for retrograde 
transport of the CT holotoxin from the plasma membrane to the ER [Fujinaga et al., 2003]. In 
the ER, the disulfide bond that links CTA1 and CTA2 to CTB is reduced and a protein 
disulfide isomerase mediates the dissociation of CTA1 from CTA2/CTB. CTA1 moves from 
the ER to the cytosol by the ERAD dislocation mechanism, wich recognizes misfolded 
proteins in the ER and exports them to the cytosol for degradation by the 26S proteasome 
[Massey et al., 2009]. Once inside the host cells, CTA1 catalyzes the transfer of an ADP-
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ribose unit from NAD+ oxidizing agent to an arginine residue of Gs protein. This covalent 
modification leads to the loss of GTPase activity of the Gs protein, which remains attached 
to GTP, keeping the adenylate cyclase (AC) enzyme active that will produce increasing 
amounts of cAMP. Over 100 times the normal concentration of cAMP, the intestinal mucosa 
cells open a Cl- channels in the cytoplasmic membrane, resulting in an influx of ions and 
water to the gut lumen that causes the characteristic acute diarrhea of cholera [Spangler, 
1992]. As little as 5 µg of purified CT administered orally is sufficient to induce significant 
diarrhea in human volunteers while ingestion of 25 µg of CT elicits a full 20 litres cholera 
purge [Levine et al., 1983]. 

4. Immune properties 
Adjuvants are substances that have the ability to enhance the immune response when co-
administered with poor immunogenic molecules. CT is a bacterial immunogen with a great 
function as an adjuvant to a variety of antigens when given by systemic and mucosal route 
whether these are linked to or simply mixed with the toxin, generating a long-term immune 
response (Elson 1989; Vajdy and Lycke 1992).  

These properties may be explained by three main characteristics of the molecule. First, CT is 
remarkably stable to proteases, bile salts and other compounds in the intestine. Secondly, its 
high affinity to GM1 ganglioside receptor, which is present on most mammalian cells 
including the M cells covering the Peyers patches, as well as all antigen-presenting cells 
(APC), facilitates the uptake and presentation of the toxin to the gut mucosal immune 
system. Finally, CT has strong inherent adjuvant and immunomodulating activities that 
depend both on its cell binding capability and its enzymatic ADP-ribosylating function 
(Sanchez and Holmgren 2008). 

Pioneer studies carried out in 1972 showed that CT delivered by the intravenous route with 
a foreign antigen behaved as an adjuvant [Northrup and Fauci, 1972], a fact confirmed later 
by several groups using a number of unrelated antigens of little immunogenicity [Bianchi et 
al., 1990; Elson and Ealding, 1984]. Additional studies revealed that upon co-administration 
of CT and antigen through parenteral, mucosal, and transcutaneous routes resulted in 
substantial enhancement of mucosal immunoglobulin A (IgA) and serum IgG responses to 
the co-administered antigen [Chen and Strober, 1990; Drew et al., 1992; Reuman et al., 1991]. 
In addition to enhancing humoral immune responses, CT also augmented cellular immune 
responses to co-administered antigens enhancing induction of CD4+ T helper (Th) and class 
I-restricted cytolitic T lymphocyte responses [Nurkkala et al.; Simmons et al., 1999]. In most 
cases, CT induced a Th2 bias response [Lavelle et al., 2004; Okahashi et al., 1996]. However, 
other studies have reported Th1 [Sasaki et al., 2003; Taniguchi et al., 2008] or mixed 
Th1/Th2 responses following oral, sublingual and intranasal immunization with antigens in 
the presence of CT [Cuburu et al., 2007; Fecek et al., 2010]. More importantly, subsequent 
studies showed that CT elicited a long-term memory response and thus was detectable long 
after the initial immune response [Soenawan et al., 2004; Vajdy and Lycke, 1992].  

CT also acts as mucosal adjuvant against a variety of pathogens. Examples include, tetanus 
toxoid [Jackson et al., 1993], Helicobacter felis [Jiang et al., 2003], Schistosoma japonicum 
[Kohama et al., 2010], Helicobacter pylori [Raghavan et al., 2002], and Sendai virus [Liang et al., 
1988]. There are many other examples where it was shown that CT has significant potential 
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for use as adjuvant for mucosally administered antigens [Clapp et al., 2010; Jhon Carlos 
Castaño Osorio, 2002]. 

5. Mechanism of adjuvant activity 
The mechanism of adjuvanticity of CT is still unclear but is has been related to: (i) the 
induction of increased permeability of the intestinal epithelium leading to enhanced uptake 
of co-administered antigens; (ii) the induction of enhanced antigen presentation by various 
APC; (iii) the promotion of isotype differentiation in B cells leading to increased IgA 
formation; and (iv) exhibition of complex stimulatory as well as inhibitory effects on T cell 
proliferation and cytokine production. Among these many effects, those leading to 
enhanced antigen presentation by various APC are probably of the greatest importance 
[Sanchez and Holmgren, 2011]. 

As mentioned before, the polarity of the immune response generated by CT is a matter of 
debate. Some studies indicate that CT primes naïve T cells in vitro and drives them towards 
a Th2 phenotype, with production of interleukins IL-4 (a cytokine needed for B cell 
differentiation), IL-5, IL-6 and IL-10, but little IFN-γ (a cytokine needed to evoke Th1 
responses) and suppression of IL-12 production by dendritic cells (DC) [Braun et al., 1999; 
Klimpel et al., 1995; Wilson et al., 1991]. Moreover, after immunization of animals with CT 
co-administered antigens, IL-4 levels were significantly elevated in gut-associated tissues 
and in spleen, while the levels of IFN-γ either decreased or remained static [Akhiani et al., 
1997; Marinaro et al., 1995]. These results are supported by evidence of increased secretory 
IgA, serum IgA and IgE levels [Adel-Patient et al., 2005; Bourguin et al., 1991], and higher 
titers of IgG1 than IgG2a [Glenn et al., 1998; Lycke et al., 1990].  

In contrast, others have reported that CT induces a mixed Th1/Th2 type of immune 
response with the production of IFN-γ and IL-4 [Fromantin et al., 2001; Imaoka et al., 1998]. 
In addition, it has been shown that CT induces strong Th17-type responses after intranasal 
delivery [Datta et al.; Lee et al., 2009]. 

Furthermore, CT markedly increased antigen-presentation by DC, macrophages, and B cells 
[Bromander et al., 1991; George-Chandy et al., 2001]. Also, CT upregulates the expression of 
MHC/HLA-DR molecules, CD80/B7.1 and CD86/B7.2 co-stimulatory molecules, as well as 
chemokine receptors CCR7 and CXCR4, on both murine and human DC, among other APC 
[Cong et al., 1997; Gagliardi et al., 2000]. Importantly, CT also induced the secretion of IL-1β 
from both DC and macrophages. IL-1β not only induces the maturation of DC, but also acts 
as an efficient mucosal adjuvant when co-administered with protein antigens and might 
mediate a significant part of the adjuvant activity of CT [Staats and Ennis, 1999]. Treatment 
with CT has been demonstrated to induce maturation and mobilization of DC [Lavelle et al., 
2003]. Also, CT interferes with the differentiation of monocytes into DC, giving rise to a 
distinct population (Ma-DC), which displays an activated macrophage-like phenotype, 
induces a strong allogeneic and antigen specific response, and promotes the polarization of 
naïve CD4+ T lymphocytes toward a Th2 profile [Raghavan et al., 2010]. In additon, CT 
enhanced IL-6 secretion by peritoneal mast cell [Leal-Berumen et al., 1996] and production 
of IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-10 together with inhibition of IL-12, TNF-α, and nitric oxid in 
macrophages [Cong et al., 2001], depleted the CD8+ intraepithelial lymphocyte population 
[Flach et al., 2005], and induced isotype differentiation of B cells acting synergistically with 
IL-4 [Salmond et al., 2002]. Recent studies show that CT enhances STAT3 gene expression  
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Fig. 2. Proposed mechanism of action by CT as a mucosal adjuvant. CT induces increased 
permeability of the intestinal epithelium leading to 1) enhanced uptake of co-administered 
antigens and 2) enhanced antigen-presentation by various APC. 3) It causes the depletion of 
CD8+ lymphocyte population that may produce inhibitory cytokines, and 4) induces 
maturation and mobilization of DC. In addition, 5) CT promotes a strong Th2 dominant 
response to bystander antigens, and can either 6) induce or inhibit a Th1 response. 
Moreover, 7) CT induces strong Th17-type responses. Furthermore, 8) mucosal epithelial 
cells contribute to the adjuvant activity of CT by secreting a number of chemokines and 
acting on polymorphonuclear leukocytes, macrophages, eosinophils and T cells. 
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in murine B cells, and may critically modulate immune responses in both a pro-
inflammatory and anti-inflammatory direction, depending on the circumstances and the 
types of cells involved Sjoblom-Hallen et al., (2010). 

It has been suggested that mucosal epithelial cells may also play a role in adjuvanticity. 
Human epithelial cells express and secrete high levels of the chemoattractant cytokines IL-8, 
GROα, GROβ, GROγ, and ENA-78 in response to stimulation with TNF-α, IL-1β, or 
infection with enteroinvasive microorganisms. These chemokines attract and activate 
polymorphonuclear leukocytes. Activated epithelial cells also secret MCP-1, MIP-1β, MIP-
1α, and RANTES, which variably act on monocytes/macrophages, eosinophils, and 
subpopulations of T-cells [Freytag and Clements, 2005]. One possibility is that CT interacts 
with epithelial cells triggering expression of one or more immunomodulatory factors that 
recruite APC and immune effector cells or activate those cells, or both [Lopes et al., 2000; 
Soriani et al., 2002].  

A proposed mechanism of action of CT as adjuvant is shown in Fig. 2. 

6. Genetic modifications of CT 
The inherent enterotoxicity of CT has limited its widespread use as a vaccine component 
and adjuvant. In dogs, protection due to CT occurred only with doses that caused transient, 
sometimes severe, diarrhea [Pierce et al., 1982]. Moreover, murine models demonstrated 
that intranasal sensitization with CT as adjuvant led to increased lung inflammation with a 
massive recruitment of macrophages as well as accumulation in the olfactory nerves, 
epithelium and the olfactory bulbs of mice after binding to GM1 gangliosides [Fischer et al., 
2005]. These limitations have led to mucosal strategies involving nontoxic mutants and 
purified B subunits. 

Although early reports showed that mutants without the ADP-ribosyltransferase activity 
lack their adjuvant properties [Lycke et al., 1992], later studies showed that non-toxic 
mutants retained their adjuvant and immunogenic properties [Douce et al., 1997; Yamamoto 
et al., 1997] without central nervous system (CNS) toxicity [Hagiwara et al., 2006]. This 
suggests that the ADP-ribosyltransferase activity is not essential for its immunogenic 
properties, though it contributes to the adjuvant effect. 

In a different approach, the CTA1 fragment linked to a synthetic analogue of 
Staphylococcus aureus protein A, the D fragment with affinity for APC, [Agren et al., 1997], 
proved to be non-toxic [Eriksson et al., 2004]. The fusion protein CTA1-DD binds 
specifically to immunoglobulins on the surface of antigen-presenting B cells through the 
DD polypeptide, and induces the ADP ribosylation by CTA1. Although this produces a 
good immune response when administered intranasally, it has been shown not to work as 
well after oral administration. This limitation was overcome by fusing CTA1-DD with 
immunostimulating complexes, such as ISCOMs (lipophilic immune stimulating 
complexes), producing both Th1/Th2 responses at systemic and mucosal levels [Andersen 
et al., 2007]. A recent report showed that CTA1 potently enhances a GeneGun-delivered 
DNA prime for human and simian immunodeficiency viruses antigens boost in macaques 
and mice [Bagley et al., 2011]. 
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7. Immunological and adjuvant properties of CTB 
Several studies using different conditions and routes of administration have described that 
CTB has several immunomodulatory properties opening many perspectives for future 
therapeutic and biotechnological applications. In this regard, intranasal immunization of 
women with CTB resulted in the production of long-lasting IgG and IgA anti-CTB in serum, 
nasal and vaginal secretions in a dose-dependent manner [Bergquist et al., 1997]. 

However, its capacity as mucosal adjuvant has proven to be much less than that of the toxin 
when given together with non-coupled antigens by the oral route [Sanchez and Holmgren, 
2008]. Recombinant CTB has been successfully used as a mucosal adjuvant in vaccines for 
human use such as the cholera vaccine itself [Quiding et al., 1991], and the vaccine against 
enterotoxigenic E. coli that causes diarrhea [Peltola et al., 1991; Qadri et al., 2000]. 
Analogously, CTB proved to be good adjuvant for a Streptococcus pneumoniae cellular 
vaccine [Malley et al., 2004] and a severe acute respiratory syndrome-associated coronavirus 
vaccine [Qu et al., 2005] when administered intranasally in mice.  

Given the potential of CTB as a regulator of the immune response, this subunit has been 
produced in various biological systems such as Vibrio cholerae [Sanchez and Holmgren, 
1989], Escherichia coli [Arimitsu et al., 2009], Bacillus brevis [Goto et al., 2000], Lactobacillus 
paracasei and plantarum [Slos et al., 1998], in the yeasts Hansenula polymorpha [Song et al., 
2004] and Saccharomyces cerevisiae [Mohsen and Rezae, 2005], and in silkworm [Gong et al., 
2005]. In addition, CTB has been expressed successfully in tomato [Jani et al., 2002], lettuce 
[Young-Sook Kim, 2006], rice [Oszvald et al., 2008], tobacco [Hein et al., 1996], carrots [Kim 
et al., 2009], banana [Renuga et al., 2010] and potato transgenic plants, [Arakawa et al., 1997] 
where ubiquitin fusion enhances CTB expression [Mishra et al., 2006]. CTB may induce 
systemic immune responses in mice after gavage of the animals with the transgenic vegetal 
[Jiang et al., 2007]. The advantage of this approach is that plants present a low-cost 
agricultural-based effective production system. Different formulations, such as 
encapsulation in liposomes or microspheres with antigens [Seo et al., 2002] or combined 
with vesicles or liposomes containing antigens [Harokopakis et al., 1998; Lian et al., 1999] 
were also successfully tested.  

CTB is a useful carrier protein for induction of mucosal IgA antibodies against chemically 
coupled antigens. In this regard, mice immunized intraduodenally with the horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP) covalently coupled to CTB showed a 33–120 fold higher level of IgA anti-
HRP in intestinal washes as well as increased levels of serum IgG anti-HRP [McKenzie and 
Halsey, 1984]. In addition, CTB chemically conjugated to the protein I/II of Streptococcus 
mutans when administered in mice by oral [Russell and Wu, 1991], intranasal [Wu and 
Russell, 1998], and intragastric routes [Wu and Russell, 1993] results in the production of 
antistreptococcal IgG and IgA in serum and mucosa, as well as the presence of large 
numbers of antibody-secreting cells in salivary glands, mesenteric lymph nodes, and 
spleens. Similar results were found with CTB conjugated to human gamma globulin (HGG) 
and the recombinant Neisseria gonorrhoeae transferrin binding proteins, TbpA and TbpB. 
Vaginal and intranasal immunizations with CTB-HGG resulted in high levels of anti-HGG 
antibodies [Johansson et al., 1998], while rCTB-TbpA and rCTB-TbpB administered 
intranasally induced antibody responses in the serum and genital tract [Price et al., 2005]. 
Moreover, CTB was chemically conjugated to type III capsular polysaccharide from 
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in murine B cells, and may critically modulate immune responses in both a pro-
inflammatory and anti-inflammatory direction, depending on the circumstances and the 
types of cells involved Sjoblom-Hallen et al., (2010). 
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1α, and RANTES, which variably act on monocytes/macrophages, eosinophils, and 
subpopulations of T-cells [Freytag and Clements, 2005]. One possibility is that CT interacts 
with epithelial cells triggering expression of one or more immunomodulatory factors that 
recruite APC and immune effector cells or activate those cells, or both [Lopes et al., 2000; 
Soriani et al., 2002].  

A proposed mechanism of action of CT as adjuvant is shown in Fig. 2. 

6. Genetic modifications of CT 
The inherent enterotoxicity of CT has limited its widespread use as a vaccine component 
and adjuvant. In dogs, protection due to CT occurred only with doses that caused transient, 
sometimes severe, diarrhea [Pierce et al., 1982]. Moreover, murine models demonstrated 
that intranasal sensitization with CT as adjuvant led to increased lung inflammation with a 
massive recruitment of macrophages as well as accumulation in the olfactory nerves, 
epithelium and the olfactory bulbs of mice after binding to GM1 gangliosides [Fischer et al., 
2005]. These limitations have led to mucosal strategies involving nontoxic mutants and 
purified B subunits. 

Although early reports showed that mutants without the ADP-ribosyltransferase activity 
lack their adjuvant properties [Lycke et al., 1992], later studies showed that non-toxic 
mutants retained their adjuvant and immunogenic properties [Douce et al., 1997; Yamamoto 
et al., 1997] without central nervous system (CNS) toxicity [Hagiwara et al., 2006]. This 
suggests that the ADP-ribosyltransferase activity is not essential for its immunogenic 
properties, though it contributes to the adjuvant effect. 

In a different approach, the CTA1 fragment linked to a synthetic analogue of 
Staphylococcus aureus protein A, the D fragment with affinity for APC, [Agren et al., 1997], 
proved to be non-toxic [Eriksson et al., 2004]. The fusion protein CTA1-DD binds 
specifically to immunoglobulins on the surface of antigen-presenting B cells through the 
DD polypeptide, and induces the ADP ribosylation by CTA1. Although this produces a 
good immune response when administered intranasally, it has been shown not to work as 
well after oral administration. This limitation was overcome by fusing CTA1-DD with 
immunostimulating complexes, such as ISCOMs (lipophilic immune stimulating 
complexes), producing both Th1/Th2 responses at systemic and mucosal levels [Andersen 
et al., 2007]. A recent report showed that CTA1 potently enhances a GeneGun-delivered 
DNA prime for human and simian immunodeficiency viruses antigens boost in macaques 
and mice [Bagley et al., 2011]. 
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peroxidase (HRP) covalently coupled to CTB showed a 33–120 fold higher level of IgA anti-
HRP in intestinal washes as well as increased levels of serum IgG anti-HRP [McKenzie and 
Halsey, 1984]. In addition, CTB chemically conjugated to the protein I/II of Streptococcus 
mutans when administered in mice by oral [Russell and Wu, 1991], intranasal [Wu and 
Russell, 1998], and intragastric routes [Wu and Russell, 1993] results in the production of 
antistreptococcal IgG and IgA in serum and mucosa, as well as the presence of large 
numbers of antibody-secreting cells in salivary glands, mesenteric lymph nodes, and 
spleens. Similar results were found with CTB conjugated to human gamma globulin (HGG) 
and the recombinant Neisseria gonorrhoeae transferrin binding proteins, TbpA and TbpB. 
Vaginal and intranasal immunizations with CTB-HGG resulted in high levels of anti-HGG 
antibodies [Johansson et al., 1998], while rCTB-TbpA and rCTB-TbpB administered 
intranasally induced antibody responses in the serum and genital tract [Price et al., 2005]. 
Moreover, CTB was chemically conjugated to type III capsular polysaccharide from 
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Streptococcus group B [Shen et al., 2000] or to protein-polysaccharide conjugates [Bergquist et 
al., 1995] and in both cases, after subcutaneous administration, high levels of specific 
antibodies were detected. In addition to generating humoral response, simian 
immunodeficiency virus (SIV) virus-like particles (VLP) chemically conjugated to CTB 
showed higher levels of cytokine IFN-γ-producing splenocytes and cytotoxic-T-lymphocyte 
activities of immune cells than VLPs plus CTB, indicating a generation of a Th1 response in 
mice by CTB-VLP [Kang et al., 2003]. Finally, CTB chemically conjugated to the Plasmodium 
vivax ookinete surface protein, Pvs25, proved to be a potent transmission-blocking antigen 
in both intranasal and subcutaneal routes in mice [Miyata et al., 2010], and to protect against 
pharyngeal colonization by group A streptococcus when conjugated to the widely shared C 
repeat region of M6 protein [Bessen and Fischetti, 1990].  

 Antigen Route CTB administration Reference 

Pr
ot

ei
ns

 

Nucleoprotein of Influenza A 
virus in co-administered [Guo et al., 2010] 

Hepatitis B virus surface 
antigen in co-administered [Isaka et al., 2001] 

MSP4 5 malaria protein Oral co-administered [Wang et al., 
2003] 

OVA im co-administered [Rolland-Turner 
et al., 2004] 

HIV-1 gp41 sl chemically coupled [Hervouet et al., 
2010] 

Epitopes from Schistosoma 
mansoni glutathione-S-

transferase 
in genetically fused [Lebens et al., 

2003] 

Po
ly

sa
ch

ar
id

e Group B Streptococcus Type III 
Capsular Polysaccharide 

in, oral, 
rectal, and 

vaginal 

chemically coupled/co-
administered [Shen et al., 2000] 

Lipopolysaccharide from V. 
cholerae O1, serotype Inaba sc chemically coupled [Gupta et al., 

1998] 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

polysaccharide Oral co-administered [Abraham and 
Robinson, 1991] 

M
ic

ro
-

or
ga

ni
sm

s Measles virus in, ig co-administered [Muller et al., 
1995] 

Influenza virus in co-administered [Yang et al.] 

Pneumocystis carinii in co-administered [Pascale et al., 
1999] 

Table 1. Antigens towards which CT has adjuvant activity. in: intranasal, im: intramuscular, 
sl: sublingual, sc: subcutaneous, ig: intragastric.  

Another way of using CTB as an adjuvant is in genetic constructions based on the toxin and 
heterologous antigens. In general, these hybrid molecules are composed of antigens fused to 
the amino [Laloi et al., 1996; Song et al., 2004] or carboxyl [Kim et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010] 
terminus of CTB, being GM1-binding much more efficient in the latter case [Liljeqvist et al., 
1997], but also protein epitopes have been introduced at internal positions in CTB 
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[Dertzbaugh and Elson, 1993]. Some examples of genetic incorporation of epitopes to CTB 
include triple glutamic acid decarboxylase [Gong et al., 2009], dodecapeptide repeat of the 
serine-rich Entamoeba histolytica protein [Zhang et al., 1995] and human insulin B-chain 
[Sadeghi et al., 2002]. There are many studies showing the induction of immune responses 
through immunization of mice with CTB fused to soluble antigens expressed both in 
bacteria [Larsson et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2003; Sun et al., 1999; Tsuji et al., 2003] and in 
transgenic plants [Jani et al., 2004; Matsumoto et al., 2009]. In all cases there was generation 
of IgG and IgA antigen-specific antibodies and, in some cases, protection. Some examples of 
the adjuvant action of CTB are shown in Table 1. 

One of the strategies for using CTB as an adjuvant genetically fused to antigens has been 
described by Arêas et al. and is based on the expression vector called pAEctxB (Fig. 3.). In 
the generation of the vector, the gene ctxB was modified to ensure that the codons were 
those most frequently used by E. coli, L. casei and S. typhimurium [Areas et al., 2002]. The 
genetically engineered ORF was then cloned into the expression vector pAE [Ramos et al., 
2004] and includes two consecutive restriction sites MluI and HindIII. The resulting vector 
allows expression, under the control of a T7 promoter, of proteins fused to the C-terminus of 
CTB with 6 histidine residues at the N terminus, which facilitate protein purification by 
immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography.  

The pAE-ctxB plasmid was used to clone the pneumococcal surface adhesin A (PspA) [Areas 
et al., 2004], the Leptospira interrogans protein LipL32 [Habarta et al., 2010], the fatty-acid 
binding protein from Schistosoma mansoni S14 [Henrique Roman Ramos, 2010], and the 
Bordetella pertussis type III secretion system effector protein Bsp22 (Olivera et al., unpublished 
results). Intradermal immunization with CTB-PspA induced high titers of anti-PspA IgG and 
partially protected mice after challenge with S. pneumonia [Areas et al., 2005]. Moreover, 
intranasal immunization with CTB-PsaA protected mice against colonization with S. 
pneumoniae without alteration of the natural oral or nasopharyngeal microbiota of mice 
[Pimenta et al., 2006]. CTB-Sm14 itself was not able to reduce Schistosoma mansoni worm 
burden on intranasally immunized BALB/c mice, but reduced the hepatic granulomas around 
trapped eggs. CTB-LipL32 generated higher specific titers in mice immunized without external 
adjuvant than co-administration of CTB with LipL32, supporting CTB-LipL32 as a promising 
antigen for use in the control and study of leptospirosis. 

8. CTB for mucosal immunotherapy 
Mucosal administration by the oral, sublingual or nasal routes of many antigens can induce 
peripheral tolerance. Mucosal-induced tolerance has been recognized for a long time as a 
promising approach to prevent or treat allergic or autoimmune disorders and is 
characterized by a decreased immune response to systemic immunization with the same 
antigen [Sun et al., 2009; Sun et al., 1994]. In this regard, promising results have been 
obtained with auto-antigen coupled to CTB in order to induce oral tolerance. Although not 
known the mechanism by which CTB conjugated to antigens has the ability to potentiate the 
induction of oral tolerance, it is believed that in addition to the processes already mentioned 
before for CT, it may result in selected DC subsets with increased ability to induce different 
types of TGF-β-expressing suppressor T cells including CD4+ CD25+ Tr cells [Holmgren et 
al., 2005] and a direct depletion of effector T cells since CTB induces CD4+ and CD8+ T cell 
apoptosis [Christelle Basset, 2010]. 
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Streptococcus group B [Shen et al., 2000] or to protein-polysaccharide conjugates [Bergquist et 
al., 1995] and in both cases, after subcutaneous administration, high levels of specific 
antibodies were detected. In addition to generating humoral response, simian 
immunodeficiency virus (SIV) virus-like particles (VLP) chemically conjugated to CTB 
showed higher levels of cytokine IFN-γ-producing splenocytes and cytotoxic-T-lymphocyte 
activities of immune cells than VLPs plus CTB, indicating a generation of a Th1 response in 
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vivax ookinete surface protein, Pvs25, proved to be a potent transmission-blocking antigen 
in both intranasal and subcutaneal routes in mice [Miyata et al., 2010], and to protect against 
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sl: sublingual, sc: subcutaneous, ig: intragastric.  

Another way of using CTB as an adjuvant is in genetic constructions based on the toxin and 
heterologous antigens. In general, these hybrid molecules are composed of antigens fused to 
the amino [Laloi et al., 1996; Song et al., 2004] or carboxyl [Kim et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010] 
terminus of CTB, being GM1-binding much more efficient in the latter case [Liljeqvist et al., 
1997], but also protein epitopes have been introduced at internal positions in CTB 
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[Dertzbaugh and Elson, 1993]. Some examples of genetic incorporation of epitopes to CTB 
include triple glutamic acid decarboxylase [Gong et al., 2009], dodecapeptide repeat of the 
serine-rich Entamoeba histolytica protein [Zhang et al., 1995] and human insulin B-chain 
[Sadeghi et al., 2002]. There are many studies showing the induction of immune responses 
through immunization of mice with CTB fused to soluble antigens expressed both in 
bacteria [Larsson et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2003; Sun et al., 1999; Tsuji et al., 2003] and in 
transgenic plants [Jani et al., 2004; Matsumoto et al., 2009]. In all cases there was generation 
of IgG and IgA antigen-specific antibodies and, in some cases, protection. Some examples of 
the adjuvant action of CTB are shown in Table 1. 

One of the strategies for using CTB as an adjuvant genetically fused to antigens has been 
described by Arêas et al. and is based on the expression vector called pAEctxB (Fig. 3.). In 
the generation of the vector, the gene ctxB was modified to ensure that the codons were 
those most frequently used by E. coli, L. casei and S. typhimurium [Areas et al., 2002]. The 
genetically engineered ORF was then cloned into the expression vector pAE [Ramos et al., 
2004] and includes two consecutive restriction sites MluI and HindIII. The resulting vector 
allows expression, under the control of a T7 promoter, of proteins fused to the C-terminus of 
CTB with 6 histidine residues at the N terminus, which facilitate protein purification by 
immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography.  

The pAE-ctxB plasmid was used to clone the pneumococcal surface adhesin A (PspA) [Areas 
et al., 2004], the Leptospira interrogans protein LipL32 [Habarta et al., 2010], the fatty-acid 
binding protein from Schistosoma mansoni S14 [Henrique Roman Ramos, 2010], and the 
Bordetella pertussis type III secretion system effector protein Bsp22 (Olivera et al., unpublished 
results). Intradermal immunization with CTB-PspA induced high titers of anti-PspA IgG and 
partially protected mice after challenge with S. pneumonia [Areas et al., 2005]. Moreover, 
intranasal immunization with CTB-PsaA protected mice against colonization with S. 
pneumoniae without alteration of the natural oral or nasopharyngeal microbiota of mice 
[Pimenta et al., 2006]. CTB-Sm14 itself was not able to reduce Schistosoma mansoni worm 
burden on intranasally immunized BALB/c mice, but reduced the hepatic granulomas around 
trapped eggs. CTB-LipL32 generated higher specific titers in mice immunized without external 
adjuvant than co-administration of CTB with LipL32, supporting CTB-LipL32 as a promising 
antigen for use in the control and study of leptospirosis. 

8. CTB for mucosal immunotherapy 
Mucosal administration by the oral, sublingual or nasal routes of many antigens can induce 
peripheral tolerance. Mucosal-induced tolerance has been recognized for a long time as a 
promising approach to prevent or treat allergic or autoimmune disorders and is 
characterized by a decreased immune response to systemic immunization with the same 
antigen [Sun et al., 2009; Sun et al., 1994]. In this regard, promising results have been 
obtained with auto-antigen coupled to CTB in order to induce oral tolerance. Although not 
known the mechanism by which CTB conjugated to antigens has the ability to potentiate the 
induction of oral tolerance, it is believed that in addition to the processes already mentioned 
before for CT, it may result in selected DC subsets with increased ability to induce different 
types of TGF-β-expressing suppressor T cells including CD4+ CD25+ Tr cells [Holmgren et 
al., 2005] and a direct depletion of effector T cells since CTB induces CD4+ and CD8+ T cell 
apoptosis [Christelle Basset, 2010]. 
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Fig. 3. Cloning strategy into pAEctxB plasmid 

Oral delivery of CTB conjugated to myelin basic protein protected mice [Sun et al., 1996; 
Yuki et al., 2001] and rats [Sun et al., 2000b] against the development of experimental 
autoimmune encephalomyelitis. It was proposed that the inhibitory effect was a result of 
both the induction of TGF-β-producing Tr cells and down-regulation of IFNγ, IL-12, TNFα, 
MCP-1 and RANTES in the CNS [Wang et al., 2009].  

Oral administration of a CTB-insulin conjugate prevented diabetes in non-obese diabetic 
(NOD) mice [Arakawa et al., 1998; Bergerot et al., 1997; Gong et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 
2003; Ploix et al., 1999], which was associated with a reduction in IFNγ production and Tr 
cell migration into pancreatic islets [Aspord et al., 2002; Sobel et al., 1998]. On the other 
hand, oral administration of CTB-proinsulin fusion protein showed an increased expression 
of IL-4 and IL-10 in the pancreas of NOD-treated mice, suggesting that Th2 lymphocyte-
mediated oral tolerance is a likely mechanism for the prevention of pancreatic insulitis 
[Ruhlman et al., 2007]. 

Oral delivery of CTB conjugated to a 60 kDa heat-shock protein derived peptide prevented 
mucosal induced uveitis in rats, an effect that was associated with enhanced IL-10 and TGF-
β, and reduced IL-12 and IFN-γ production [Phipps et al., 2003]. Furthermore, a I/II phase 
clinical trial of the same peptide conjugated to CTB administered orally to 8 patients 
allowed the withdrawal of all immunosuppressive drugs in 5 of the 8 patients without a 
relapse of uveitis [Stanford et al., 2004]. 

In addition, oral administration of CTB in mice inhibits the induction of trinitrobenzene 
sulfonic acid-induced colitis and reverses such colitis after it has been established. This 
inhibition is associated with suppression of IL-12 and IFN-γ production [Boirivant et al., 
2001; Coccia et al., 2005]. In a recent clinical trial, 40% of patients with active Crohn’s disease 
responded to treatment with CTB [Stal et al., 2010]. 
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CTB conjugates were also effective in the induction of tolerance to type II collagen, leading 
to a suppression of chondritis in a model of autoimmune ear disease [Kim et al., 2001]. Oral 
administration of allogeneic antigen linked to CTB induced immunological tolerance against 
allograft rejection [Sun et al., 2000a]. Finally, transconjunctival immunotherapy using CTB 
could suppress clinical effects for experimental allergic conjunctivitis in guinea pigs 
[Oikawa et al., 2011].  

9. Conclusion 
CT has been studied for over 40 years. Both CT and its non-toxic derivatives or its B subunit, 
have shown to be excellent mucosal adjuvants. The possibility to use them as 
biotechnological tools in the development of new vaccines is being intensively studied in the 
present. In recent years, the prospect to use CTB fused to different protein antigens became 
relevant because these proteins can be expressed in high levels in a soluble form and 
directly purified in their active form, requiring only one fermentation step. In addition, 
several reports have shown that CTB can generate oral tolerance to different conjugated 
antigens, opening ways for the treatment of autoimmune diseases. Hopefully, future studies 
will focus on the use of CTB in such important issues.  
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Fig. 3. Cloning strategy into pAEctxB plasmid 

Oral delivery of CTB conjugated to myelin basic protein protected mice [Sun et al., 1996; 
Yuki et al., 2001] and rats [Sun et al., 2000b] against the development of experimental 
autoimmune encephalomyelitis. It was proposed that the inhibitory effect was a result of 
both the induction of TGF-β-producing Tr cells and down-regulation of IFNγ, IL-12, TNFα, 
MCP-1 and RANTES in the CNS [Wang et al., 2009].  

Oral administration of a CTB-insulin conjugate prevented diabetes in non-obese diabetic 
(NOD) mice [Arakawa et al., 1998; Bergerot et al., 1997; Gong et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 
2003; Ploix et al., 1999], which was associated with a reduction in IFNγ production and Tr 
cell migration into pancreatic islets [Aspord et al., 2002; Sobel et al., 1998]. On the other 
hand, oral administration of CTB-proinsulin fusion protein showed an increased expression 
of IL-4 and IL-10 in the pancreas of NOD-treated mice, suggesting that Th2 lymphocyte-
mediated oral tolerance is a likely mechanism for the prevention of pancreatic insulitis 
[Ruhlman et al., 2007]. 

Oral delivery of CTB conjugated to a 60 kDa heat-shock protein derived peptide prevented 
mucosal induced uveitis in rats, an effect that was associated with enhanced IL-10 and TGF-
β, and reduced IL-12 and IFN-γ production [Phipps et al., 2003]. Furthermore, a I/II phase 
clinical trial of the same peptide conjugated to CTB administered orally to 8 patients 
allowed the withdrawal of all immunosuppressive drugs in 5 of the 8 patients without a 
relapse of uveitis [Stanford et al., 2004]. 

In addition, oral administration of CTB in mice inhibits the induction of trinitrobenzene 
sulfonic acid-induced colitis and reverses such colitis after it has been established. This 
inhibition is associated with suppression of IL-12 and IFN-γ production [Boirivant et al., 
2001; Coccia et al., 2005]. In a recent clinical trial, 40% of patients with active Crohn’s disease 
responded to treatment with CTB [Stal et al., 2010]. 
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CTB conjugates were also effective in the induction of tolerance to type II collagen, leading 
to a suppression of chondritis in a model of autoimmune ear disease [Kim et al., 2001]. Oral 
administration of allogeneic antigen linked to CTB induced immunological tolerance against 
allograft rejection [Sun et al., 2000a]. Finally, transconjunctival immunotherapy using CTB 
could suppress clinical effects for experimental allergic conjunctivitis in guinea pigs 
[Oikawa et al., 2011].  

9. Conclusion 
CT has been studied for over 40 years. Both CT and its non-toxic derivatives or its B subunit, 
have shown to be excellent mucosal adjuvants. The possibility to use them as 
biotechnological tools in the development of new vaccines is being intensively studied in the 
present. In recent years, the prospect to use CTB fused to different protein antigens became 
relevant because these proteins can be expressed in high levels in a soluble form and 
directly purified in their active form, requiring only one fermentation step. In addition, 
several reports have shown that CTB can generate oral tolerance to different conjugated 
antigens, opening ways for the treatment of autoimmune diseases. Hopefully, future studies 
will focus on the use of CTB in such important issues.  
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1. Introduction 
Cholera toxin (CT), the enterotoxin secreted by Vibrio cholerae classical as well as El Tor bio-
types, is the major causative agent of the acute diarrheal disease of humans. CT and the 
Escherichia coli heat labile enterotoxin (LT),are structurally and immunologically highly 
homologous,seeing that they belong to the same enterotoxin family (de Haan and Hirst, 
2004; Spangler, 1992; Vanden Broeck et al., 2007). Both are oligomeric proteins of the A-B 
type. CT is composed of one A or activating subunit (CT-A Mr 27,400), which consists of 
two distinct polypeptide chains CT-A1 (Mr 22,000) and CT-A2 (Mr 5,400), linked by a single 
disulfide bridge, and 5 identical B subunits (Mr 11,600) arranged in a ring like configuration 
(CT-B). 

The subunits are arranged in such a manner that CT-A occupies the central channel of the 
CT-B pentamer extending well above the plane of the pentameric ring (Sixma et al., 1991; 
Zhang et al., 1995). The CT-A2peptide goes through the pore in the doughnut-like structure 
of the CT-B pentamer, and protrudes on the side, which binds cell surface receptors with its 
COOH-terminal KDEL sequence exposed. CT elicits a secretory response from intestinal 
epithelia by binding to the apical cell membrane through interaction between CT-B and the 
monosialoganglioside GM1, followed by entry of polypeptide A1 into the cell, where it is 
able to stimulate the basolateral adenylatecyclase by catalyzing the ADP-ribosylation of 
Arg201 of the Gs subunit of the stimulatory GTP-binding regulatory protein (de Haan and 
Hirst, 2004; Spangler, 1992; Vanden Broeck et al., 2007a; Sixma et al., 1991). 

There is a distinct lag period between toxin binding and the activation of adenylatecyclase, 
during which the toxin must be internalized and processed.At the end of this lag period small 
amounts of CT-A1 appear in the cells parallel to activation of the cyclase(Kassis et al., 1982). 

Early morphologic studies showed that CT is preferentially clustered into non-coated 
membrane invaginations characteristic of caveolae and enters several cell types via smooth, 
non clathrin coated vesicles (Lencer et al., 1999). 

Studies using cholesterol perturbing agents and chimeric toxins have shown that GM1-
mediated association with detergent-resistant membrane fractions (DRMS) or lipid rafts is 
required for toxic entry of CT (Orlandi and Fishman, 1998; Wolf et al., 1998, 2002).  
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Although CT is currently used as a marker for endocytosis without utilising clathrin-coated 
pits,it appears to be endocytosed simultaneously through both clathrin -dependent and-
independent routes (Orlandi and Fishman, 1998; Nichols et al., 2001; Shogomori and 
Futerman, 2001; Torgersen et al., 2001; Vanden Broeck et al., 2007b). 

In a recent study using fluorescence microscopy (Massol et al., 2004)it has been shown that 
apart from clathrin-, caveolin-endocytic pathways, CT also enters cells via a pathway that is 
regulated by the small GTPase Arf6 and possibly a fourth pathway that is dynamin and 
Arf6-independent. However, after blocking all three known endocytic payhways 
simultaneously by over expression of negative dominant mutants of dynamin and Arf6, 
fluorescent CT in the Golgi and ER became undetectable, although CT induced toxicity was 
hardly affected (Massol et al., 2004).These findings illustrate the difficulty in correlating 
morphologic data with the functional entry of a potent toxin such as CT. 

Consistent with the multiple ports of entry into the cell, CT can be found in early and recycling 
endosomes (Tran et al., 1987; Nichols, 2002)and in caveolin-1 containing endocytic 
intermediates (Nichols, 2002),which have been proposed to be responsible for the functional 
transport of CT. For CT to be toxic it must be transported through the Golgi to the ER. 
Brefeldin A (BFA), a fungal metabolite that disrupts the structural and functional integrity of 
the Golgi apparatus (Klausner et al., 1992),renders cells resistant to CT cytotoxicity and blocks 
intracellular formation of CT-A1(Orlandi et al., 1993; Nambiar et al., 1993; Lencer et al., 1993). 

Movement into the Golgi can also be inhibited by blockage of COPI- and COPII- mediated 
vesicular transport, and this affects toxin function further implicating trafficking through the 
Golgi apparatus as a necessary step in toxin action (Richards et al., 2002; Majoul et al., 1998). 

On reaching the ER, the reduced form of the lumenal chaperone protein disulfideisomerase 
binds to the A1 chain, dissociates it from the B subunit and unfolds it(Tsai et al., 2001; Tsai 
and Rapoport, 2002; Fujinaga et al., 2003). Subsequent oxidation of PDI by the ER lumenal 
ERO1, the A1 chain is released (Tsai and Rapoport, 2002)and is translocated to the cytosol 
probably via the Sec61 channel, identifying the rough ER as the compartment from which 
translocation occurs (Schmitz et al., 2000). It has been suggested that the rapid refolding 
(Tsai and Rapoport, 2002)may render the A1 chain resistant to poly ubiquitination and 
provide the driving force for retro translocation to the cytosol (Rodighiero et al., 2002). 

We previously reported that the metalloendoprotease substrate N-benzoyloxycarbonyl-Gly-
Phe-NH2(Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2) completely blocked the response of different celltypes in 
culture to CT. The effect was reversible, dose-and time-dependent. The dipeptide had no 
effect on the binding of CT to the cell surface and did not decrease its internalization but 
appeared to affect a later step in toxin action (De Wolf, 2000). 

In this study we further investigated the mechanism by which Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 blocks CT 
action. 

2. Materials and methods 
2.1.Materials 

Highly purified CT was obtained from List Biological Laboratories (Campbell, Ca.). CT was 
radiolabeled with 125I using the Iodo-gen method as described by Fraker and Speck (1978). 
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Unreacted 125I-Na was removed using gel filtration on a Sephadex G-50 mini-column using 
the centrifugation procedure of Tuszynski et al. (1980).Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, brefeldinA, 3-
isobutylmethylxanthine, iodixanol (OptiprepTM), 1,9-dideoxyforskolin, nocodazole and 2-
deoxy-D-glucose were from Sigma. 2-(4-Fluorobenzoylamino)-benzoic acid methylester 
(Exo1) was from Calbiochem.1,3-Cyclohexane-bis(methylamine) (CBM) was purchased from 
Acros Organics. Na125I was obtained from MP Biochemicals& Reagents (formerly ICN). 

2.2.Cell culture 

Vero cells originally obtained from Flow Laboratories were cultured in Medium 199 with 
Earle’s salts supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS).Human intestinal epithelial T84 
cells (obtained from ATCC) were propagated in a 1:1 mixture of Ham’s F12 medium and 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 2.5mM L-glutamine and 5% fetal bovine 
serum.Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells (obtained from ATCC) were grown in 
Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium with 2mM L-glutamine and Earle’s BSS adjusted to 
contain 1.5g/l sodium bicarbonate, 0.1mM non-essential amino acids, and 1.0mM sodium 
pyruvate with 10% fetal bovine serum. Growth medium was changed twice a week and cells 
were passed weekly (at confluency) using a 0.05% (w/v) trypsin solution (Gibco). Cells were 
counted in a hemocytometer. 

2.3 Preparation of membranes from post nuclear supernatant of a Vero cell 
homogenate  

Vero cells were grown to confluency in 175cm2 culture flasks and maintained in culture for at 
least 14 days before harvesting. Cells were washed once with serum free medium to remove 
serum and harvested by short trypsinisation with a 0.05% trysin, EDTA solution in HBSS 
(Gibco). After 1 min the trypsinisation solution was removed by aspiration and the culture 
flasks were put at 37°C until the cells detached from the bottom. Cells needed for one gradient 
centrifugation experiment (5 culture flasks for each time interval) were collected in an 
Eppendorf tube, washed twice and suspended in 2ml of serum-free medium buffered with 
25mM HEPES containing 0.1% BSA and chilled. Cells were then labeled with 125I-CT (106cpm 
/2 ml 10nM) in the same medium containing 0.01 % bovine serum albumin for 30 min at 4°C 
to allow binding without endocytosis. Subsequently, cells were washed and harvested 
immediately (t=0) or washed and incubated for 10,30,60 or 120 min in serum-free medium at 
37°C and harvested.Cells were pelleted by low speed centrifugation. The pellets were 
resuspended in 50mM tris-HCl pH 7.4 containing 250mM sucrose (Tris-sucrose) buffer and 
homogenized on ice with 4 x 4 strokes of a Potter Elvejhem homogenizer (position 9). The 
homogenates were spun at 3,000 x g for 10 min to pellet unbroken cells, cell debris and nuclei 
to yield the PNS. Membranes from PNS were obtained by centrifugation of the PNS at 100,000 
x g for 1 h at 4°C. The membrane pellet was resuspended in Tris-sucrose buffer. 

2.4 Gradient centrifugation 

Subcellular fractionation was always performed on freshly prepared post nuclear membranes 
or PNS from cells labeled with 125I-CT. Membrane pellets prepared from PNS (post nuclear 
membranes),resuspended in 3 ml of homogenization buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 
containing 0.25M sucrose) or equal volumes of PNS,werelayered on top of two layers of 
respectively 4 ml of 25% iodixanol and 4 ml of 50% iodixanol each in isoosmotic 
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homogenization buffer in a 11.5 ml centrifugation tube (Sorvall). The tubes were centrifuged in 
a (Sorvall TV-850) vertical rotor at 35,000 rpm for 18 h at 4°C using a Kontron centrifuge 
Centricon T2060. Fractions of 0.3 ml were collected from the bottom of the gradient using a 
device with a perforation needle and a density gradient fractionator. A 15 µl portion of each 
gradient fraction was used to determine its refractive index () as measured by an Abbe 
refractometer. From the refractive indices the densities of individual gradient fractions were 
calculated using the equation =3.4911-3.6664 as reported by Graham et al. (1994). Fractions 
were further analyzed for protein by the method of Bradford (1976) and for the trans-Golgi 
marker UDP-galactosyltransferase(Verdon and Berger, 1983) as well as the classical subcellular 
organelle markers rotenone-insensitive NADPH cytochrome creductase, alkaline phosphatase, 
acid phosphatase and cytochromecoxidase as described before (De Wolf et al., 1985). 

2.5 Assay of cellular cyclic AMP content 

Monolayer cultures of cells were washed twice with Earle’s balanced salt solution without 
Ca2+ and Mg2+ and treated with 0.05% (w/v) trypsin solution containing 0.02% EDTA in 
HBSS. After 1 min the trypsin solution was removed and 10-15 min later cells were 
suspended in culture medium. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 750 rpm for 5 min 
and resuspended in 1 ml serum-free medium containing 25mM Hepes, 0.01% (w/v) bovine 
serum albumin and 1mM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine. 1 ml aliquots of cell suspension (105 
cells/ml were divided over Eppendorf tubes and incubated with CT (1µg/ml) and the 
required effectors were added at the indicated times as described in the legend of figures. 
Afterwards, cell suspensions were put on ice, centrifuged for 6 min at 1000 rpm and 
resuspended in 0.1 ml 0.5M sodium acetate buffer (pH 6.2). The suspensions were boiled for 
10 min and then sonicated for 30 s. After centrifugation for 10 min at 10000 rpm, 20 µl of cell 
extract was taken for cyclic AMP (cAMP) assay. cAMP was assayed using a cAMP assay kit 
(Pharmacia Amersham) based on a competitive protein-binding method. Results for cAMP 
represent the mean of values from duplicate samples each assayed in triplicate. 

2.6 Generation of CT-A1 and analysis by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

Vero cells were grown to confluency in small (=3cm) petri dishes (250.106 cells) and 
maintained in culture for at least one week before use. Cells were washed once with serum-
free medium buffered with 25mM Hepes and incubated with and without Cbz-Gly-Phe-
NH2(3mM) for 30 min at 37°C.The medium was replaced with ice-cold serum-free 
medium/Hepes (total volume=3 ml) containing 125I-CT (106cpm/ml;1nM CT) and 0.01% BSA 
and the cells were further incubated at 4°C for 30 min.The cells were then washed with ice-
cold serum-free medium/Hepes and incubated at 37°C for 60 min by replacing the medium 
with warm serum-free medium-/Hepes. With each medium change, Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2(3mM) 
wasadded as required. The cell incubations were either stopped immediately or after the 
addition of BFA (1µg/ml), further incubated for 30 min at 37°C and then stopped. Incubations 
were stopped by adding 1 ml of ice-cold N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) (1mM) in phosphate-buffer 
saline to prevent any further reduction of CT (Kassis et al., 1982), scraped in PBS, and pelleted 
by low speed centrifugation. The cells were lysed and solubilised by addition of a small 
volume of 0.125M Tris/HCl (pH 8.0), 2mM phenyl-methyl sulfonylfluoride and 1 % SDS. After 
10 min at 37°C the solubilised material was adjusted to 20% glycerol and 0.02% bromphenol 
blue and applied to the gels. The amount of CT-A1 generated was determined by SDS-PAGE. 
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Each sample (10,000 cpm) was separated on 16% tris-glycine gel (Novex pre-cast gels). After 
the gels were run and stained with coomassie blue, protein bands corresponding to CT-A1 
were cut from the gel, which was subsequently dissolved in lumasolveand, after addition of 
lipoluma (Lumac, LSC), counted in a liquid scintillation counter. CT reduced with 
dithiothreitol and dialysed against 10mM tris/HCl pH 7.4 containing 10mM NEM, to remove 
the excess of reducing agent, was adjusted to 1% SDS, 20% glycerol and 0.02% bromphenol 
blue, warmed at 37°C for 10 min and run on each slab gel. 

3. Results 
3.1 Effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 on the intracellular retrograde transport of CT 

In order to assess whether the metalloendoprotease substrate Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 perturbs the 
uptake and intracellular trafficking of CT, we performed subcellular fractionation 
experiments on post-nuclear membranes of Vero cells with prebound125I-CT. 

The distribution profiles of marker enzymes after isopycnic gradient centrifugation of these 
membranes, using self-generating gradients of iodixanol, showed a reasonable separation of 
Golgi fractions (as represented by UDP-galactosyltransferase) from the ER fractions (rotenone-
insensitive NADPH cytochrome c reductase) and plasma membranes (alkaline phosphatase) 
(Fig.1,C). Membrane proteins were distributed all over the gradient (profile not shown). 

At the outset,125I-CT was allowed to bind to Vero cells in suspension for 30 min at 4°C, 
minimizing endocytosis.Cells were washed and homogenized immediately (t=0) or they 
were washed and re-cultured for an additional 10 min (t=10); 30 min (t=30); 60 min (t=60) 
and 120 min (t=120) at 37°C prior to preparation of membranes from PNS. It was noticed 
that during re-culture, radioactivity was progressively released into the culture medium 
(after 10 h more than 60%, mostly (80%) as non-precipitable material).However, when the 
re-culture time was 120 min this amount was less than 10%. 

As shown in Fig.1 panels A and C, the radioactivity profile at zero time corresponded to that 
of alkaline phosphatase, a cell-surface membrane marker. Upon increasing the re-culture 
time,ra-dioactivity shifted to higher densities. After 30 min most of the radioactivity 
equilibrated at densities (1.127g/ml) corresponding to Golgi-derived membranes, as 
evidenced by the distribution of the Golgi marker UDP-galactosyltransferase.At still later 
time points (60–120min),125I-CT further moved to higher densities corresponding to those of 
membranes from the rough ER, which is in agreement with the generally accepted 
retrograde transport of the toxin to the ER. The distribution profiles of marker enzymes 
were not affected upon increasing the re-culture time (data not shown).  

As shown in Fig.1,B, pre-treatment of Vero cells with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) for 30 min at 
37° C, before binding and internalization of 125I-CT, markedly affected the distribution 
profiles of radioactivity upon increasing re-culture times. Whereas the internalization,in 
agreement with our previous results (Schmitz et al., 2000), was not affected, further 
transport of the toxin appeared to be strongly perturbed. After re-culture the toxin still 
moved to densities corresponding to those of Golgi-derived membranes, but at an 
apparently lower rate, and further transport to the ER appeared to be blocked. Pre-exposure 
of cells to Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) did not significantly affect the distribution profiles of 
marker enzymes. Only the Golgi marker equilibrated at a somewhat higher density 
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homogenization buffer in a 11.5 ml centrifugation tube (Sorvall). The tubes were centrifuged in 
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transport of the toxin appeared to be strongly perturbed. After re-culture the toxin still 
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of cells to Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) did not significantly affect the distribution profiles of 
marker enzymes. Only the Golgi marker equilibrated at a somewhat higher density 
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(1.132g/ml versus 1.127g/ml) but clearly did not shift to densities corresponding to the ER, 
as was the case after pretreatment of cells with BFA (data not shown).  

 
Fig. 1. Subcellular fractionation of post-nuclear membranes from Vero cells prelabeled with 
125I-CT.Vero cells prelabeled with 125I-CT at low temperature to block endocytosis were, after 
washing, incubated at 37°C for 0 time (), 15 min (), 30 min (), 60 min () or 120 min 
() and post-nuclear membranes were prepared and centrifuged through a self-generating 
gradient of iodixanol as described under Materials and Methods. A. Subcellular distribution 
profiles of membrane-bound 125I-CT after increasing re-culture periods.B. Subcellular 
distribution profiles of membrane-bound 125I-CT after pretreatment of Vero cells with Cbz-
Gly-Phe-NH2 and different re-culture periods. Vero cells in suspension were pretreated with 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) for 30 min at 37°C. The cells were chilled and after binding of 125I-
CT at 4°C, washed and re-cultured for different periods of time in the presence of Cbz-Gly-
Phe-NH2 (3mM) at 37°C.C. Distribution profiles of subcellular marker enzymes at zero time 
(no-reculture),() Alkaline phosphatase, () UDP- galactosyltransferase, () NADPH - 
cytochrome creductase, () Acid phosphatase, () cytcoxidase. The distribution profiles are 
representative for three similar experiments. 
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3.2 Effect of drugs perturbing the Golgi structure on theCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-mediated 
inhibition of CT action 

From the density gradient centrifugation experiments it is clear that the 
metalloendoprotease substrate Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 affects the intracellular transport of CT 
and that in its presence the toxin appears to be trapped in an intracellular compartment, 
which cofractionated with a marker of the Golgi apparatus.In order to find out whether in 
the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 the toxin travels beyond the trans-Golgi network (TGN) 
and reaches the cisternae of the Golgi complex, we explored whether drugs that are able to 
redistibute Golgi membranes and its content into the ER also caused a reversal of Cbz-Gly-
Phe-NH2-mediated inhibition of CT action.  

As shown in Fig.2,A,C and in agreement with previous results (De Wolf, 2000),prior 
incubation of Vero cells and T84 cells with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 or with BFA for 30 min at 37°C 
resulted in respectively a complete or strong inhibition of CT action in a dose-dependent way.  

However, when these cells were preincubated with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) for 30 min at 37 
°C and then incubated in the presence of CT (1µg/ml) for an additional 60 min time period, a 
time at which CT - as evidenced by the gradient centrifugation experiments - becomes trapped 
in a compartment where it is unable to reach the cytosol and raise intracellular cAMP levels, 
subsequent addition of BFA completely reversed the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-mediated inhibition of 
CT action in a dose-dependent way(EC500.5µg/ml) ( Fig.2,B,D). 

The concentrations at which reversal of the inhibition occurred, corresponded to the 
concentrations needed for inhibition of CT action and induction of the redistribution of Golgi 
membranes into the ER (Fig.2,A,C) (Doms et al., 1989; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1989). 

We next determined the effect of 2-(4-fluoro-benzoylamino)-benzoic acid methylester 
(Exo1), a novel chemical inhibitor of the exocytotic pathway (Feng et al., 2003).Like BFA, 
Exo1 induces the release of ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF)1 from Golgi membranes, 
inducing/generating/stimulating a rapid collapse of the Golgi into the endoplasmic 
reticulum in different cell types. However, unlike BFA this drug has less effect on the 
organization of the trans-Golgi network (Feng et al., 2003). As shown in Fig.2,A,C,E, prior 
exposure to Exo1 blocked the CT induced cAMP accumulation in all cell types tested. The 
effect was dose-dependent with an IC50 value of 0.35µM. This value is almost two orders of 
magnitude lower than that reported for its inhibitory effect on the anterograde movement of 
the viral glycoprotein VSVG from the ER to the Golgi and its stimulation of the release or 
ARF1 from Golgi membranes in BSC1 fibroblasts (Feng et al., 2003). 

As expected, Exo1 also completely reversed the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-mediated inhibition of 
CT ac-tion in a similar dose-dependent way (Fig.2,B,-D,F). 

We previously showed (De Wolf, 2000)that there are some similarities in the inhibitory 
effects of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 and BFA on CT action. However, Madin-Darby canine kidney 
epithelial (MDCK) cells, of which the Golgi structure is BFA resistant (Hunziker et al., 
1991)and as a consequence are insensitive to the inhibitory effect of BFA on CT action, were 
sensitive to the inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2.In agreement with our previous results 
(De Wolf, 2000),prior exposure of these cells toCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2(Fig.2,E) completely 
suppressed (IC50=0.5mM ) CT action. Therefore, it was of interest to determine whether BFA 
is also able to reverse the inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 on CT action in MDCK cells. 
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3.2 Effect of drugs perturbing the Golgi structure on theCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-mediated 
inhibition of CT action 

From the density gradient centrifugation experiments it is clear that the 
metalloendoprotease substrate Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 affects the intracellular transport of CT 
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which cofractionated with a marker of the Golgi apparatus.In order to find out whether in 
the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 the toxin travels beyond the trans-Golgi network (TGN) 
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redistibute Golgi membranes and its content into the ER also caused a reversal of Cbz-Gly-
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°C and then incubated in the presence of CT (1µg/ml) for an additional 60 min time period, a 
time at which CT - as evidenced by the gradient centrifugation experiments - becomes trapped 
in a compartment where it is unable to reach the cytosol and raise intracellular cAMP levels, 
subsequent addition of BFA completely reversed the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-mediated inhibition of 
CT action in a dose-dependent way(EC500.5µg/ml) ( Fig.2,B,D). 

The concentrations at which reversal of the inhibition occurred, corresponded to the 
concentrations needed for inhibition of CT action and induction of the redistribution of Golgi 
membranes into the ER (Fig.2,A,C) (Doms et al., 1989; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1989). 

We next determined the effect of 2-(4-fluoro-benzoylamino)-benzoic acid methylester 
(Exo1), a novel chemical inhibitor of the exocytotic pathway (Feng et al., 2003).Like BFA, 
Exo1 induces the release of ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF)1 from Golgi membranes, 
inducing/generating/stimulating a rapid collapse of the Golgi into the endoplasmic 
reticulum in different cell types. However, unlike BFA this drug has less effect on the 
organization of the trans-Golgi network (Feng et al., 2003). As shown in Fig.2,A,C,E, prior 
exposure to Exo1 blocked the CT induced cAMP accumulation in all cell types tested. The 
effect was dose-dependent with an IC50 value of 0.35µM. This value is almost two orders of 
magnitude lower than that reported for its inhibitory effect on the anterograde movement of 
the viral glycoprotein VSVG from the ER to the Golgi and its stimulation of the release or 
ARF1 from Golgi membranes in BSC1 fibroblasts (Feng et al., 2003). 

As expected, Exo1 also completely reversed the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-mediated inhibition of 
CT ac-tion in a similar dose-dependent way (Fig.2,B,-D,F). 

We previously showed (De Wolf, 2000)that there are some similarities in the inhibitory 
effects of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 and BFA on CT action. However, Madin-Darby canine kidney 
epithelial (MDCK) cells, of which the Golgi structure is BFA resistant (Hunziker et al., 
1991)and as a consequence are insensitive to the inhibitory effect of BFA on CT action, were 
sensitive to the inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2.In agreement with our previous results 
(De Wolf, 2000),prior exposure of these cells toCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2(Fig.2,E) completely 
suppressed (IC50=0.5mM ) CT action. Therefore, it was of interest to determine whether BFA 
is also able to reverse the inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 on CT action in MDCK cells. 
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Fig. 2. Inhibition of CT action by different concentrations of BFA, Exo1 and nocodazole and 
their effect on the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 - mediated inhibition of CT action in several cell types. 
A, Vero cells; C, T84 human intestinal epithelial cells and E, MDCK cells in suspension were 
preincubated at 37°C for 30 min in the presence of the indicated amounts of BFA (), Exo1 
(), nocodazole () or Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (). After the addition of CT (1µg/ml) cells were 
further incubated for 90 min at 37°C and the cAMP accumulation measured. B, Vero cells; D, 
T84 human, intestinal epithelial cells and F, MDCK cells were preincubated with Cbz-Gly-
Phe-NH2 (3mM) for 30 min at 37°C. Following the addition of CT (1µg/ml) cells were 
further incubated for 60 min at 37°C. Finally, the indicated amounts of BFA (),Exo1 () 
and nocodazole ()were added and the cells incubated for an additional 30 min at 37°C and 
cAMP measured. Values are the means SD of triplicate assays from one of three similar 
experiments. Error bars are indicated when they were more than 5% of the mean. 
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As shown in Fig.2,E,F, BFA did neither prevent CT induced cAMP accumulation nor reverse 
the inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 on CT action in MDCK cells. In contrast, Exo1, 
which is able to prevent CT action in these cells, was also able to reverse the inhibition by 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 in a similar dose-dependent way (Fig.2,-E,F). 

This is in line with the proposal (Feng et al., 2003)that although Exo1 and BFA are exerting 
similar effects they probably have different protein targets. Whereas BFA blocks GDP to 
GTP exchange on ARF1 and therefore reduces the concentration of ARF1-GTP on Golgi 
membranes, it is believed that Exo1 also reduces the concentration of ARF1-GTP on Golgi 
membranes by accelerating the hydrolysis of GTP bound to ARF1 by an activation of ARF1-
GAP activity(Feng et al., 2003). 

By causing the release of ARF1 and COPI from membranes, BFA and Exo1 directly interfere 
with the Golgi-ER retrograde trafficking machinery and this likely perturbs normal 
recycling from the Golgi to the ER. Therefore it was of interest to see whether a treatment of 
cells, which affects the Golgi structure without directly interfering with the retrograde 
transport, also caused a reversal of the inhibition of the CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. 

A constant influx of membrane from the ER is required to maintain the Golgi structure. Mi-
crotubule disruption prevents this influx by blocking the peripherial pre-Golgi 
intermediates from tracking into the Golgi region (Cole et al., 1996; Storrie et al., 1998). The 
microtubule depolymerizing agent nocodazole, which blocks the forward traffic into the 
Golgi complex without a corresponding effect on recycling, leads to the fragmentation of the 
Golgi complex and redistribution of its material to the site of perturbation (Cole et al., 1996). 

Whereas prior exposure of cells to nocodazole did not affect CT action (Fig.2,A,C,E), it was 
able to reverse the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-mediated inhibition of CT action in a dose-dependent 
way. Maximal reversal was observed at a concentration of 0.5µg/ml. The effect was most 
pronounced in Vero cells (Fig.2,B), whereas in T84 and MDCK cells the effect was minimal. 
Increasing the concentration of nocodazole above 2µg/ml impairedthe effect because of 
strongly reduced cell viability. 

3.3 Time dependence of the BFA-, Exo1-and nocodazole-induced reversal of the 
inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2on CTaction in Vero cells 

As depicted in Fig.3 BFA (2µg/ml), Exo1 (2µM) and nocodazole (1µg/ml) caused a rapid 
increase in the cAMP concentration after CT had accumulated in an intracellular 
compartment in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM). Already within 1 min after the 
addition of each drug a significant increase in cAMP accumulation could be observed and 
after a 5 to 10 min time period the cAMP concentration reached its maximal value. This time 
course is similar to that observed for the redistribution of Golgi membranes into the ER 
(Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1989; Feng et al., 2003; Sciaky et al., 1997)and indicates that once 
CT has reached the Golgi, the BFA-, Exo1-or nocodazole-induced redistribution of Golgi 
membranes and content into the ER is followed by a very fast activation of the adenylyl 
cyclase.Thisimplies that within approximately one minute a fraction of the toxin reaches the 
ER, becomes activated by reduction, translocates into the cytosol and gains access to its 
substrate the GSsubunit of GS, which finally activates the cyclase after mono-ADP 
ribosylation. 
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As shown in Fig.2,E,F, BFA did neither prevent CT induced cAMP accumulation nor reverse 
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(Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1989; Feng et al., 2003; Sciaky et al., 1997)and indicates that once 
CT has reached the Golgi, the BFA-, Exo1-or nocodazole-induced redistribution of Golgi 
membranes and content into the ER is followed by a very fast activation of the adenylyl 
cyclase.Thisimplies that within approximately one minute a fraction of the toxin reaches the 
ER, becomes activated by reduction, translocates into the cytosol and gains access to its 
substrate the GSsubunit of GS, which finally activates the cyclase after mono-ADP 
ribosylation. 
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Fig. 3. Time dependence of the BFA-, Exo1- and nocodazole-induced reversal of the 
inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 on the CT-induced accumulation of cAMP in Vero 
cells. Vero cells in suspension were preincubated with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) for 30 min 
at 37°C. After the addition of CT (1µg/ml) cells were further incubated for 60 min at 37°C. 
Subsequently, BFA (2µg/ml) (), Exo1 (2µM) () and nocodazole (1µg/ml) () were added 
and the cells incubated for the indicated times followed by a determination of cAMP. Data 
points are the means of triplicate assays from one of at least three similar experiments. 

Therefore we assume that, at least in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2,CT also becomes 
activated at the level of the Golgi apparatus, and that in the ER the A1 fragment is rapidly 
translocated into the cytosol. A generation of CT-A1 at the level of the Golgi complex is in 
line with our previous observation (De Wolf, 2000)that in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 

(3mM), CT-A1 can still be formed. Furthermore, in this study we found that upon direct 
quantitation of the amount of CT-A1 generated, the BFA-induced redistribution of Golgi 
membranes into the ER did not increase the fraction of CT-A that became reduced in cells 
pretreated with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) (data not shown). 

Likewise, the BFA-induced reversal of the inhibitory effect ofCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2on the CT 
action was hardly affected by the addition of agents that are able to change the redox 
potential of the ER and affect the unfolding of CT and the generation of CT-A1 fragment 
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(Tsai and Rapoport, 2002). As shown in Table I, incubation of cells with 5mM dithiothreitol 
(DTT), a reducing agent known to permeate into the ER of intact cells (Braakman et al., 
1992)or the oxidant diamide (0.5mM),did almost not influence the BFA-induced reversal of 
the inhibitory effect ofCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. Also, the membrane-permeant sulfhydryl blocker 
NEM, which at a concentration of 10µM has been shown to completely inhibit the reduction 
of CT to CT-A1 by intact CaCo-2 cells (Orlandi, 1997),had only a minor effect on the BFA-
induced restoration of CT toxicity in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (Table I). 

Treatment Accumulation of cAMP 
 pmoles/105 cells 
Control 7.5  0.3 
DTT (5mM) 6.7  0.3 
Diamide (0.5mM) 7.5  0.3 
NEM (0.01mM) 7.4  0.2 
NEM (0.1mM) 5.8  0.2 
2-deoxy-D-glucose (50mM) + 0.02 % sodium azide 2.0  0.2 
Nocodazole (2µM) 7.4  0.3 
1,3-cyclohexanebis(methylamine) (2mM) 7.5  0.2 
All treatments no BFA added 0.4  0.2 

Table 1. Effect of several treatments on the BFA-induced reversal of the inhibitory effect of 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 on CT cytotoxicity. Vero cells in suspension were preincubated for 30 min 
at 37°C with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM). After addition of CT (1µg/ml) cells were further 
incubated for 60 min at 37°C. The indicated amounts of agents were added and the cells 
incubated for 15 min at 37°C. Finally, BFA (1µg/ml) wad added and the incubation 
continued for 30 min at 37°C. 

3.4 Kinetics of CT transport in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 to a compartment 
that redistributes into the ER upon addition of BFA 

The rapidBFA-induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 allowed 
us to estimate the time it takes for CT to reach, in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2,a 
compartment that redistributes into the ER following the addition of BFA. 

In these experiments, cells (Vero,T84 and MDCK) were preincubated with Cbz-Gly-Phe-
NH2 (3mM) for 30 min at 37°C. CT (1µg/ml) was added and the cells further incubated for 
the indicated times. Finally, BFA (5µg/ml) was added and the incubation continued for 90 
min and cAMP accumulation measured.  

As shown in Fig.4, in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 substantial amounts of CTreached, 
within approximately 5 to10 min, a compartment that redistributes into the ER following the 
addition of BFA. 

This time period corresponds to the time needed for CT to reach the Golgi complex, as 
evidenced by our subcellular fractionation experiments (Fig.1) and previous 
immunofluorescence studies (Majoul et al., 1996) on Vero cells.  

In these experiments theBFA concentration was kept high to induce rapid (within less than 5 
min) redistribution of the Golgi lipids and proteins into the ER. 
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In these experiments theBFA concentration was kept high to induce rapid (within less than 5 
min) redistribution of the Golgi lipids and proteins into the ER. 
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Fig. 4. Kinetics of CT transport in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 to a compartment 
which is redistributed to the ER following the addition of BFA. Vero cells (A,B), T84 (C,D) 
and MDCK cells (E,F) were preincubated with (,) and without (,) Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 

(3mM) for 30 min at 37°C. Subsequently, CT (1µg/ml) was added and the cells incubated at 
37°C for the indicated times. Finally, cells were incubated in the presence (,) and absence 
(,) of BFA (2µg/ml) for 90 min at 37°C and the cAMP accumulation determined. Values 
are the means SD of triplicate assays from one of three similar experiments. Error bars are 
indicated when they were more than 5% of the mean. 
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3.5 Characteristics of the BFA-and Exo1- induced reversal of the inhibition of CT 
action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 

It has been shown previously (Lippincott-Schwartz, 1990)that within minutes of adding BFA 
to most cells, the Golgi apparatus disassembles, giving rise to long, uncoated tubules that 
extend along microtubules fusing uniquely with the ER. Several treatments have been 
shown to inhibit this BFA-induced tubule formation. These included AlF4-, nocodazole, 
forskolin and some of its derivatives, reduced temperature and energy depletion (Orlandi, 
1997; Majoul et al., 1996; Lippincott-Schwartz, 1990). 

In order to further examine whether the BFA- and Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition of 
CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 is related to tubulation and disassembly of the Golgi 
apparatus, similar treatments affecting Golgi tubule formation were applied. 

To this end, Vero cells in suspension were preincubated for 30 min at 37°C with Cbz-Gly-
Phe-NH2 (3mM). Subsequently, CT (1µg/ml) was added and the cells further incubated for 
60 min at 37°C. The cells were then treated with the different reagents and finally BFA 
(1µg/ml) or Exo1 (2µM) wasadded and the incubation continued for 30 min at 37°C and 
thecAMP content determined. 

3.5.1 Effect of AlF4
-on the BFA- and Exo1- induced reversal of the inhibition of CT 

action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 

AlF4- stabilizes coatomer binding to Golgi membranes in vitro and in vivo and renders COPI 
highly resistant to removal by BFA, apparently by inhibition of COPI 
dissociation(Donaldson et al., 1991a; Finazzi et al., 1994). 

The mechanism by which AlF4- stabilizes COPI binding is not well understood but probably 
in-volvestrimeric G-proteins(Donaldson et al., 1991b; Helms et al., 1998). Another possibility 
is that AlF4-locksARF1 in a GDP.AlF4-binding transition state together with a limiting 
cofactor GAP, as shown for other small GTPases,and in this way reduces the overall rate of 
GTP hydrolysis (Rittinger et al., 1997; Scheffzek et al., 1997). 

As shown in Fig.5,A, treatment of Vero cells with 30mM NaF plus 50µM AlCl3 elicted, 
however, only a minor inhibitory effect on the BFA induced reversal of the inhibition of CT 
action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. This slight reduction of the reversal of the inhibition of CT 
action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 appearedto be cell specific, since it was not observed with T84 
cells (data not shown). 

It has been reported that AlF4-blocks the ability of Exo1 to induce dissociation of membrane-
bound ARFwt-GTP from Golgi membranes (Feng et al., 2003). Therefore, we also determined 
the effect of AlF4-on the Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-
Phe-NH2. From Fig.5,A it is clear that AlF4-almostcompletely blocked the ability of Exo1 to 
reverse the effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. 

AlF4- is able to directly interact with heterotrimeric G-proteins and, as described above, with 
small GTP binding proteins complexed with specific GTPase activating proteins.  

However, the effect of AlF4-on the BFA-and Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibitory action of 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 wasmost likely not influenced by an increase of the cAMP level by a direct 
activation of GS,since addition of AlF4-to intact cells hadonly a minor effect on the cAMP level 
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(Fig.5,B). This is in contrast to its effect on the adenylyl cyclase activity of membrane 
preparations or crude cell lysates. In addition, CT- induced mono ADP ribosylation of GS 
depends on active ARF1 as a cofactor, therefore, an effect of AlF4-at the level of ARF1 should 
also be considered. A previous study (Kahn, 1991), however , has demonstrated that AlF4- does 
not activate ARF1 and does not affect the CT induced mono ADP ribosylation of GS. 

 
Fig. 5. Effect of AlF4 on the BFA- and Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2.A. Vero cells in suspension were incubated with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 
(3mM) for 30 min at 37°C. CT (1µg/ml) was added and the cells were incubated for an 
additional 60 min at 37°C. Then cells were further incubated for 15 min at 37°C with and 
without NaF (30mM) and AlCl3 (50µM). Finally cells were treated with BFA (1 µg/ml) or 
Exo1 (2µM) for 30 min at 37°C and the intracellular concentration of cAMP measured. B. In 
parallel experiments Vero cells were preincubated with and without NaF (30mM) and AlCl3 
(50µM) for 15 min at 37°C and further incubated for 60 min at 37°C with or without CT 
(1mg/ml) and the intracellular concentration of cAMP determined. Values are the means 
SD of triplicate assays from one of three similar experiments. Error bars are indicated when 
they were more than 5% of the mean. 

Furthermore, as shown in Fig.5,B, prior exposure of Vero cells to AlF4- did not enhance but 
rather slightly reduced the CT-induced cAMP accumulation. A similar reduction was 
observed in the BFA-induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. 
Wealso looked whether1,3-cyclohexanebis-(methylamine)(CBM), a drug that interacts with 
COPI coatomer and inhibits coatomer binding to Golgi membranes (Hu et al., 1999), 
interferes with the BFA- or Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action byCbz-Gly-
Phe-NH2. As shown in Table I, CBM (2mM) had no effect on the BFA- or Exo1-induced 
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reversal of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2.This dibasic compound itself did 
also not reverse the inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (data not shown), which is 
consistent with its inability to cause a redistribution of Golgi membranes into the ER (Hu et 
al., 1999). 

In agreement with previous results (Chen et al., 2002),pre-treatment of Vero cells with CBM 
(2mM) did not affect the CT-induced elevation of the cAMP level (data not shown). 

These experiments indicate that there is no straightforward relationship between COPI 
dissociation and redistribution of Golgi membranes into the ER and also argue against 
COPI-and KDEL-dependent functional retrograde transport of CT. 

 
Fig. 6. Effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin on the BFA- or Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition 
of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. A. Effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin concentration.Vero cells 
in suspension were preincubated for 30 min at 37°C with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM). CT 
(1µg/ml) was added and the cells further incubated for 60 min at 37°C. The indicated 
amounts of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin were added and after 15 min BFA (1 µg/ml) () or Exo1 
(2µM) () were added and the cells finally incubated for an additional 30 min at 37°C and 
cAMP accumulation measured. B. Effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin on the time courses of the 
BFA or Exo1 induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2.Cells were 
preincubated as described under A. After CT treatment cells were incubated in the presence 
and absence of 1,9 dideoxyforskolin (150µM) for 15 min and BFA (1µg/ml) (,) or Exo1 
(2µM) (,) were added and the cells further incubated at 37°C for the indicated times. 
Values are the means SD of triplicate assays from one of three similar experiments. Error 
bars are indicated when they were more than 5% of the mean. 

3.5.2 Effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin on the BFA- and Exo1-induced reversal of the 
inhibition of CT action byCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2  

It has previously been shown that forskolin inhibits and reverses the effects of BFA on Golgi 
morphology(Lippincott-Schwartz, 1991a).Also, 1,9-dideoxyforskolin, a naturally occurring 
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reversal of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2.This dibasic compound itself did 
also not reverse the inhibitory effect of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (data not shown), which is 
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al., 1999). 
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Fig. 6. Effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin on the BFA- or Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition 
of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. A. Effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin concentration.Vero cells 
in suspension were preincubated for 30 min at 37°C with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM). CT 
(1µg/ml) was added and the cells further incubated for 60 min at 37°C. The indicated 
amounts of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin were added and after 15 min BFA (1 µg/ml) () or Exo1 
(2µM) () were added and the cells finally incubated for an additional 30 min at 37°C and 
cAMP accumulation measured. B. Effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin on the time courses of the 
BFA or Exo1 induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2.Cells were 
preincubated as described under A. After CT treatment cells were incubated in the presence 
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Values are the means SD of triplicate assays from one of three similar experiments. Error 
bars are indicated when they were more than 5% of the mean. 
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analogue of forskolin that does not activate adenylyl cyclase and reproduces many of the 
cAMP independent effects of forskolin(Laurenza et al., 1989),exerted a similar effect 
(Lippincott-Schwartz, 1991a). Therefore, it was of interest to look at the effect of 1,9-
dideoxyforskolin on the BFA- and Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. 

As illustrated in Fig.6,A, the forskolin analogue completely antagonized the effect of BFA or 
Exo1 on the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-induced inhibition of CT action in a dose-dependent (IC50 

60µM) way. The effect of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin was very fast,since after its additionno raise in 
cAMP level could be observed one minute after the further addition of BFA or Exo1 (Fig.6,B). 

3.5.3 Effect of reduced temperature and energy depletion on the BFA-induced 
reversal of the inhibition of CT action byCbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 

As shownin Table I, reduction in cellular ATP levels using the metabolic inhibitors 2-deoxy-
D-glucose (50mM) and sodium azide (0.02%) strongly suppressed the BFA-induced reversal 
of the inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. Also, lowering the temperature to below 
15°C abolished (Fig.7) the BFA-induced restoration of toxicity. The inhibitory effectsof these 
treatments are in line with their influence on the BFA-induced disassembly of the Golgi 
apparatus (Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1990). 

 
Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the kinetics of the BFA-induced reversal of the Cbz-Gly-
Phe-NH2-mediated inhibition of CT action on Vero cells. Vero cells in suspension were 
preincubated with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) for 30 min at 37°C. CT (1µg/ml) was added 
and the cells further incubated for 60 min at 37°C. Cells were subsequently cooled to the 
indicated temperatures and after the addition of BFA (5µg/ml) incubated for the indicated 
times and cAMP measured.Values are the means SD of triplicate assays from one of three 
similar experiments. Error bars are indicated when they were more than 5% of the mean. 
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4. Discussion 
The metalloendoprotease substrate Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, but not its inactive analogue Cbz-
Gly-Gly-NH2, renders cells completely resistant to the action of CT without apparently 
affecting the binding and internalization of the toxin (De Wolf, 2000). 

In this study we further examined the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-induced inhibition of CT action by 
looking at the effect of thisdipeptide on the intracellular trafficking of the toxin by using 
gradient centrifugation experiments and treatment of cells with agents affecting intracellular 
vesicular transport.  

Density gradient centrifugation experiments of post nuclear membranes or supernatants of 
Vero cells prelabeled with 125I-CT revealed that Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 does not affect the 
internalization of the toxin but blocks its transport to the ER. Following pretreatment of cells 
with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 (3mM) the toxin appears to be trapped in an intracellular 
compartment, which cofractionates with UDP-galactosyltransferase a marker of the Golgi 
apparatus. 

To further explore whether in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 the toxin travels beyond the 
trans Golgi-network (TGN) and actually reaches cisternae of the Golgi complex, we looked 
whether drugs known to redistribute Golgi membranes into the ER are also able to cause a 
reversal of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-induced inhibition of CT action. 

The idea for such an approach came from our previous experiments on the time dependence 
of the BFA effect on the CT-induced cAMP accumulation in Vero cells (De Wolf, 2000).In 
these experiments we noticed that addition of BFA 15 min after the addition of CT did not 
inhibit but rather enhanced the CT-induced increase in the cAMP level. As an explanation 
we proposed that once the toxin has reached the Golgi complex, the BFA-
mediatedredistribution of Golgi membranes into the ER increases the rate of delivery of the 
toxin to the ER. 

In this study we showed that the fungal metabolite brefeldin A (BFA) and a novel chemical 
inhibitor of anterograde vesicular transport Exo1 are able to completely reverse the Cbz-
Gly-Phe-NH2-induced inhibition of CT action. Both drugs have been shown to cause a rapid 
release of ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF)1 and COPI from Golgi membranes into the cytosol, 
followed by massive tubulation and collapse of the Golgi apparatus into the endoplasmic 
reticulum (Feng et al., 2003; Sciaky et al., 1997; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991a). BFA and to 
a much lesser extent Exo1 also cause tubulation of the trans-Golgi network (TGN), however, 
no redistribution of TGN membranes into the ER occurs, instead theyfuse with early and 
recycling endosomes (Feng et al., 2003; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991b).Therefore, our 
results indicated that, in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, CT is able to travel to the Golgi, 
however, further retrograde transport to the ER is blocked. 

The modes of action of BFA and Exo1, however, appear to be different, as illustrated by the 
effect of AlF4-. Whereas AlF4- has only a minor or no effect (depending on the cell type) on 
the BFA-induced reversal of inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, it completely 
preventsthe reversal of inhibition by Exo1. This is consistent with earlier observations 
showing that, whereas AlF4- slows but does not prevent the BFA-induced dissociation of 
ARF1 from Golgi membranes (Feng et al., 2003),it completely blocks the Exo1-induced 
dissociation of ARF1 from these membranes (Feng et al., 2003). 
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inhibit but rather enhanced the CT-induced increase in the cAMP level. As an explanation 
we proposed that once the toxin has reached the Golgi complex, the BFA-
mediatedredistribution of Golgi membranes into the ER increases the rate of delivery of the 
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In this study we showed that the fungal metabolite brefeldin A (BFA) and a novel chemical 
inhibitor of anterograde vesicular transport Exo1 are able to completely reverse the Cbz-
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a much lesser extent Exo1 also cause tubulation of the trans-Golgi network (TGN), however, 
no redistribution of TGN membranes into the ER occurs, instead theyfuse with early and 
recycling endosomes (Feng et al., 2003; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991b).Therefore, our 
results indicated that, in the presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, CT is able to travel to the Golgi, 
however, further retrograde transport to the ER is blocked. 

The modes of action of BFA and Exo1, however, appear to be different, as illustrated by the 
effect of AlF4-. Whereas AlF4- has only a minor or no effect (depending on the cell type) on 
the BFA-induced reversal of inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, it completely 
preventsthe reversal of inhibition by Exo1. This is consistent with earlier observations 
showing that, whereas AlF4- slows but does not prevent the BFA-induced dissociation of 
ARF1 from Golgi membranes (Feng et al., 2003),it completely blocks the Exo1-induced 
dissociation of ARF1 from these membranes (Feng et al., 2003). 
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This agrees with the proposal (Feng et al., 2003)that BFA and Exo1 have different targets. In 
contrast with BFA, Exo1 appears not to interfere with the activity of guanine nucleotide 
exchange factors specific for Golgi associated ARF’s, but probably acts at a step downstream 
from the ARF1-GTP loading step, most likely by increasing the rate of GTP hydrolysis 
through the activation of an ARF-GAP-dependent step (Feng et al., 2003). 

The difference in the mechanisms of action of BFA and Exo1 is also apparent from their 
divergent effects on the action of CT in MDCK cells and reversal of the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-
induced inhibition of CT action in these cells. MDCK cells have a Golgi complex which is 
resistant to the action of BFA (Hunziker et al., 1991),but apparently,as shown in this 
study,not to that of Exo1. Kinetic analysis of the BFA- or Exo1-induced reversal of the 
inhibition of CT action by Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 revealed that the redistribution of Golgi 
membranes into the ER is a fast process. Furthermore, sincethe toxin-induced increase in 
cAMP content reached 50%of its maximal levelonly two minutes after the addition of BFA 
or Exo1, the subsequent steps in toxin action must also be taken very rapidly. Golgi tubules 
are known to mediate retrograde traffic in cells treated with BFA. In BFA treated cells, Golgi 
tubules resembling those of untreated cells are observed, but they are formed at a more 
rapid rate. Moreover, the tubules fail to detach from Golgi structures. This leads to the 
formation of a dynamic Golgi tubule network within 5-8 min of adding the drug. When one 
or more of the Golgi tubules fuses with the ER, Golgi membranes redistribute rapidly 
(within 30 sec) in the ER, leaving no Golgi structure behind (Sciaky et al., 1997). 

Since BFA and Exo1, by perturbing ARF1 function and COPI binding, directly interfere with 
the Golgi to ER retrograde trafficking machinery, we also investigated the effect of the 
microtubule depolimerizing drug nocodazole. Microtubule disruption by nocodazole is 
known to block the inward translocation of pre-Golgi intermediates along microtubules 
without significant effects on the Golgi to ER traffic (Cole et al., 1996),causing a more 
naturalrecyclingof Golgi components to the ER. As shown in this study,nocodazole also 
partially reverses the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 induced inhibition of CT action. The extent of 
reversal, however, appears to be cell type dependent. 

We previously reported (De Wolf, 2000)that whereas Vero cells pretreated with BFA 
areunable to reduce CT to the CT-A1 peptide and arecompletely resistant to CT action, 
treatment of the same cells with Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 only partially reduced their ability to 
generate the CT-A1 peptide, although they also become completely insensitive to toxin 
action. To account for this observation we argued that the total amount of reduced toxin 
may not reflect toxin that can be translocated to the cytosol, for instance, in the presence of 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, reduced toxin may be trapped in a compartment where translocation to 
the cytosol is impossible or much less efficient. Several lines of evidence have indicated that 
a protein-disulfideisomerase (PDI; EC 5.34.1) mediates the reduction of CT-A (Tsai et al., 
2001; Orlandi, 1997). This enzyme is found predominantly as a resident soluble protein 
within the lumen of the ER (Freedman et al., 1989),but has also been ascribed to the Golgi 
apparatus (Taylor and Varandani, 1985), the trans-Golgi network and the plasma membrane 
of mammalian cells (Varandani et al., 1978). Our results indicated that at least in the 
presence of Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2, CT can be reduced and thus activated at the level of the 
Golgi complex. Modifications of CT structure at the level of the Golgi complex have been 
reported previously (Bastiaens et al., 1996). In this study evidence waspresented indicating 
that CT-A dissociates from CT-B in the Golgi, after which CT-A is transported in oxidized 
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form to the ER via a KDEL-dependent mechanism. Reduction of CT in an intermediate 
compartment before reaching the Golgi is unlikely, since in the presence of BFA, which as 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 does not impair the binding and internalization of CT, no reduction of 
CT-A occurs. Conditions prevailing in the Golgi (lower pH, less oxidizing) may also be 
favourable for the reduction of CT-A. For instance, it has been shown that in vitro the PDI 
mediated reduction of CT-A is maximalat a pH 5.5-6.0 (Tsai et al., 2001). 

Previous studies (Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991a)have reported that forskolin inhibits and 
even reverses the effects of BFA on Golgi structure. These effects arealso reproduced by 1,9-
dideoxyforskolin, a naturally occurring analogue of forskolin that does not activate adenylyl 
cyclase(Laurenza et al., 1989). In this study we demonstrated that 1,9-dideoxyforskolin also 
antagonizes the effect of BFA on the Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2-induced inhibition of CT action in a 
dose-dependent way. It has been speculated that forskolin interferes with the action of BFA 
by (competition)/competing for the binding of BFA to its target protein, the Golgi-localized 
nucleotide exchange factor specific for ARF1(Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991a). A 
subsequent study (Nickel et al., 1996), however, showed that in vitro forskolin does not 
prevent inhibition of Golgi-catalyzed nucleotide exchange by BFA. Therefore, it was 
concluded that it is unlikely that forskolin and BFA bind to the same target protein. 
Forskolin treatment of CHO cells, however, resultsin increased levels of Cys-BFA, the major 
BFA conjugate secreted by CHO cells, in the medium, which led to the suggestion that the 
effect of forskolin on BFA-induced disassembly of the Golgi apparatus might be due to an 
enhanced detoxification of the drug. The present results do not favor this hypothesis, since 
1,9-dideoxyforskolin also blocks the Exo1-induced reversal of the inhibition of CT action by 
Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2. In addition,the fast action of 1,9-dideoxyforskolin is difficult to reconcile 
with the proposed enhanced detoxification and removal of BFA. In this light it is also 
interesting to note that forskolin also prevents the redistribution of Golgi membranesinto 
the ER, induced by the Epidermal-cell differentiation inhibitor (EDIN), an exoenzyme (ADP-
ribosyltransferase) produced by Staphylococcus aureus with a substrate specificity of the 
rho protein (Sugai et al., 1992). Therefore, it is clear that forskolin inhibits the action of 
structurally totally unrelated compounds, which all cause disassembly of the Golgi complex. 
The exact target and mechanism of action of forskolin and its derivatives in this 
phenomenon therefore remains to be defined. 

Taken together, the results of this study are in agreement with the view that intoxication by 
CT requires retrograde transport of CT from the plasma membrane to the ER, involving 
passage through the TGN and Golgi apparatus. A direct transport from the TGN to the ER 
as recently proposed (Feng et al., 2004)is unlikely since Cbz-Gly-Phe-NH2 and Exo1 
completely abolish toxicity,whereastransport of the toxin to the TGN still occurs. We also 
demonstrated that the metalloendoprotease substrate blocks the retrograde transport of CT 
from the Golgi complex to the ER. Therefore,metalloendoproteases may not only play a role 
in vesicular transport and secretion of newly synthesized proteins as previously proposed 
(Lennarz and Strittmatter, 1991),but may also be involved in retrograde transport between 
the Golgi and the ER. Finally, we also showed that successive addition of two strong 
inhibitors of CT action at the appropriate time points can annihilate their inhibitory effects. 
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1. Introduction  
Cholera is an acute enteric infection, with huge pandemic potential, caused by ingestion of 
food or water contaminated with the bacterium Vibrio cholerae, the gram negative bacteria 
(Sack, Sack et al. 2004). The etiologic agent responsible for cholera was identified in 1883 
when Robert Koch demonstrated that comma(-shaped) bacteria, later designated as V. 
cholerae, causes cholera infection (Koch 1884). Since Koch's discovery of cholera virulent 
factor, different specific strain variants of V. cholerae have been identified. For the majority of 
cholera's disease outbreaks two biotypes of V. cholerae'sserogroup O1 are responsible: 
Clasical and “El Tor”, as well serogroup O139 that was responsible for a large epidemic in 
Bangladesh and India (Ramamurthy, Garg et al. 1993). Non-O1 and non-O139 V. cholerae can 
cause mild diarrhoea but do not generate epidemics (Ramamurthy, Bag et al. 1993). Cholera 
transmission is closely related to inadequate environmental conditions that can be find in 
suburban slums where the basic infrastructure is not available, as well as in camps for 
internally displaced people or refugees, where minimum requirements of clean water and 
sanitation are not met. A typical example of such non-promising situation has induced an 
outbreak of Cholera after earthquake in Haiti in January 2010 (Andrews and Basu 2011). The 
short incubation period of two hours to five days, enhances the potentially explosive pattern 
of outbreaks. Intensive efforts for the identification of the basis of Cholera disease at a 
molecular level were done by different research groups during the 1960s, until Finkelstein 
and co-workers recognized a protein toxin as a major virulent factor that causes the massive 
fluid release in Cholera infection (Finkelstein, Atthasampunna et al. 1966). The efforts to 
solve a complete structure of Cholera toxin by X-ray diffraction analysis were concluded 
during the 1990s (Spangler 1992; Zhang, Scott et al. 1995). Up to date, 27 X-ray structures 
related to Cholera toxin (CT) are deposited in the Protein Databank.  The structure and 
function of CT at the molecular level will be the subject of our review. In this work we will 
also show some examples of structure based design of various types of CT inhibitors; we 
will introduce catechin-like compounds as inhibitors of the enzymatic A unit of CT; mimics 
of oGM1 as inhibitors of the non-toxic pentamer of B subunits of CT (CTB); as well as 
multivalent inhibitors that very effectively prevent adhesion of CTB to GM1 receptors at the 
surface of epithelial cells. At the end, we will also describe a new strategy for developing 
inhibitors via targeting binding site for blood group antigens in Cholera Toxin. 
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2. Cholera toxin – structure and mode of action 
Cholera toxin (CT) belongs to the family of AB5 bacterial toxins, which includes CT itself 
and the Escherichia coli heat-labile toxins (LTs) LT-I and LT-II, among others. This family of 
bacterial toxins is named after the characteristic architecture comprising a single 
catalytically active component, A, and a non-toxic pentamer of B subunits (B5) (Fig. 1a). The 
structure and function of AB5 toxins have been reviewed in detail on several occasions 
(Bernardi, Podlipnik et al. 2006; Hol, Fan et al. 2004; Hayes, Turnbull 2011).  

 
Fig. 1. (A) Holotoxin CT and (B) pentamer B complexed with oGM1. 

The A subunit of CT is composed of two distinct parts A1 and A2. The A1 component is 
responsible for the toxic enzyme activity, while the A2 component serves as non-covalent 
linker of subunit A to subunit B. Each of five CT's B-subunits is composed from two α 
helices and two three-stranded β sheets, that form together a doughnut-shaped structure, 
which has a central pore into which the C-terminal of A2 subunit extends. The B pentamer is 
responsible for binding CT to ganglioside GM1 on the external membrane of intestinal 
epithelial cells. This binding is recognized as a key event for initiation of the threatening 
action of CT. The interaction of the oligosaccharidic head groups of ganglioside GM1 
(Galβ1-3GalNAcβ1-4(NeuAcα2-3)Galβ1-4Glcβ1-OH,oGM1) with B5 unit of CT is depicted in 
Fig. 1b. It is interesting that the binding ability of the B-pentamer to cell surface receptors is 
retained even in absence of the A-subunit. However, the complete AB5 holotoxin is needed 
for actual intoxication.  

The B pentamer of CT (CTB) interacts with the soluble, monovalent oligosaccharide portion 
of GM1 (oGM1) with strong affinity, the binding process is weakly cooperative. The close 
view of the interaction based on 1.25 Å resolution structure of oGM1:CTB complex (Merritt, 
Sarfaty et al. 1994) is shown in Fig 2b. We may observe that branched oGM1 (Fig 3) is 
attached to CTB binding site with two fingers: the first one is a sialic acid “thumb” and the 
second one a GalB(1->3)GalNAc “forefinger” (two-fingered grip). Most of the contacts are 
given by the “finger” tips: in terms of buried protein surface, the terminal Gal and Neu5Ac 
residues contribute 39% and 43%, the rest and minor part of protein surface is buried with 
GalNAc. The most recent value of the dissociation constant for interaction between one 
oGM1 and one CTB binding site has been evaluated by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 
(ITC) and it was found to be 43 nM (Turnbull, Precious et al. 2004), this is one of the 
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strongest known protein-carbohydrate interaction. It has been also observed that all of the 
mono- or disaccharide fragments of oGM1 bind to CTB much more weakly; for example, the 
terminal galactose residue displays Kd=15 mM, which is in the case of the Gal-GalNAc 
forefinger improved by only a factor of two. 

 
Fig. 2. (A) Structure of ganglioside head groups. (B) Close view of CTB:oGM1 interaction. 

The other important binding determinant, Neu5Ac, binds even more weakly to the protein (Kd 

≈ 200 mM). The analysis of results obtained by dissecting of the oGM1:CTB interaction by ITC 
has shown that high affinity and selectivity of oGM1:CTB interaction originates mainly from 
the conformational pre-organisation of the branched GM1 pentasaccharide rather than 
through the effect of cooperativity of terminal moieties galactose and sialic acid. The terminal 
galactose residue in the “forefinger” binds to the CTB binding site very specifically. The 
pyranose ring of this galactose is stacked on top of Trp88 (CH/pi interaction) and forms an 
extensive hydrogen bond network involving Asn90, Lys91, Glu51 and Gln61 residues from 
CTB5. The terminal galactose is docked in a deep cavity that is shielded from the solvent, on 
the other hand the rest of the toxin's binding site is shallow and solvent exposed. The sialic 
acid (Neu5Ac) represents the second important moiety of GM1 required for recognition of 
Cholera toxin. The sugar ring of sialic acid makes hydrophobic interaction with Tyr12, 
whereas hydroxyl, and N-acetyl substituents form hydrogen bonds with CTB residues, while 
carboxyl group forms water-mediated hydrogen bond with Trp88. 

The action of CT is initiated by binding of CT via the B5 pentamer to GM1s receptors that are 
part of the external membrane of intestinal epithelial cells. When CT binds to the cell, the 
whole toxin is transferred into the cell via receptor-mediated endocytosis. The toxin is then 
transported to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where A subunit dissociates from the rest of 
the protein assembly. Subunit A is then split to subunits A1 and A2 by peptide-disulfide 
isomerase in the ER. Subunit A1 is then translocated to the cytosol of the host cell, where it 
catalyses the covalent transfer of an ADP-ribose moiety from NAD+ to Arg201 of the 
signalling protein Gsα (a component of an adenylate cyclase system). Adenylate cyclase 
system is normally activated by a regulatory protein Gs and GTP; however the activation is 
normally brief, because another regulatory protein (Gi) hydrolyses GTP. The normal 
situation is described in Fig 3a. Cholera toxin catalyses transfer of ADP to adenyl cyclase 
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cycle. Ribosylated form of Gs stabilizes the GTP bound form of protein, which stays 
continually activated (Cassel and Pfeuffer 1978). This situation is shown in Fig 3b.  

 
Fig. 3. Action of enzymatic unit of Cholera Toxin. (A) Normal action. (B) Permanent 
activation of Adenylate cyclase system. 

This modification of the adenylate cyclase system results in an elevated level of AMP which 
causes the activation of the sodium pumps in the lumen of the cells through an AMP-
dependent kinase pathway, forcing the Na+ ions out. The electrochemical imbalance is then 
compensated by driving Cl- and H2O out of the cells. The process of Cholera Toxin action is 
followed by enormous loss of water from the epithelial cells into the intestinal lumen, 
causing water diarrhoea characteristic for cholera.  

It has been shown that A1 by itself has relatively low enzymatic activity in vitro. The 
interaction of A1 with ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF) protein from human host increases the 
enzymatic activity of A1. Numerous studies in vitro and in vivo have indicated the importance 
of tight interaction between A1 fragment and ARF. Recent structural investigations of a CTA1 
:ARF6-GTP complex pointed out that binding of ARF6-GTP causes dramatic changes in the 
CTA1 loop regions that open the binding site for NAD+ (Hol, O’Neal et al. 2005). 

Taking into account structural information and given mechanism of action of CT, three 
different strategies are possible to design a prophylactic cure against Cholera: 

 Inhibition of the action of the catalytically active unit A of CT. 
 Design of small molecules that act as a decoys for the toxin's GM1 binding site and thus 

prevent adhesion of CT to cell membranes of epithelial cells. 
 Prevention of assembly of AB5 complex that takes place in the cytosol. 

In further writing, the first two strategies of the development the Cholera toxin inhibitors 
will be reviewed, with special attention to experience based on our recent work in this field 
of medicinal chemistry.  

3. Natural products as Cholera toxin inhibitors 
During the history, traditional healers have prepared medicaments for the treatment 
(prevention) of Cholera infections from various medicinal plants. The most common ways to 
administer such natural remedies are infusions or decoctions that are usually compositions 
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of numerous natural products. The active substances from medicinal plants can treat 
Cholera via different pharmacological mechanisms; from the direct antimicrobial against V. 
cholerae, prevention of adhesion of CT to the GM1 receptors at surface of epithelial cells, to 
direct inhibition of ADP-ribosylation of active unit of CT. The improved understanding of 
the CT toxicity at the molecular level and the further set up of modern biological assays, has 
allowed in recent years the identification of different classes of bioactive natural products. 
An important class of such products are polyphenols from green and black tea, green 
apples, hop bract and the Chinese rhubarb rhizome. Garlic extract is another example of 
traditional cure against diarrhoea diseases such as cholera. Recent researches have 
recognized a galactan polysaccharide as a major anti-choleric component of garlic (Politi, 
Alvaro-Blanco et al. 2006). Some interesting natural inhibitors of CT are shown in Fig 4. 

Toda et al. (1992) reported that polyphenol catechins (EGC, 3, ECG, 4, and EGCG, 5) isolated 
from green tea have protective function against infection with V. cholerae O1. EGCG and 
ECG also protect against hemolysin (another toxin from V. cholerae that causes red blood cell 
rupture) in a dose dependent manner–the more green tea catechins, the better the 
protection. Animal studies also showed that these catechins reduced the fluid accumulation 
(the primary cause of cholera fatality) from CT (Toda, Okubo et al. 1992). 

Toda et al. (1991) have also suggested that extracts of black tea have anti-bactericidal 
function against V. cholerae O1. The major active components of black tea that could be 
responsible for protective activity against V. cholerae O1 are theaflavin-3,3'-digallate, 9 and 
thearubigin, 10.  

Saito et al. (2002) have shown the anti-choleric activity of natural polyphenols extracted from 
immature apples. They described that the inhibitory effect of apple polyphenols extract 
(APE) on CT-catalyzed ADP-ribosylation of agmantine is dose-dependent and it is due to 
the inhibition of the enzymatic activity of the A subunit of CT. The concentration of APE at 
which 50% of the enzymatic activity of CT (15 μg/ml) is inhibited was approximately 8.7 
μg/ml. Bioassay oriented fractionation of APE indicated that the highly polymerized 
catechins, also named procyanidine polymers, are the major inhibitory components of this 
apple extract. Other constituents like the non-catechin-type polyphenols (chlorogenic acid, 
phloridzin, phloretin, caffeic acid, and p-coumaric acid) and the monomeric catechins 
(catechin and epicatechin) have shown week inhibitory activity. The results indicate that 
APE disturbs the biological activity of CT in vivo, also but not only via inhibition of the 
enzymatic activity of A-subunit. An additional explanation for the in vivo reduction of 
secretory activity of APE can also be the protection of the intestine's mucosa with 
polymerized catechins. Procyanidins B1, 6, C2, 7 and tetracatechin, 8 representative 
structures from Saito study are shown in Fig. 4. 

Hor et al. (1995) also reported in vivo CTA inhibitory activity of proantho-cyanidines 
extracted from Guazuma ulimfolia, a medicinal plant used in Mexico for traditional treatment 
of diarrhoea. 

Oi et al. (2002) studied the bioactivity of rhubarb galloyl tannin (RG-tannin), a compound 
isolated from Rhei rhizome, against CT activities including ADP-ribosylation and fluid 
accumulation. This kind of heterologuos polyphenol gallate inhibits fluid accumulation in 
mouse and rabbit ileal loops that is induced by CT action, as well as catalytic activity of 
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CTA. It was also observed that RG-tannin, had no effect on the binding of CTB to the 
ganglioside GM1 or an endogenous ADP-ribosylation of membrane proteins. The authors 
prepared and tested a small library of synthetic gallates (sugar moieties esterified with 
galloyl groups) against CTA's ADP-rybosylation activity a small library of synthetic gallates. 
Some of compounds (12 for example) from their library exhibited strong inhibitory activity 
of CTAs ADP-ribosylation.  

 
Fig. 4. Structures of natural products that could serve as CT inhibitors. 

Politi et al. (2006) reported binding activity between a high molecular weight 
polysaccharide, galactan from garlic water extract and the B subunit of CT (CTB). The 
interaction was confirmed with Saturation Transfer Difference (STD) experiment, one of the 
NMR methods used to measure interaction between ligands and target receptor, and with 
fluorometric binding assays. This study indicates that one galactan polymer could bind with 
large number of CTB protein monomers. The ability of galactan to form high molecular 
weight aggregates with CTB and thus prevent adhesion to cell-surface could be the main 
reason for its inhibitory activity. A fragment of galactan 13 is shown in Fig. 4.  

Podlipnik (2009) has collected polyphenol structures from different sources and described a 
structure-based model of inhibition of ADP-ribosyltransferase activity of Cholera toxin by 
polyphenol's. Compounds 1-12 (Fig 4) are members of the polyphenol´s library used for 
virtual screening against CTA1 . For docking purposes a model based on a crystallographic 
structure of CTA1:ARF6-GTP complex (Hol, O'Neal et al. 2005) was prepared. From docking 
(Glide XP) results it is evident that mono catechines can penetrate deeply into the binding 
site of CTA (Fig. 5a). The inhibitory activity of polyphenols generally increases with their 
complexity, measured by number of hydroxyl groups attached to the scaffold. On the other 
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hand, oligocatechins can not penetrate into the binding site in the whole extension, such 
compounds could additionally form numerous non-specific contacts with the protein 
surface, and hinder NAD+ to access the binding site (Fig. 5c). Nice fits to CTA binding site 
have been also observed for theaflavin-3,3 digallate (Fig. 5d), 9 from black tea and Oi's 
synthetic gallate (Fig. 5b), 12, the results of molecular docking (Glide XP) indicate that these 
two compounds could act as strong inhibitors of CT´s ADP-ribosylation activity . 

 
Fig. 5. Docking poses (GlideXP) for selected polyphenols. (A) epigallocatechin gallate; (B) 
1,2,3,6-tetra-O-galloyl-D-glucose; (C) tetrameric catechin; (D) theaflavin-3,3-digalate. Yellow 
coloured NAD+ is appeared in each CTA:ligand complex as a reference. 

Many other plants have been used for centuries around the world in traditional medicine as 
natural remedies for cholera and other diarrhoeal infections. Most of the current 
pharmacological studies are oriented to test antibacterial activity of some of these medicinal 
species from plant extracts against V. Cholerae. On the other hand, direct investigations of 
natural products as potential CT inhibitors are very rare, this field of research is still open 
and some additional founding of direct biological action of natural compounds to cholera 
toxin and other AB5 toxins are more than welcome.  

4. Rational design of GM1 mimics as Cholera toxin inhibitors 
The synthesis of ganglioside GM1 itself is very complex (Sugimoto, Numata et al. 1986), 
therefore one of the strategies how to prevent adhesion of CTB to the cell surface involves 
design and synthesis of functional and structural mimics of oGM1 (Fig 6).  

NMR and theoretical studies of the conformational behavior of GM1 and of other 
ganglioside head groups (e.g. GM2, GM3, and asialo GM1) have shown that the 3,4-
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branching at Gal-II residue is the main reason for rigidity of oGM1 structure, so Gal-II 
residue appears to act as the scaffold that holds together the two terminal Gal-IV and 
Neu5Ac moieties at the proper orientation for optimal interaction with CT (Bernardi and 
Raimondi 1995; Bernardi, Arosio et al. 2002). Bernardi et al. have used the above structural 
hypothesis to develop and design ligands (14 for example) using conformationally restricted 
cis-1,2-cyclohexanediol, 15, as a replacement of Gal-II residue in oGM1 (Bernardi, Checchia 
et al. 1999; Bernardi, Arosio et al. 2001). The experimental results obtained by ELISA assays 
and fluorescence titration have shown that CT inhibition activities of Bernardi's mimics and 
oGM1 are more or less in the same range. The major problem in the synthesis of the “first 
generation” of the Bernardi's mimics is the stereoselective syalilation of cis-1,2-
cyclohexanediol, this step represents the bottleneck of the synthesis. Therefore, a further 
simplification of oGM1 structure that has been based on the replacement of the sialic acid 
residue with simple α-hydroxyl acids, 16-20 was proposed by Bernardi's research group 
(Bernardi, Carrettoni et al. 2000).  

 
Fig. 6. Structures of Bernardi's GM1 mimics. 

 
Fig. 7. Poses (Glide XP) of Bernardi's GM1 mimics: (A) 18 and (B) 20 to CTB . 

The next widely used approach to design CTB inhibitors is to use the terminal galactose as 
an anchor to which various pharmacophores can be attached. Minke et al. (1999) have used 
fluorescence titrations and ELISA assays to screen a series of commercially available 
galactose derivates. The most active compound from this series was meta nitrophenyl α-D-
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galactoside (MNPG), 21. Its affinity for CTB (IC50 = 720 μM) is two orders of magnitude 
higher than it is found for galactose. (Minke, Roach et al. 1999) (Fan, Merritt et al. 2001) 
Further crystallographic studies have shown the displacement of a water molecule that is 
structurally bound to CTB by the meta nitro group of the MNPG's phenyl ring. The 
mentioned displacement leads to an increase in the entropy of the system and creates tight 
hydrogen bond interactions between the nitro group of MNPG and CTB could, which may 
be the reason for an increased CT inhibitory activity (Fan, Merritt et al. 2001). It has been 
also observed that m-carboyxphenyl α-D-galactoside (MCPG), 22, binds to the target with a 
different binding mode. Poses of MCPG and MNPG extracted from crystallographic 
structures are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, respectively (Fan, Merritt et al. 2001).  

 
Fig. 8. Some examples from MNPG (MCPG) library. 

 
Fig. 9. Poses of (A) MNPG, 21 and (B) MCPG, 22 to CTB. Poses are extracted from 
crystallographic data.  

Fan et al. designed a library of CTB antagonists where rigid hydrophobic rings were linked 
with different short and flexible aliphatic linkers to the meta position of phenyl ring of α-D-
galactoside (Fan, Pickens et al. 2002). Some compounds from the mentioned libraries are 
shown in Fig. 9. This modification of MNPG allows to explore different regions of CTB 
binding site. Minke et al. (1999) explored a hydrophobic pocket in the bottom of the LT-II 
binding with series of galactosides that have large hydrophobic moieties, and found that 
compound 24 had the lowest IC50=40 μM, which is more than three orders of magnitude 
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lower from the IC50 of galactose . Docking (Glide XP) pose of 24, an α galactoside with large 
rigid hydrophobic moiety, to CT is shown in Fig. 12a.  

Pieters et al. (2001; 2002) synthesized monovalent lactose-derived ligands for Cholera toxin, 
an example of such ligand is 25, where a thiourea moiety served as a spacer between lactose 
and aromatic system. A 72 fold enhancement of binding affinity of the compound 25 
(Kd=248 μM) versus lactose (Kd=18 mM) to CTB determined by fluorescence titration was 
observed. The next step to improve Pieters' ligands was to increase the rigidity of a spacer 
between the lactose and a aryl group. The fluorescence study of 26 (Kd=23 μM) revealed one 
order of magnitude enhancement in the affinity of 25 for the CTB. Two examples from the 
library of Pieters' ligands based on lactose scaffold are shown in Fig. 10. 

 
Fig. 10. Pieters' lactose derived ligands. 

Mari et al. (2004; 2006) designed and synthesized a galactose-derived bi-cyclic scaffold, the rigid 
framework and possibility of functionalization at appended side-chain made these compounds 
interesting for further combinatorial development. NMR and conformational search analysis 
showed, however, that these compounds were more flexible than expected and did not fit the 
cholera toxin's binding site. An example, 27 from their library is shown in Fig. 11.  

 
Fig. 11. Cholera toxin inhibitors: bi-cyclic inhibitor, 27 and cinnamic acid galactoconjugates 
28-33. 

Podlipnik et al. (2007) designed a small focused library of functionalized C-galactosides that 
could serve as non-hydolysable inhibitors of Cholera toxin. The fact that C-galactoside 
anchors (compound 28 from Fig. 11) can be synthesized in a few steps from galactose, thus 
avoiding the need for protecting groups, and their metabolical stability are the main reasons 
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for the selection of the scaffold. The approach that has been adopted to identify CT 
inhibitors involves the following steps: the development and validation of a 
docking/scoring protocol based on a set of known pseudo-GM1 ligands; the design of a 
focused library of C-galactosides; the synthesis and affinity evaluation (by SPR) of selected 
elements of the library. The authors have tried to design relatively rigid ligands with α 
configuration on Galactose anomeric center that could fit CTB binding site. Cinnamic acids 
and their derivatives have been found as an ideal solution for conjugation functionalized C-
galactosides (compounds 29-33 from Fig. 11). The best value of IC50 (125 μM) has been 
observed for compound 30. The pose of this compound within CTB binding site (Glide XP 
docking) is shown in Fig. 12b.  

 
Fig. 12. Docking (Glide XP) poses of (A) Verlinde's ligand 24 and ligand 30 from cinnamic 
acid galactoconjugates library to CTB. Comparison of two galactoconjugates with  
configuration on anomeric centre. 

 
Fig. 13. General scheme for design of non-hydrolysabile Cheshev's bidentate CT inhibitors. 

Cheshev et al. (2010) have used click chemistry to design a library of non-hydrolyzable 
bidentate CTB ligand, where two binding determinants, galactose and sialic acid, are 
connected to one other as they are in oGM1. All compounds from their library were 
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synthesized from readily available precursors using high performance reactions, including 
click chemistry protocols, and avoiding glycosidic bonds. The general strategy of Cheshev's 
design is shown in Fig. 13. The affinity of bidentate ligands to CT measured by weak affinity 
chromatography could be enhanced up to one or two orders of magnitude relative to the 
individual pharmacological sugar residues. A further enhancement of CT inhibition could 
be accessed by conjugation of some of the compounds from the library with polyvalent 
aglycons. Two examples from Cheshev's library are shown in figure 14. Nice fit computed 
with Glide XP docking software of R-epimeric form of ligand 34 to CTB is shown in Fig. 14.  

 
Fig. 14. Two examples from Cheshev´s design and docking (Glide XP) pose of R epimer of 
compound 35 to CTB.  

In this section we shortly described a rational design of CTB antagonists derived from 
structural simplification of oGM1 – the natural receptor for CT. The presented structures are 
in the range of very close structurally related mimics of oGM1, such as psGM1, 14 and α-
hydroxylacid derivatives, 16-20 with Kd that is close to value found for oGM1 itself, to very 
simple galactoconjugates MNPG, 21, cinnamic acid galactoconjugates, 29-33 for example. 
The affinity data for binding of simple galactoconjugates to CTB are still far from ideal, but 
by conjugation of these compounds with polyvalent aglycons the affinity could be enhanced 
by several orders of magnitude. The design of multivalent inhibitors will be described in 
next section of the review.  

5. Design of multivalent inhibitors 
A very effective way to enhance ligand's binding affinity toward its receptor target is to use 
the ligand in multivalent presentation. The Cholera toxin B-pentamer is an ideal target for 
studying multivalency and developing multivalent ligands against its action. Due to its high 
five-fold symmetry and the fact that it has five identical binding sites for GM1. A first 
attempt to improve oGM1 affinity using multivalency was reported by Schwarzmann et al. 
(1978), who designed and synthesized divalent oGM1 that has better affinity to CTB than 
oGM1 by itself. More recently, Schengrund et al. (1989) prepared highly active multivalent o-
GM1 ligands by linking them to a polymer (poly-L-lisine) or to a dendrimer 
(octapropyleneimine) that serves as a core.  
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Fan et al. (2002) have designed a multivalent receptor-binding antagonists against CT and LT-II 
with particular focus on exploiting the 5-fold symmetry of the binding sites on the toxin B 
pentamer. A conceptual design of such symmetric pentavalent ligand where monovalent 
“fingers” that block the toxin receptor binding site are attached to symmetric core via modular 
linker units is shown in Fig. 15. Multivalent inhibitor 36 (Fig. 16) is shown as an example of 
symmetric pentavalent inhibitor with using MNPGs as monovalent fingers. The affinity of 36 
for CTB was investigated using enzyme-linked addhesion assay, from which ED50=0.9 μM was 
determined. This represents more than 250-fold enhancement of the activity found for MNPG, 
21. Crystallographic studies of complex between 36 and CTB brought additional support for a 
1:1 association model between the ligand and the toxin, the canonical water is displaced also in 
this case (Minke, Pickens et al. 2000; Hol, Zhang et al. 2002). 

 
Fig. 15. General scheme of Fan's symmetric multivalent inhibitor design.  

 
Fig. 16. An example of multivalent inhibitor with pent-fold symmetry designed by Fan. 

Another strategy for the design of multivalent inhibitors involves the use of dendrimers. A 
typical example of such design was shown by Pieters and cooworkers (Pieters, Vrasidas, et 
al. 2001; Pieters, Vrasidas, et al. 2002), who derived denrimers from 3,5-di-(2-
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aminoethoxy)benzoic acid repeating units with 2,4 and 8 end groups to which lactose 
isothiocyanate units, 25, were attached, providing thioureea-linked glycodendrimers 37 (Fig. 
17). Analysis of fluorescence titration data showed that the affinity of these compounds for 
CT was increased by one order of magnitude relative to the monovalent ligands. It has been 
also shown that the branching of dendrimer provided only a modest increase in the potency 
of the ligand. The authors have also reported same indications that ligands are able to bind 
to multiple toxin molecules, rather than to single B pentamer.  

 
Fig. 17. A scheme of Pieters' multivalent inhibitor based on dendridic structure. 

A further improvement of multivalent ligand's affinity for the toxin has been obtained 
attaching Bernardi's monovalent GM1 mimic 25 to Pieters' dendrimeric core (Arosio, 
Vrasidas et al. 2004). For further improvement, the polysaccharide scaffold was provided 
with elongated spacer arms. The analysis of surface plasmon resonance data revealed 
EC50=0.5 μM for 38.  

Another option of using Bernardi's GM1 mimics for multivalent inhibitor's design has been 
presented by Bernardi, Casnati and cooworkers (Bernardi, Arosio et al. 2005). They prepared 
a bivalent ligand 39 by hooking two units of GM1 mimic 18 to a functionalized calix-[4]-
arene core. The size of affinity enhancement measured by fluorescence titration was found 
to be 3800-fold (1900-fold per sugar mimic). Recently, the huge affinity enhancement of 39 
versus 18 to CT were confirmed in our laboratory with isothermal calorimetry titration 
(Prislan, et al. 2011). 

The best known multivalent inhibitors up-to date have been reported by Pukin et al. (2007). 
In this study, GM1 containing compound was synthetized enzimatically starting from ω-
azidoundecyl lactoside, that was then coupled onto Pieters' linker-extended dendrimers by 
cooper-catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition. Dendrimers bearing two, four and eight GM1 
sugars were evaluated by ELISA, the IC50 values for these compounds were 2 nM, 0.2 nM 
and 50 pM, respectively. 
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Fig. 18. A scheme of multivalent Bernardi-Pieters' inhibitor based on dendridic structure and 
Bernardi-Casnati's inhibitor based on Calix-[4]-arene core. 

The most recent example of using multivalent strategy in the design of Cholera toxin 
inibitors presented in this chapter is based on the work of Tran and collaborators (Tran, 
Kitov et al. 2011). They are intensively working on designing a bidentate multivalent 
ligands. In their recent work they describe the synthesis and activities of a series of galactose 
conjugates on polyacryl amide and dextran. Nanomolar affinity of inhibitors against CT was 
obtained by conjugation of a second fragment (corresponding Neu5Ac's mimic), while 
galactose-only progenitors showed no detectable activity. The general idea of such 
inhibitor's design is shown in Fig. 19. 

 
Fig. 19. Scheme for general design of multivalent Tran-Kitov's bidentate inhibitors.  
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aminoethoxy)benzoic acid repeating units with 2,4 and 8 end groups to which lactose 
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Fig. 17. A scheme of Pieters' multivalent inhibitor based on dendridic structure. 
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A variety of multivalent inhibitors were described in this chapter. Basically, the multivalent 
inhibitors are designed using linkers to connect a galactose anchor to polymeric or 
dendrimeric cores or symmetric cores (5-fold symmetry). Recently, bidentate multivalent 
inhibitors were designed with conjugation of second fragment of that corresponds to 
Neu5Ac mimic. Generally, the above results showed that strategy of designing multivalent 
presentations of monovalent ligands can bring affinity closer to what is required for 
practical application against CT.  

6. Novel binding site for blood group antigens in Cholera toxin: Potential 
target for the design of new Inhibitors? 
At the end of the 1970s, two epidemiological studies established a dependency between the 
severity of Cholera infections and the blood group phenotype (Baura, Paguio 1977; 
Chaudhuri, De 1997). In these studies it was reported that people with blood group O were 
more prone to develop severe symptoms in comparison with people of blood group A, B or 
AB phenotype. Also, it was found that this dependency is strain specific, for example, in V. 
cholerae O1 “El Tor” (responsible of the seventh (current) pandemic) and V. cholerae O139 
infections a connection with blood group phenotype of individuals was found (Glass et al. 
1985, Swerdlow et al. 1994, Farruque et al. 1994, Tacket et al. 1995, Harris et al. 2005, Harris 
et al. 2008). On the other hand, for infection with classical V. Cholerae strains, no such 
association was observed. 

The blood group phenotype of an individual is determinated by the presence or absence of 
antigenic substances on the surface of red blood cells. The ABO antigens are fucosylated 
oligosaccharide structures, carried on both glycolipids and glycoproteins. (Fig. 20) These 
antigens are not only on the surface of red blood cells, but are widely distributed 
throughout body fluids and tissues and are found also in the small intestine, the site of 
Cholera and ETEC infections. In this tissue, blood group antigens are presented on the 
intestinal epithelium cell surface (Finne 1989, Breimer 1984, Björk 1987), close to GM1 
gangliosides. Structurally, ABO antigens are very similar, the H antigen (responsible of the 
O phenotype) is a tetrasaccharide characterized by a terminal fucose residue. The A and B 
antigens are pentasaccharides with a core similar to the H antigen, but each contain and 
additional saccharide residue- a terminal 2’-N-acetyl galactosamine (GalNAc) in the A 
antigen, or a terminal galactose for the blood group B antigen. 
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Fig. 20. Schematic representation of the Blood Group antigens H, A and B. 
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Following the discovery of the relation between blood group phenotype and cholera 
susceptibility, many studies have been conducted in order to investigate the ability of 
cholera toxin and of the highly homologous heat-labile enterotoxin (LT) from 
enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC), to recognize blood group antigens of the ABO 
system (Bennun 1989, Monferran 1990, Barra 1992, Balanzino 1994, Balanzino 1999). It has 
been hypothesized that blood group antigens, with a preference for A and B epitopes, might 
disturb the action of the toxin by interfering with binding to GM1 ganglioside in the small 
intestine. However, the well-conserved GM1 binding site of CT is believed to be 
ganglioside-specific and cannot accommodate the fucosylated blood group antigens 
according to computer modelling. Consequently, the basis for the recognition of blood 
group antigens by Cholera Toxin at a molecular level is still unclear. In a recent 
investigation, Teneberg and co-workers have discovered a novel carbohydrate binding site 
studying a chimera between the B subunits of cholera toxin and the E. coli LT. This 
CTB/LTB chimera was shown to bind blood group A or B antigens on type 2 chains 
(Ångström 2000), and was subsequently characterized in complex with a blood group A 
analogue using protein crystallography by Krengel and co-workers (Holmner 2004). The 
structure of such complex is shown in Fig 21a. A follow-up study showed that native LTB, 
despite binding blood group antigens with lower affinity, also display the same mode of 
binding as the CTB/LTB chimera (Holmner 2007). In both cases, this binding site for blood 
group ligands is clearly distinct from the primary GM1 binding site. The blood group 
recognition site is located at the interface of two B-subunits, with one of the 2 subunits 
providing the majority of the contacts to the ligand. Based on the two crystal structures, it 
was possible to explain how the toxins discriminate between different ABH epitopes. The 
GalNAc3 residue characteristic of blood group antigens binds with the toxin via several 
hydrogen bonds, including one involving its acetamido nitrogen (Fig 21b). The blood group 
B antigen is characterized by a terminal galactose residue and only differ from the A antigen 
at the 2-position, i.e. the acetamido group is replaced by a hydroxyl group. This hydroxyl 
group should preserve most of the interactions with the toxin and explains why the toxin 
does not discriminate notably between A and B epitopes. The fucose residue on the ABH 
antigens is also an important contributor to receptor recognition, however, blood group H 
determinants lack the entire terminal saccharide residue compared to blood group A and B 
determinant, and would therefore be expected to have significantly reduced binding 
affinities to cholera toxin. This assumption is substantiated by the finding that the loss of a 
single water-mediated hydrogen bond to the terminal GalNAc3 residue results in a 
pronounced decrease in binding affinity (Holmner 2004), confirming the importance of the 
terminal GalNAc residue characteristic of blood group A antigens in molecular recognition. 
All these new contributions to understand the molecular basis of the interaction between 
blood group antigens and cholera toxin were reviewed in more detail by Krengel and co-
workers (Holmner 2010). 

In conclusion, the new information on the molecular recognition of blood-group antigens 
by Cholera Toxin should encourage medicinal chemist to development improved drug 
design strategies to prepare new pharmacological agents that inactivate cholera toxin. 
Inhibitors of the interaction of the cholera toxin with its primary receptor, the GM1 
ganglioside, are especially attractive. Development of antagonists for the blood group 
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binding site of cholera toxin could enable a more effective combined therapy together 
with GM1 antagonists and, furthermore, could be used as a tool to understand the 
variability of susceptibility to Cholera infection with the blood group phenotype of 
individuals.  

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 21. (A) A crystallographic representation of CTB/LT chimera that shows the 
comparison between the binding site of blood group A pentasaccharide analog (green 
sticks) and GM1 ganglioside (sky-blue sticks) superimposed for comparison. (B) Interactions 
between blood group A and CTB/LT chimera – close view (Holmner 2010).  

7. Methods and software 
The methodology of structure based design of CT is described in several occasions 
(Podlipnik and Bernardi 2007; Zhang 2009). Structure based design starts with preparing a 
model of the protein receptor site. Models described in our review are based on 
receptor:ligand complex. In case of exploring of A-site ligands (Section 3) we have used a 
model based on crystallographic structure of CTA1:ARF6-GTP complex (PDB-ID: 2A5F)(Hol, 
O'Neal et al. 2005). A high resolution crystallographic structure (1.25 Å) of Cholera toxin B 
pentamer complexed with oGM1 (PDB-ID:3CHB) (Merritt, Kuhn et al. 1998) has been used 
as a template for generating a model in the case of exploring GM1 mimics (Section 4). The 
raw crystallographic structures were in both cases optimized with protein preparation 
wizard provided as part of the Schrodinger Suite 2011 (http://www.schrodinger.com). The 
interaction field grids that were used for docking were centered at the center of the ligand 
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(NAD+ in case of CT's A-Site; oGM1 in case of B-Site). All ligands described in Sections 3 
and 4 are prepared using Schrodinger's Ligprep. Glide XP (Murphy, Repasky et al. 2011) has 
been used for docking. The figures 1,2,5,7,9,12,14 and 21 representing poses were perpared 
with YASARA (http://www.yasara.com).  

8. Conclusions 
We reviewed different strategies to design an effective cure against cholera infections. The 
first strategy is based on exploring natural ligands as potential inhibitors of the ADP-
ribosylation function of CT A subunit. The data collected from various sources indicate 
that catechin derivatives found in different natural sources could limit enzymatic activity 
of CT. Maybe this is one of the major reasons why during the centuries cholera pandemies 
have spared China and Japan, the catechin-consumig countries. The second approach is to 
design mimics in a mono- and/or multivalent presentation that could bind to the GM1 
binding site in the B-pentamer, and thus prevent binding to GM1 receptors at the surface 
of epithelial cells, the first act necessary for Cholera toxin intoxication. The rational design 
of GM1 mimics is one of the most representative example of using structural information 
supported by molecular modelling methods in task to get an effective inhibitor. Nice 
examples of how multivalent presentation of single ligands can enhance affinity to CT by 
several orders of magnitude, and thus reach the levels of affinity required for practical 
applications against CT were presented. In addition we introduced a new strategy for 
developing CT inhibitors by targeting a newly identified binding site for blood group 
antigens in CT. This chapter describes examples of some successful application of 
knowledge that is connected with molecular structures and processes at the molecular 
level to design inhibitors toward Cholera toxin. The challenge to transfer the knowledge 
described in our review to achieve the practical, economic and scalable preparation of CT 
inhibitors remains still open.  
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1.Introduction 
Cholera outbreaks are reported every year in more than 50 countries worldwide, both in 
emergency and non-emergency contexts. Every year there are an estimated 3–5 million 
cholera cases, and 100,000–120,000 deaths. Case fatality rates as high as 50% have been 
reported for untreated cholera, but can be reduced to 1% with rapid and comprehensive 
treatment. During cholera epidemics the number of cases can rapidly escalate to hundreds 
of patients in need for immediate therapy, and severe cases will survive only if effectively, 
timely and safely treated.  

This chapter will review the evidence behind the treatment of cholera, providing an up to 
date description of what we know on cholera treatment from existing scientific literature. 
The review takes into consideration different aspects of cholera treatment, such as fluids, 
antibiotics, zinc, and anti-diarrhoeal agents. The types of evidence searched for this 
umbrella review includes guidelines, systematic reviews and, where needed, clinical trials. 
Systematic reviews were searched in the Cochrane Library and in MEDLINE (1966 to 2011). 
In areas of treatment for which no systematic review was retrieved, or when retrieved 
systematic reviews were over two years old, single studies were searched in the following 
databases of primary research: the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials 
(CENTRAL), MEDLINE (1966 to 2011). Guidelines for cholera management were searched 
in the following databases: MEDLINE (1966 to 2011); World Health Organization (WHO); 
Center of Diseases and Control (CDC); National Institute for health and Clinical Excellence 
(NICE); National Guidelines Clearinghouse.  

1.1 When to suspect cholera 

Cholera should be suspected when a child older than 5 years or an adult develops severe 
dehydration from acute watery diarrhoea (usually with vomiting), or when any patient 
older than 2 years has acute watery diarrhoea when cholera is known to be occurring in the 
area. Younger children also develop cholera, but the illness may be difficult to distinguish 
from other causes of acute watery diarrhoea, especially rotavirus (WHO 2011). 

Cholera differs from acute diarrhoea for other causes in three ways: 

 it occurs in large epidemics that involve both children and adults; 
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1.Introduction 
Cholera outbreaks are reported every year in more than 50 countries worldwide, both in 
emergency and non-emergency contexts. Every year there are an estimated 3–5 million 
cholera cases, and 100,000–120,000 deaths. Case fatality rates as high as 50% have been 
reported for untreated cholera, but can be reduced to 1% with rapid and comprehensive 
treatment. During cholera epidemics the number of cases can rapidly escalate to hundreds 
of patients in need for immediate therapy, and severe cases will survive only if effectively, 
timely and safely treated.  

This chapter will review the evidence behind the treatment of cholera, providing an up to 
date description of what we know on cholera treatment from existing scientific literature. 
The review takes into consideration different aspects of cholera treatment, such as fluids, 
antibiotics, zinc, and anti-diarrhoeal agents. The types of evidence searched for this 
umbrella review includes guidelines, systematic reviews and, where needed, clinical trials. 
Systematic reviews were searched in the Cochrane Library and in MEDLINE (1966 to 2011). 
In areas of treatment for which no systematic review was retrieved, or when retrieved 
systematic reviews were over two years old, single studies were searched in the following 
databases of primary research: the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials 
(CENTRAL), MEDLINE (1966 to 2011). Guidelines for cholera management were searched 
in the following databases: MEDLINE (1966 to 2011); World Health Organization (WHO); 
Center of Diseases and Control (CDC); National Institute for health and Clinical Excellence 
(NICE); National Guidelines Clearinghouse.  

1.1 When to suspect cholera 
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dehydration from acute watery diarrhoea (usually with vomiting), or when any patient 
older than 2 years has acute watery diarrhoea when cholera is known to be occurring in the 
area. Younger children also develop cholera, but the illness may be difficult to distinguish 
from other causes of acute watery diarrhoea, especially rotavirus (WHO 2011). 

Cholera differs from acute diarrhoea for other causes in three ways: 

 it occurs in large epidemics that involve both children and adults; 
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 voluminous watery diarrhoea may occur, leading rapidly to severe dehydration with 
hypovolaemic shock; 

 for cases with severe dehydration appropriate antibiotics may shorten the duration of 
the illness. 

2. Assessment of the severity of dehydration 
The very first step in the treatment of cholera, as well as of other diarrhoeal diseases, is the 
assessment of the severity of dehydration. The WHO criteria to assess the severity of 
dehydration are based on the evaluation of few simple signs and symptoms (Table 1).  

Look at  
-Conditions a 

-Eyes b 

-Thirst 
 

• Well, alert 
• Normal 
• Drinks normally, not 
thirsty 

• Restless, irritable 
• Sunken 
• Thirsty, drinks 
eagerly 

• Lethargic or unconscious 
• Sunken 
• Drinks poorly, or not 
able to drink 

Fell 
-Skin pinch c 

 
• Goes back quickly  • Goes back slowly • Goes back very slowly 

Decide No 
Dehydration 

Some 
dehydration 

Severe 
dehydration 

aBeing lethargic and sleepy are not the same. A lethargic child is not simply asleep: the child's mental 
state is dull and the child cannot be fully awakened; the child may appear to be drifting into 
unconsciousness.  
bIn some infants and children, the eyes normally appear somewhat sunken. It is helpful to ask the 
mother if the child's eyes are normal or more sunken than usual.  
cThe skin pinch is less useful in infants or children with marasmus or kwashiorkor, or obese children. 
Other signs may be altered in children with severe malnutrition.  

Table 1. WHO criteria for the assessment of dehydration in patients with diarrhoea 

3. Treatment of dehydration 
The treatment of patients with dehydration due to cholera follows the same guidelines 
given for patients with dehydration due to other diarrhoeal diseases, and is substantially 
consistent among different guidelines (WHO 2011, NICE 2009, WGO 2008, AAP 1996). Here 
are reported the WHO guidelines.  

3.1 How to treat severe dehydration 

Patients who develop the typical clinical picture of cholera with severe diarrhoea and rapid 
fluid loss risk to quickly develop hypovolemic shock, hypoglycemia, coma and seizures and 
are at risk of dying within a few hours of onset. These patients need to be treated with 
intravenous fluids, and need to be monitored very closely. The initial intravenous (IV) 
infusion should be given very rapidly to restore an adequate blood volume, as evidenced by 
normal blood pressure and a strong radial pulse. Typically, an adult weighing 50 kg and 
with severe dehydration would have an estimated fluid deficit of five litres. The first two 
litres should be given within 30 minutes, and the remainder in the following three hours. 
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With cholera, unusually large amounts of oral rehydration salts (ORS) solution may be 
required to replace large continuing losses of watery stool after dehydration is corrected. 
The amount of stool lost is greatest in the first 24 hours of illness, being largest in patients 
who present with severe dehydration. During this period, the average fluid requirement of 
such patients is 200 ml/kg of body weight, but some need 350 ml/kg or more. Patients 
whose stool losses fall in this range, or are higher, usually require intravenous maintenance 
therapy using Ringer's Lactate Solution with added potassium chloride. Additional 
potassium can also be provided by ORS solution as soon as the patient can drink. 

After rehydration, patients should be reassessed for signs of dehydration at least every 1-2 
hours, and more often if there is profuse ongoing diarrhoea. If signs of dehydration reappear, 
ORS solution should be given more rapidly. If patients become tired, vomit frequently or 
develop abdominal distension, ORS solution should be stopped and rehydration should be 
given IV with Ringer's Lactate Solution (50 ml/kg in three hours), with added potassium 
chloride. After this it is usually possible to resume treatment with ORS solution. 

If possible, suspected cholera patients should be treated under observation until diarrhoea 
stops, or is infrequent and of small volume. This is especially important for patients who 
present with severe dehydration. Attention to intake and output is especially important for 
infants. Food should be restarted as soon as deficits are replaced to minimize the nutritional 
impact of the illness; refeeding does not affect purging rates or the duration of diarrhoea.  

The WHO guidelines for treatment of severe dehydration (Table 2) are based on randomised 
controlled trials that have shown that severe dehydration due to diarrhoea can be effectively 
and safety corrected by a rapid infusion over few hours (NICE 2009). Intravenous treatment is 
recommended also in the rare event of ileus or carbohydrate malabsorption. 

3.1.1 What to do if intravenous therapy is not immediately available 

If IV therapy is not available at the facility, but can be given nearby (i.e. within 30 minutes), 
send the patient immediately for IV treatment. If the patient can drink, give the care-taker 
some ORS solution and show her/him how to give it to the patient during the journey. 

If IV therapy is not available nearby, health workers who have been trained can give ORS 
solution by naso-gastric (NG) tube, at a rate of 20 ml/kg body weight per hour for six hours 
(total of 120 ml/kg body weight). If the abdomen becomes swollen, ORS solution should be 
given more slowly until it becomes less distended. If NG treatment is not possible but the 
patient can drink, ORS solution should be given by mouth at a rate of 20ml/kg body weight 
per hour for six hours (total of 120 ml/kg body weight). If the rate is too fast, the patient 
may vomit repeatedly. In this case, the ORS solution must be given more slowly until 
vomiting subsides. Patient receiving NG or oral therapy should be reassessed at least every 
hour. If the signs of dehydration do not improve after three hours, the patient must be taken 
immediately to the nearest facility where IV therapy is available. If neither NG nor oral 
therapy is possible, the patient should be taken immediately to the nearest facility where IV 
or NG therapy is available.  

If rehydration progresses satisfactorily, the patient should be reassessed after six hours and 
a decision on further treatment should made as described above for patients receiving IV 
therapy. 
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 for cases with severe dehydration appropriate antibiotics may shorten the duration of 
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aBeing lethargic and sleepy are not the same. A lethargic child is not simply asleep: the child's mental 
state is dull and the child cannot be fully awakened; the child may appear to be drifting into 
unconsciousness.  
bIn some infants and children, the eyes normally appear somewhat sunken. It is helpful to ask the 
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Other signs may be altered in children with severe malnutrition.  

Table 1. WHO criteria for the assessment of dehydration in patients with diarrhoea 

3. Treatment of dehydration 
The treatment of patients with dehydration due to cholera follows the same guidelines 
given for patients with dehydration due to other diarrhoeal diseases, and is substantially 
consistent among different guidelines (WHO 2011, NICE 2009, WGO 2008, AAP 1996). Here 
are reported the WHO guidelines.  

3.1 How to treat severe dehydration 

Patients who develop the typical clinical picture of cholera with severe diarrhoea and rapid 
fluid loss risk to quickly develop hypovolemic shock, hypoglycemia, coma and seizures and 
are at risk of dying within a few hours of onset. These patients need to be treated with 
intravenous fluids, and need to be monitored very closely. The initial intravenous (IV) 
infusion should be given very rapidly to restore an adequate blood volume, as evidenced by 
normal blood pressure and a strong radial pulse. Typically, an adult weighing 50 kg and 
with severe dehydration would have an estimated fluid deficit of five litres. The first two 
litres should be given within 30 minutes, and the remainder in the following three hours. 
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With cholera, unusually large amounts of oral rehydration salts (ORS) solution may be 
required to replace large continuing losses of watery stool after dehydration is corrected. 
The amount of stool lost is greatest in the first 24 hours of illness, being largest in patients 
who present with severe dehydration. During this period, the average fluid requirement of 
such patients is 200 ml/kg of body weight, but some need 350 ml/kg or more. Patients 
whose stool losses fall in this range, or are higher, usually require intravenous maintenance 
therapy using Ringer's Lactate Solution with added potassium chloride. Additional 
potassium can also be provided by ORS solution as soon as the patient can drink. 

After rehydration, patients should be reassessed for signs of dehydration at least every 1-2 
hours, and more often if there is profuse ongoing diarrhoea. If signs of dehydration reappear, 
ORS solution should be given more rapidly. If patients become tired, vomit frequently or 
develop abdominal distension, ORS solution should be stopped and rehydration should be 
given IV with Ringer's Lactate Solution (50 ml/kg in three hours), with added potassium 
chloride. After this it is usually possible to resume treatment with ORS solution. 

If possible, suspected cholera patients should be treated under observation until diarrhoea 
stops, or is infrequent and of small volume. This is especially important for patients who 
present with severe dehydration. Attention to intake and output is especially important for 
infants. Food should be restarted as soon as deficits are replaced to minimize the nutritional 
impact of the illness; refeeding does not affect purging rates or the duration of diarrhoea.  

The WHO guidelines for treatment of severe dehydration (Table 2) are based on randomised 
controlled trials that have shown that severe dehydration due to diarrhoea can be effectively 
and safety corrected by a rapid infusion over few hours (NICE 2009). Intravenous treatment is 
recommended also in the rare event of ileus or carbohydrate malabsorption. 

3.1.1 What to do if intravenous therapy is not immediately available 

If IV therapy is not available at the facility, but can be given nearby (i.e. within 30 minutes), 
send the patient immediately for IV treatment. If the patient can drink, give the care-taker 
some ORS solution and show her/him how to give it to the patient during the journey. 

If IV therapy is not available nearby, health workers who have been trained can give ORS 
solution by naso-gastric (NG) tube, at a rate of 20 ml/kg body weight per hour for six hours 
(total of 120 ml/kg body weight). If the abdomen becomes swollen, ORS solution should be 
given more slowly until it becomes less distended. If NG treatment is not possible but the 
patient can drink, ORS solution should be given by mouth at a rate of 20ml/kg body weight 
per hour for six hours (total of 120 ml/kg body weight). If the rate is too fast, the patient 
may vomit repeatedly. In this case, the ORS solution must be given more slowly until 
vomiting subsides. Patient receiving NG or oral therapy should be reassessed at least every 
hour. If the signs of dehydration do not improve after three hours, the patient must be taken 
immediately to the nearest facility where IV therapy is available. If neither NG nor oral 
therapy is possible, the patient should be taken immediately to the nearest facility where IV 
or NG therapy is available.  

If rehydration progresses satisfactorily, the patient should be reassessed after six hours and 
a decision on further treatment should made as described above for patients receiving IV 
therapy. 
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 Type of fluid  Quantity  

No 
dehydration ORS 

Children<2 years: 50–100 ml, up to 500 mL / day  
Children 2–9 years: 100–200 ml, up to 1000 mL / day 
Patients >9 years: As much as wanted, to 2000 mL / day 

Some 
dehydration ORS 

Infants<4 mos (<5 kg): 200–400 mL  
Infants 4–11 mos (5–7.9 kg): 400–600 mL  
Children 1–2 yrs (8–10.9 kg): 600–800 mL  
Children 2–4 yrs (11–15.9 kg): 800–1200 mL  
Children 5–14 yrs (16–29.9 kg): 1200–2200 mL 
Patients >14 yrs (30 kg or more): 2200–4000 mL 
Over 4 hours 

Severe 
dehydration 

Intravenous 
 
Ringer 
Lactate or 
Normal 
saline  
and ORS  

Age < 12 months: 30 mL/kg within 1 hour*, then 70 ml/kg 
over 5 hours 
Age > 1 year: 30 mL/kg within 30 min*, then 70 ml/kg over 2 
and ½ hours 
*Repeat once if radial pulse is still very weak or not detectable  

Indications for monitoring the patient 
 Reassess the patient every 1-2 hours and continue hydrating. If hydration is not 

improving, give the IV drip more rapidly. 200ml/kg or more may be needed during 
the first 24 hours of treatment. 

 During IV rapid infusion the heart rate and the respiratory rate should decrease. If they 
increase, suspect a fluid overload. 

 After 6 hours (infants) or 3 hours (older patients), perform a full reassessment. Switch 
from intravenous to ORS solution if hydration has improved and the patient can drink. 

Table 2. WHO Fluid Replacement Recommendations 

3.1.2 What types of fluids to avoid 

Treating a patient with severe dehydration from infectious diarrhoea with hypotonic 
solutions such as 5% dextrose with 1/4 normal saline is unsafe. Severe dehydration usually 
occurs as a result of bacterial infection (such as cholera), which may lead to greater sodium 
losses in feces (60 to 110 mmol/L). A 1/4 normal saline solution contains sodium (Na) 38.5 
mmol/L, and this does not balance the sodium losses. Intravenous infusion with 5% 
dextrose with 1/4 normal saline will thus lead to severe hyponatremia, convulsion, and loss 
of consciousness. (WGO 2008) 

3.2 How to treat cholera with moderate or mild dehydration  

Patients with cholera but no sign of severe dehydration can be treated with ORS (Table 
2). Interestingly, historical events surrounding cholera epidemics have marked the 
transition to modern rehydration therapy. It was during a cholera epidemic at the time of 
the Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971 that ORS was proven to be an effective treatment 
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for diarrhoea. As medical teams ran out of intravenous fluids to treat the spreading 
cholera epidemic, the staff was instructed to distribute ORS to the 350,000 people in 
refugee camps. Over 3,000 patients with cholera were treated. The death rate was only 
3.6% as opposed to the typical 30% registered with intravenous fluid therapy 
(Bhattacharya et al. 1994). The physiological basis for ORS use lies in the knowledge that 
glucose can enhances sodium and water absorption through the sodium-glucose 
cotransport on intestinal mucosa, even during diarrhoea. Intestinal mucosa is not 
disrupted during cholera. Moreover, ORS can be given by family members instead of 
trained staff thus allowing for large populations to be treated even in emergency 
contexts (Sacks et al. 2004).  

This ecological evidence was confirmed by a Cochrane systematic review of seventeen trials 
in children with gastroenteritis (Hartling et al.2006). The meta-analysis showed no clinically 
significant differences in outcomes between ORS and intravenous rehydration therapy. It’s 
widely accepted that patients presenting with mild to moderate dehydration secondary to 
acute gastroenteritis, including cholera, should initially be treated with ORS. However, it 
must be remembered that mild cases of cholera, if not further investigated, can be 
misdiagnosed for other diarrhoeal diseases, while according to WHO estimates up to 80% of 
people with cholera present only mild diarrhoea. Patients with moderate or mild 
dehydration need to be followed up to ensure that they do not develop severe dehydration. 
The patients and their care-takers need to be instructed to come back and seek care should 
diarrhoea become more severe, or other danger signs appear (inability to drink, weakness 
and deterioration of the neurological state, blood in the faeces).  

3.2.1 Rice based ORS  

Polymer-based ORS contain whole rice (amylopectins), as in rice-based ORS or rice syrups 
(maltodextrins), or other sources of polymers such as wheat, sorghum, and maize (high 
amylase-resistant starch). In these polymer-based solutions, the glucose is slowly released 
after digestion and is absorbed in the small bowel, enhancing the reabsorption of water and 
electrolytes secreted into the bowel lumen during diarrhoea.  

A 1998 Cochrane Review of rice-based ORS for the treatment of diarrhoea concluded that 
rice-based ORS significantly reduce the mean 24 hour stool output in adults and children 
with cholera or cholera-like diarrhoea, but results were inconclusive for infants and children 
with non-cholera diarrhoea (Fontaine et al. , 1998). 

A recent Cochrane review evaluated all polymers (eg rice, wheat, maltodextrins, maize, 
sorghum, or corn)- based ORS for the treatment of diarrhoea (Gregorio et al., 2009).  

 There were fewer unscheduled intravenous infusions in the polymer-based ORS group 
compared with glucose-based ORS (ORS < 310 and < 270 groups combined) (RR 0.75, 
95% CI 0.59 to 0.95; 2235 participants, 19 trials) 

 Adults positive for Vibrio cholerae had a shorter duration of diarrhoea with polymer-based 
ORS than with ORS < 270 (MD -7.11 hours, SD -11.91 to -2.32; 228 participants, 4 trials).  

 Wheat-based ORS resulted in lower total stool output in the first 24 hours compared 
with ORS < 270 (MD-119.85 g/kg, SD -114.73 to -124.97; 129 participants, 2 trials).  

 Adverse effects were similar for polymer-based ORS and glucose-based ORS. 
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the first 24 hours of treatment. 

 During IV rapid infusion the heart rate and the respiratory rate should decrease. If they 
increase, suspect a fluid overload. 

 After 6 hours (infants) or 3 hours (older patients), perform a full reassessment. Switch 
from intravenous to ORS solution if hydration has improved and the patient can drink. 
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3.1.2 What types of fluids to avoid 

Treating a patient with severe dehydration from infectious diarrhoea with hypotonic 
solutions such as 5% dextrose with 1/4 normal saline is unsafe. Severe dehydration usually 
occurs as a result of bacterial infection (such as cholera), which may lead to greater sodium 
losses in feces (60 to 110 mmol/L). A 1/4 normal saline solution contains sodium (Na) 38.5 
mmol/L, and this does not balance the sodium losses. Intravenous infusion with 5% 
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Patients with cholera but no sign of severe dehydration can be treated with ORS (Table 
2). Interestingly, historical events surrounding cholera epidemics have marked the 
transition to modern rehydration therapy. It was during a cholera epidemic at the time of 
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3.6% as opposed to the typical 30% registered with intravenous fluid therapy 
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glucose can enhances sodium and water absorption through the sodium-glucose 
cotransport on intestinal mucosa, even during diarrhoea. Intestinal mucosa is not 
disrupted during cholera. Moreover, ORS can be given by family members instead of 
trained staff thus allowing for large populations to be treated even in emergency 
contexts (Sacks et al. 2004).  

This ecological evidence was confirmed by a Cochrane systematic review of seventeen trials 
in children with gastroenteritis (Hartling et al.2006). The meta-analysis showed no clinically 
significant differences in outcomes between ORS and intravenous rehydration therapy. It’s 
widely accepted that patients presenting with mild to moderate dehydration secondary to 
acute gastroenteritis, including cholera, should initially be treated with ORS. However, it 
must be remembered that mild cases of cholera, if not further investigated, can be 
misdiagnosed for other diarrhoeal diseases, while according to WHO estimates up to 80% of 
people with cholera present only mild diarrhoea. Patients with moderate or mild 
dehydration need to be followed up to ensure that they do not develop severe dehydration. 
The patients and their care-takers need to be instructed to come back and seek care should 
diarrhoea become more severe, or other danger signs appear (inability to drink, weakness 
and deterioration of the neurological state, blood in the faeces).  

3.2.1 Rice based ORS  

Polymer-based ORS contain whole rice (amylopectins), as in rice-based ORS or rice syrups 
(maltodextrins), or other sources of polymers such as wheat, sorghum, and maize (high 
amylase-resistant starch). In these polymer-based solutions, the glucose is slowly released 
after digestion and is absorbed in the small bowel, enhancing the reabsorption of water and 
electrolytes secreted into the bowel lumen during diarrhoea.  

A 1998 Cochrane Review of rice-based ORS for the treatment of diarrhoea concluded that 
rice-based ORS significantly reduce the mean 24 hour stool output in adults and children 
with cholera or cholera-like diarrhoea, but results were inconclusive for infants and children 
with non-cholera diarrhoea (Fontaine et al. , 1998). 

A recent Cochrane review evaluated all polymers (eg rice, wheat, maltodextrins, maize, 
sorghum, or corn)- based ORS for the treatment of diarrhoea (Gregorio et al., 2009).  

 There were fewer unscheduled intravenous infusions in the polymer-based ORS group 
compared with glucose-based ORS (ORS < 310 and < 270 groups combined) (RR 0.75, 
95% CI 0.59 to 0.95; 2235 participants, 19 trials) 

 Adults positive for Vibrio cholerae had a shorter duration of diarrhoea with polymer-based 
ORS than with ORS < 270 (MD -7.11 hours, SD -11.91 to -2.32; 228 participants, 4 trials).  

 Wheat-based ORS resulted in lower total stool output in the first 24 hours compared 
with ORS < 270 (MD-119.85 g/kg, SD -114.73 to -124.97; 129 participants, 2 trials).  

 Adverse effects were similar for polymer-based ORS and glucose-based ORS. 
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WHO and the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease research (ICDDR) recommend 
using rice-based ORS in the treatment of cholera. Rice based-ORS may be available in 
packets containing pre-cooked rice powder. Alternatively, uncooked rice powder may be 
added to water, boiled for 5 minutes and allowed to cool before adding salts in the same 
concentration as in ORS (WHO 2004).  

3.2.2 Low osmolarity ORS 

For several decades, the most widely recommended formulation of ORS contained 90 mmol 
of sodium and had a total osmolarity of 311 mOsm/L. However, the amount of salts and 
glucose has always been a subject of debate, and other formulas have been experimented in 
the field (Table 3).  

 Standard 
ORS 

Reduced Osmolarity ORS
(mEq or mmol/l) 

Glucose 111 111 75-90 75 
Sodium 90 50 60-70 75 
Chloride 80 40 60-70 65 
Potassium 20 20 20 20 
Citrate 10 30 10 10 
Osmolarity 311 251 210-260 245 

Table 3. Composition of standard and reduced osmolarity ORS solutions 

Recently, reduced osmolarity ORS (osmolarity decreased to 245 mOsm/L or lower, reduced 
amount of sodium) have proved to be superior to high osmolarity ORS in treating acute 
diarrhoea (Hahn et al, 2001). Based on the greater efficacy of reduced osmolarity ORS 
solution, especially for children with acute, non-cholera diarrhoea, WHO and UNICEF now 
recommend that countries use and manufacture reduced osmolarity ORS in place of the 
previously recommended standard ORS solution (WHO 2004). However, since cholera is 
associated with significant electrolyte loss especially among children, there are concerns 
about potential adverse effects (i.e. hyponatraemia) of a reduced osmolarity solution in 
people with cholera. A Cochrane review set out to answer these questions (Murphy et al., 
2004). The review included seven randomised controlled studies (RCTs) on adults and 
children with acute cholera (confirmed by stool microscopy or stool culture or presumed to 
be caused by Vibrio cholerae).  

 Five trials (n=616) reported on need for unscheduled intravenous infusion and showed 
no difference between glucose-based reduced osmolarity and standard ORS (RR 
0.86,95% confidence interval 0.66 to 1.12). 

 Four trials (n=465) showed biochemical hyponatraemia was more common with 
glucose-based reduced osmolarity ORS (RR 1.67, 95% CI 1.09 to 2.57), but showed no 
difference in severe biochemical hyponatraemia between the groups (RR 1.58, 95% CI 
0.62 to 4.04). No trials reported symptomatic hyponatraemia.  

In conclusion, in a reasonably large sample of patients with cholera outcomes were similar if 
treated with reduced osmolarity ORS or standard ORS, apart from asymptomatic 
hyponatraemia, which was more common with reduced osmolarity ORS. The conclusion of 
the Cochrane authors is that while it may be easier to administer a single ORS formulation 
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worldwide, the potential harms of, and limited evidence on improved efficacy, of reduced 
osmolarity ORS for patients with cholera should be kept in mind. No further studies have 
been published to date, and so far the conclusion of the Cochrane authors seems reasonable 
(Murphy et al., 2004).  

4. Antimicrobial therapy 
Several trials have proved the benefits of antibiotics in treating cholera. Antibiotics reduce the 
total volume of stool passed, reduce diarrhoea duration, and shorten the period of faecal 
excretion of V. cholerae, thereby reducing cholera transmission. WHO, ICCDR, CDC and 
several other agencies recommend that all cases of suspected cholera with severe dehydration 
should receive an oral antimicrobial known to be effective against strains of Vibrio cholerae in 
the area. WHO guidelines for antibiotic treatment of cholera are reported in Table 4.  

Antibiotic(s) of choice Alternative(s) 
Doxycycline 
Adults: 300 mg once or 
 
Tetracycline 
Children: 12.5 mg/kg  
Adults: 500 mg  
 
4 times a day x 3 days 

Erythromycin 
Children: 12.5 mg/kg  
Adults: 250 mg  
 
4 times a day x 3 days 

All doses shown are for oral administration. If drugs are not available in liquid form for use in young 
children, it may be necessary to use tablets and estimate the doses reported in this table. The first dose 
should be given as soon as vomiting stops, which is usually 4-6 hours after starting rehydration therapy. 

Table 4. WHO guideline of antimicrobial treatment of cholera 

Tetracycline-resistant strains of V. cholerae O1 have appeared in many countries. Alternative 
antimicrobials for treating cholera in children are trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (TMP-
SMX) (5 mg/kg TMP + 25 mg/kg SMX, b.i.d. [twice a day] for 3 days), furazolidone (1.25 
mg/kg, q.i.d. [four times a day ] for 3 days), norfloxacin (WGO 2008) and azitromicin (Saha 
et al., 2006, Nelson et al., 2010). The choice of antimicrobial should depend on the known 
resistance/sensitivity pattern of V. cholerae in the region. The information may be available 
from local health institutions. Otherwise, especially in the case of an epidemic, laboratory 
investigations are required. However, it should be noted that severe dehydration leads to 
death in cholera, and only rehydration will prevent death. Antibiotics, while useful, are not 
a lifesaving therapeutic measure, particularly for cholera (ICDDR).  

It has been shown that 20-30% of patients' household contacts develop symptoms of cholera 
within 10-20 days (Wei et al., 2009). The prevention of transmission is based on hygienic 
measures (soap, sanitation, potable water). Chemoprophylaxis for the prevention of 
transmission is debated but not recommended at the moment (Framer et al., 2011). Some 
evidence from past epidemics in Tanzania and Ecuador suggest that chemoprophylaxis may 
lead to increased bacterial resistance, without compensatory gains in survival (Weber et 
al.,1994).  
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WHO and the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease research (ICDDR) recommend 
using rice-based ORS in the treatment of cholera. Rice based-ORS may be available in 
packets containing pre-cooked rice powder. Alternatively, uncooked rice powder may be 
added to water, boiled for 5 minutes and allowed to cool before adding salts in the same 
concentration as in ORS (WHO 2004).  

3.2.2 Low osmolarity ORS 

For several decades, the most widely recommended formulation of ORS contained 90 mmol 
of sodium and had a total osmolarity of 311 mOsm/L. However, the amount of salts and 
glucose has always been a subject of debate, and other formulas have been experimented in 
the field (Table 3).  

 Standard 
ORS 

Reduced Osmolarity ORS
(mEq or mmol/l) 

Glucose 111 111 75-90 75 
Sodium 90 50 60-70 75 
Chloride 80 40 60-70 65 
Potassium 20 20 20 20 
Citrate 10 30 10 10 
Osmolarity 311 251 210-260 245 

Table 3. Composition of standard and reduced osmolarity ORS solutions 
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recommend that countries use and manufacture reduced osmolarity ORS in place of the 
previously recommended standard ORS solution (WHO 2004). However, since cholera is 
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about potential adverse effects (i.e. hyponatraemia) of a reduced osmolarity solution in 
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 Five trials (n=616) reported on need for unscheduled intravenous infusion and showed 
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0.86,95% confidence interval 0.66 to 1.12). 
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hyponatraemia, which was more common with reduced osmolarity ORS. The conclusion of 
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worldwide, the potential harms of, and limited evidence on improved efficacy, of reduced 
osmolarity ORS for patients with cholera should be kept in mind. No further studies have 
been published to date, and so far the conclusion of the Cochrane authors seems reasonable 
(Murphy et al., 2004).  
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should receive an oral antimicrobial known to be effective against strains of Vibrio cholerae in 
the area. WHO guidelines for antibiotic treatment of cholera are reported in Table 4.  
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Children: 12.5 mg/kg  
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All doses shown are for oral administration. If drugs are not available in liquid form for use in young 
children, it may be necessary to use tablets and estimate the doses reported in this table. The first dose 
should be given as soon as vomiting stops, which is usually 4-6 hours after starting rehydration therapy. 

Table 4. WHO guideline of antimicrobial treatment of cholera 

Tetracycline-resistant strains of V. cholerae O1 have appeared in many countries. Alternative 
antimicrobials for treating cholera in children are trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (TMP-
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et al., 2006, Nelson et al., 2010). The choice of antimicrobial should depend on the known 
resistance/sensitivity pattern of V. cholerae in the region. The information may be available 
from local health institutions. Otherwise, especially in the case of an epidemic, laboratory 
investigations are required. However, it should be noted that severe dehydration leads to 
death in cholera, and only rehydration will prevent death. Antibiotics, while useful, are not 
a lifesaving therapeutic measure, particularly for cholera (ICDDR).  

It has been shown that 20-30% of patients' household contacts develop symptoms of cholera 
within 10-20 days (Wei et al., 2009). The prevention of transmission is based on hygienic 
measures (soap, sanitation, potable water). Chemoprophylaxis for the prevention of 
transmission is debated but not recommended at the moment (Framer et al., 2011). Some 
evidence from past epidemics in Tanzania and Ecuador suggest that chemoprophylaxis may 
lead to increased bacterial resistance, without compensatory gains in survival (Weber et 
al.,1994).  
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5. Zinc  
Zinc deficiency, as well as other micronutrient deficiencies, is wide-spread in low and 
middle income countries and is thought to have importation health consequences, especially 
in children. Zinc influences the activity of over 300 enzymes, controlling different functions 
such as immunity, growth, and development of the nervous system (IZiNCG 2004). There 
are several different mechanism of action of zinc on acute diarrhoea (Berni Canani et al., 
2010). Zinc has a direct effect on ion channels, acting as a potassium-channel blocker of 
adenosine 3-5-cyclic monophosphate-mediated chlorine secretion (Hoque et al., 2009, Hoque 
e tal., 2005). Zinc restores mucosal barrier integrity and enterocyte brush-border enzyme 
activity, and promotes the production of antibodies and circulating lymphocytes against 
intestinal pathogens, including cholera (Alberts et al., 2003):  

A Cochrane review evaluated the efficacy and safety of zinc supplements in the treatment of 
diarrhoea in children (Lazzerini et al., 2008).  

 In acute diarrhoea, zinc shortened the duration of diarrhoea (MD -9.60 h, 95% CI -18.25 
to -0.96 h; 4242 children, 13 trials), with fewer children with diarrhoea by day three (RR 
0.77, 95% CI 0.67 to 0.89; 1568 children, three trials), day five (RR 0.74, 95% CI 0.55 to 
0.99; 1646 children, four trials), and day seven (RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.72 to 0.94; 5528 
children, 10 trials). The benefit of zinc in children over six months was consistent in 
subgroup analysis.  

 In children under six months, no benefit was demonstrated.  
 No trial reported serious adverse events, but vomiting was more common in zinc-

treated children with acute diarrhoea (RR 1.59, 95% 1.27 to 1.99; 5189 children, 10 trials). 

One study evaluated the efficacy of zinc supplements selectively on cholera. The study 
enrolled only children and found a 12% reduction on the duration of diarrhoea compared to 
control patients and 11% less stool output (Roy et al., 2008). 

Since 2004, zinc supplementation (10-20 mg for 10-14 days) is recommended by WHO, 
UNICEF and other agencies for all children with diarrhoea,, including cholera (WHO 2004). 
By continuing zinc supplementation for 10 to 14 days, the zinc lost during diarrhoea is fully 
replaced and the risk of the child having new episodes of diarrhoea in the following 2 to 3 
months is reduced. 

6. Racecadotril  
Racecadotril is an antisecretory drug that inhibits enkephalinase. Enkephalins are 
endogenous opiate substances which act as neurotransmitters, especially along the digestive 
tract. By inhibiting enkephalinase, racecadotril reinforces the physiological activity of 
endogenous enkephalins, which is to elicit intestinal antisecretory activity without affecting 
intestinal transit time or motility.  

To date, only one study has evaluated racecadotril in the treatment of cholera (Alam et al., 
2003). The study is a double blind, randomised, placebo controlled clinical trial involving 
110 adult male cholera patients who received either racecadotril or placebo in addition to 
standard cholera treatment. The major outcome measures (stool output, oral rehydration 
solution (ORS) intake, requirements for unscheduled intravenous fluid infusion, and 
duration of diarrhoea) were compared between the groups. The study demonstrated that 
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racecadotril therapy, although safe, does not provide additional benefit in the treatment of 
severe cholera in adults. 

7. Loperamide  
No clinical study was retrieved on efficacy and safety of loperamide in cholera. WHO 
recommends that cholera antidiarrhoeal medicines, such as loperamide, should not be given 
(WHO 2011). 

8. How to manage a cholera epidemic 
ICCDR is a research centre with vast experience in cholera epidemics. Reported below are 
the ICCDR guidelines on how to manage a cholera epidemic (ICDDR 2004).  

8.1 The risk associated with a cholera epidemic 

Despite the advances made in treatments that can prevent deaths from cholera, a large 
number of patients still die each year, particularly during epidemics. Unlike any other 
diarrhoeal disease, the rate and volume of fluid loss in cholera can threaten life within hours 
of onset. Cholera deaths can only occur either due to lack of treatment or to inadequate 
treatment and can be easily averted by prompt and effective rehydration therapy. Deaths 
are always highest at the beginning of epidemics and are usually associated with areas that 
have communication difficulties. Access to treatment facilities is often the major problem for 
cholera patients requiring medical care, particularly in rural areas, where epidemics of the 
disease are common. It was demonstrated that temporary field treatment centres can be 
effective in averting deaths during cholera epidemics. The overall aim of makeshift 
treatment centre, therefore, is to provide quick access to treatment and thus to ensure 
prevention of deaths. The expected effectiveness of a makeshift treatment centre will 
depend on sound planning and on efficient running of the centre.  

8.2 When is a temporary treatment centre needed? 

There are no rigid rules to follow in deciding when to set up a makeshift treatment centre 
and what the ideal location for such a centre would be. However, experience suggests that a 
temporary treatment centre is usually needed when:  

a. a large number of patients with acute watery diarrhoea accompanied with deaths are 
reported from an area from where transportation to the nearest health facilities is 
difficult;  

b. an epidemic of acute watery diarrhoea involves a large area and is spreading;  
c. natural disasters and diarrhoea outbreak occur simultaneously in many areas, such as 

in post-cyclone epidemics. 

8.3 What would be the best location? 

The specific objective of operating a makeshift treatment centre is to take the emergency 
health care services to the doorstep of patients who would otherwise be at risk of death 
during cholera epidemics. Given the limited resources available, providing door-to-door 
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racecadotril therapy, although safe, does not provide additional benefit in the treatment of 
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No clinical study was retrieved on efficacy and safety of loperamide in cholera. WHO 
recommends that cholera antidiarrhoeal medicines, such as loperamide, should not be given 
(WHO 2011). 

8. How to manage a cholera epidemic 
ICCDR is a research centre with vast experience in cholera epidemics. Reported below are 
the ICCDR guidelines on how to manage a cholera epidemic (ICDDR 2004).  

8.1 The risk associated with a cholera epidemic 

Despite the advances made in treatments that can prevent deaths from cholera, a large 
number of patients still die each year, particularly during epidemics. Unlike any other 
diarrhoeal disease, the rate and volume of fluid loss in cholera can threaten life within hours 
of onset. Cholera deaths can only occur either due to lack of treatment or to inadequate 
treatment and can be easily averted by prompt and effective rehydration therapy. Deaths 
are always highest at the beginning of epidemics and are usually associated with areas that 
have communication difficulties. Access to treatment facilities is often the major problem for 
cholera patients requiring medical care, particularly in rural areas, where epidemics of the 
disease are common. It was demonstrated that temporary field treatment centres can be 
effective in averting deaths during cholera epidemics. The overall aim of makeshift 
treatment centre, therefore, is to provide quick access to treatment and thus to ensure 
prevention of deaths. The expected effectiveness of a makeshift treatment centre will 
depend on sound planning and on efficient running of the centre.  

8.2 When is a temporary treatment centre needed? 

There are no rigid rules to follow in deciding when to set up a makeshift treatment centre 
and what the ideal location for such a centre would be. However, experience suggests that a 
temporary treatment centre is usually needed when:  

a. a large number of patients with acute watery diarrhoea accompanied with deaths are 
reported from an area from where transportation to the nearest health facilities is 
difficult;  

b. an epidemic of acute watery diarrhoea involves a large area and is spreading;  
c. natural disasters and diarrhoea outbreak occur simultaneously in many areas, such as 

in post-cyclone epidemics. 

8.3 What would be the best location? 

The specific objective of operating a makeshift treatment centre is to take the emergency 
health care services to the doorstep of patients who would otherwise be at risk of death 
during cholera epidemics. Given the limited resources available, providing door-to-door 
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health care services in such emergencies is difficult. The optimum benefit of a temporary 
treatment centre can, therefore, be derived if the treatment centre is set up at a location, 
which is within easy reach of patients from the affected areas. In rural and remote areas, this 
is sometimes not an easy task. 

Although health posts are ideal for the purpose, they may not be easy to access from the 
affected areas. Therefore, alternatives such as schools or any other available spaces that can 
facilitate access to the centre should be selected. 

8.4 Who should be involved? 

The success of a temporary treatment centre depends on the extent to which the treatment 
facilities are used. Efforts should be made to inform the local population of the physical 
presence of the treatment centre and its location. Community leaders, village practitioners, 
and union council members should be involved. The local community leaders and the union 
council officials are the key persons and should be consulted for providing space for the 
treatment centre, informing the population and organizing community members to run the 
treatment centre. The other important persons are the government employed Health 
Assistants and the village practitioners who are the providers of day-to-day health care at 
village level. Family members of the patients are to provide nursing care and food for the 
patient. 

8.5 Resources needed for a temporary treatment centre 

Once the local health care administrators have decided to set up a treatment centre, the next 
stage is to make plans for the mobilization of resources. While planning to set up a 
makeshift treatment centre it is important to keep in mind that the effectiveness of a 
makeshift treatment centre will depend on establishing the centre quickly and moving the 
logistics easily. One should plan for requirements that are basic and minimum. Due to 
difficulty of access, transportation of large quantity of supplies to the temporary treatment 
centre is difficult. Therefore, arrangements should be made to receive required supplies at 
regular intervals from the permanent source. The basis for estimating resources will depend 
on the expected patient-load for the treatment centre and the duration of the epidemic. To 
do this, one should consider these important points: a) at what stage of the local epidemic 
the treatment centre is to be set up; b) what the magnitude of the epidemic is, in terms of 
area and population affected. This can be assessed by analyzing the information available 
locally. In a cholera endemic area such as Bangladesh, seasonal outbreaks usually last 6-8 
weeks. However, in newly- infected areas, in refugee camps or in the case of disaster-
induced epidemics the period may be longer. The basic and important resources needed are:  

a. personnel,  
b. rehydration fluids,  
c. antibiotics, and  
d. a few other essential items such as butterfly needles, etc. 

8.5.1 Personnel, drugs, and supplies needed for a temporary treatment centre 

Experience has shown that during diarrhoea epidemics in rural areas, 10-20 persons per 
1000 population may complain of diarrhoea and most of them may have cholera infection. 
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Many patients with less severe diarrhoea tend to remain at home. Usually 10% to 20% of the 
patients who seek treatment at the health facilities during epidemics may have severe 
dehydration. Between 150 and 200 patients may seek treatment in a temporary treatment 
centre that covers up to two unions (approx. pop. 40,000). Nearly half of the diarrhoea cases 
seeking treatment don’t show signs of dehydration. Between 25% and 30% of the cases, 
however, may show signs of some dehydration and can be, to a large extent, treated with 
ORS. Approximately, 15% to 20% of the cases may need treatment for severe dehydration. 
They will be needing initial rehydration therapy with IV fluids. Resource requirements were 
estimated on the basis of a temporary treatment centre expecting to handle at least 100 
diarrhoea patients during an epidemic. 

8.6 Assessment of the magnitude and spread of epidemic 

Assessment of the magnitude of epidemic, particularly with relation to the number of 
persons affected and the geographic distribution of the epidemic is important for planning 
and for operating the temporary treatment centre. A temporary treatment centre will be less 
useful if patients fail to use it and when the epidemic moves away from the catchment area. 
It has been seen that many cholera patients remain at home during epidemics because of the 
difficulty to access the health facilities or due to milder forms of disease, which escape 
attention. Many of these patients are inadequately treated or not treated at all. Organizing a 
local surveillance system to identify cholera patients and to monitor the course of the 
epidemic is, therefore, essential. 

Objectives of the epidemic surveillance:  

 Identify cholera patients 
 Provide quick treatment 
 Assess the magnitude of the epidemic 
 Assess the adequacy of available stock of essential supplies 
 Identify the pathogen involved and its drug sensitivity patterns 
 Set up control measures and monitor progress. 

Type of information needed: 

 Who are affected and where they are  
 Which are the organisms causing the epidemic 
 What is the drug sensitivity patterns of the organisms 

Source of information: 

 Local public health establishments 
 Permanent treatment facilities 
 Local field health staff 
 Private health care providers 
 Available records of laboratory investigations 
 Community leaders 

Box 1. Epidemic surveillance of cholera  
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8.6.1 Identify cholera cases 

One common problem with cholera surveillance is the case definition. The clinical 
manifestations of cholera cases vary widely. Nevertheless, the use of a standard case 
definition can facilitate detection of suspect cases. The following definition will assist the 
field workers to identify cases:  

 A patient who is above 2 years of age, suffering from acute watery diarrhoea with rice 
watery stool, with or without vomiting and with signs of dehydration, should be 
suspected as a case of cholera during a cholera outbreak.  

However, it is still difficult to predict an epidemic and to detect it early in its course because 
epidemics usually start abruptly, and affect many people within days. Furthermore, the 
inadequacy of laboratory diagnostic facilities and information systems contributes to 
delaying both detection and response. Useful indicators for suspecting an outbreak of 
cholera are: 1) incidence of adult death due to watery diarrhoeal illness of short duration, or 
2) increase in hospitalization rates due to acute watery diarrhoea with or without vomiting, 
particularly in individuals over 2 years of age. 

8.6.2 Collecting illness information 

Information on age, gender, location of the patient, onset of diarrhoea, dehydration status, 
diagnosis, and treatment administered, should be collected and recorded on a simple form. 
Information relating to other cases and deaths in the family or in the neighbourhood should 
also be collected. The mapping of the location of cases is important for the identification of 
the affected areas and of the source of infection and to monitor the course and spread of the 
epidemic. 

8.6.3 Laboratory identification of organisms causing an outbreak 

The identification of Vibrio cholerae and their drug sensitivity patterns can only be 
established by laboratory methods. Laboratory analysis of specimens from suspected 
cases are, therefore, essential for establishing the cause of an outbreak. However, 
laboratory tests are expensive. During a suspected cholera epidemic, isolation of V. 
cholerae from a sample of patients’ specimens can contribute to establishing the cause of 
the epidemic. A sample of specimens (Rectal swabs) collected in Carry-Blair medium 
should be sent to the nearest reference laboratory for culture and to determine antibiotic 
sensitivity patterns. Furthermore, results of antibiotic sensitivity and resistance patterns 
from different regions of the country will be useful for the formulation of standard drug 
protocols. Before collecting rectal swabs one should make sure that the patient did not 
receive any antibiotics. 

8.7 Control and prevention of local spread of an epidemic  

8.7.1 Disposal of wastes and disinfecting contaminated material  

It is virtually impossible to provide patients with regular hospital beds in a temporary 
treatment centre. Contamination of cholera patient surroundings is therefore unavoidable. 
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Bedding, including mats, can be disinfected by thorough drying in the sun. After drying, all 
soiled and contaminated materials should be washed with detergents. A pit-hole in the 
ground for draining the water used for washing can minimize chances of further 
contamination. Bleaching powder should be used to disinfect the pit. The pit can also be 
used to dispose of cholera stool. The floor of the treatment centre can be disinfected by 
washing, swabbing or sprinkling with bleaching powder solution. Attendants should be 
advised to wash their hands and clothes thoroughly with detergents. 

8.7.2 Water 

Drinking safe water is a basic requirement. Tubewell water for drinking and for domestic 
use, if available, should be encouraged. Boiling of water makes it safer. Stored water can 
also be easily contaminated. Use of narrow-necked itchers for water storage greatly 
reduces the risk of contamination. Use of bleaching powder solution can disinfect 
contaminated water. The risk of infection can be further reduced by washing hands with 
soap and water after defecation and before handling or eating food. Ponds receiving 
drainage from latrines should not be used to wash utensils or for bathing. Washing stool-
contaminated clothes and bedding of diarrhoea patients can contaminate the surface 
water (ponds) used for domestic purpose. Drying these materials in the sun before 
washing can reduce the risk of contamination. Potentially contaminated water can be 
disinfected with 6 mL of bleaching powder solution per 10 L of water (33 g of bleaching 
powder dissolved in one litre of water makes the stock solution). Treated water should be 
left to sit for at least 30 minutes before use. 

8.7.3 Food 

Many raw foods, such as fish and vegetables, are contaminated with cholera bacteria. Raw 
food should not be eaten. All foods should be well-cooked and kept covered. Left-overs 
should be thoroughly re-heated and stale food should be discarded. Food should be eaten as 
soon as it is cooked or while still hot. 

8.7.4 Washing hands 

Washing hands with water and soap after defecation, before preparing, serving and eating 
food will reduce the chances of getting infected with the cholera bacteria. 

8.7.5 Health education 

Simple health education messages include: eat freshly cooked food; reheat leftovers and eat 
while still hot; drink tubewell water or boiled water; wash utensils in clean water and dry 
them in the sun; wash hands before handling or eating food and after defecation. 

9. Conclusions 
The effective management of cholera is based on few simple rules and procedures, 
summarized in Box 2.  
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1. Assess the severity of dehydration. 
 
2. Replace fluids: 
 severe dehydration: IV infusion, replace 10% of the body weight within 3–6 hr. 
 moderate or mild dehydration: standard ORS, rice-based ORS if possible. 
 
3. Monitor the patient:  
 repeate the evaluation of the severity of dehydration 
 monitor stool output (use cholera cot if possible). 
 
4. Maintain hydration:  
 replace continuing fluid losses until diarrhoea stops. 
 
5. Give an oral antibiotic to dehydrated patients as soon as vomiting stops. 
 based on the local known resistance/sensitivity pattern 
 
6. Provide food as soon as patient is able to eat (within a few hours). 
 
7. Recognize complications such as hyponatriemia. 
 
8. Give to children zinc supplementation  
 dose 10-20 mg for 10-14 days  
 
9. In case of cholera epidemic:  
 Aggressive case finding and efficient transport. 
 Set up treatment centres for remote areas. 
 Start epidemic surveillance. 
 Strengthen control and prevention measures.  

Box 2. Synthesis of recommendations for the management of cholera  
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